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Chapter Historical Note 
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SUBCHAPTER 19. (RESERVED) 

SUBCHAPTER 1. CRAPS 

19:47-1.1 Definitions 

The following words and terms, when used in this sub-
chapter, shall have· the, following meanings unless the con-
text clearly indicates otherwise. 

"Come Out Point" shall mean a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 
thrown by the shooter on the_ come out roll. 

/ 

"Come Out Roll" shall µ1ean the first roll of the dice at 
the opening of the game and the first roll of the dice after a 
decision with respect to a Pass Bet and Don't Pass Bet has 
been effected. 

"Come Point" shall mean a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 
thrown by .the shooter on the next roll following placement 
of a Come Bet or bon't Come Bet. 

47.3 

19:47.:..1.2 

19:47-1.2 ~Permissible '!agers 
(a) The following shall constitute the definitions of per-

missible wagers at the game of craps: 

L "Pass Bet" shall mean 'a wager placed on the Pass 
Line of the layout immediately pripr to the come out roll: 
The Pass Bet shall win if, on the 'come out roll: 

i. A total of. 7 or 11 'is thrown; or 

ii. . A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is t;hrown and that 
.total is again thrown before a 7 appears. 

iii. The Pass Bet shall lose if, on the. come out roll, 

(1) A total qf 2, 3, or 12 is thrown; or ,. , . - r 

(2) A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown and a 7 
subsequently appears before that total is again 
thrown. 

2. "IJon't Pass Bet" shall mean a wager placed on. the 
Don't Pass Line of the layout immediately prior to the 
come out roll. The Don't Pass Bet shall win if, on the 
come put roll: 

i. A total of 2 or 3 is thrown; or 

ii. A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown and a 7 
subsequently appears before that total is again thrown, 

\ 
iii. The Don't Pass Bet shall lose if, on the come 

out roll: 

(1) A total of7 or 11 is thrown; or 

(2) A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown and that 
total is again thrown before a 7 appears. 

iv. The Don't Pass Bet shall be void if, on the come 
out roll, a total of 12 is thrown. 

3. "Come Bet'' shall mean a wager placed on the 
Come Line of the layout at any time after the.come out 
roll. The Come· Bet shall. win if, on the roll immediately 
following placement of such (bet: 

i. A total of 7. or 11. is thrown; or 

ii. A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 ;or 10 is thrown and that 
total is again thmwn before a 7 appears. · 

iii. The Come Bet shall lose if, on the roll immedi-
ately following placement, of such bet: . 

(1) A total oL2, 3, or 12 is thro:wn; or 

(2) A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown and a 7 
subsequently appears before that total. is' again 
thrown. ·· · 

4. "Don't Come Bet" shall meana wager placed on 
the "Don't Come" area of the layout at any time after the 
come out roll. The Don't Come Bet shall win if, on the 
roll immediately following placement of such bet: 

i. A total of 2 or 3 is thrown; or 

Supp. 10-16-95 
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ii. A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or lQ is thrown and a 7 
subsequently appears before,that total is again thrown; 

iii; The Don't Come Bet shall lose if, on -the roll 
immediately following placement of such bet: ( · 

• (1) A total of 7 or 11 is thrown; _ or 

(2) A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown and that r 
total is again thrown before a 7 i:ippears. 
iv, . The' Don't Come Bet shall be void if, on the rnll 

immediately following placement of such bet, a total of 
12 is thrown. 
I. 

_ 5, . "Place Bet to Win" shall mean a wager that may be, 
made at any time on any of the numbers 4, 51

, 6, 8, 9 or 10 --
which 'shall win if the number on which. the wager was 
placed is thrown before a 7 and shall lose if a 7 is thrown 
before such number. All place bets(shall be inactive on 
any come _ out roH unless called "on" by the player and 
confirmed by the dealer through placement of an "on" 
marker button on top of such player's wa~er. 

6. • A "Place Bet to Lose" shall mean a1 wager that may 
be made at any time against any of the _numbers 4, 5, 6, 8'; 
9 or 10 which shall win if a 7 is thrown before1 the 
particular number against which the wager is placed and. 
shall lose if the particular:_number against which the wager 
is placed is thrown befoi'e a 7 appears. , 

7. "Four the Hardway" shall mean a wager, that m~y 
be made at any time, "'hich shall win if a total of 4 is 
_thrown th~ hardway. (i.e., wit~ 2 appearing on each di~) I 
before 4 1s thrown m any other way and before a, 7 \S 
thrown. ; . 

8. "Six the Hardway;,_ ihall mean a wager, that may be 
made at any time"'which shall win- if a total of 6 is thrown 
the qardway (Le:., with 3 appearing on ,each die) before 6 
is thrown,' in any other way and before a 7 is thrown. 

'9, "Eight the Hardway" shall mean a wager, that inay 
be made at 'any time, which -shall win if a total of 8 is 
1thrown the hardway (i.e., with 4 appearing on each die) 
before 8 is thrown- in ariy other ~ay and before 7 is 1 , 

thrown. · 

10. "Ten the Harldway" shall mean a wager, that may 
be made at any time, which.-~hall win if a total of 10 is 
thrown the. hardway (i.e., with 5 appearing on each die) 

\ before ld is thrown in any other way and before a 7 .is 
thrown. ' 

11. "Field Bet" shall 111-ean a one roll wager that may 
be made at any time which shall win if any one of the . 
totals 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11 or 12 is thrown on the 'roll ' 
immediately following placement of such bet -and shall 
lose ifl a total of 5, 6, 7 or 8 is t~rown qn such roll. 

12. · "Any Seven'1 shall ;mean a one roll. wager' that may 
be made at any time wh'ich shall win if a total of 7 is ' 
thrown on the roll immediately following placement of 
·such bef and. shall lose if any other total is thrown. 

) 

' OTHER AGENGJES. 

13. "Any Craps" shall mean a one roli wager that may 
be made at any time which shall win if a total of 2, 3 or 12 
is thrown on the roll immediately following placement of 

· such bet and shall ~se if any o~her total is thrown. 

1,4. "Craps· Two'.'.1 shall mean a one rollyager that i;nay. 
be m~de at any time which shall win if a total of 2 is 
thrown cin the roll immediately following placement 'of 
such bet and shall lose if any I other total is thrown. 

I I 

15. "Craps Three" shall mean a one roll wager that 
' may be made at any time which shall win if a total of 3 is 
thrown on the roll immediately following placern_ent of 
such bet and. shall lose if any other total is thrown. 

16. "Craps Twelve" shall mean a one roll wager that 
may be made at any time which shall wiJ?- if a total cif 12 is 
thrown on ti1e roll immediately_ following placement of· 
such bet and shall lose if any other total is thrown. 

17. "11 in One Roll'' shall mean a one roll Wfiger that 
may be made at any time which shall.win if a totitl of 11 is 

, thrown on the ne~t roll arid shall lose if any pther tot-al is, 
thrown. 

18. "Craps-Eleven ·or C and E" shall 'mean a one roll 
wager that· may .be made at any. time which shall win; as 
provided at N.J.A.C. 19:47-1.4(d), if either a craps (2, 3 
or 12) or 11 is rolled immediately following placement of 
such bet and shall lose if any other total is thrown. I, , 

19 .. "Horn Bet" shall mean a one roll wager that may 
be made at any tirr1,e which shall win if any one of'the 
totals 2,. 3, 11 or 12 is thrown on the roll immediately 
following placement of such bet and shall lose if any Other 
total is thrown. 

20. "Horn High Bet" shall mean a wager that may be _( 
made at any time which shall win if apy one of the totals 
2, 3, 11 or 12 is thrown on the roll immediately following 
placement of such bet ~nd shall lose if any other total is 
throwri; A Horn High Bet shall be placed in units of five 
with four units wagered as a Horn B~t and an additional 
unit wager on one df the totals 2, 3, 11 or 12. A casino 
licensee that · does not have a designated ar~a on its ' 
layouts for the' acceptance of a Horn High Bet shall brea:k 
down th~ wager into two separate wagers on the ~'Born" • 
and one of the, totals 2; 3, 11 or 12. · 

(b) Only the wagers'lis~ed in (a) ab~ve shall be permissi-
ble at the game of craps. ( 

Amended'.by R.19(79 d.273, effective July 18, 1979. i 
See:'. 10 N.J.R. 364(b), 11 N.J.R. 42l(a). ·· 
Amended by R.1981 f,388, ·effective November 2, 1981. 
See: 13 N.J.R. 534(1:l), 13 N.J.R. 780(c). . 1 

(a)7 and 8 deleted, (a)9_:__zo renumbered as 7-18 'without change in 
text. · · 
Amended by R.1984 d.48, -effective March 5, 1984. i , 
See: 15 N.J.R. 1241(a), 16.N.J.R. 433(a). 

"Hom High Bet" fon;nalized as separate wager;' 
Public Notice:. Petition for Rulemaking. of New Craps Wager "Over 

7/Under 7". · , · 
See: 18 N.J.R. 1,315(b). 
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Amended bv R.1993 d.127, effective March 15, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 63(b), 25 N.J.R. 1230(b). 

In (a): Added new paragraph 18.; recodified existing 18-19 as 
19-20, with no change in text. 

19:47-1.3 Making and removal of wagers 
(a) Wagers should be made before the dice are thrown 

but they may be made between the time the dic,e leave the 
shooter's hand and the time the dice come to rest provided 
that they are confirmed orally b)'°the dealer and a boxman. 

(b) All wagers at craps shall be made by placing gaming 
chips, match play coupons ( only for Pass or Don't Pass 
wagers) or plaques on the appropriate areas o(:the craps 
layout, except that verbal wagers accompanied by cash may 
be accepted provided that they are confiried by the deale1 
and that such .cash is expeditiously converted into gaming 
chips or plaques in accordance with the regulations govern-
ing the acceptance and conversion of such instruments. 

( 

( c) A_ wager made on any bet may be remov'ed ot reduced 
at any time prior to a roll that decides the .outcome of such 
wager except that a Pass Bet and a Come Bet shall not be 
removed or reduced after a tome out point or come point is 
established with respect to such bet. 

( d) A Don't Come Bet and a Don't Pass Bet may be 
removed or reduced at any time but may not be replaced or 
increased after such removal or redm;:tion. 

( e) All buy and· place to win bets, come odds, and 
hardways shall tie inactive on any come olit roll unless called 
"On" by the player and confirmed by the dealer through 
placement of an "On'} marker button on the top of 'each 
player's wager. All other wagers shall be considered "On". 

Amended by R.1980 d.132, effective. March 31, 1980. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R 294(c). 
Amended by R.1980 d.186, effective April 29, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). 
Petition for ~ulemaking:>Making and Removal of Craps Wager. 
See: 21 N.J:R. 2408(b). ) 
Amended by R.1990 d.310, effective June 18, 1990. 
See: 21 N.J.R. 3869(b), 22 N.J.R. 1946(b). 

In ( d): deleted phrase "until a new come out roll" qualifying. 
subsection. 
Amended by R.lp91 d.551., effective November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 1784(b), 23 N.J.R. 3350(a). 

In (f): revised text to clarify minimum and maximum Wager notice 
requirements; added N.J.A.C. reference. 
Amended by R.1993 d.37, effective January 19, 1993. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 3695(a), 25 N.J.R. 348(b). 

Simulcasting added. 
Amended by R.1993 d.630, effective December 6, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 3953(a), ~5 N.J.R. 5521(a). 
Amended by R.1994 d.298, effective June 20, 1994. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 1441(a), 26 N.J.R. 2594(b). 

19:47-1.4 Payout odds 
(a) All odds stated on any layout or in any brochure or . 

other publication distributed by a casino licensee shall be 
stated through use of the word "to" and no odds shall be 
stated through use of the word "for". 

19:47-1.4 

(b) No· casino licensee or any employee or agent thereof 
shall pay off winning wagers at the game of craps at less; 
than the odds listed below. A casino licensee may pay off 
winning wagers at higher odds than those listed below 
providep that such odds are uniform within the casino and 
the casino simulcasting facility. 

Wager 
Pass Bet 
Don't Pass Bet 
Come Bet 
Don't Come Bet 
Place Bet 4 to Win 
Place Bet 5 to Win 
Place Bet 6 to Win 
Place Bet 8 · to Win 
Place Bet 9 to Win 
Place Bet 10 to Win 
Place Bet 4 to Lose 
Place Bet 5 to Lose 
Place Bet 6 to Lose ( 
Place Bet 8 to Lose 
Place Bet 9 to Lose 
Place Bet 10 to Lose 
Four the Hardway 
Six the Hardway) 
Eight the Hardway 
Ten the Hardway 
Field Bet 

Any Seven 
Any Craps 
Craps 2 
Craps 3 
<;:raps 12 
11 in one roll 

Payout Odds 
1 to 1 
1 to l 
1 to 1 
1 to 1 
9 to 5 
7 to 5 
7 to 6 
7 to 6 
7 to 5 
9 to 5 
5 to 11 
5 to 8 
4 to 5 
4 to 5 
5 to 8 
5 fo l1 
7 to 1 
9 to 1 

\9 to 1 
7 to' 1 
1 to 1 ,on 3, 4, 9, 10, 11 
2 to 1 on 2 
2 to 1 on 12 
4 to 1 
7 to 1 
30 to 1 
15 to 1 
30 to 1 
15 to 1 

( c) A Horn Bet and Horn High Bet shall be paid as if 
they were four separate wagers on 2, 3,, 11 and 12. 

( d) A Craps-Eleven or C and E bet shall be paid as if 
one half of the wagered amount had been placed on "Any 
Craps" and one hal~ on "Eleven," and shall be paid as if two 
separate wagers were made for the one roll. 

(e) No casino licensee or his employees shall accept any 
wager that because of the amqimt thereof cannot ·be paid at 
the odds perm~tted by (b), (c) .or (d) above. 

/ I .~ 

. I 
Amended by R.1979 d.273, effective July 18, 1979. 
See: 10 N.J.R. 364(b), 11 N.J.R. 421(a). 
Amended by R.1981 d.388, effecti~e November 2, 1981. 
See: 13 N.J.R. 5,34(b), 13 N.J.R. 780(c). 

(b): wagers concerning "big six" and "big eight" deleted. 
Amended by R.1984 d.48, effective.March 5, 1984. 1 
See! 15 N.J.R. 124l(a), 16 N.J.R. 433(a). · 

"Horn High Bet" added to (c). 
Petition for Rulemaking: New craps wager "Over 7/Under 7". 
See: 18 N.J.R. 1315(b). 
Amended by R.1993 d.37, effective January _19, 1993. 
See: 24 N:J.R. 3695(a), 25 N.J.R. ~48(b). 

Simulcasting added. 
Amended by R.1993 d.127, effective March 15, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 63(b), 25 N.J.R. 1230(b). 

Added new Subsection (d). Recodified exi~ting (d) as (e), revising 
reference to subsections of rule. . 
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19:47-1;5 True.oclds.on place bets (b11y and lay.bets); 
' .· . , , vigorish prohibited , ' . · . · · . . .· .. .. 

(a) Buy Bets: JJp addition to the payout odds set fortµ in 
NJ.AC. 19:47--J.4 for place bets to win on 4, 5, 6, ~' 9 and 
10; a ,casino licensee may offer'a player the 9ption of· 
re~eiving true odds on these bets in r~tllm .for the player 
paying to the casinoJicensee, at the time of ma'king the bet, 

'a perceQtage of the ,amount wagered whkh in no event shall 
. exceed five percent of such wager. Under such circlliv· 

stances, a casino licensee shall conform to tlie odds liste'd 
·· belo~ in paying1 off winning wagers on th~se b.ets: · 

Bet 
4 to Win 
5 toWin 
6 to Win· 
8 to Win 
9 to Win. 

lOto Win 

Odds 
2 'to 1 
3.to 2 
6 to 5·, 
6 to 5 

-:rw 2 
2 to l 

(b) Lay Bets: In addition to or in lieu of.the payout odds 
) set forth in N.J.A.C. 19:47-1.4 for place bets to lose on 4; ~' . 

6, 8, 9 and 10, a casino licensee may offer a player true odds 
on these. bets in. return. for the player:paying to the casino 
licensee; .at the time of making the bet, a percentage of the 

• amountthe player could win 9n sµch !;>et wliich in n9eveht 
shall· e,xceed . 5 · percent of such"cwager. ·. Under such 'circum-.. 
stinces, a, casino licensee shall conform fo the odds listed 
below in paying off winning wagers on these bets: · 

·Bet 
4 to Lose 
5 to Lose.· 
6 to Lose-
8 io Lose 
9 tq Lose .. 

10.to Lose 

Odds 
l_to 2 
2 to 3 
5 to 6 I 

5 to 6 
2 to3 
l to 2 

·· OTHER AGENCIES 
I , . . 

. (b) Whenever .. a pl~yer makes a Don't Pa_ss Bet ·and a -
total of 4, 5; 6, 8, .9 or 110 is thrown on the come out roll, the 
player shall have)hel;iglit to make a supplemenfal wager in 

. support of the Pon't Pass Bet which' may be liinited by. the 
q1sino licensee to an! amoupt so calculated as to provid~ 
winnings .not in excess bf tlie amount originallf wagered on, 
the Don't Pass Bet. J If, in 1such'. circumstances, tl1e DoQ;t 

. Pass Bet wins, the miginal D()n't Pass Bet, sha]l be paid at .. 
odds of 1 to· 1. and· the supplemental wage.r shall .be paid. at 

· odds of 1 to 2 if the cqme out point was 4 or1d, 2 to 3 if the 
c9me out point was 5 'or 9, and 5to 6 if the come out point . 
~as 6 or 8. 

. I:. . . . , 
( c) Whenever a player makes a Co.me Beiand a total of 

· 4, 5; 6; 8[ 9 or 10 is thiown, on the roll immediatelifollowing 
placement of such be

1
t, fae player shall have, the right to 

make a sµpplernental ! wager in support of the· Come Bet 
which may be limited fby the casino licensee to an amount 
that is equal to the a~o1:1n} of the 0 original Come Bee if, in. 
such· circumstances, th,e' Co111e Bet wins, . the original Come 

. Bet · shall be paid at odds ·of .1 lto 1 and the suppieinental 
wager shaUbe paid af pd~s of 2 to t ihhe come point wa~ 4 
or 101 3 to .2 if the come pointwas 5 or 9, andp toS if t11e 
come point was 6 or 8. · 

.( cl; Wheneier. a) p;a~er mak6~ a. Don't C~ine Bet .a~ a 
total of .4, 5,,6, 8, 9 orl 10 is thrown 011 the FQll immediately 
followipg placement of'such bet; the· player shall·-have the\ 
right to make a supple~ental \Yager in support of the 'Don1t 
Come Bet which• may ~e ~mited' by the casino lkensee to an 
amount s9 calcul,ated ~s to:1provide winningrnot inexce~s QI 
the amount originally wagered on the Don't Come-Bet.· If, 
,in such circumstances, !t.he Don't Come· B~t 'Yins, the. origi-
nal Don't Come Bet s~all be paid at odds of 1 t91l ancl the 

(q) Except as ;provided for jn s~bsectioQs (a) a~d (b) ot ·· supplemental wager sJiall be piiid, a.t. odds of l to 2 if the 
this section, no casino licensee shall charge ahy percentage, come point was a 4 or iiO; 2 to:3 if the come poinfwas5 oi 
fee or vigorish to a .player in making any \Yager in the game . 9, and 5 to 6 ifthe cop1e pqintwas p or 8._ · · · 
of craps: · · · · · · · ·· · · 

.'"---.~ 

Amended by R.1979 d.273, effective· July 18,.1979. 
See: 10 N.J.R_. 364(b), 11 N.J.R. 421(a). . , · .. 
Amen.sled by R.1993 d.37, effectiv_eJanuary 19\ 1993. 
Se,e:. 24N).R. 3695(a), 25N.J.R. 348(b). 

"Casino'' replaced/by "casino· licensee."· 
Administrative Correction.' . 
jee: 26 N:J,R: 47~8(a), 

19:47-h6 Supplemental wag;rs m,ade, aftei:; the come out 
roll in support of pass, d.on't pass·, come and . 

.. ,. do,n't' come be!s···(taking aiid laying odds) 
(a) Wµeneveraplayerm.akesa Pass Bet a.qd atota.l of 4, 

5, 6; 8, 9 or 10. is thrown ori the come outroll, the player 
shall have the]right fo make a supplemental wager 1n 
supportof the Pass Bet which 111ay be limited by. tht:! casino 
licensee to an al)lount thafis equal to the amount of the 
origi~al Pass Bet. , If, in/such circumstances, the', Pass Bet 

· wins, the original Pass l,3et shall be paid at,odds of, l to • 1 · 
and the supplemental wager shall be paid at odds of 2, to 1 if 
the come: out point was 4 or 10, 3 to 2 ihhe come out point ' 
wa~ 15 or 9, and(6 to 5 if tµe 'come ou(p9i11t was 6 or. 8. ·· 

. /· 
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(e) .A casirro licens¢~may ~lfow·iL~upplemental wage;, in 
suppmt of~ Pas$ or C<!JJA~··Bet in aniamountlip to·lO,time:s 
the al110),lllt of the original Pass ot ~ome Bet. A(Casino 
licensee may allpw a supplemental wager hi .support of a · 
Don't Pass or Don't Come Bet in an. amount so cakulated 
as .to provide.a winning1 player with witiningsnQt in excess of 
up to 10' times the. am@unf originally wagered on the Don't 
Pass or Don't ·CQme ]j3et: The original' Pas~, Don't P&ss, . 
C:ome or Don'f Com~ Bet and any supplen1entar wager . 
allowed pursuant to this subsection sh,,111 be paid at/the.same 
odds. as Jhe. original ~nd sµpplemental, wagers an~ paid 
under (a) through (d) ~bov:e. . . 

I l 
(f) Notwitlistanding/(e) abov~, a cas.1no licensee may ac~ 

cept .a suppleme11tal wager that exceeds. an amou11t that is 
othern,;ise authorized by this· section or posted. as' the maxi- · 
mum wager permitted :pursuant to· N.J.A.C, 19;47.--8.2 and 
8.3 provided tllat the :excess a.mount of the supplem<:!ntal 
Wagfris necessary tb facilitate the payouts permitted by this 
sec:tion . 

/ 
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CASINO CONTROL COMMISSION 

Amended by R.1982 d.230, effecJive August 2, 1982. 
See: 14 N.J.R. 382(a), 14 N.J.R. 838(e). 

Added (e). 
Petition for Rulemaking: Prohibition of inducements to gamble. 

· See: 20 N.J.R. 2ll(a). . 
Experimental 90-day implementation pursuant to N.J.S.A. 5:12-69(e), 

effective July 23, 1990 (expired October 21, 1990). ( 
See: 22 N.J.R. 2187(b), 

Five-times odds at craps test. 
Experimental 90-day implementation pursuant to N.J.S.A. 5:12-69(e), 

effective November 12, 1990 (expired February 10, 1991). 
See: 22 N.J.R. 3392(a). · 

Five-times odds at craps test. 
Amended by R.1991 d.73, effective .February 19, 1991. 1 
See: 22 N.J.R. 2254(a), 23 N.J.R. 620(a).. ' 

Added multiple odds options; revised posting and notification re-
quirements for changes in maximum additional wager. · 
Amended by R.1991 d.551, effective Noveinber 4,_1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 1784(b), 23 N.J.R. 3350(a). , 

In (e): revised text to clarify minimum and maximum wager notice 
requirements; added N.J.A.C. reference. · 
Amended by R.1993 d.37, effective January 19, 1993 .. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 3695(a), 25 N.J.R. 348(b). 

"Casino" replaced by "casino license.e."· 
Amended by R.1995 d:137, effective March 6,, 1995. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 4978(b), 27 ~.J.R. 936(b), . 

19:47-1.7 Dice; retention; selection 
(a) A set of at least five dice conforming to the specifica-

tions contained in section: 19:46-16 of these regulations shall 
be present at the craps table during gaming at craps: 
Control of the dice shall be the responsibility of the stick-· 
man at the table who shall retain all dice; except those fo 
active play, in a dice cup at the tab.le. 

(b) At the corrihlencement: of play, the stickman. shall ·· 
offer the set of dice to the player immediately tci the left of 
the boxman at the table. If such player rejects the dice, the 
stickrrian shall offer the dice to each of .the other players in 
turn clockwise ai:ciund the tal;>le until one of the players 
accepts the dice. · 

,, 
(c) The first player to accept the dice when offered shall 

become the shooter who shall select and retain two of the 
dice offered. The remaining dice of tlfo set shall be re- · 
turned to the dice cup which shall be placed, immediately in 
front of the stickman. 

19:47-1.8 Throw of the dice 
' ' 

Upon selection of the dice, the shooter shall make a Pass 
Bet or Don't Pass Bet after which he shall throw the two 
selected dice so that they leave his hand simultaneously and· 
in a manner calculated to cause them to strike the end of 
the ta.ble farthest from him. 

Case Notes 
"Helicoptering'' dice throw impermissible; violation if casino con- . 

doned. Div. of Gaming Enforcement v. Matta, 5 N.J.A.R. 439 (1983) .. 

19:47-1.9 Invalid roll of the dice· 
(a) A roll of the dice shall be invalid wheneveq:ither or 

both of the dice go off the table or whenever oD,e die comes 
to·rest on top of the other. 

19:47-1.10 

(b) A. boxman or stickrnan, as designated by the casino 
licensee, shall have the authority to i11validate a roll of the 
dice by calling ~'No Roll" for any of the following reasons: 

. L T,he dice do ~ot leave the shooter's hand s1multa- ) 
neously; · 

2. Either or both of the dice f~il to strike an end of 
the table; 

3. Either or both of the dice come to rest on the chips 
i;onstituting the craps bank of/chips located .in front of the 
boxman; 

4. Either or both of the dice come to rest in the dice 
' ' 

cup in front of the stickman or on one of the rails 
surrounding the table; · 

5. The use of a cheating, crooked or fixed device or 
· technique in the roll of the dice; ,and 

. 6. For any-:other reaso~ the boxrp.an or Stickman, as 
the case may be, considers the throw to be riihproper. · 

(c) The calL of "No Roll" by the boxman or stickman 
under either 1paragraphs l, 2 9r 6 of subsection (b) Qf this 
section s~all, whenever possible, be made before both dice .· 
come to rest. 

(d) A throw of the dice which results in the dice cbming 
into contact with any match play coupons or chips on the 
table, other than the· craps bank of chips located in front of 
the boxman, shall not be a cause for a calLof "No Roll". 
'' ' ,' . 

.. I 
Amended by R.1994 d.298, effective June 20; 1994. 
See: 76 N.J.R. 1441(a), 26 N.J.R 2594(b). 

· ·case Notes 
Pit boss' authority to invalidate dice roll. Div: of Gaming Enforce-

- ment v. Matta, 5 NJ.AR. 439 (1983). 

19:47-1.10 Point t~row; settlement of wagers 
(a) When the dice. come to rest from a valld throw; the 

Stickman shall . at oncecall out the sum of the numbers on 
the high orupperniost sides _of the two dice .. Only 1one f11ce 
on each dice . shall be considered skyward. _, · 

1. In the event either or both of the dice do not land 
flat on the t~bl~ .(for example, one edge of the die i\ 
resting cocked· on a_ stack of chips); the side· directly 
opposite the side that · is resting on the . chips or other 
object shall be cq!}sidered · uppermost and skyward. If 
more than one side of a,di~ is restirig on a stack of'chips 
or other object, the roll shall be void anct'tbe dice shall be 
re-thrown. · 

' ( ' ' .. ' 

. 2. In the event of a dispute as to which face is 
uppermost, the Boxman shall have discretion to .deter-
mine which :face is uppermost or to order the throw be 
void and the dice be re-thrown. 

(b) After calling the throw, the Stickman shall collect the 
dice and bring them to the center . of the table between 

47-7 Supp. 10-16-95 
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19:41:....1.10 

himself and·the Boxman. All wagers decided by that throw 
sh.all then be settled, following which the Stickman shall pass 
the dice to. the Shooter for the next throw. When collecting 
the dice and passing them to the Shooter, the Stickman shall 
use a stick designed for that purpose. 

Amended by R.1983 d.240, effective June 20, 1983. 
See: 15 N.J.R. 242(b), 15 N.J.R. 104l(a). 

Added 1 to {a). ' 

19:47-1.11 Continuation of shooter as such; selection of 
new shooter 

(a) It shall be the option of th.e shooter, after any roll, 
either to pass the dice or remain the shooter except that: 

1. The shooter shall pass the dice upon throwing a 
loser. 7; and 

2. The boxman may order the shooter to pass the dice 
if the shooter unreasonably delays the game, repeatedly 
makes invalid rolls or violates either the Casino Control 
Act or the regulations of the Commission. 

(b) If a shooter, after making the Come Out Point elects 
not · to place a Pass or Don't Pass Bet, and other . wagers 
remain on the table with respect to Come and/or Don't 
Come numbers, the stickperson shall offer the dice to the 
player immediately to the I left of the previous shooter, as 
provided for.in (c) below. • If there are no other players at 
the table, or if no other players at the. table elect to make a 
Pass or Don't Pass Bet in order to shoot the dice and 
continue the game, the previous shooter shall be allowed to 
shoot the dice without a Pass or Don't Pass Bet only for the 
purpos,e of effecting a decision on the remaining ,Come 
and/or Don't Come Wagers. The On/Off marker shall be 
placed on the Don't Pass Line in the Off position in front of 
the shooter in order to indicate that the shooter is rolling 
the dice only ·to. effectuate a decision for those wagers 
remaining on the layout. Once the remaining Come and/or. 
Don't Come Wagers have been decided, or a player wishes 
to place a Pass or Don't Pass Betthe game shall proceed. in 
accordance with N.J.fi..C. 19:47-1.8. 

) ' 
(c) Whenev.er a voluntary or compulsory relinquishment 

of the dice occurs by the shooter, th¢ stickman shall offer 
the complete set of 5 or more dice to the player immediate-
ly to the left of the previous shooter and, it he does not 
accept, to "each of the other players in turn clockwise around 
the table. · · 

, . ( d) The first player to accept tlfe dice when offered shall 
oecome the new shooter who shall select and retain two of 
the dice offered. The remaining dice of the set shall · be 
returned to the dice cup which shall be placed immediately 
jn front of the stickman. 

Amended by R.1988 d.360, effective August 1, 1988. 
See: 19 N.J.R. 1542(a), 20 N.J.R. l954(b). 

Supp. 10-16-95 

OTHER AGENCIES 

Added (b); recodified old (b)-(c) as (c)-(d)'. 

( 

SUBCHAPTER 2. BLACKJACK 

\19:47-2.l Definition~ 

, The following words .and terms, when used in this sub-
chapter, shall have the following meanings unless the co~• 
text clearly indicates otherwise. 

;· 
"Bart Carter shuffle" shall mean the' shuffling procedure 

in Which approximately one deck of cards is shuffled after 
being dealt, segregated into separate stacks and each stack is 
inserted into premarked locations within the remaining 
decks contained in the dealing .shoe. ' · 

. "Blackjack" shall mean an ace1 and any card having a 
point value of 10 dealt as the initial two cards to a player or ' 
a dealer except that this shall not include an ace and a tei;i 
point value card dealt to a player .· who has split pairs. 

I 

"Card reader device" is defined in N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.10. 

"Dealer" shall, mean the person responsible for dealing 
the cards at a Blackjack table. 

' "Determinant card" shall mean the first card drawn for 
each round of ,play to determine from which side of the two 
compar(ment dealing shoe the cards for that hand shall be 
dealt. 

(,_ 
"Double shoe" shall mean a dealing· shoe that has two 

adjacent compartments in which cards are stacked separate-
ly and which permits cards to be dealt from ortly one 
compartment at any given time. 

/ ' 

"Hard Total" shall ~ean the total point count of a hand 
which contains no aces or which contains aces that are each 
counted as 1 in value. 

' 
1 "Soft Total" s.hall m'ean the total point count of a hand 

containing an ace when the ace is counted as ( 11 in value. 

Amended by R.1982 d.255,,effective August 2, 1982, operative Septem-
ber 15, 1982. · 

See: 14 N.J.R. 559(b), 14 N.J.R. 84l(b). 
Added definition of "Bart (::arter shuffle", "determinant card" and 

"double shoe". 
Amended by R.1993 d.38, effec.tive January 19, 1993. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 2351(a), 25 N.J.R. 367(a). 

Added card reader device. 

Case Notes. 

No action for violation of federal constitutional rights absent state 
action permitted to card counter excluded from casino; State Supreme 
Court holding denying casino's right to exclude card counters not 
retroactive. Hoagsburg v. Harrah's Marin~ Hotel Casino, 585 F.Supp. 
1167 (D.N.J.1984). 



CASINO CONTROL COMMISSION. 

··Card counter" patron not excludable from gambling at casino. 
absent valid Commission rule; public access to casinos. Uston v;' 
Resorts International Hotel, Inc., 89 N.J. 163 (1982). 

19:47-2.2 Cards; number of decks; val~e of(cards 

(a) Blackjack shall be played with· at least one deck of 
cards with _backs of the same color and design and one __ 
additional yellow or green cutting card. 

, (b) The value of the cards con(ained in. e~ch deck shall 
be as follows: 

1. Any card from 2 to 10 shall have its face valµe; 

2. Any Jack, Queen or King shall have a value of ten; 
. ( . 

3. An ace shall have a value of; 
. . • I 

i. Eleven, unless that value would.give, a player or 
the dealer a scbre in excess, of 21, in which case, it shall 
have a vafue of one; or ' 

ii. -One, if the ace is one of the initial two cards 
dealt to a player in determination of the addit\onal 
wager authorized by N.J.A.C. 19:47-2.17(a)l;. provided, 
however, that the value of such ace for all other 
purposes under this · subchapter sh~ll be governed by 
(b )3i above. 

(c) If a double shoe is utilized, blackjack shall be played 
with at least two decks of cards that shall be dealt froi;n 
separate sides of th~, dealing shoe. The cards dealt from 
each side of the shoe shall have backs of the same color and 
design as all other cards being dealt from that side of the 
shoe. The backs of -the cards being dealt from on~ side ~f 
the shoe, however, shall ,be of a different color Jhan the 
backs being deal~ from the other side., In addition to · the 
cards used, a separate. yellow or green cutting card_shall be 
used in each side of the shof- · 

Amended by R.1982 d.255, effective August 2, _1982, operative Septem-
ber 15; 1982. . ,-

See: 14 N.J.R. 559(b), 14 N.J.R. 841(b). i 
. __ Added (c). 
Amended by, R.1992 d.174, effective April 20, 1992. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 3251(a), 24 N.J.R 1516(c). 1 

In (b )3i: stylistic revision moving "Eleven" to 3i from 3 regarding the 
value of an Ace. 

Added new. (b )3ii. . 
Amended by R.1994 q.80, effective February 22, 1994. 
See:\ 25 N.J.R. 5454(b), 2~ N.J.R. 1113(a). r 

19:47-2.3 Wagers /! 

(a) Prior to the first card. being dealt for each round of 
play, each playeri at the game of · blackjack shall make a 
wager against the dealer which shail win if: 

! 

1. The score of the player is 21 or less and the score 
of the dealer is in excess of 21; '· 

2. The score of the player exceeds that of the deal_er 
without either exceeding 21; , _ ' 

19:47-:--2.3 · 

, 3. The player has achieyed score of 21 in, two cards -
and the dealer has achieved a score of 21 in more :than 
two cards; or 

_ 4. The player has achieved a score of 21 '.'in five ca~ds· 
and the dealer has not achieved a blackjack,_or a score of 
21, provided the casino licensee elects such.option pursu-
ant to N.J.A.C. 19:47~2.16. \ · I · '_ · 

(b) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph , ( a )3 of 
this_ section, a wager made in accordance with tl].is subsec~ · 
tion sh~ll be void_ when the score of the player is the samr 
as the dealer, provided, however,.that.a player~s wager sh!!ll> 
be lost when the dealer has a blackjack and the player b.as a 
simple 21 which is' not a blackjack. . 

( c) Except as otherwise provided in these regu~~tions, no 
wager shall be made, increased or withdrawn 'after the first 
card of·the respectivr round has been dealt. \ 

( d) AU wagers at blackjack shall -be . made by placing 
gaining chips or plaques and, if applicable; a match play 
coupon on the appropriate areas of the blackjack layout, 
except that verbal wagers accompanied by cash may be 
accepted provided that they <,1re confirmed by lhe dealer and 

. casino supervisor and that such cash is expeditiously con-
verted into gaming chips or -plaques in accordance with 
NJ.AC. 19:45-1.18. -

' . . \ . 

( e) After each round of play, is cm:nplete, the dealer shall 
collect all- losing wagers and pay off all winning wagers. All 
winning wagers made in accordance with (a) above shall be 
paid at _odds of 1 to 1, with the exception of standard . 
blackjack, which .shall be paid at. odds of ·3 to 2. · Notwith-
standing any other provjsion of this subsection, a._ casino 
licensee may, in its discretion, offer one · or more of the 
following payout cidds for winning wagers made in accor-
dance with (a) above,· providea that the casino licen_see 
complies with the notice requirements, set forth in N.J.A.C 
19:47-8.3: . I 

', 

l. Three cards_ co'nsisting of the 6; 7 and 8 of ~the same • 
suit shall be paid at odds of 2 to 1; 

2. Three cards consisting of three 7's of any suit shall 
be paid at odds of 3 to 2; • 1 

3. A single ,blackjack combination consisting of a spe-
cific ace and face card designated by the casino licensee in 
accorciance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-8 .. 3 shall be paid at odds 
of 2 to, 1; 

4. Five Cards Totalling 21 shall be_pa'id at odds of 2 to_ 
1. 

_ tf) Once the first card of any hand has been. removed 
from the shoe by the dealer, no player shall handle, 'remove 
or alter any wage\s that ha':e be~n made until a dec_ision has 

. been rendered .and impleniented with respect to that wager 
,. except as explicitly permitted by these regulations. 

' . ' i, 
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J {g) Once a wager . on the insurance line, a wager to 
. dou9l<;! do~n or a wager to split pairs has beeri made . and 

cqnfirmed by the dealer, no player shall handle, remove or 
alter such wagers until a decision has been · rendered and 
implem~nted \vith respect to that wager ex~ept as explicitly 
permitted by these regulations. 

(h) No dealer or other casino employee or casino key 
employee shall permit any) player to engage in c_onduct 
violative of (f) or (g) above. ·, 

(i) A casino licensee may implement any of the following 
. options at a blackjack table provided that the casino licensee 

complies with the notice t,equirements set forth in N.J.A.C. 
19:47~.3: / . ) \.. 

- l. Persons, who have nqt made a wager on the first · 
i:ound of play may not enter the game on a, _subsequent 

. roun~ of play until- a reshuffle of the cards hair occurred;. 
. . 

2. Persons who have. not made a wager on. the first 
roilnd of play may be pennitted to enter the game, but 
may be limited tq wagering orily the · minimum limit 
posted at the table until a reshuffle of the cards has 
occurred; · 

3. Persons who, after making a wager on a given 
round of play, decline tq wager on any/subsequent round 

· , of play may be precluded from placing any further wagers 
until a: reshuffle of the cards has occufred; · and 

. -~-, 
4. Persons who, after making a wager on a given 

round of play, decline to wager on any subsequent round 
of pJay ip,ay be permitted to place further wagers, but may 
be limited to wagering oniy the miniqmm iimit posted at 
the table until a re~huffle of the cards has occurred. 

\ . 

· G) · u a casino Hcensee implements any of the options in 
(i) above, the option shall be uniformly applied to all 
persons at that table; provided, however that if a casino 
licensee has implemented either·of the options in (i)3 or 4 
above, an exception may be made for a person who tempo-
rarily leaves the 1 table if, at t_he time the person leaves, the·· 
casino licensee agrees to reserve the person's spot until his . 
or· her turn. ,, 

(k) If a double shqe is utilized, the tenn' "first card" as 
used in (a), (c) and' (f) above shalJ- meari, "determinant 
card." ·. · 1 . ..· · · 

·· A.mended by R.1979 d.2, effective January.5, 1979. 
See: io N.J.R. 568(a), 11 N.J.R. 108(c). 
Amended ,by R.1980 d.132, effective March 31, 1980. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 653{a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). 
Amended by, R.1980 d.186, effective April 29, 1980. r 

, See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). · . . 
Amended, R.1982 d.255, effective August 2, 1982, operative September 

15, 1982. 
See: 14 N.J.R. 559(b), 14 N.J.R.-841(b). 

Added (j), (k) and (/ ). , 
Temporary amendment' of rule pursuant to blackjack experiment. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 123(b). .· •. . 
Amended by R.1991 d.551, effective November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 1784(b), 23 N.J.R. 3350(a). 

OTHER AGENCIES 

In (e): addeq reference to N.J.A.C. 1_9:47-8.3 regarding wager 
requirements. . . 
Amern:led by R.1991 d.533, effective November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N:,J,lR. 28(b), 23 N:J.R. 3355(a). · . 

Added i;iew (a)4,and new Jf)l-2 setting out odds; deleted language 
in subsection (f) regarding odds. . \ 
Amended 1by' R.1991 d.534, ·effective November 4; 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 178l(a), 23 N.J.R. 3351(a). . · .. · ... 

Revised subsection· (f), adding· (f)l-3;,,with text 'on payout odds· for 
winner wagers in blackjack. 
Amended by R.1992 d.123; effective March 16, 1992. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 3436(a), 24 N.J.R. 974(c). 

In (f): added initial senteµce regarding when tbe dealer shall collect 
and pay off losing and wi~ning wagers., ' . .· .· . · -
Amended by R.1993 d.37, :effe.ctive January 19, 1993 . 
See: 24 NJ.R 3.695(a), 25 N.J.R. 348(1:i). . . •. 

Simulcasting added. ' -, 
Admin.istrative Correction ,to subsection (k). 
See: 25 N.i:R. April 5, 1993. , 1 , · 
Amended. by R.1993 d.2931 effective June 21, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R1508(a), 25 N.J.R. 2703(a). 
Am~nded by ;R.1993 d.6307 effective Decemb~r 6, '1993 . 
See. 25 N.J.R,. 3953(a), 25 N.J.R. 5521(a). . .. 
Amended by R.1994 d.137, effective March 21, 1994. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 5902(a), 26 N.J.R. 1373(b). 

19:47-2.4 Ope~ing 0£ table for gaming· . ' 

(a) .(\fter receiving the .one or more decks of cards at thy· 
table, the dealer shalt sort and i11spect the ·cards and th~ 
floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection . 
in accordince with N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.lS(f). , , · 

I 

i (b) Afte_i: · the cards are inspect,ed, the ¢:ards 'shall be , 
· spread ·out face upwards on the table for visual inspection gy-
the first player or plllyers to arrive at the table. 'fhe cards 
shall b'e spread out in hor1zontal fan_ sl;laped columfis by 

' \ µeek according to suit and in sequence. The cards in each 
. suit shall. be laid out in s_equence, within th_e suit. 

(c). After t~e first player or players is afforded an oppor-
tunity to visually .inspec,t the cards, the cards shall be turned:__, 
face downward on the :table, mixed thoroughly by a "wash-
ing" or a "chemmy -~huffle" of the cards and stacked. 

(d) If a double shoe .is utilized, aU the decks that com~ 
prise one side of the dealing shoe shall be • spread for 
inspection on the table separ~t~ from the decks that com-
prise the other ,side of the dealing shoe. . After the player or 
players ii, afforded an opportunity to visually · in~pect the 
cards, the cards that comprise one side ,of the dealing shoe' 
and the cardi, that comprise the other side of the dealing 1 

shoe. shall sepa:ratelJ be· turned face downward on the table, 
mixed thoroughly by a '.'washing" or a "chemmy shuffle" of 
the cards and stacked. 

' 
Amended by R.1980 .d.132, ;effective March 31, 1980. 
See: 11 N.LR. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). . 
Amended by R.1980 d.186, :effective April i9, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R.. 357(a). . . , 
Amended by R.1982 d.255, effective August 2, 1982, operative Septem-

. ber 15, 1982. ' . 
See: '14 l'{.J.R. 559(b), 14 N.J.R. 841(b). · 

Added (d), '. 
Amended by· R.1Q85 d.228, effective May 20,. 1985. . ~. l 
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See: i7 N.J.R. 6l(a), 17 N.J.R. '1341(a). 
i (a) substantially amencjed. 

. ,,- ., 

19:47-2.5 Shuffle and cut of the cards 

\ 

(a), lplmediately prior to commencement of play, after 
any round of play as· may be determined by the casino 
licensee and after each shoe of cards is dealt, the dealer 
shall shuffle the cards so t~at they are _randomly intermixed. 

(b) After the cards have been shuffled, the dealer shall · 
offer the stack of.cards, with backs facing away from him, to 
the players to be cut. 

( c) The player designated_ by subsection ( e) of this section 
shall cut the cards by placing the cutting card in the stack at 
least 10 cards in from either end; 

(d) ·once the cutting card has beeri inserted by the player, 
· the dealer shall take all cards in front of the cutting card/ 

and place them to the back of the stack. The dealer shall 
then take the entire stack of cards that was just shuffled and 
align them along the side of the dealing shoe which has- the 
mark required by N.J.A.C 19:'1-6-l:i9-.(d)4. Thereafter, .the 
dealer shall insert the cutting card in the stack at a position 
at least approximately one-quarter ·of the way in froip the 

. back of the st~ck. The stack of cards shall then be inserted 
into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. If the 

, "Bart Carter Shuffle" is utilized, the d'eaier shall not re-
insert the cut ·card a~ter the stack has been cut by the 
players. / 

( e) The player to cut the cards shall_ be: 

1. The first ,player to the table if the game is just 
beginning; · 

2. The player on whose box the cutting card appeared 
during the last round of play; 

3. The player at the farthest I point. to the right of the 
dealer if the-cutting card appeared on the dealer's hand 
during the last round of play, 

4. The player at the farthest point to the iight of the 
dealer if the reshuffle was initiated at the discretion of the 
casino licensee. ·, 

(f) If the piayer 'designated irt' ;stibsection ( e) of this 
section refuses the cut, the cards shall be bffered to each 
other player .moving clockwise around the table until a 
player accepts the cut.· If no player accepts the cut, the 
dealer shall, cut the cards. 

(g) A reshuffle of the cards. in the. shoe shall take place 
after the cutting eard is reached.,in the shoe as provided for 
in N.J.A.C. 19:47-2.6(1) except that: · · 

. 1. The c~sino licensee may determine after each· 
round of play that the cards should be· reshuffled; 

\ 

2. When the "Bart Carter Shuffle" is utilized a reshuf-
fle shall take place after the cards in the discard rack 
exceed approxiinaWy one ~eek in number. 

19:47,-2.6 

(h) A casino licensee may submit to the Casino ·control 
Commis$ion for approval proposed shuffle, cut card place-
ment; number oC cut cards (to inclupe shuffle techniques 
without the use of any cut carµs), location of where the 
shuffle takes place·, whp is responsible for shuffling, shuffling 
equipment ( del;).ling shoes or other dealing devices), and 
burn card · procedures. 

Amended by R.1979 d.2, effective January 5, 1979. 
See: 10 N.J.R. 568(a), -11 N.J.R. 108(c). 
Amended ·by R.1982 d.255, effective August 2, 1982, Operative Septem-

. ber 15, 1982. . 
See: 14 N.J.R. 559(b), 14 N.J.R. 841(b). 

Added: "round of play ... "to ( a); "Bart Carter Shuffle" to ( d); 4 
to (e); deleted old and added new text o( (a)l; added 2 to (g): 
Amended by R.198.2 d.305, effective September 7, · 1982. 
See; 14 N.J.R. 559, 14 N.J.R. 991(a). 
Administrative Correction to subsectjon (g). 
See: 25 N.J.R. April 5, 1993. ·, . . 
Amended by R.1994 d.265, effective Jilp.e 6, 1994. · 
See: 25 N.J.R. 5893(a), 26 N.J.R. 2463(a). j 

\._,. 

Law Review and Journal Comment.aries 
"' 'casinos---Blackjack_:._Card .Counters---Contractlr--'Discrimination:-
' Jurisdiction. P.R. Chenoweth, 137 N.J.L.J. No. 6, 59 (1994). 

Case Notes 
Shuffling at will was perniissil:ile exercise of casino- discretion. . Cam; 

pione v. Adainar of New Jersey, Inc., 274 N.J.Super. 63, 643 A.2d 42 
(L.1993). . . . r 
19:47-2.6 Procedure for dealing cards 

(a) All cards used to game at blackjack shall be dealt 
from a dealing shoe specifically designed for such purpose 
and located on the table to the· left of the dealer. . 

. (b) _Each dealer shall remove car_ds from the shoe with 'is 
left hand, turn them face upwards, and then place them on 
the appropriate area of the layout with his right hand, 
except that the _ dealei has the option tQ deal hit cards to the 
first two positioris with his/her left hari:d. . 

(c) After eachfull set of cards is placed in the shoe, the 
dealer shall remove the first card therefrom face downwards ( 
and place it in the discar~ rack which shall be located on the 
table immediately· in front of or ta the right of the dealer. 
Each ·new deafer who comes to the table shall also butn one 
. card as described herein before the ,new de,aler deals any 
cards to the players. The burn card shall be disclosed if 
requested by the player.. This procedure shall not be appli-
cable to the "Bart Carter Shuffle". 

(d) If a dt:mble shoe is utilized, the following procedures 
shall be used in lieu of those set forth . in ( c) above-, 

1. Prior t<;:> commencem~pt of each ,round of play, the '-· 
dealer shall draw a card from either side of the double 
shoe. The suit of that ca:rd , shall detern):ine from which 
side of the shoe that round"' of play will be dealt. The 
c~s1no licensee shaJl designate that \the suits of hearts and 
diamonds shall correspond to the color of the backs of the 
cards being dealt from bne side of the shoe, and that the 

.. suits of spades and. clµbs shall correspond to the color of 
the backs of the cards being dealt frorri the other side of 
the shoe. 

47-11 Supp. 10-~6-95 
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2. . A determinant card corresponding to the side of 
the shoe from which it was drawn shall become the 
player's first card. A determinant card that does not 
correspond to the side of th,e shoe from which it was dealt 
shall be burned by placing it in a segregated area of the 
dealing shoe. · 

(e) At the commencement of each round/ of play, or 
immediately- after the determinant card has been drawn and 
either burned or used as the player's first card, the dealer 
.shall, starting_ on his left and continuing around the table, 
deal the cards in the following order: ) 

( ). 

L / One card face upwards to each box on the layout in 
which a wager is contained; · , ,· 

2. One card face up~ards to himself; 

3. A second card face upwards to each box in which a 
wager is contained. 

1 (f) After two cards have been dealt to each player and 
~· the appropriate number to the dealer, the dealer shall, 

beg_i,nnirig from his left,· announce the point total of each 
player. As each player's point total is announced, such 
player shall indicate whether he wishes to surrender, double 
down, split pair's, stand or drqw as provided for by this · 
chapter. · 

(g) As each player indicates his decision(s), the dealer, 
shall deal face upwards whatever additional cards are neces-
sary to effectuate such decision consistent i,ith these regula-
tions and shall announce the new point total of such player 
after each adqitional card is dealt. i · 

(h) After the decisions of each player have been imple-
mented and all additional cards have been dealt, the dealer 
shall deal a second card fac~ upward to himself provided, 
however, that s,uch card shall not be remoyed from the 
dealing .shoe until the dealer has first ai;mounced "Dealer's 
Card" which shall be stated by the dealer in a tone of voice 
calculated to be heard by 'each- person at the table. Any 
additional cards authorized to be dealt to the hand of the 
dealer by N.J.A.C. 19:47-2.1'2(b) Shall be dealt face upwards 
at this time after which the dealer shall announce his total 

) . . 
point count In lieu of the requirements ofthis paragraph, 
the procedures set forth in G) or (k) below may be imple-
mepted. _--

(i) At the conclusion of a round of play, all_ cards still 
remaining on the layout shall be picked up by the dealer in 
order and in such a way that they can be readily arranged to 
indicate each player's hand in case of question or dispute. 
The dealer shall pick up the cards beginning with those of 
the player to· his far ,right and moving counterclockwise 
around the table. After all the players' cards have been 
collected the dealer shall pick lip his cards against the 
bottom of the players' cards and place them in the discard 
rack or in a segregated, area of the d~lible shoe. 

OTHER AGENCIES 

G) In lieu of the procedures set forth in (h) above, 
casino licensee may permit a blackjack dealer to deal his or i · 
her hole card face downward rafter a second card a_nd before 
additional cards are dealt to the players prqvided that said 
dealer not look at the face of his or her hole card until after 
allothet cards requested by the players pursuant to those 
regulations are 'dealt to them; provided, however, if a casino 
licensee elects to utilize a card reader · device and the 
dealer's first card is an ace, king, queen, jack or 10 of any 
suit, the dealer shall determine whether the hole card will , 
give the dealer a blackjack prior to dealing any additional 
cards to the players at the table, in accordam;:e with proce, 
dures approved by the f:ommission. The dealer shall insert 
the hole card into the.card reader devic~ by moving the card 

i face1 down on the layout without exposing it to anyone, 
including the dealer, at_ the table. Notwithstanding any 
other provisions of this subchapter to the contrary, j:f the 
dealer has a blackjack, no additional.cards shall be dealt and 
eac)1 player's wager shaH ~e settled ( in accordance 'with 
N.J.A.C. 19:47-2.3 and 2.7. 

• I 

(k) In lieu · bf · the procedure set forth in (h) above, a 
casino licensee may permit a blackjack dealer to deal his or 
her hole card_ face upward after a second card and before 
additional cards are dealt to the players, provided that the 
casino licensee complies with the notice xequirernents set 
forth in N.J.A.C. 19:47-8.3. Notwithsta~ding(.,_ any other 
provisions of this subchapter, the following rules shall apply · 
whenever cards used to game at blackjack are dealt in· 
acc6rdance with this subsection: · · ·, · 

I \ 

1. Winning wager~ shall be determined in \accordance 
with N.J.A.C. 19:47-2.3(a) and (b), provided, however, 
that a player's wager shall be lost if the score of the player 
is the same as the ;dealer, except that a player's wager 
shall win if both the player and dealer have blackjack; . . ) 

2. Winning wagers shall be paid in accordance with ' 
N.J.A.C. 19:47-2\3(e); except that standard blackjack shall 
be paid at odds bf 1 to'11; . ' 

3. Surrender; pursuant to N.J.A.d, 19:47-2.8, and in-
surance wagers, pursuant to N.J:A.C. 19:47-2.9, •shall not 
be available; 

'4. A player m1ay double down, pursuant to N.J.A.C. , 
· 19:47-,::-2.10, only on a point count of 9,, 10 or 11; and 

I J 
5. Any player who elects to split cards -of ident~cal 

value, pursuant to N:J.A.C. 19:47-2.11, may not split pairs 
again if the second card so dealt is identical in value to a 
card of the split pair. ' 

I 

(/ ) · Whenever the cutting card is teached in the deal of 
.the car9s, the d~aler shall continue dealing the cards until 
that round of play is completed after which the dealer shall: 

1. Collect the cards as provided in (i) above; 
' 2. Prepare ~o shuffle the cards, as follows: 

Supp. 10-16-95 
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i. Whenever a single dealing shoe is used, the deal-
er shall remove the cards remaining in the shoe and 
place them in the discard rack to ensure that no cards 
are missing; or 

ii. Whenever a double shoe is used, the dealer sha,1 
remove the cards remaining in the side of the shoe 
from which the cutting card was drawn and the cards, if 
any, that were put in a separate segregated area for the 
discards from that side of the double shoe, after which 
the · dealer shall place those cards face down in the. 
discard rack in order to ensure that no cards are 

· mi§sing; and then 

3. Shuffle the card_s. If a double shoe is utilized, the 
shuffle of the cards shall be limited to the side of the shoe 
from which the cutting, card was drawn. 

(m) If the "Bart Carter Shuffle" is utilized and the cards 
in the discard rack exceed approximately one deck in num-
ber, the dealer shall continue dealing the cards until that 
round of play is completed after which he shall remove the 
cards from the discard rack and shuffle those cards so that 
they are randomly intermixed. After the cards taken from 
the discard rack are shuffled, they shall be split into three 
separate stacks and each stack shall be inserted into pre-
marked locations within the remaining decks contained in 
the dealing shoe. 

(n) No player or spectator shall handle, remo.Je or alter 
any cards used to game at blackjack except as explicitly 
permitted by these regulations and no dealer or other casino 
employee or casino key employee shall permit a player or 
spectator to engage in such activity. 

( o) Each player at the table shall be responsible for 
correctly computing the _point count of his hand and no 
player shall rely on the pbint counts required to be an-
nounced by the dealer under this section without himself 
checking the accuracy of such announcement. 

Amended by R.1979 d.380, effective September 26, 1979. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 420(a), 11 N.J.R. 600(a). 
Amended by R.1980 d.132, effective March 31, 1980. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). 
Amended by R.1980 d.186, effective April 29, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). 1 , 

Amended on an emergency basis, R.1981 d.301, effective July 23, 1981. 
See: 13 N.J.R. 629(a). 
Readopted as R.1981 d.368, effective September 11, 1981. 
See: 13 N.J.R. 534(b), 13 N.J.R. 709(b). 

(e): "to surrender" deleted after "whether he 'wishes". 
Amended by R.1982 d.255, effective August 2, 1982, operative Septem-

ber 15, 1982. · 
See: 14 N.J.R. 559(b), 14 N.J.R. 84l(b). 

Added last sentence to (c); added new (d); recodified old (d) as new 
( e ); recodified old ( e )-(f) as new (f)-(g); recodified old (g) as ne\\'. (h); 
recodified old (h) as new (i); recodified old (i) as new (j); recodified 
old (j) as rtew .(k) and added last sentence; added new (/) and 
recodified old (k)-(1) as new (m)-(n). 
Amended by R.1989 d.590, effective December 4, 1989. 
See: 121 N.J.R. 2441(a), 21 N.J.R. 3788(b). 

Deleted at (f) the making of an insurance wager. 
Amended by R.1990 d.35, effective January 16, 1990. 
See: 21 N.J.R: 3447(a), 22 N.J.R. 249(b). 

19:47-2.8 

In (f): added "surrender" to a player's choice of actions. 
Amerided by R.1991 d.536, effective November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J .. R. 1782(a), 23 N.J.R. 3353(a). 

Added new subsection (k) and recodified existing (k)-(n) as (/ )-(o ). 
Amended by R.1993 d.38, effective January 19, 1993. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 235l(a), 25 N.J.R. 367(a). 

Requirements for card reader added at (j). 
Amended by R.1993 d.630, effective December 6, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 3953(a), 25 N.J.R. 552l(a). 
Amended by R.1994 d.265, effective. June 6, 1994. 
See: 25 ~.J.R. 5893(a), 26 N.J.R. 2463(a). 

19:47-2.7 Payment of,blackjack 

(a) If the first face up card dealt to the dealer is 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, or 9 and a player has blackjack, the dealer shall 
announce and pay the blackjack at odds of 3 to 2 and shall 
remove the player's cards before any player receives a third 
card. 

(b) If the first face up card dealt to the dealer is[ an Ace, 
King, Queen, Jack or Ten and a player. has blackjack, the 
dealer shall announce the blackjack but shall make no 
payment nor remove, any cards until all other cards are dealt 
to the players and the dealer receives his second card. If, in 
such circumstances, the dealer's second card does riot give 
him blackjack, the player having blaclcjack shall be paid at 
odds of 3 to 2. If, however, the dealer's second card gives 
him blackjack, the wager of the player haying blackjack shall 
be void and constitute a stand off. 1 

I 

Amended by R.1979 d.380, effective September 26, 1979. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 420(a), 11 N.JR 600(a). 

19:47-2.8 Surrender 

(a) After the first two cards are dealt to the player and 
the player's point total is announced, the player may elect to 
discontinue play on hi~ hand for that round by surrendering 
one-half his wager. All decisions to surrender shall be 
made prior to such player indicating as to whether he wishes 
to double down, split pairs, stand, and/or draw as provided 
for in this subchapter. 

\ ~) 

1. Should the first card dealt to the dealer be other 
than an ace or 10-value card, the dealer shall immediately, 
collect one-half of the wager and return one-half to the 
player. 

) 
2. Should >the first card dealt to the dealer be an ace 

or 10-value card, the dealer will place the player's wager 
on top of the player's cards. When 1the dealer's second 
card is revealed, the hand will be settled by immediately 
collecting the entire wager should the dealer have 
blackjack or · collecting one-half of the wager and re-. 
turning one-half of the wager to the player should the 
dealer not have blackjack. ' 

(b) If the player has made an insurance wager and then 
elects to surrender, each wager will be settled separately as 
provided for above and in accordance with NJ.AC. 
19:47-2.9 and one will have no bearing on the other. 
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19:47-2.8 

( c) Each casino licensee may, at its discretion, offer its 
patrons the surrender option authorized in this section, 
except that when a casino licensee offers the rule variation 
multiple action blackjack pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:47-2.18, 
the su_rrender option shall not be available. A casino 
licensee shall not initiate or terminate the use of the surren-

. der option at a table unless the casino licensee complies 
with the notice requirements set forth in N.J.A.C. 19:47-8.3. 

New Rule, -'~Surrender," was adopted as R.1990 d.35, effective January 
16, 1990 .• 

See: 21 N.J.R. 3447(a), 22 N.J.R 249(b). 
A ruie concerning blackjack surrender ( originally adopted as R.1978 

d.186. See: 10 N.J.R. 177(a), 10 N.J.R. 306(e)) was codified at this 
section, and was repealed, on an emergency basis; by R.1981 d.301, 
effective July 23, 1981. See: 13 N.J.R. 629(a). The repeal was 

-readopted by R.1981 d,368, effective September 11, 1981, See: 13 
N.J.R. 534(b), 13 N.J.R. 709(b). Prior rulemaking as follows:. 

Amended by R:1979 d.380, effective September 26, 1979. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 420(a), 11 N.J.R. 600(a). 
Amended by R.1980 d.132, effective March 31, 198b. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). 
Amended by R.1980 d.186, effective April 29, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). 
Experimental 90-day implementation pursuant to N.J.S.A. 5:12-69, 

effective March 15, 1989 (expires June 13, 1989). 
See: 21 N.J.R. 640(a). 

Notice of Receipt of Petition for Rulemaking concerning the surrender 
option in the game of blackjack. 

See: 23 N.J.R. 912(b). 
Amended by R.1991 d.535, effective November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 1783(a), 23 N.J.R. 3354(a). 

Revised tei(t in subsection ( c) to specify "surrender" options. 
Amended by R.1993 d.461, effective September 20, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 2234(a), 25 N.J.R. 4508(c): 

19:47-2.9 Insurance wagers 

(a) Whenever the first card dealt to the dealer is an ace, 
eqch player shall have the right to \make an insurance bet 
which shall win if the dealer's second card is a King, Queen, 
Jack or 10 and shall lose if the· dealer's second card is an ·, 
ace,.:?,, 3, 4, 5; 6, 1; 8, .or 9. 

OTHER AGENCIES 

( d) All losing insurance wagers shall be collected by the 
dealer immediately after he cjraws 'his second face up card 
or discloses his hole card and before he draws any addition-
al cards. 

As amended, R.1979 d.380, effective September 26, 1979._ 
See: 11 N.J.R. 420(a), 11 N.J.R. 600(a) . 
Amended by R.1986 d.442, effective October 20, 1986. 
See: 18 N.J.R. 1361(a), 18 N.J.R. 3136(a). 

Amended (b ). · 
· Amended by R.1989 d.590, effective December 4, 1989. 

\. 

See: 21 N.J.R. 2441(a), 21 N.J.R. 3788(b). 
Clarified that an insurance wager must be made priqr to any player at 

the table receiving additional cards. 
Amended by R.1993 d.38, effective January 19, 1993. 
See: '.?4 N.J.R. 2351(a), 25 N.J.R. 367(a). · 
- Card reader provisions added. 

19:47-2.10 Doubling down 

· (a) Except for Blackjack or a point count of twenty-one 
in two cards, a player: may elect to double down, i.e., make 
an additional wager not in excess of the amount of his 
original wager, on the first two cards dealt to him or the first 
two cards of any split pair on the condition that one and 
only one additional card shall be dealt to the hand on which 
he has elected to double _down. In such circumstances, the 
one additional card shall be dealt face upwards and placed 
sideways· on the layout, 

(b) If a dealer obtains blackjack after a player doubles 
down, the dealer sh~ll only collect the amount --- of the 
original' wager of sucli player and shall not collect the 
additional amount wagered in doubling down. 

\ 
19:47-2.11 Splitting pairs 

(a) Whenever the init_ial two cards dealt to a player afe 
identic~l in value, the player may elect to split the hand into 
two separate hands provided that he makes a wager on the 
second hand so formed in an amount equal to his original° 
wager. 

(b) An insurance bet may · be made by placing on the - (b) When a player splits pairs, the dealer shall deal a card 
insurance line of the layout an amount not more than half to and complete the player's decisions with respect to the 
the amount staked ,on the player's initial wager, except that first incomplete hand on the dealer's left before proceeding 
a player may bet an amount in excess of half the initial to deal any cards to any other hand. 
wager tci the next unit that can be wagered in chips, when 
because of the limitations of the value of chip · denomina-
tions, half the initial wager cannot be bet. AH insurance 
wagers shall be placed immediately after the second card is 
dealt to each player and prior to any additional cards being 
dealt to any player at the table,\if a card reader device is not 
in use and, if a card reader device is in use, prior to the 
dealer inserting his or her hole card\into the card reader 
device.. · 

(c) All winning insurance wagers shall be paid at odds of 
2 to 1. 

\ 

(c) After a second card is dealt to a split pair, the dealer 
shall announce the poiht _total of such hand and the player 

/shall indicate his decision to Stand, dthw or double down 
· with respect thereto expect that: 

/ 

1. A player may not split pairs again if the second 
card so dealt is identical in value to a card of the split 
pair; and 

2. A player splitting aces· shall have only one c~rd 
dealt to each ace and may not elect to receive additional 
cards. ( 
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(d) If the dealer obtains blackjack after a player splits 
pairs, th_e dealet shall only collect the amount of the original 
_wager or such player .a11d shall not collect the additional 
amount wagered in splitting pairs. 

(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of (c)l above, a casino 
licensee may, at its discretion, permit a player to split pairs 
up to three times (a total of four hands) at a blackjack table 
with up to six player boxes or twice (a total of three hands) 
at a blackjack'table with seven player boxes if notice of the 
option is provided as set forth in N.J.A.C. 19~47-8.3, except 
that this option ·shall not be available in games in which the 
rule variation multiple action blackjack is available pursuant. 
to N.J.A.C. \9:47-2.18. If a casino licensee elects to offer 
the option of splitting pairs more than once, it may, at its 
discretion, prohibit . a player from splitting a pair of ac~s 
more than once ( a total of two hands) if notice is provided . 
as set for.th in N.J.A.C. 19:47-'-8.3, All other requirements 
of this section shall apply to each hand which is formed as a 
result of splitting pairs more than once. 

Amended by R.1980 d,186, effective April 29, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). · 
Amended by R.1991 d.537, effective November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 1783(b), 23 N.J.R. 3354(b) .. 

In (b ): revised text regarding rules for splitting pairs. 
Added new subsection (e). · 

Amended by R.1992 d.320, effective August l?;s .1992. 
See: 24 N.J.R. '1872(a), 24 N.J.J,V 2925(c). 

Text added to ( e) requiring ndtice prior to limitation on splitting a 
pair of aces. ' ' 
Amended by R.1993 d.46t effective September 20, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 2234(a), 25 N.J.R. 4508(c). 

19:47-2.12 Drawing of additional cards by players and 
dealers 

(a) A player may elect to draw additional car9s whenever 
his point count total is less than 21 except' that: 

. 1. A player having Blackjack or a hard or soft total of 
21 may not draw additional cards; · 

2. A player electing to double down shall draw one 
arid only one additional card; 

' . ) 
~- A player splitting aces shall only have ,one card 

dealt to each ace and may not elect to receive additional 
cards. · · · \ 

(b) Except as provided in (c) below, a dealer shall draw 
additional cards to his hand until he has a/hard or soft total 

· of 17, 18, 19, 20 or. 21 at which_ point no additional cards 
shall be drawn. 

(c) added. 
Amended by R.1984 d.49, effective March 5, 1984. 
See: 15 N.J.R. 1242(a), 1.6 N.J.R. 433(b). 

19:47--2.13 

"Soft total" of 21 added to prohibition against drawing additional 
cards. 

19:47-2.13 · More than ,one player wagering on a box '-
(a) Unless otherwise directed by ithe Commission, a casi-

no licensee may permit from one to three people to- wager 
on any one b9x of the Blackjack layout provided that the 
first person wagering on that box consent to additional 
players ";agering on such box and .provided- further that the 
casino licensee adhere to such. procedures and limitations 

· imposed by tl,le Commission as dictated by the particular 
circumstances: 

(b) Whenever inore than one player wagers on a box, the 
player who is seated at that box shall have the. exclusive 
right to call ·the decisions with regard. to the cards dealt 'to 
such box.' In the case of no seated player; the person with 
the highest wager in the box shall have such right. 

. ' . ~. 

i( c) The player calling the decisions with respect to any 
box shall place his wager in that portion of the box closest to 
the dealer's side of the table<am;l all oth~r players wagering 
on such box shall place their wagers immediately behind and 
in a vertical line with the aforemeptioned wager. · 

(9) Whenever inore than one player is wagering on a box 
and the player callitJ-githe c;lecisiop.s decides t~_ double down, 
the other. players rhay'also double their wagers but shall not 
be required to do so. In any event, only one additional card 
shall be. dealt to the hand that is subject to the double dpwn . 
decision. 

( e) Whenever more than one pla¥er is wagering on a box 
and theJplayer calling the decisions qecides to split pairs, the 
other players, shall either make an . additional wager as 
provided for in N.J,A.C. 19:47-2Jl to cover each split pair 
or· designate which of. the split pairs they wish their initial 
wager to· apply. •. r-...__ · 

. ' ~) . 

(f) Whenever more than one player is wagering on a box, 
each player shall have the right to make an insurance bet in 
accordance with N.JA.C. ,19:47-2.9 regardless of whether 

/ the other players on that box make such a bet. 

{g) The Commission and its agents shall have the discre-
tion and authority to limit, control and regulate the imple- I 

mentation of this section as is appropriate under the circum-
stances· which shall include, without lirpitatiort, the· right to 

(c) A dealer shall draw no additional cards to his hand, limit the number of tables at which this procedure is permit-
regardlyss of the point count, if decisions have 1:Jeen made ted, the right to limit. the. number of boxes at each table on 
on all players' hands and the point count of the dealer's ' which more than one person can wager and the right to 
hand will have no effect on, the outcome of the round of \ require the c.asino licensee to establish the ability of its 
play. dealers to implement th,is section. 

Amended by R.1981 d.388, effective November 2, 1981. Amended on an emergency basis as R.1981 d.301, effective July 23, 
See: 13 N.J.R. 534(b), i3 N.J.R. 780(c). 1981. 

(b): "Except as provided in (c) below" added. See: 13 N.J.R. 629(af 
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19:47-2.13 
. . 

Readopted· as R.1981 d.368, effective September 11, 1981. · 
See: 11l N.J.R. 543(b), 13 N.J.R. 709(b). 

(g): text deieted, (h) renumbered as (&?· 
i 

19:47-2.14 A player w;igering on more than one box 

A casino licensee may perwit a player to wager on more 
. ' . I 

.than ~me box at a Blackjatk table. .. · · · . . 
( 

Temporary Amendment: 90 days to test a blackjack layout with eight 
betting areas arranged in four sets of two. · 

See: 22 N.J.R. 2343(a). 
Amended by RJ991 d.471, effective September 16, 19~1. . 
See: 23 N.J.R. 1784(a), 23 N.J.R. 2869(b). ·· 

Deleted text regarding Commission's authority to prohibit a patron 
from wagering ori more than one box at a blackjack table. 

Law Review and Journal Commentaries 

Casinos-Blackjack-Card Couhters-Contracts-Discrimination- · 
Jurisdjctjon. P.R. Chenoweth, 137 N.J.L.J. No. 6, 59 (1994). 

Case Notes 

Casino could not allow other blackjack pl_ayers to· play two hands 
while limiting p!itron to one hand. Campione v. Adamar of New 
Jersey, Inc., 274 NJ.Super. 63, 643 A.2d 42 (L.1993). · 

Casino's have discretion ~n interpretation of rules and regulations. 
Campione v. Adamar of New Jersey, Inc., 274 N.J,Super. 63, 643 A.2d 
42 (L.1993). . 

\ 

19:47-2.15 Irregularities 
\ ' ' (a) A card. found turned face upwards in fhe shoe shall 

not be used in the game arid shall be placed in(the discard 
rack or in a segregated area of the double shoe. 

(b) _A card drawn in error without its face being exposec! 
shall be used as though it were the next card from the shoe. 

(c) After the initial two cards have been dealt to each 
player and a card is drawn in error and exposed to the 
players, such card shall t>e dealt to the players or dealer as 
though .it were the next card from the shoe. Any player 
refusing 'to accept such card shall not have any additional 
cards dealt to him during such round. If the. card is re(used 
by the player and the dealer cannot use the card, the card 
shall be burned. · . . ' . ' 

(d) If the dealer has seventeen and accidentally draws a . 
card for himself, such card shal~ be burned. 

( e) If the dealer misses dealing his first or second card to 
himself, the dealer shall continue dealing the first two· cards 
to each player, and then deal the appropriate number of 
cards to himself. · · 

, (f) If there are insufficient cards remaining in the shoe to 
complete a round of play, all of the cards in the discard rack 
or in a segregated area of the double shoe shall be· shuffled 
and cut accordfng to the procedures' ohtlined _in N.J.A.C. 
19:47-2.5, the first card shall be drawn face downwards and 
burned, and the dealer shall complet~ the round of play .. 

OTHER AGENCIES 

(g) If no cards are dealt to the player's hand, t,he pand is 
dead and the player shall be included in the next deal. If 
only one card is dealt to the player's hand, at th_e player's ('-..,/ 
option, the dealer shall' deal the second carcl to the player 
after all other players have received a second card. \ · 

: ' . . J 

(h) Any round of 'play drawn from the inappropriate si9,e 
. of a double shoe shall be treated as if it were drawn froin 
the appropriate side of the shoe and concluded: 

' ' j . . ! 

(i) If after receiving the first two cards,and the dealer 
fails t,o deal an additional card(s) to a player who has 
requested such a cared, then, at the player's option, the 
dealer shall either deal the additional card(s) after all other 
players have received their additional cards but prior to the 
dealer revealing his or her hole card, or call the player's 
hand dead and return the player's original wager. (-' 

(j) If the dealer inserts his or her hole card into a card 
· reader device when the value of his· or her first card is not 
an ace, king, queen, jack or 10, the dealer, after notificatfon 
to a casino supervisor, shall: 

1. If the particular card reader device in use provides 
any player with the opportunity to determine the value of 
the hole_ card, call all hands dead, collect the cards and 
return each piay_er,'s wager; or . 

2. ·If the particular ·card reader device in use does not 
provide any player with the opportunity to determine the 
v~ue of the hole car~, continue play. 

' (k) If a card reader device malfunctions the dealer may 
only, continue dealing the game of blackjack at that table 
using the dealing procedures applicable when a card reader 
device is not in use. 

(l ) If the dealer· fails, to move his or her original face up 
card to the, area of the: layout designated for the second or 
third hand of the round in · accordance with N.J.A.C. 
19:47.:.2.18, the round shall continue as if the original face 
up card was moved to the appropriate area of the layout. 

(m) If the dealer inadvertently picks up his or he_r origi-
nal face up carl,i and places it in the discard rack prior to the 
completion · of the second or third hand of multiple action 
blackjack, the dealer shall immediately notify a casino super.: 
visor assigned to that table. The casino supervisor shall 
remove the appropriate ,cards from the discard rack and 
reconstruct the last hand of play so as to determine the 
dealer's original face lip card. The original face ·up•. card 
shall be placed in the appropriate area on the layout, and · .. 
the remaining cards . shall be returned to the· discard rack.· 
Play shal! resume in accordance with the rules of this 
chapter. · 

Amended by R.1980 d.132, effective Marcb 31, 1980. 
Se~: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). · 
Amended by R.1980. d.186, ,effective April 29, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). · · ' 

• .1 

I 

'\ 
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Amended by R.1982 d.255, effective August 2, 1982, operative Septem-
ber 15, 1982. · 

See: 14 N.J.R. 559(b), 14 N.J.R. 84l(b). . .. i . • 1 

Added ... "or in a segregated area of the double shoe" to (a) and 
(f). 

Added (h). 
Amended by R.1989 d.231, effective May 1, 1989. , 
See: 20 N.J.R. 3014(a), 21 N.J.R. 1155(a). 

Added subsection (i) establishing procedure for blackjack dealers to 
remedy irregularities involving the dealing of additional card( s) to 
players. ..· 
Amended by R.1993 d.38, effective January 19, 1993. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 2351(a), 25 N.J.R. 367(a). 

Card reader provisiqns added at (j) and (k). . 
Amended by R.1993 d'.461, effective September 20, .1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 2234(a), 25 N.J.R. 4508(c). · 
Administrative Correction. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 4788(a). 
Administrative correction. 
See: 27 N.J.R. 2265(a). 
Amended by R.1995 d.497, effective September 5, 1995. 

1 See: 27 N.J.R. 2128(a), 27 N.J.R. 3399(a). 

19:47-2.16 Five cards totalling 21 rule 

(a) Whenever a player has achieved a score of21 in five 
cards and the dealer has not achieved a blackjack or a score 
of 21, the winning _hand shall be paid at odd~ of 2 to 1. 

(b) If the player has achieved a score of 21 in five cards 
and the dealer has blackjack, the player's wager shall be 
settled ,in accordance with N.J.AC. 19:47,...2.3(b). If the 
player has achieved a score of · 21 in five cards and the 
dealer has achieved a score of 21 in three or more cards, the 
player's wager shall be considered void and said wager shall 
be returned to the player. \ 

( C) A casino licensee may, in its discretion, offer to all 
patrons at a blackjack table the five cards totalling 21 option 
authorized in this section, provided 'that_ the casino licensee 
complies with the notice requirements set forth in NJ.AC. 
19:47-8.3. prior to withdrawing the offer . of thjs option. 

Temporary adoption of new rule, 2:16 pursuant to blackjack e;xperi'. 
ment. :. 

See: 2JN.J.R. 123(b). . 
New Rule, R.1991 d.533, effective November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 28(b), 23 N.J.R. 3355(a). 

19:47-2.17 Permissible additional wager 

(a) A casi.no licensee ma~, in its discretion, offer' to iall ·· 
players at a blackjack table the option to m_ake one of the 
following additional wagers provided that thy casi_no Jicensee 
complies with the notice requirements setforth m NJ.AC. 
19:47-8.3 prior to withdrawing the offer of this option: 

I 
j 

1. A wager on whether the player's initial two cards 
shall have a point total either greater than or less than, 13; 
or 

2. A wager on whether the player's initial two cards 
shall be of the same suit. . 1. 

19:47.,...2.17 

. (b) Prior to the. first card being dealt for each round of 
play, each player shall make a wager against the dealer as 
required by NJ.AC. 19:47-2.3(a) and (d) and, i~ g_ive? an 
option to make an additional wager, shall also md1cate 
whether he or she' wishes to wager, as applicable, that: 

1. The point total of the player's initialtwq cards shall 
exceed 13, which wager shall win if the point total does 
exceed 13; 

2. The point total of the player's initial two cards shall 
be less than· 13, which wager· shall win if the point total is 

· less than 13; or 

3. The player's initj'.'11 two cards ~hi;tll be the same. suit 
which wager shall win if the initial ~o cards are of the 
same suit. 

) 

(c) An _additional w~ger pursuant to (a)l above s)laH be 
lost when the point total of the player's initial two cards 
equals 13: . 

( d) All losing additional wagers shall be collected by the 
dealer immediatelYr after the second card is · dealt to each 
player and prior td any, additional cardsbeing dea~~ to any 
player at the tamle. \ . 

( e) All wihning additional wager~ shall be paid immedi-
ately after the second card is dealt to· each player and. prior 
to any additional cards being dealt to any player atithe table. 
All winning additional wagers shall be paid at the following. 

,I \ 

odds: 

L ; For wagers made pursuant to (a)l above, o~e to 
one; or 

2. Fo; wagers made pursuant to (i)2 above,Cdepend~ 
ing on the. number of decks in use at the table and the 
cards received by the player, in accordance 'Yith one of 
the following options as selected by the casino licensee; 
provided, however, that notice of the payout option se-
lected by the casino licensee or any change thereto shall 
be provided in accordance with the· requirements of 
NJ.AC. 19:47-8.3; and provided further, ·however, that 
the same payout option shall be usedby a casino licensee 
at all blackjack tables which use the same number of 
decks of cards: 

i. Single Deck Blackjack Tables: 

Initial Two Cards 
King and queen 
Any two ·cards 

) 

Option 1 
50 to 1 
2.5 to 1 

Option 2 
10 to 1 
3 to f 

11. Two. Deck Blackjack Tables: 

Initial Two Cards 
King and queen 
Any two cards 

Option 1 
10 to L 
3 to 1 

Option 2 
5 to 1 
3 to 1 

Option 3 
5 to 1 
3 to 1 

Option,3 
25 to 1 
2.5 to 1 

Option 4 
25 to l 
2.5 to l 

Option 4 
20 to 1 
2.5 to 1 
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,- . , iii. Four Deck-Blackjack Tables: ', .. · (b ( Prior t6't~ifi~s~ car~ ;b~iI?~)e_att fq{ {he}irst pf 't~~ · 
. .· three fol.incls; .of pl~y;teacJ:i :player -shall ~e. reqUire_c:t t.o make 
· .. two .or )three wag~r~ _against .· .. tl}e Qeaier -as -:requfred .·_.· by .. 
N.t-A.c. 19:4 7•-:-2.3(a)! and (d) by placing the wagers. in·_ the . : 
ciesigriated betiillg' a:r~as oii c:the Jayo_µt . A Ci;ts1in9 . licens~ef '. 

. ·may, iri' ,itscliscreHon,1 -~equife ~very j>fayirJp plac:e;;a wag~r. 

( :}-.-·. 
· ti~tiori: j opd~ii- 4 

.. 20toJ ; SO·to 1. 
.•··•·•~lt??:\\ 2t~)<-

· ,' against '.:all t_hree or\ ~~e,· dealer's b~n~s;_ The . lliiil~rn;ti,:n 
1 number ofwage~s reqture.d and the m1qiml!lrn, and m-a~imulll 

.··. iv, ·•· Six Deck Blackjack Tables: 
·.:". ,. ' _·:'_\ -.. ~·-: . . ... : ., ;· - ·. ·. . . - . .. ,- .. 

<-< Initial Two-card~ . Option, 1 : Option 2 · · '· ()~tiriri -3 
>"02l_~5tittoo;_;:1-/ r ~r~~:t~t:~tI:~~rl;~;?~!.iposte~ at the ~ab~e. i~ a~O,f•: _ 

. ·.· r 
· . -/ · ..• ·.) (cJ . After •. · ctl~ wage*':11a~e ~e~ri ~faced; ~he' d'e~l~~ '-~hall~ . 

.•.·. - :t~~idJ::t1 LS !6t_:- it:~n 
. ;..L 

'20 t8 t 
\2;i.~01.: 

···. · · · .· .. , ··· · · de.al the cards m.atcordance with N.J.A.C., 19:47-:-2,6(e); :As.· 
yi!}~\D_eq~~la:,kjackTfbles: ') ' .. eich player'~" Joiiit- icititl is . annouµce,:t,' th~ pfaye{ shali .. 

lniti~I ::Two Cards .. · /Opptm (i Optio!l 2 : O~tion 3: - ' indicat7 wlleWef.Jie 1shes to\dolible down, spUt p~irs, sta~~-
Ki.ng ana ·quehri; !>".to 1 , 25fo 1 50fo 1 .. "ofdrawas proviped-Jotby,thisSubchaptet; excepf;thc1t,' a _ 

•· A,ny tWo cards -, ·. 3 Jo. 1 ' '.2.5 to 1 >. . 2 to '1· • .. . .'.decision-, to 9~uble do\\ln' o_r 'Split -p;,tifS' ,sh~ll'. ;req~iie,' an ... · ••.· 
. c. ···.. _ . . . . .-' . .- . , .·• ......... -. · : , a~dit,ional wager fp~ \eaGh \\lager J>l~ced bf~ttie playef·iit : . 
, , (f),;An·additionid wager slrn.H be ~atle bfplacirtg ganiin,f :~?c~rda11ce withi(b) ·~lb•o.}e: .. , ,, _· i< _ <, ·> ' \ _ 
chips or.pl_aqu:es and, ifappncable, ii'mat()h,'play'coupori'on: ; - ·.. .· . ' ; I .. · . . . ' . ·. 

' theappropri_ate area ()f theblackjacklay~~t;' e~ceptthat a. :·.::'.{d) A.rty play~,i niay:e:iect'to mike an· ins,uraricf ,wager' 
.· .... ve(baJ w~ger accompa11ied'. by. cas!:i '~ay&f a~cepted provia> ·• ·•• pUrstiant to ~u.A,¢/ •~~:47:-2.9: oii. ariy_ or· al}·of bis, qt, het 
· _· )}d .that it is ~qnfidned by the deale\ ano,casi~~ silp¢ryisor at_\· wagers,. made. in p:ccor~ance: with {b rabovei \S4ch 'witger.•qr 

·. ·-.·.::~;a~;:tto::,~sit!t!~/rod~~:;;;/J;:~·.!.;a:Tnr!~t~;t:;•;:>\.:a:~e~e:~a~~··~i~~e~~df::_id:~r!~,~a~r~::.sed· ~-n _the··s_ec<>ri~ 
..... plaques m accordance -with N.J.A.C. 19.45-1.18. « , _; ! , , .. 
. . ··•····· ·· :> -,-. << . · .. ·--· ._ ,· · /, ·. · · • ) :. . _ ., .·· : :,(e)Aft~r the dec;is,911~ ofai} players haye be~nJmple( ·. ? 

. (g) An}'. adcht1onal\wag(lf wade: pursuaql to -this s,ect10n. · ···. mented. and all' additional cards have be~n. deah :the -0~aler . · .. 
shall n,ot ~xc_:e~d th~Jesser of: • ..•. ·· . : '.· slialtdeal secon'd"ehrtl to''his 0~ her original fa~~ up:~ardjn •.. • 

.'!-[ 
..... : a,ddit-1op~twa:g~r ii as . estabhsh~d m (g) a,bove.,, an ac~orga11ce , · · •• qf_ each ,playe~•~:;.i;,t"ettuw are~; ·:j;lxceptthat all . of a .Player's' , ._ 
. with N:J;A.C:::. 19:47~8.~. . . wagers shall be 'coHecfec;l a}d11g.\vitfa_his Qr her ca,rds,\1/h~ri . . ... . ,· . . . , . ·I . . . . .. .. .. . . ... . . . .. 

• - 1 _ .that ,player's ha11d exce~ds a liard total of 21. The d¢aler · 
(i) An· addit,ional wager- shall) have -~O-_ bearing on. any ; \:. ~h_allcol~~ct all 9th~soo(:ber·c~rds a~d_ pl~c~ them fact\d?\VU' 

other 'wager ma-de by the player a~_Jhe game of blackJa~k. - m the discard rac* 1n ·accordance with qne of the foll<>wmg; . 

•· -N~~\~ti1~;ll.1992 d,174; eff~c.tive A;ril :20, '1992_·· .. -- . ' .. ' , . L .: If-th~ hin.d::;fj:a¥p~;yeta:t\hetabl~:l,las};~~~e~,>; 
· : Seet 23'Nl'._R ~25l(a), 24 NJ.R.i 15!6(c). · - · . . a hard· total -of 21; :thefdealer sha,11 draw no add.1tional · · Amended· l?Y _R.1993, i:l:255,, effective Juqe -7; 1993> · - ,, . · ·- · . _ . .·. 1.. . .. .. . , · , . . . . , . . 

·· See;·25N.J.R. 1Q84M,)t25N.J.R.2508(b).·•··· _ -,: .. · ... ·· ···• · c_:ards pursuan(tci"'N!J::t\.Ci'19:47--Z,Ji atid the dea,lershalr· •;~ 
, A,m~nded :w R;. f99(,d.8o, effective Febnt'ary 22, 19-94/ . . >- c9llect all,o(h,is qr -lire,t ¢arcs' indudi~g his, ot .her -origin,al 
~ee:')25 NJ.R: 5454('.b); 26 N.J.R>JJ13@: • · -": "':-. i; . face up. card; ;o .. _t · - .. <, '·-- . ·· ···.-· · 
Aniende<i 'by R1994 d.137;.effective March -21, 1994.'. -\ ~/, 0 . . . .. _ ; ] \ . _ , . C, . . . ! , .··-,: . , .... 

·. $~e:. 25 NJ,R 59_()'.?(a), 20}'-q.R 1373(b).J - . . . . . _ > 2.. Jf a wag~f remains On-the _second or tllird);pot of.a -· . , 
' ,, . , .· .. L · ... · ... · · . , :, . plityer'srbettiii,g.ire~,it1i'edealetshalfthencollect)1llofhis;. 

J~:.47""'.2;J8 Mu]liple a~tion bfackj1tck,l'.llle '. .. - .. .. 01:'her i9ards e:i¢ept/his; :Of' her '6riginal face uiffard. 
_·(~)X~asi~o-Hce11~~e:~~y;-~it{dis~teti~#,\j~e~I9~very;.> ··, ':-~-:: - · ·- J>-< - ·· · ··.· ; .: · .. >::;~::::~•:!"Jt ::::ro~::i:::;~:r ;oJ; :~tf t•~"Mi~,:i{~:r~diii, :, . ' 

.. -<:agi_iinst .either two 'or ,:three- separate,' hapds:'bf the°' dealer . : or her -. priginal: face, )'Ip carg ;to the . area of ,the . layc;,ut '.. . 
, Which ;shall be- fonirect with !he_ de11ler's !odgiriaJJace ·µf>' ··. - .designat~d:Jpr th¢ <;ie~ler's se~i::nicf hand and shall d¢al a . ; ,,~ . 
ca~d, : proyi~ed t,~at.: tht, casi11?}icee~¢e. coinp{ie$-wJth the: , .· .' secopd_ ca:f-d: to his ;,orch~r-Priginalface _up card iri a~ordance ·• l , ... 
notice 'requipiifi!;!nts: set faith in -N.J:A::C,,.19:4:l-8:3 prior tq . ~i~h ~J;~J:~'. )9:471~~fi(hf 11:yjd, an:r,.• ~dditi~!Jal card~ re~ '-,._,<~ . -

. withclraWing tµe off~t of this Option:·. . gulfed by N,).f.\.C:. 19 .. 4J~2.12(b) .. • '. .·Cc-,. 

l <I 
; , .. · 

. i_f•.>--· 
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CASINO. CONTROL ·coMMISSION 

'v 

. (h) Once allwagers on the dealer's second hand have 
been decided, the dealen shalL collect all losing· wagers and 
pay off all winning wagers based on wagers placed in t.he 
second spot of each player's petting <1.rea. The dealer shall .. 
then collect all of his _or ·her cards except. his or her original 
face up c'itrd and place th(;m fac~ down in the ,discard rack. 
The dealer shall then movehis,m her original face up card 
to the ;:i.rea of the, layout designated for the deale.r'si third 
hand .and shall deal a second card to his or her originalface . 
up card· in accordance \\lith, N}.A·G:119:4 7--2.6,(h) and any 
additional cards required, by N.J.AC, 19:47-,-2.lZ(bh e,c::ept 
that if n0 player has made a third wager the rnun,d shall be 
cqncluded .· in accordance with (j) below. 1 · · 

/ (i) Once all wager,.s on the clealer's t~ird hand haye be,en 
decided, the dealer shall co Hect all losing wagers and pay off 
aU winningwagersbased on wagers placed in th.e tll.ird spot 
of each player's betting· area. 

0 

(j) At the conclusid11 of the third hand, all cards· cs till 
r,.emaining on the :layout shall be.\picked t1p. in accordance 
with N.J:A.C. 19:47~2.6(i). . . •· .. 

New Rule, R.1993 d.461, effective September 20, 1993 .. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 2234(a), 25N:J.R.A508(c); 

19:4~-2.19 (Reserved) 
. . . 

19:47-2.20 Continuous shuffling shoe or device 

In lieu of the dealing and shuffling' requfren:1ents ~et forth . 
in NJ.AC. 19:47-2.5 and 2.6, a casinQ Ucens~e ~nay utiiize a 

. dealing shoe or other device '. desigred to automatically 
reshuffle the cards provided that such shoe, . or device, and 
tlie procedures fordealing\and shuffling tli_e card.s through 
use of this device '·are .approved by the Commission or its 
authorized designee. · 

R.1983 d.255, .effective August' 2, 19'82, operative. September 15, 1982. 
See: 14 N.J.R. 559(b), 14N.J.R. 84i(g)., 

SUBCHAPTER 3. BACCARAT--PVNTO BANCO 

19:47~3.l Cards! nu~ber of decks; yalue; point co11nt of' 
hand 

(a) Baccarat~Punio :Banco shall.be. played with atleast ~ix 
(6) decks of cards and t\\lo a<:lditional .solid yellow or green 
cutting cards.· · 

(b) The "Valuci''1 of the cards m each deck shall be as 
follows: . 

1. Any card frohl 2 .to 9 shall have its face· value; 

( · 19:47.,.:3.2 

2. Any Ten,Jack, Queen orKi11g sha'.11 have a value ()f 
zero; 

3, Any aceshaU h~ve a v~lue of one: 

(c) Th~ "PointCounf' ofa harnlshall be a single digit, 
number from O to 9 inclusive aI19 ~hall be. determiqed by 
totaling the value of the cardsin the hand •. · ff the total of 
lhe cardsin a hand is a Mo~9igitnumber, the_ left digit of 
such nmnber Sh<:tll be discarded having no value a~d the 
right digit sh~ll copstitute thei Point Count ofthe hand. 

. Examples ?f this rule are as fo}lows:-, . . 

.. 1. A.hand compose,d of an ace,,i,2and i1has a 
:Point Count of7; · · · 

2. ·. A hand composed of an ace, a 2 and a 9'has a totar 
of 12 but only a Point Coun.t of 2 since the digit Lin the • 
number 12 is discarded. . . . . 

"' 
· 19:47-3.2 Wagers . . . . . i! .· •.·•••· .• .. ·.· . ·. 
... (a f Thl follmving ~agersshall be. permitted' to .be made,. 
by a participant at the game of Baccarat=.,Punto. Banco: 

1. A wager on the "Banker's Hand'' which shall: 

L Win if the ''B~nker's Hand" has ·a. Point. ·count 
highe;, than th~Lofthe "Player's Hand"; 

ii. Los{if the "Banker's Hand'' has a Point Count 
. lower th_an that of the ''Pl!lyer's Hand"; 

iiL, Be . void if tlre Point Count of the "Banker's 
Hand''. ano the "Player'sHand" are eqi#L 

•' .· . . 

2, A wager on the "Player's Hand" \Vhich shall: . . ·. .· . / · .. · . .· 

i. ·· Win if the- "player's Hand'' has a Point .Count 
higher thariHhat of the "Banker's Rand"; 

ii, Lose if the ''Player's Ha_nd" has aJ>oi11t C~unt 
lower than that of the "Banker's Hand''; 

. ·.,.. iii. Be void if the Point Counts oL the "Banker's 
,Hand" and the.· ,"Player's Hand;' are equal.. ' 

3. . A. "Tie Bet'' -,yhich . shall win if the Pp int Covnt~ of _ 
the;"Banker's H~nd" and the ''Player's Hand" are equal• 
and shall lose if such Point Counts are not equi:tl. · 

(b) Unless ·otherwise approved by the Commission, no · 
casino\ licensee, his employees or agents, shall accept. any 
wager at the game of Baccarat-Punto Banco other than 
those sp~cified in subsec~iorr (a)· of this section; .. ,. 

"":. ( C) Allwag~rs at Baccarat-Pun to Banco shall be 11?-ade by , 
placing gaming chips or plaques and, ifapplicable; a match 
play coupon 011 the appropriate areas o(the Baccarat-Punto 
Banco layout, except that verbal wagers ~ccompanied by · 
cash · may be accepted provided that they · a'i:e· ccmfirmed by 
the. dealer and casino supervisor at the tabk and such cash 
isexpeditioµsly convertedintogaming chips or plaques,in 
accordance with N:J.A.('.. 19:45~1.18, • 

47-19 · Supp. · 10-16-95. 

; 
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1. 

. . . . . . . . . .· ·1 
(d) Nb wager at Baccarat-Punta Banco, shall be made,! 

increased or withdrawq after the dealer caHing tl\e ganie ha.s 
announced ''No More Bets." · ' ' ) · 

Amended by R.1980d.13~, c;ffectiveMarch 31; 1980. 
See: lTN.J:R. 653(a), 12 N.J,R. 294(c). · · , 
Amended by R:1,980 d.186, effective A;pril 29, 1980. . 
See: 12 N.J.R357(a). . . . . .... . . .. · 
Amended by R.1991 d.551, effective Novc;mber 4, 1991. 

( See: 23 N,J.R. 1784(b};'23 N.J.R. 3350(a). , ·. .· ':, 
· Addep N.J.1\C. 19:47r8.3 reference for wager requirements. 

Amended by R.1993 d.630, effective December 6, 1993. · · . 
Sc;e: 25 N.J.R. 3953(a), 25 N.J.R. 5521(a). . 
Amc;nded by R.1994 d.137; effective March 21, 1994. 
See:. 25. N.1.R. 59Q2(a), 26 N.J.R. 1373(b). . . 

19:47-,-3;3 .· . Payout od.ds;. vigorish 

' 

. ' ·,\ . ·_ : .. ' /c -.--:· .... , ...-:. - . . --. . i 

(a). A winning I w<1ger made on the "Player's Hand" shall 
be paid off by a 'casino licensee at odds of 1 to 1. 

\ .. 
• ' • ! 

: .,: _,, ,- '· 

(b)A winning tie bet shall be paid off by a c;:asino 
license.e ~todds of at least 8toJ. · 1 !. 

} 

, (c).Awinning wa,ger madedn the,','Bapker's Ha,nd" shall 
.,.be paid off by a casino licensee at odds of) fo 1, 'except that 
the casino licensee shall extract a commission known as 

0"vigorish" from the winning playerfo an atnounteqtial to, in 
the casino licensee's discretion, either four or five. percent of 
the,amount won; prbvided, however, that whencoHecting . 

· the vigorish, the casinO Jicerisbe may ro.und off the amount . 
of( a five. percent vig9rish to · 25. c,ents or the next highest .. 

· . multiple of25- cerits\ and the arriount of a four percent I ' ·. .. . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . ' 
vigorish to. 20 cents or the next highest multipk of 20. c½nts. 1 

A casino licensee may ~ollect thev'igoristi frqm a player at 
the tirne the winning payout is made or maydefer it to i1 
later time; provided, however, that an outstanding vigorish 
shall·. be. collected prior.· to. reshufflit1g the cards.· in a.· shoe. 
'.fhe <lll\Ount 6f'any yigorish not~qllected at the time of the 
winning payouts sh~U be evidenced by the pli'tdng of a c;:otn 

· or a m11rket button containingthe amount of the vigorish 
owed in a. reqtangular' space. in. front of the d(:!.aler on the 
layout imprinted with .the number of the· player owing such' 
yigorish, · · 

· {d) .:pach ca~ino licetisee shall provide iotice ,of <1;ny in-
<;:rease in the percentage ofvigorish being charged aLeach 
baccarat table, in accordance with N;J.A.C. 19:.47-8'.3. Th~ 
percentage of vigorish charged at a . baccarat table shall 
apply to all players ,at that table. ) 

Amended by R.1989 d.97; effective February 21, 1989. 
See: 20 ,l'fJ.R 2647(6 ), 21. N.J.R. 460(a). ; '; 

Added ';a coin". to (b). ... I . ) · .. 
· Amended by R1991 d.616, effective December l6,.J991. 
See: 23 N.J.'.R. 2926(a), 23 N.J.R. 3824(a). .· 

· , Added hew (b); delet,ed .(c); :redesig11ated',existingJb) to(c) with 
~hanges; add_ed newi(d), codified.the practice of,chargihg either a four. 

. or five percent vigorish. , 

. OTHER AGENCIES 
1, 

, I Case Notes :, 
When casino seeks to ,enforce m~rker debt' against pafrori, patron 

,, may raise aH commonala\v defpnses to cont(act, including that his 
capacity was impaired qy ¥oluntary intoxication. Hakimoglu v. Trump 
Taj Mahal Associates, D.N,J.1994, 876 F.s'upp. 625. · · . , \ . . ', .. . . .. .. . . ' 

I9i7-3.4 'ope~i~Jortablefor gaming 1 ' 

. (a) After 'receiving the six ormore decks ofcards\at the 
(table;· the. dealer calling 01e game shall sort;and inspect the 
cards inlaccordancel"'.ith N.J1A.C. 19:46-c:-L18(f). · 

(b) Following' tht:i inspection ofthe cards by the dealer 
a,n,d ,the verification' by the floorperson assigned to. the table, 

!.the cards shallbe spread out face upwards on the tabfofor 
, yisual •· inspection QY] the first participant or· participants . to 
arriveat the table; The cards. shall,,be· spread out in 
columns\ t,y. d.eck acpording . tv, . suit and· in•. sequ~nce. The 
cards in each suit s~all' be faid · out in seqpence within the 
suit. .• . , • '• .. 1. .· · .. · • . / · 

, . . I . . > . . • 

(c) ,;\fter th~ firs(p~rtkipant or participants, is afforded 
an. opportunity.to.vi~ually inspect the 2ards, the cards sh.all 
be. (urned face . down)vard on the table 111ixed thoroughly by 

, a "washing" or·. "chem.my. shuffle'' bf· the cards. and stacked. 
I_ • !.' ·: - , , . ,' 

l ·1 '.• ! .. · . ' .. • · · 
Amended by R.1980 d.132; effective March31, 1980 . 

·see: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), .12 N,J.R. 294(c). 
Amended by R.1980 g.1~6, dfective April 29, 198Q. 

: See: 12 N.J.R. 35,'.(a). · i •.. .. J • /; 
Amended by. R.1985 d.2?8, effective Mar 20, 1985, . 
See:. 17 N.J.R. 6l(a), 17 N.J.R.1341(a). . c , 
:1 Deleted "a floorman" !,and.' sabstituted "the verification by,the floor-
pc;rson". } •· · I' I -

i, 

19:47.:.3.5 Shuffle a~d cut. of the cards · 
. (a) Immediately ptior to.the commencem'erit of play\and 

after each \~hoe of .bards is completed, the dealers shall 
shuffle the cards sc{ thatthey are· ran(iomly intermixed. ' ! 

- ' _,_· J ·, ! ' . .· . _.. :_- '' . ., . ' ') 

(b) After thl cards have• .been shoffled, the dealer shaH . . . . I . • . ./ , . . . 
\ace approximately one·deck· of .cards. so that they are;evenly 
dispersed int61the ·. reinaining stack .. ·.· After Jacing, thy cards, 
the dealer calling the game shall, jf the casino licensee elects 

1 this option, shuffle' ~0111~ or ~11 bf the ,cards again.; If 
elected, the option must be jmplemented at all· tables within . 
a. pit. A casino iic,erl~ee shall not in,itiate or terminate the/ 
use ' of •· this rreshuff!ihg 6ption unless the casinb Jicensee 
provides )ts surveillance department and the Commissio,n 

,with at least 30 Illin~tes pj-jor. wri~ten n()tice;. After lacing 
· the cards. and, where tPPli~able, reshuffling thein, the dealer 

c:alli11g the Pame shaH offer the stack of cards, with backs . 
facirig a~ayftom the! dealer, to the/participants to be tut. , 
The dealer shall begjn ·with·. the' pc1rticipanv seated in the 

. highest number positiori at the tabk. or, in the case . of 
reshuffle, the last c:11r4tor,and working clockwise _around the 

. · tabte, sh11ll offer the srack to, each partidpant unt!l a partici- . · · . 
pant accepts the cut..; If no participant accepts the cut, the 
dealer shall cut the drds. · · · · 
. . . .· . ' J ·. : .•. · ... · . . . . . . 

'{c) The cards shall1be cut .by placing the.cutting card in 
the stac:k at least 1,0 ~ards in from either en.d. · 

· Supp. 10-16-9,5 4.7.20 7 

I 



CASINO CONTROL .COMMISSION 

(d) Once the cutting card has been inserted into the 
stack, the dealer shall take all cards in front of the cutting 
card and place them to the back of the stack. The dealer 
shall then insert one·' cutting card in position, at least 14 
cards in from the back of the stack and the sec;ond cutting 
card at the end of the stack. The stack of cards shall the11 
be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of 
play. Prior to · commencement of play, the dealer shall 
remove the first card from the shoe and place it, and an 
additional amount of cards eq~al to the amount on the first ' 
card drawn, in the discard bucket after all cards have been 
shown to the players. Face cards and tens count as tens., 
Aces count as one. ' ' 

\ 
· As amended, R.1980 d.132, effective March 31, 1980. 

• See: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). 
As amended, R.1980 d.186, effective April 29, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). 
Petition for Rulemaking: To eliminate the lacing of the cards from the 

shuffle land cut procedures required in Baccarat-Punto Banco and 
minibaccarat. , . ) 

See: 17 N.J.R. 1750(c). 
Amended by R.1994 d.283, effective. June 6, 1994. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 1210ta), 26 N.J.R. 2477(a). 
Amended by R.1995 .d.429, effective August 7; 1995. 
See: 27 N.J.R. 1176(a), 27 N.J.R. 2974(a). 

At (b) added notification requirement for initiation or termination of 
reshuffle option. 

19:47-3.6 Dealing shoe; selection of player to deal cards 
(a) All cards used to game at Baccarat-Punto Banco shall 

be of backs of the same color and design and shall be dealt 
from a dealing shoe specifically designed for such purpose. 

(b) At the commencement of play, the dealer calling the 
game shall offer the shoe .to the participant iri seat nuJll,ber' 
one at the table. If such participant rejects the shoe or if . 
there is no one in seat number one, the dealer shall offer 
the shoe to each of the other participants in turn counter-. 
clockwise around the table until one of the participants 
accepts it. 

( c} The patticipant to accept the shoe (hereinafter called. 
the "curator") shall be responsible for dealing the cards in 
accordance with these regulations and the instructions of the 
dealer calling the game. 

19:47-3. 7 . Hands of player and banker; procedure for 
dealing initial two cards to each hand 

, (a) There shall be two hands dealt in the game of Bac;ca-
rat-Punto Banco, one; of which shall be denominated the 
"Player's Hand" and the· other denominated the "Banker's 
Hand". 

(b) At the commencement of each rot,ind of play, the,. 
dealer calling the gam,e shall announce "No More Bets" 
after which he shall instruct the curator' to commence 
dealing the cards by announcing "Cards". 

(c) The curator shall, deal an initial four cards from the 
shoe. The first and third card dealt shall constitute the first 

I 

j 

19:47-3.9 

and second cards of the "Player's Hand". The second and 
fourth card dealt shall constitute the., first and second cards 
of the "Banker's Hand". ,After the cards are dealt to' each 
hand; the dealer calling the game shall p\ace them face 
upwards in front of himse~. . 

; 

19:47-23.8 . Procedure for dealing of additional ca_rds 

(a) After the initial four cards have been dealt, the dealec 
calling the game shall announce the Ppint Count of the 
"Blayer's Hand"... After the dealer calling the game takes 
and positions the cards of the "Banker's Hand" in front of . 
him, the dealer calling the game shall announce the Point 

• .Count of the "Banker's Hand". 
I . 

, (o') Following the announcement of thp Point Counts of 
· each hand, the dealer calling the . game shall instruct the 
curator whether to deal. a third card to each hand which 
instructions shall be in conformity with the requirements of 
section 9 of this subchapter. 

(c) Any third card required fo be dealt by the dealer's 
instructions shall .first be dealt face upwards to the "Player's 
Hand" and then to the "Banker's Hand" by the curator. 

) . 

( d) In no event shall more than one additional card be• 
dealt to either hand. · · 

.. (e) Whenever the. qutting card appears during play, the 
cutting card will be removed and placed to the side anlthe 
hand will be completed. Upon completion of that hand,' the 
dealer calling the game shall announce "last hand". At the 
completion of one :in.ore hand, no more cards will be deaJt 
uritil the reshuffle occurs. · 

As amended, R.1980 d.132, eff. March 31, 1980. 
See: 1f N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). , 
As amended, R.1980 d.186, eff. April 29, 1980. · 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). 

19:47-'-3.9 Rules for determining wliether third card shall 
be.dealt 

( a) If the Point Count of either the "Player's Hand" or 
the "Banker's Hand" after the initial two cards are dealt to· · 
ea?h is an 8 or 9 (which shall be called a "natural") no more 
cards shall be dealt to either hand. · 

(b) If the Point Count of the "Banker's Hand". on the 
first two cards is O to 7 inclusive, the "Player's Hand" shall 
draw (i.e. take a third card) or stay (i.e.· not take a third 1 , 

card) in accordance with the requirements of Table 1 9f this 
subsection. ' 

C 

J, 

Player 
Having 
0 to 5 
6 to 9 

TABLE 1 

THIRD CARD 
DETERMINATION 

Draws 
. Stays 
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(c) The ''Banke;;s Hand'' shall drnw (i.e. ta~e athird 
c;irdJ) 0r stay (i,e. nott1;1ke a third card) in accordance with, 
the· fequiren;ients of· Table 2 of this subsection. 

TABLE2 

Third Card 
Drawn by· Player's' Hand 

0 · I . 2 3 

·Drawn . . . 
0 (Point Count.of Broker'~ Harid).. .···. , · ..... ,. 

. I BANKER'S HAND DRAWS 
·2 

,, .5 
,6 
7 s·•,. 
9 

.·.·,D. D D D 
S I S D D s ·' s , .. s s 
s s s . s 

D · D. 
b D 
D' D 
s ~· 

o· .D S 
D. D ·s 

•D D S• 
D D S 

BANRf;R;S HAN,D STAYS 

(d) The'firsf vertical column in Table 2Jabeled "Ppint 
Co1,111t .of ~anker's .Hand'' span refer to the Point Count of 
the '1Banker's Hand" after the first twd .cards have been 
dealt foit. 

'.. ' . • - ) r· " . . . • --./- .·- - . ,. -~-- ",,_ -,-_ 

(e} The Jirst ·horizontal column at the top of Table 2 
· label~d "Third Card/Drawn by Pl1;1yer's Hand'? shall refer to 

. •··. ·.·· ·, · .. ·· ' ' \,· ' ,,·•·· '',' .···' .· '' 

the value ?f ,the thi[d cardd.i;awn by t~e "~layer's Hand'' as 
distin~uished from the Point Count. of the "Player's Hand'.': 

(f) The letter '''D" used in Table 2: shall m.ean that the 
Banker's Hand musfdraw a third card;and the letter ''S" 

. used in Table 2 shall mean that the "Banker'.s Hand" must 
stay (Ee. no( draw a third card). . . . 

. , 

·(g)The method of using Table ;tshaff be' to find the 
Point Count' of the "Bank~r's lfan~'.' in' the firsLvertical 
colmpn · a11d · trace tl1at horizontally across. the table until it 

' intersects the thin:l card drawn by die, ''Player's Jfand". ,' The 
. b()x at which such. intersection Jakes place wiU sh.owwhetherr 
t.he "Banker's Hand" shall draw a third ca,rd or stay.ff;or 
example, ,if ,the, Point Coµnt ofthe.;'B~nke(sHa11d"' after 

· two cards is 5 a11d thevalue ofthe third carddrawn bythe 
''Player's Hc;tnd'' is 4, the table shows that the Banke;'s 
Hand. shall draw a third card. 

19:47---3.10 > -{Umouncement of res11U of rou,nd; p11yment . 
< and ¢oHection of wagf:!rs . ·... . ·••· .· .. 

(a) Affer e;ich hand h,asrecei~e,d all the carclst6 which it 
is entitled .pursuant to N.J.AC.19:47--3.7, 3.8, a?cl3:9, the 

. deale,r shaH &nnounce the final1'Pciint CounCof each hand 1 

indicating which hand has wonthe.round .. If the two hand~j 
" have equal Point Counts, the -dei,der shall ann,ounce "Tie 

HandY . . . 

, (b) After the, re~ult of the. round is ahnounced>the ·.dealer , 
or. dealers responsible for the wagers' on Jhe t<'tblte 'sh~ll first·' 
collect ea1::h losingwag~r. Thereafter, th~ de,aier or dealers 
shall, in accordance \\'ith .one ;of the foHo\\'ing proceclures, 
pay each winning. wage:·. ;ind collect or m&rk ·. any vlgorish' or 
commission owed pursuant to·N.JAC._19:4s7--3-.3. · 

. OTHER AGENCIES 

l. S~arting at :the highest numbered player position at 
wpicha winning wager is Jocatf:d and proceeding in. ,.,. 
de~cending order1 to . each next· highest numbered player "-_) 
position; the deal~r shallfirst pay each winning wag~r and 
then;' returning to! the high~st numbered playe'r position at 
which a winning "Yager was located and proceeding. in Hke 
. order; mark or collect. the yigorish owed by each player, 
. . ::_-_,-· ' . . . ' .·.; ', . -_ ! . ' . .: ; __ ... ,· ·,."::__ . :_· .'. '. ·,.' 

, .· ~: .·· Startipg _at fhe high~st numbered playerposi!is:m ~t 
whICp; a wmnmg wager . IS located and proceedmg m 
de,sc,encling ··orderito .each next highest numbered player-

. · position, the deal~r shall first mark or collect the vigorish · 
. ,· ',, ' .• ! • ' ' ', : ,· ' : 
owed by.each ·player . and then; ··returning .. to.,the highest 
number~d player 

1
position at which a winning wagex is .. 

located ;and proce~cling· i.n like order,. pay each .winning 
· wager. 

I Starting atthe, high~st nu111bered player position: at 
which a,winning "lager is located,Jhe de.aler shaH pay that 
player's wfoning \\'ager and immediately thereafter mark . 

··: _-,,_•.·,,-. ' :", '1 .. '-.' '\-, . .-· ' -:··._.:·_ .. '.·_: " ::· 
or coHect .· the ·. vigorish . O'.'\'ed by · that ·. player •• and then, 
proceeding in des~ending order to the. 11ext highest nuID':..r · 
beredplllyer posit/on at whic:h a winnirrgwageris located, 
repeat this proceth.ire until each winning wager. is. paid 
and the vigorish qWed by each playeris either marked br 

collected. •, I . . ,· . . . ..•. ·• ·, .• . •. · , · . 
· 4~ ... S1tarting .at ~he highest numbered player position at 

which a winning ~ag~r is Jocated~ the. dealer shaH mark or 
collect ,the •. vigodsll pwed ·]Jy. that, player an,d 'imn1ediately 
thereafter pay; that' player's winning \Vagf:r; and then, 
proceeding indesbending order to the next highest num, 
be red player positfon at' which a winning wager is loc:ated, · . 
repeat,/t:his procedure until the vig6rish owed by eiich 
player is eith,er niarked or collected and' each winning ' 
wager is paid. , . >I .\. 

(c) A dsino liceJsee may,in its 'discretion, elect to use , . 
any·.of the pr~ced1.fr~s}luthorized in {b). lloove at a:ny. punto 
banco fa:t,\e in its erablishment; provided, p.owever, thiit: 

t: The san1e,1 wocedutt shall b\-\ used Jori all pun to 
banco tables located within the sai,ne gaming pit; . and 

' ' ' ·_,-·•_: __ \,. 1- .. ,. . --_'·---.:·:--.--··.. ·,' .. ' _-_-_;.· '·-::",.- •, ' . ,' ,, 2 ... ·. The Commi~sion and the casino Jicensee'. s surveil~ 
lance departmentshall be notified, iriwriting, at least, 30 

•, __ . ·-.· ·_, ._. · . , ·. ,"· _I:, .... _;.,. ·_.· ,,, .·_ ·.,'· .·. I 

minute~ priorto the in1plementation oLor a change in!the 
particular procedu~e to be used at a table or,,gaming pit 

-·_ -'· : ·-1 ·,.:- - . · :1 ... ,_ . ., .: --·· •• 

, Amenaeiby R.1995 p.369; effec;ive. June .19, 1'995; · 
See: 27NJ.R. l174(a)/~7 N.J.R, 2461(a). . • 

- ' -- ·, ' ,· '! ' ' . .., 

19:47...::½.u ··, Continu~tion of'curator as such; selection of . •.. ... . L ; . . ·, ; . 
new curator .' · · ·. . . 

. (a). It shall betheioption ~fthe, curator, after any roiind 
of play, either to pas~ the shoe or remain as curator eXCf:J)t 
that: i 

'' I I ·.• ·.,, ' ' ·.: . .· 
1. . The curntor,~hall pass the sljoe whenever. the bank.··. 

> er's hand· l9ses; and . . - . ' 1 
.1 ! 



CASINO CONTROL COMMISSION 

2. The dealer or floorman assigned to the table may 
order the cur;tor to pass the shoe if the curator unreason-
ably delays the game, repeatedly makes invalid deals or 
violates either the Casino Control Act or the regulations 
of the Commissi9n. .1 

(b) Whenever a voluntary or compulsory relinquishment 
of the shoe occurs, the dealer shall offer the shoe to the 
participant immediately to the right of the previous curator 
and, if he does not accept it or there is no participant in that 
position, the dealer shall offer the shoe to _each of the other 
participants in turn counterclockwise around the table. The 
first to accept the shoe when offered shall become the new 
curator. 

19:47-3.12 Irregularities 
. . . . i (a) A third card dealt to the "Player's Hand" when no 

third card ,is authorized by these regulations shall become 
the third card of the "Banker's Hand" if the "Banker's 
Hand" is obliged to draw by Table 2 of section 9 of this 
subchapter. If, in such circumstances, the "Banker's Hand" 
is required to stay, the card dealt in error shall bec;ome the 
first card of the pext hand unless it has been disclosed. In 
such case, the disclosed card and an additional number of 
cards equal to the amount on this card shall be drawn face 
upwards from. the shoe and placed in the discard bucket. 

(b) A card drawn in excess (rom the shoe if not disclosed 
shall be used as the first card of the next hand of play. If 
the card . has been disclosed, a burn card procedure as 
described in (a) above, shaH be implemented. 

( c) All cards found face upwards in the shoe shall not be 
used in the game and shall be placed in the discard bucket, 
along with an additional amount of cards, drawn face up-
wards, which agrees with the number on the cards found 
face upwards in the shoe. ' · 

( d) If there are insufficient cards remaining in the shoe to 
complete a round of play, that round shall,ibe void and a 
new round shall commence after the entire set of cards are 
reshuffled and placed in the shoe .. J 

As amended, R.1980 d.132, eff. March 31, 1980. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). 
As amended, R.1980 d.186, eff. April 29, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). · 

SUBCHAPTER 4. BACCARAT-CHEMIN DE FER 

19:47-4.1 Cards: number of decks; value; point count of 
hand 

(a) Baccarat-Chemin de Fer shall be played with at least 
six decks of cards having backs of the same color and design 
and two additional yellow or green cutting cards. · 

19:47-4.3 

(b) The value of the cards in each . deck shall be as 
follows: 

1. Any card from 2 to c/ shall have its., face value; 

2. Ahy Ten, Jack, Queen or King shall have a value of 
zero; 

3. Any ace shall have a value of one. 

(c) The "Point Count" of a hand sh.all be a single digit 
number from O to 9 inclusive and shall .be determin~d by 
totalling the value of the cards fn the hand. If the total of 
the cards in a hand is a two-digit number, the left digit of 
such number ·shall· be discarded having no vci'lue and the' 
right digit shall constitute the Point C~unt of the hand. 
Examples of this rule are as foJ!m\rs: 

1. A ~hand composed of an ace, a 2 and a 4 has a 
Point Count of 7; 

2. A hap.d composed of an ace, a 2 and a 9 has a total 
of 12 but only a Point Count of 2>since the digit 1 in the 
number 12 .is discarded. 

\ 
19:47-4.2 (Reserved) 

Amended by R.1991 <;1.551, effective November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 1784(b), 23 N.J.R. 3350(a). 
Added reference to N.J.A.C. 19:47-8.3 regarding wager requirements. 
Repealed by R.1993 d.630, effective December 6, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.~. 3953(a), 25 N.J.R. 5521(a). 

19:47-4.3 Opening of table for gaming 

(a) Afte~ receiving the six or more deck;s of cards at the 
table, the dealer calling the game shall sort and inspect the 
cards 'in accordance with N.J.AC. 19:47-1.lS(f). 

(b) Following the inspection of the cards by the dealer 
and the verification by the floorperson assigned to the table, 
the cards shall be spread out face upwards on the table for 
visual inspection by the first participants to arrive at the 
table. The cards shall be spread out in columns by deck 
according to suit and in sequence.· ' The cards in each suit 
shall be laid out in sequence within the suit. 

( 

( c) After the (first participants are afforded ari opportuni-
ty to visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be turned face 
downward 'on the table, mixed thoroughly by a "washing" or 
"chemmy shuffle" of the cards and stacked. 

Amended by R:1980 d.132, effective March 31, 1980. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). 
Amen,ded by R.1980 d.186, effective April 29, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). 
Amended by R.1985 d.228, effective May 20, 1985. 
See: 17 N.J.R. 61~a), 17 N.J.R. 1341(a). · 

Deleted "a floorman" and substituted "the verification by the floor-
person". 

Deleted "unit" and substituted "suit". 

47-23 · Supp. 10-16-95 
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19;47 4.4 

19:47-4.4 Shuffle and cut of the cards 

(a) Immediately prior to the commencement of pl~y and 
after each shoe of cards is completed, the dealers shall 
shuffle the brds so that they are randomly intermixed. 

(b) After the cards have been shuffled, the dealer shall 
lace approximately orte deck of

1
cards so that they are evenly 

dispersed into the remaining stack After lacing the cards, 
the dealer calling the game shall, if the casino licensee elects 
this option, shuffle some or all · of the cards again. If 
elected, the option must be implem6nted at all tables within 
a pit. A casino licensee shall not initiate or terminate the 
use of this reshuffling option unless the casino licensee 

l provides its survei!lance d~partm_ent and . the Commissi_on 
with at least 30 mmutes pnor wntten notice. After lacmg 
the cards and, where applicable, reshuffling them, the dealer 
calling the game shall offer the stack of cards, with backs 
facing away from the dealer, to the participants to be cut. 
The dealer shall begin with the participant seated in the 
highest number position at the, table or, in the case of 
reshuffle, the participant seated to the left of the particip,ant 
responsible for dealing . the cards, and working. clockwise 
around the table, shall offer the stack to each participant 
until a participant accepts tl\.e cut. If no participant accepts 
the cut, the dealer shall cut the cards. / .· 

( c) The cards shall be cut by placing the cutting card in , 
the stack at least 10 ca'.rds from either end. . 

( d) Once the cutting card has · bee~ inserted into the 
stack, the dealer shall take all cards in front of the cutting 
card and place them to the back of the stack. The dealer 
shall then insert one cutting card in a position at least 14 
cards in from the back of the stack and the second cutting 
card at the end of the stack. The stack of cards shall then 
be inserte'd rnto' the dealing shoe for commencement of 
play. Prior to commencement of play, the dealer shall 
remove the first I card from the) shoe and place it, and an 
additional amount of cards equal to the amount on the first 
card drawn in the discard bucket after all cards have been 
sho~n ·to the players. Face cards and tens count as tens. 
Aces count as one. 

As amended, R.1980 d.132, effective March 31, 1980. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). 
As amended, R.19$0 d.186, effective April 29, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). 
Amended by R.1994 d.283, effective June 6, 1994 .. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 1210(a), 26 N.J.R.· 2477(a). 
Amended by R.1995 d:429, effective August 7, 1995. 
See: 27 N.J.R. 1176(a),. 27 N:J·I:· 297t(a). . . . . . . . . 

At (b) added notification reqmrement for rn1tiat10n or termrnat10n of 
reshuffle option. · 

19:47-4.5 Dealing shoe; selection of banker 

(a) All. cards used to game at Baccarat-Chemin de Fer 
shall be dealt from a dealing shoe specifically designed for 
such purpose. 

OTHER AGENCIES 

(b) After the cards have been shuffled and placed in the 
shoe, the dealer calling the game shall offer the shoe to the 
particip,ants to be dealt. The participant offering( to wager 
the highest a)llount on the first hand shall become the 
''Banker" and shall be responsible for dealing the cards 
from the shoe in accordance with these regulations and the 
instructions of the dealer calling the game. If two or more 
participants offer to wager an equal amount on the first 
hand, the participant making such wager that is closest to 
the dealer maxing counterclockwise around the table shall 
become the "Banker", 

\__ 

19:47-4.6 Wagers placed by banker 

(a) Immediately prior to dealing the cards, the Banker 
shall place a wager in support of the "Banker's Hand" which 
shall conform to the requirements of subsection (b) of this 
section. The wager placed by the Banker shall: 

1. Win if the• "Banker's Hand" has a Point Count 
higher than that of the "Player's Hand"; 

2. Lose. if the "Banker's Hand" has a Point Count 
lower than that of the "Player's Hand"; 

3. Be void if the Point Counts of the "Banker's Hand" 
and the "Player's Hand" are equal. 

(b) The wager placed by the Banker immediately after 
accepting the shoe shall not be. less than the amount such 
participant offered in bidding to become the Banker. The 
amount of all subsequent wagers placed by the Banker as 
such shall be at least equal to, but no more than twice, the 
amount of his immediately preceding wager. An example 
of this rule is; as follows: if Participant A becomes the 
Banker for a high bid of $1,000, he must place a wager of at 
least $1,000 on the first hand dealt. If he continues as the 
Banker his wager on the second hand must be at least 
$1,000 'but not more than $2,000. A~suming he wagers 
$2,000 on the second hand, his wager on the third hand (if 
he continues as the Banker) must be at least $2,000 but not 
more than $4,000. 

· · ( c) Any wager placed by the Banker in cash shall be 
exchanged immediately by the dealer for gaming chips or 
plaques in accordance with the regulations governing the 
acceptance and conversion of such instruments. 

I 
As amended, R.1980 d.132, effective March 31, 1980. 
S~e: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). · . 
As amended, R.1980 d:186, effective April 29, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). 

19:47-4.7 Wagers made against banker 

( a) After the Banker has placed a wager in support of the 
"Banker's Hand", the ,remaining participants at the table 
shall be given . the ·opportunity• of wagering against all or a , 
part of the wager made by the Banker provided,· however, 
that such wagers shall not exceed, either individually or in ' 
the aggregate, the amount wagered by the Banker. 

) 
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(b) Anf participant who equaled and lost the i~mediately 
preceding wager of the Banker shall have the first option' of 
making a wager against the Banker in an amount equal to 
the amount being wagered by the Banker. Said participant 
shall exercise this option by announcing "Banco Sµivi" or 
"Suivi" and by placing the requisite wager on tqe appropri-
ate area of the layout. A "stand off' shall not be counted\ 
for the purpose of determining the immediately precedihg 

. wager under this subsection. 

(c) If no qualified participant an~ounces "Banco Suivi" 
or "Suivi", the next preference shall be given to any partici-, 
pant, placing a wager against the Banker equal in amount to 
that wagered by' the Banker. This option shall be exercised 
by a participant annoµncing "Banco Seu!" or "Banco" and 
by placing the 1requisite wager on the appropriate area of 
the layout. Whenever more than one participant announces 
"Banco Seu!" or "Banco", preference shall be given to the 
participant making such announcement who is seated near-
est to the Banker in a counterclockwise direction around the 
table. " 

( d) If the options granted by subsections (b) and ( c) of 
this section are not, exercised, each participant, beginning 
with the one seated to the immediate right of the Banker 
and moving counterclockwise around the table, shall have 
the right to make a wager against a part of the wager made 
by the Banker. Such wagers shall be accepted until the, 
amount of the partial wagers, taken in the aggregate, equals' 
the amount of the wager made by the Banker or until the 
dealer announces "No More Bets". 

·1 .I 

(e) No wager at Baccarat-Chemin de Fer shall be made, 
increased or withdrawn after the dealer has announced "No 
More Bets" except that the Banker shall withdraw any part 
ofhis initial wager that was not covered by the wagers of the 
other participants. 

(f) Any wager placed by the participants in cash shall be 1 

exchanged immediately by the dealer for gaming·· chips or 
plaques in accordance with the regulations governing the 
acceptance and conversion of such instruments. 

(g) The wager(s) placed by the participants shall: 

1. Win if the "Player's Hapd" has a Point Count 
, higher than that of the "Banker's Hand"; \ 

1. 2. Lose if the "Player's Hand" has a Point Count 
lower than that of the "Banker's Hand"; 

3. Be void if the Point Counts of the "Banker's Hand" 
and the "Player's Hand" are equal. 

'"" j . . 
As amended, R.1980 d.132, eff. March 31, 1980. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). 
As amended, R.1980 d.186, eff. April 29, 1980, 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). 

19:47-,-4.9 

19:47-4.8 Hands of play~r and banker; persons 
controlling each hand; procedure for dealing 
initial two cards to each hand 

i 

(a) There ~hall be two ~ands dealt in the game of Bacca-
rat-Chemin de Fer, one of 1which shall be denominated the 
"Player's Hand" and the other denominated the "Banker's 
Hand". ; . , 

(b) The participant selected as the Bank.er shall have 
exclusive,t:ontrol ,of the "Bankei's Hand" and shall make all 
decisions permitted by these regulations with respect to such 
hand. 

{c) Exclusive control of the "Player's Hand" and the right 
to make all decisions permitted by these regulations with 
respect to such hand shall reside in. the participant who 
made a wager in accordance with subsections 7(b) or 7(c) of 
this subchapter. If no such wager has been made, this right 
shall 7eside in the participant making; the highest wager 
against the banker. If two or more eiually high wagers 
have been made, this right shall reside in the participant 
making such wager that i.s ne~rest to the Banker moving 
counterclockwise around the table. The participant possess-
ing exclusive control of the "Player'!s Hand"·. under this 
subsection shall hereinafter be referred to as the "Dominant 
Player". 

( d) After the. d.ealer, announce.s "Cards", the Banker shall 
<;:lea! an initial four cards from the shoe. The first and third 
card dealt shall be placed face downwards in front of the 
Dominant Player and shall constitute the first and second 
card of the "Player's Hand". The second and fourth card 
dealt shall be plated face downward in front of the, Banker 
and shall constit~te the first and second card of thb "Bank-
er's Hand". : 

19:47-4.9 Procedure for dealing of additional cards 

(a) After initial four cards have been dealt, the Dominant 
Player shall look at the two c9 rds dealt to the "Player's 
Hand" without disclosing them, to the Banker. If the Point l . 
Count of the "Player's Hand" is: 

' I \ 
1. A zero, one, two, three or four, the Dominant 

Player shall request one additional card by announcing 
"Card"; 

, 2. A_ five, the Dominant Player shall exercise the 
optiori of requesting one additional card bf announcing 
"Card" or not requesting one additional card by annoµnc-
ing "Stay"; · 

I 
3. A six or seven, the1 Dominant Player shall not draw 

an 'additional ca;rd and shall announce "St,ay"; 

4. An eight or nine, the Dominant Player shall an-
nounce "Nlitural" and all cards in both hands shall be 

1 turned immediately face upwards with no additional cards 
being dealt to either hand. 1 
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(b) If the Dominant Play~r ha~ announced "Card". in 
accordance With subsection (a) of this section, an additional 

: card 5hall not be dea1Lt6 the ''Player's Hancl'' until the 
· .. · Banker first looks at the ,two 'cards dealt. to .the. "Banker's 

Hand". If the Point Count of.the "Banker's.Hand'' is 8 or 
: 9, the Bank<:!r shall announce "Natural" and al~ cards in 

both, hancls shall be turneci immediately face upwards. with 
· no additional cards being dealt to. either• hartd. lf the Poi11t 

Count of the __ "Ban~ef's Hand" is less than 8, · the Banker 
shall announce . ''Under Eight" and shaU deal a third card 
face 11pwards to the "Player's Hand" in a<::c,otclance with the 
request of tht': Domina11t Player. . · 

( c) · After· the "Player's Hand" stays or receives. a third 
card in accordance.with the above subsections, the Banker 
shall turn the cards in the "Ba:nker's, Hand" face upwa~dslon 
the table and shall deal. or not deal a third card •· to .:.the 

• • • I 

"Bankefs Hand" in accordance. with . the requirements of 
Table 3 of this subsection. 

.·. 
TABLE 3 

Value of Third Card 
I. Drawn by Player's. Hand 

WNo 

. · tid 0 1' 2 .3 4 . 5. 6 

0 (Point Count of Banker's Harid 
After.First Two Cards) 

1 !3ANKER'S f½ND DRAWS 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

.D 
D 
D 
s 

D 
s 
s 
s 

D 
s 
s 
s 

D D 
D D 
s s 
s·. s 

D D 
D D 
D D 
s '·'D 

. ,-
. BANKER'S HANI> STAYS , 

' ( 

7. 

D 
D'· 
D 
D 

8 9 

·S Op. 
s s 
S ·S 
s s 

. . ' 
0 (d) The. first. vertical coluc11n in/ Table_ 3 la~eled ~"P~int1 

Count of Banker's HandJ>shall refer-to the Pomt Count of ( 
the "Ba'{lker's Hand,, after the first two cards have .been 1 

dealt fo it.' 

. (e) The first horizontal colum:n at the .top of \Table 3 
- labeled "Third Card Drawn by Player's Hand" shaH refer to 

the value of the third caro dra:,vn by the "Player's Ham:l" as 
distinguished from the .Point Count of the "Player's Hand", 

- -

( {f) As used in Table 3, the letter ''D'';shaH mean that tlie-
. ''Banker's Hand" must draw a thirq catd; the .letter "S" shall 

· mean that the '.'Banker's Hand"' shall. stay (Le,, not drawn a 
third card) and the abbreviation'_'.'Op:" shall mean that the 
Banker may draw a third card or stay within his discretion, 

. , (g) The me.thod of using Table 3 shall be to find,, the 
- Point Count of the "Banker's Hand" in the first vertical 

column and trace that horizontally acro~s the table until it . 
iriters<;:cts the. third card drawn by the ''Player's Hand'' .. The 

· box at which such iri.tersectiontakes place will show whether 
the "Banker's Hand'' shall draw a third' card or stay. For 
example, if the Point. Count of the··"Ba:nker's Hand" after 

.· :two cards is 3 and the value of the third card drawn by the 
"Player's Hand" is 9, Table 3 _shows that the Banker has the 

• option of drawing. a third card- oi stay'rr1g; ·. -• · ·· 

I 
. i,, 

r 
OTIIER_AGENCIES 

! r-~ ,I 

(h) Any announcejhent required to be made by the J;>orn~ 
inanf.Player or Ban;ker by this section shall be immediately 
repeated by the deaJer at the table to assure the clarity and 

-•,_ understanging of Sl\Ch statements. . i . ,·. 

19:47-4.10 Annourtceinent,ofresultof round; payment 
and collection of wagers; . payout odds; 
vigoris6' · .· .·• · · · 

, I 
(a)/After each hand has received an the cards it i~ 

entitled to by· these jregulations, the dealer·· calling the game·· 
shall announce. thei Point. Count· of each hand 1ndicati~g 
which haict has won· the. roun0d. If the. two hancj,s have 
equal Point Counts,i the·.dealer shall announce "Stand Off' 

· · or "Tie ·Hand''; i ' · 
' . . · .. ·. i i . ••. . . . . ' . '•·. . / 

(b) After the tesulLof the touiid is announceci, the dealer 
or dealers responsible for the wagers at the table shall 
collecpnd pay off t#e wagers made'. . Winning wagers made 

. against the "Banker's · Hand". shall be. p~i'd off (rom the 
amqmnt wagered by the\,Banker'~t odds of 1 to 1. A 
winning wager. made by the Banker shall be· paid off at Qdds 

•· - ,_ . I. . . . . , - i 

of 1, to 1 from. the"amount(s) wagered by the o.ther partici-
1 . . 

.pants.·. , 

~c) As. its fee :in th~using the game, I the casino ,licensee 
~hall extract a commission kp.own as ''vigorish" from the .· 
amount won by the. Banker on each roun.d of play, in an 
amount equal to, inl the casino licensee's discretion, eithers · 
four or five petcerit of the amount won; provided, however, 
that wlien coiledi~g the vigorish, the casino licensee may 
rou~d off the amouiit of a ffve percent vigorish ~o 25 cents 
or the. next highest niultiple ?f 25 cents, aiid thb amount of a 
four percent yigorish'. to 20 cents or the•· next. highest multiple 
of 20 cents. Such tigorish shall be collect~d immediately 
after each round :wo]n-by the Banker. . ·. ·. 

I I I 

(d) Each casino ,licensee shall provide notice· of any in~ 
· crease in th~"perceritage of vigorish being charged. at each r 

. . . . . . . . I. ·. . . .. . ' .. .. • 

l 

BacFarat-:-Chemin D9 Fer table, in accordance with.N.J.AC., 
19:47:-8,3. The perq<:!ntage of vigorish charged at a Bacca0 

rat-:Chemin De F;er 1table shaH apply to all players .at that 
table. ,. i .i , . 

. . . i 
Amended by R.1991 d.6~6, effective December. 16, 199,L 
See: 23 NJ.R. 2926(a),!23 N.J.R. 3824(a). .. .-

Revised ( c); added .new ( d), codified the practice of charging either a 
four oT five percent vigdrish. · -. . · . 

. I . 
19:47.'..4.H :coritJnu~tion of banker as such; selection of 

new batiker · · 
! \ 

(a) It shall be the!option of the.Banker, after.any round 
of play, either fo pa~s th.e shoe or remain as Banker except 
that: , 

r I 
1. The Banke~ shall pass 

"Banker's. Hand'~• ~oses;- 1and 
·, . . I 

the shoe whenever the 
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2. The dealer or floorman assigned to the table may 
order the Banker to pass the shoe if the Banker unreason-

.. ably delays the game, :repeatedly makes invalid deals or 
violates either the Casino Control Act or the regulations 
of the Commission. 

(b) Whenever a mandatory relinquishment of the Bank 
occurs, it shall be offered to the seated· participant to the 
right of the previous Banker and then to each other seated 
participant, moving counterclockwise around the table, until 
a participant accepts it and becomes the new Banker. 

\ 

( c) Whenever a voluntary relinquishment of the Bank 
occurs, each seated participant shall be offered it, beginning 
with the participant to the right of the previous Banker and 
moving counterclockwise around the table. The fir,f£t partic- \. 
ipant willing to acceptthe Bank and to wager an amount on 
the next hand equal to, but not more than twice, the amcmnt 
of the previous Banker's last wager, shall become the next 
Banker. If no participant offers to meet thjs condition, the 
participant offering to wager the highest amount on the next 
hand shall become the new Banker provided however that 
the participant who passed the Bank shall not be permitted 
to take part in the first round of such bidding. 

( d) When a passed bank is defeated in any hand, it shall 
be transferred as it would have been in accordance with 
subsection (b) had it not been voluntarily passed, 

( e) A participant by moving to another seat at the table 
shall miss a turn· to become the Banker iri the next seat. 
where such a move would otherwise give that participant 
promotion in turn to become the Banker. 

19:47-4.1.2 Irregularities 

(a) If the Banker, by taking cards for his hand in the 
wrong order in the Initial Deal, ~akes an error which 
cannot be rectified, the hand shall be annulled and the Bank 
may be transferred counterclockwise to the next participant 
seated at a numbered place. · 

( (b) If the Banker, during the Initial Deal, takes more 
than two cards for his hand and the deal cannot be rectified, 
the Point Count of his hand shall be regarded as zero and 
the play shall proceed in accordance with section 9 of this 
subchapter. 

( c) If the Banker, during the Initial Deal, gives three 
cards to the Dominant Player and it is not possible to 
determine which card has been dealt in excess, the· Point 
Count of the ''Player's Hand" shall be the highest ,that can 
be made with any two or all three of the cards. 

( d) If the Banker, subsequent to the Initial Deal; takes 
two. cards for his hand instead of one and the deal cannot be 
rectified, the Point Count of his hand shall be the lowest 
that can be made with two of the cards. 

19:47-5.1 

( e) A card dealt face upwards to the Dominant Player 
after he has said "Stay" shall become the Banker's card in 
the event the Banker is obliged to draw or has the option of 
drawing a third card in accordance with these regul0ations. 
If the Banker is required to stay under these regulations, the 
card dealt in excess and an additional number of cards equal 
to the amount on the card drawn in error shall be drawn 
face upwards from the shoe and pla~ed in the discard 
bucket at the table'. 

(f) A card dealt face upwards to the Dominant Player 
after he has said "Stay" and the .. dealer has mistakenly said 
"Card" shall become the Banker's card in the event the 
Banker is obligate9 to draw a third card under these regula- . 
tions. If the Banker is not obligated to draw a third ~ard, 
the card dealt in excess and an additional number of cards 
equal to the amount on the card drawn in error shall be 
drawn face upwards frqm the shoe and placed in the discard 
bucket at the table. , " 

(g) There shall be no penalty for a card drawn in excess 
from the shoe if it, remains undisclosed. A card so drawn 
shall be used as the first card of the next hand providing 
that the cutting card has not been exposed ,in the shoe~or 
drawn therefrom. In the course of play, cards once drawn 
from the shoe shall not be replaced. \ 

(h) If the Banker, subsequent to the initial deal, draws a 
card from the shoe for his . hand after the Dominant Player 
has said "Card" and the dealer has repeated "Card", the 
Banker must give such card to the Dominant player. and 
thereafter either draw or not draw a third card for his hand 
as may be required by these regulations. 

(i) Cards found turned face upwards in the shoe shall not 
be used in the game and shall be placed in the · di~card 
bucket, along with an additional amount of cards, drawn 
face upwards, which agrees with the number on the cards 
found face upwards in the shoe. The last hand of a shoe 
shall be void when a card· of that hand is found face 
upwards in the shoe. 

." 
(j) If there are found to be insufficient cards in the shoe 

to complete a ha.nd when the cuttjng card is drawn, that 
hand shall be void. 

Amended by R.1980 d.132, effective March 31, 1980. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(c). 
Amended by R.1980 d.186, effective April 29, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). 

SUBCHAPTER 5. ROULETTE AND BIG SIX 
WHEELS 

19:47-5.1 Rodlette: placement of wagers; permissible and. 
optional wagers 

(a) All wagers at roulette shall be made by placing .gam-
ing chips.or plaques on the appropriate areas of the ro~lette 
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, layout, except that verbal wagers accompanied by cash may 
be accepted provided that they are confirmed by the dealer -
and· tbat the cash is expeditiously converted into gaming 
chips or plaques in accordance with the regulations govern-

1 ing the acceptance I and conversion of such instruments. 

(b) No person at a roulette table shall be issued or 
permitted to game with non-value chips that are identical in 
color arid design to value chips or to non-value chips being 
used by another person at that same table. 

\ 
,! 

( c) E11ch player shall be responsible for the correct posi-
tioning -of, his or her wager on the. roulette layout regardless 
of whether he or she is assisted by the dealer. Each player 
must ensure that any instructions he or she gives to th.e 
dealer regarding the placement of a wager .are correctly 
carried out. · 

( d) Each wager shall be settled strictly in accorc;lance with 
its position on the layout when the ball falls to rest in a 
compartment of the wheel. 

( e) The permissible wag~rs in the game of roulette shall 
be: 

1. "Straight" is . a wager that the rnulette ball will 
come to rest in the compartment of the roulette wheel 
that corresponds to a single number selected by the \ 
player. Ther'player shall select a number by placing a 1. 

wager within the. box on the roulefre layout that contains 
the selected number. · 

i. A casino )icense6' may, in its discretion, offer to 
everyplayer at\a roulette table the option to make five 
simultaneous straight wagers by selecting five adjacent 
numbers on the rouletfe wheel. 

(1) Any casino licensee offering this "five adjaqent 
number" option shall use an approved roulette table 
layout that includes a replica o( the rnulette wheel on 
the layout. · 

(2). A player shall make a "five adjacent number" 
wager by placing five gaming chips or plaques, or a 
multiple thereof, on the number indicated on the 
roulette wheel replica that is the center number of 
the five' adjacent numbers being selected. A player 

I , 
making a "five adjacent . number'" wager shall be 
deemed to have made a separate "straight" wager of 
equal value on each of 'the five numbers selected. 

2. "Split" is a wager that the roulette ball will come to 
rest in a compartment of the roulette wheel that corre-
sponds to either of two numbers selected by the player. 
The play,er shall select the numbers by placing a wager on 
the line between the two boxes on the roulette layout,that 
contain the two selected numbers, except that a split 
wager on "0" and "00" may· also be placed on the line 
between the "2nd 12" box an~· the "3rd 12" box. 

OTHER AGENCIES 

3. "Three nlirhbers" .is a 1wager that the roulette ball 
will come to rest in a compartment of the roulette wheel 
that corresponds to any one bf three numbers in a si6gle 
row on, the roulette layout selected by the player. The 
player shall select a row of numbers by placing a wager on 

' the outside line of the box on the roulette layout that 
contaim the first humber 'in the selected row. 

i. "Three numbers" shall also include a wager that 
the roulette ball will come to rest in a 'compartment of 
the roulette wheel that corresponds to any one of the 
three numbers cqntained in one of the following groups 
of numbers: ."O", "l" and "2"; "O", "2" and "00"; or 
"00'", "2" and "3". 

ii. The player shall select one of the "three num-
bers" 1 wagers identified in ( e )3i above by placing a 
wager on the common corner of the three boxes con-
taining the selected numbers. · 

4. "Four numbers" is a wager that the roulette ball 
will come to rest in a compartment of the roulette wheel 
that corresponds ,.to any one of four numbers in contigu-
ous boxes on the roulette layout selected by the player. 
The , player shall selectJhe four· numbers by placing a 
wager on the commoncorner of the four boxes containing 
the selected numbers. 

5. ''First five numbers'' is a wager that the n;mlette 
ball will come to rest in a compartment of the roulette 
wh.eel that corresponds to any one of the numbers ."O", 
"00", "l''; 'll' or ''3". The player shall b.et on the "first 
five numbers" by placing a wager on the common .corner 
of the boxes on the roulette layout that contain the label 
"1st 112" and the nµmbers '\O" and "l". 

I . 

6. "Six numbers" is a wager that the roulette ball will 
come to rest in a compartment of the roulette wheel that 

1 corresponds to any one of six numbers contained in two . I 
contiguous rows of.numbers on the roulette layout select-
ed by the player. The player shal.l select the two rows of 
numbers by placing a wager on the outside common 

· corner of the boxes on the roulette layout that contain the 
.first number in each of the rows being' selected. 1· 'i 

7. "Column!' is fl wager th11t the roulette ball will. 
come to rest in a compartment of the roulette wheel that/ 
corresponds to any' one of 12 · numbers contained in a 
single column on .the roulette layout selected by the 
player. The player shall select a column of 12 numbers 
by placing a wager in the box on the roulette layout that is 
at the botto:tp of the column being selected. 

\ 
- 8. "Dozen" is a wager that the roulette ball will come 
to rest in a compartment of the roulette wheel that 
corresponds to any ;one 'of 12 consecutive n,umbers from 
"1" through "12", '"13" through "24", or "25" through 
"36" selected by the player. The player shall select .the 
12 numbers by placing a wager in the box on the roulette 
layout labeled "1st 12" ('i'l'' through "12''), "2nd 12" 
("13" through "24"), or "3rd 12" ("25" through "36"). 
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9. "Red" is a wager that the roulette ball will come to 
rest in any compartment of the roulette wheel that corre-
sponds to a number with a red background on the rou-
lette wheel. The player shall bet on '.'red" by placing a 
wager within the red box on the roulette layout used for 
such wagers. 

10. "Black:" is a wager that the roulette ball will .come 
- I i to rest in any cqmpartment of the roulette -whee that 

corresponds to a number with a black background on the 
roulette wheel. The player shall bet on "black" ~y plac-
ing a wager within the black box on the roulette layout 
used for such wagers. · · 

11.- "Odd" is a wager that the roulette ball will come 
to rest in any compartment of the roulette wheel that 
corresponds to an odd number. The player shall bet on 
"odd" by placing a wager within the box on the roulette -
layout that is labeled "Odd"_. . 

12. "Even" is a wager that the roulette ball will come 
to rest in any compartment of the roulette wheel that 
corresponds to an even number. The player shall bet· on 
"even" by placing _a wager within the lbox on the roult<tte 
layout that is labeled "Even". 

13. "1 to 18" is a wager that the roulette ball will 
come to rest in a compartment of the roulette wheel that 
corresponds to any one of 18 consecutive numbers from 
"l" through "18". The player shall be( on "l to 18" by 
placing. a wager within the box on th_e rohlette layout th<l:t 
is labeled "l to 18". 

14. "19 to 36" is a wager that the roulette baH will 
co,me to rest in a compartment of the roulette wheel that 
corresponds to any one of 18 consecutive numbers from 
"19" through "36". The player shall bet on "19 to 36" by 
placing a wager within the box on the roulette layout that 
is labeled "19 to 36". 

(f) Notwithstandini (e) above, a casino licensee may, in 
its discretion, offer to every player at a roulette table the 
option to make a "seven numbers" wager. "Seven mim-
bers" is a wager that the roulette ball will come to rest in a 
compartment of the roulette wheel -that corresponds to any 
one of the numbers "10", "11", "12", "13", "14", "15" or 
"33'.'. 

( 

1. Any casino licensee offering the "seven numbers" 
option sliall use a roulette table layout approved by the . 
Commission. 

2. The player sJiall bet on "seven numbers" by placing 
a wager within the area on the roulette layout that is 
designated for such wager. 

Amended by R.1980 d.132, effective March 31, 1980. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 653(a), 12 N.J.R. 294(i;). 
Amended by R.1980 d.186, effective A!pril 29, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 357(a). · 
Amended by R:1991 d.551, effective November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 1784(b), 23 N'.JR 3350(a). 

19:47-5.2 

In (e): revised text to add reference to N.J.A.C. 19:47-8.3 regarding 
wager requirements. 
Amended by R.1993 d.37, effective January 19, 1993. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 3695(a), 25 N.J.R. 348(b). 

Simulcasting added. _ _ 
Amended by R.1993 d.630, effeGtive December 6, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R 3953(a), 25 N.J.R. 5521(a). _ _ 
Amended by R.1995 d.167, effective March 20,' 1995. 
See: 27 N.J.R. 57(b), 27 N.J.R. 1202(a), 

Case Notes. 

Providing gaming chips to casino patron did not violate the "rules of - ,.:_ 
the game" regulations. New Jersey, Dept. of Law & Public Safety, Div. 
of Gaming Enforcement v. GNOC, Corp., 92 N:J.A.R.2d (CCC) 31. 

19:47-5.2 Roulette: payout odds 

·(a) No casino licensee, its employees or agents shall pay 
' off winning wagers at the game of roulette at less than -the 
odds listed below: 

Bets 
Straight 
Split 
Three Numbers 
Four Numbers 
First Five Nu~bers 
Six Numbers 
Seven Numbers 
Column 
Dozen 
Red· 
Black 
Odd 
Even 
1 to 18 

· 19 to 36 

Payout Odds 
35 to 1 · 
17 to 1 
11 to.I 
8 to 1 
6 t9 1 
5 to 1 
4 to 1 
2 to 1_ 
2 to !l 
1 to 1 
1 to 1 
1 tol 
1 to 1 
i to 1 

·-1 to 1 

(b) Wherirnulette is played on a double zero wheel and 
the roulette ball comes to rest in a compartment marked f 

zero (0) or double zero (00), wagers on red, black, odd,· > 
'even, 1 to 18, and _19 to 36 shall not be lost but each p)ayer 
having such a wager shall surrender half the _amount on such 
bet and remove the remaining half. · Each casino licensee· 
offering double zero roulette shall provide notice of this rule 
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:47-,-8.3. 

(c) When roulette is played on a single zero wheel and 
the roulette ball comes to rest in a compartment marked 
zero (0), wagers on red, black, odd, even, 1 to 18, and 19 to 
36 shall be lost. · 

( d) When roulette is played on a double zero wheel being 
used as a single zero roulette wheel, as provided in N.J.A.C. 
19:46-l.7(c): r • 

1. Notice shall be provided, in accordance with 
,N.J.A.C. 19:47-8.3; -

~- The dealer shall announce "no spin," declare the 
spin v9id and respin the wqeel if the _roulette ball comes 
to rest in a compartment marked double zero (00); and 
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3. Wagers on red, black, odd, even, 1 to 18 and 19 to 
• .. 36 shall be lost if the roulette ball comes tci rest in a 

compartment marked zero. (0). 

Amended by R.1981 d.388, eff. November 2, 1981. 
See: 13 N.J.R. 534(b), 13 N.J.R. 780(cf 
· (b): "When roulette is played on a double zero wheerand" added; 

"choose one of the following options" dele_ted. (b)l: recodified as part 
of (b) and "; or" deleted. (b )2 deleted. · ( c) added. 
Amended by R.1992 d.452, effective November 16, 1992 .. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 3033(a), 24 N.J.R. 4279(a).. ·. 

Added (d). . . · ·. 
· Amended by R.1994 d.265, effective· June 6, 1994; 

See: 25 N.J.R. 5893(a), 26 N.J.R. 2463(a). 
Amended by R.1995 d.167, e.ffective March 20, 1995. 

, See: 27 N.J.R. 57(b), 27 N.J'.R. 1202(a). 
i 

19:47-5.3 Roulette: rotation of wheel and ball ·, 
(a) The roulette ball shall be spun by the dealer in a 

. direction opposite to the rotation of .the wheel 'and shall 
complete at le1).st four revolutions around the track of the 
wheel to constitute a valid spin. · 

(b) While the ball .is still rotating in the track around the 
wheel; the dealer shall call "No More Bets''. . ' 

(c) Upon the ball coming to rest in a compartment, the 
. dealer shall announce the number of such compartment and 

shall place a point marker to .be known as a "crowq" or 
"dolly" on that number on the roulette layout. 

(d) If a casino licensee offers the "five adjacent numbers" 
wagering option authorized by N.J.A.C. 19:47-5.1, the deal-
er shall then move one-fifth of each winning "five adjacent 
numbers" wager from .the roulette wheel·· replica on the 
layout to the box on the main roulette layout that contains 

· the single number corresponding · to thb compartment in 
which the roulette ball came to rest. · · 

(e) After placing the crown ori the layout an~, ifapplica-
. ble, complying with the provisions of ( d) above, the dealer 
shall first collect all losing wagers and then payoff all 
winning wagers. 

Amended by R.1995 d.167, effective March 20, 1995. 
See: 27 N.J.R. 57(b), 27 N.J.R. 1202(a), . 

~· 

19:47.;..5.4 Ro11ciette: irregularities 

. (a) If the· ball is spun iri the same direc.tion as the wheel, 
the dealer shall announce "No Spin" and shall attempt to 

, remove the roulette ball from the wheel prior to its coming 
to rest inone of the compartmenjsi 

• (b) Uthe roulette, ball does not complete four revolutions 
around the track of the wheel, the dealer shalhannounce 
"No Spin" and shall attempt to remove the ball from the 
wheel prior to its coming ~to rest ip ohe of the compart-
ments. · 

OTHE&--AGENCIES 

(c) If a foreign object enters the wheel prior to the ball 
· coming, to rest, the dealer shall announce. "No Spin" aqd 
shall attempt to remove the ball frotn the wheel prior to its 
coming to rest in one of the compartments. 

Amended by R.1995 d.167, effective Mari:;h 20, 1995. 
See: 27 N.J.R. 57(b), 27 N.J.R. 1202(a). , ' 

/ ' I / . 

19:47-5.5 Big Six Wheel; payout odds 
(a) No casipo licensee, his employees or agents shall pay 

off \Vinning wagers made at Big Six at less than the odds 
listed below. . . 

Bet On 
$ 1 Insignia! 
$ 2 Insignia 
$ . 5 Insignia 
$10 Insignia 
$20 . Insignia- .. 

· Joker 
Flag 

Payoui Odds 
1 to 1 
2. to 1 
5 to 1 

1.0 to 1 · 
·~20tol 

45 to 1 
45 to 1 1,.-

Amended by R.1979. d.429, eff. October 18, 1979. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 478(a), 1:1 N.J.R. 600(b). . 

19:47-5.6 · Big Six Wheel; wagers and rotation of the wheel 
(a) Prior to the spin of the wheel, the dealer shall call 

"No More Bets'.'. · 

(b) The Big Six Wheel shall be spun by die dealer in 
. either direction and shall complete at least three revolutions 
fo constitute a valid ~pin. ,:-, 

( c) If the clapper · comes to rest between two numbers 
upon completion of the spin of the Big ·six Wheel, the 
casino licensee. has the optioil to do one of the following: 

\ 1. Declare the . winning number to be that number 
• . 1 . . ' 

previously passed; or : . · , 

2. . Declare the spin void 1;tnd resspin the wheel. 

(d). Upon a casino licensee choosing one of the options as \ . 
outliried in ( d) above, it shall conspicuously post a sign at 
each table stating which option is in effect;· 

( e) Upon completion of the spin, the dealer shall first .,, 
collect all losing wagers and then pay off all winning wagers. 

Public Notice: Petition for Rulemaking. 
See: 18 N.J.R 1206(a). _ · - · 
Amended by R.1989 d.232, effective May 1, 1989 . 
See: 21 ~.J.R. 131(a), 21 N.J.R. q56(a). . . . 

Replaced section ti~le "minimum and maximum wagers" with "wa-
gers and rotation of the wheel." · . ' . · . 

. Added (b)-( f). providing specific guidelines for . licensees and ,dealers 
regarding game ruks for the Big Six Wheel. · 
Amended by R.1991 d.551, effe.ctive November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R 1784(b), 23 N.J.R. 3350(a).. . 
· In (a): revised text to include reference to N.J.A.C. 19:47-8.3 
regarding wager requirements. ·· 
Amenc,ied by R.1993 d.37, effective January 19, 1993. ( 
See: 24 N.J.R.. 3695(a), 2~ N.J.R. 348(b). 

Simulcast provisions added. . .· 
Amended by R.1993 d.630, effective December 6, 1993. 

Supp. 10-16-95 47-30 
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See: 25 N.J.R. 3953(a), 25 N.J.R. 5521(a). 

19:47-5.7. (Reserved) 

SUBCHAPTER 6. RED.·DOG 
) 

19:47-6.1 Cards; number of decks; value of cards; 
dealing · shoe 

( 

(a) Red dog shall be played with at least 011e deqk of 
' cards with backs .. of the 'same color and design and two 

additional solid yellow or green_.cutting .cards: . · 

(b) The "value" (from lowest to highest) of the cards in 
each deck shall be- 1as follows: ·~ 

. \ 

19:47.,,-6.5 -

table. If the first player offeredthe cards ref~~es the. cut, 
the . cards shall·. be . offered to. each .other pla,yer. moving 
clockwise around the table µntiLa.playeracceptsthe Cl)t. If.· 
nd player-~cfeptscut,. the. deal.er shall cut the: cards... ·, ' 

(c).·The person •. making thecut .• sh:illplacethecutting card 
in the stack at . least 10' cards from eith~r end: .. Once·. the 
cutting card.has b~en ins~rted, the deale~ shall t1ke an the 
cards in front of the cuttipg card an~:l place them· on the 
back of the stack. Thedealer shall then insertthe cuttirig-
card•.· in .a· position .approx[mately. one-quarter·. qf .. the.·•way 
from thebackofthe stack. The stack ofcards shallthenbe 

. inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. ,-- .·-, .. -·, _,,._. \ . ' ·,''' ·, ... ,:1 :, . :_. ,,_-,_- ' ' ·, . . . ' ' 

· 19i47,-6.4 Pro.cedures for; deaHng card~.·. . . 
(a) After. each fuU. set of cards is placed jn. tp.~ .· sho!e, the 

dealer .shaH remove the first carel thernfrbm·f.s1,ce down and .. 
1. Any card· from 2 to. 10 shall have its fctce value; plac:e it' in the discard Tac~ which sh~ll- be l6cated qn the . 
2. Any') ... ack shall have a val~e of 'n;.. • table immediatelr in front:of or to the. right9f the deal.er.· 

Each· new dealer who comes to the table shalfalso discard 
3. Any queen shall have a value of 12;; • ("burn;'.) one card as descdbed herein before th~ newdea)er 
4. Any king shall have a ·value of 13; and deaJs anycard ina)round of play. The ,hum card shall be 
5; Any ace shall have a value df 14.- disclosed if requ~sted by a pl~yer. ·· · 

( C) Aii cards used to game at red.dog shall be dealtfrom . . .· . (b) The dealer shaffremove a cardfrom the sh9e wlthhis 
· br hei:Jeft hand, t4rn itface up, and then pla,ce itot{.the 

a dealing shoe spedficaHy designed for s9c~ purpose and ap·propriat.e. area n .. f the fayo ... ut with h.is. ·.or b. er. righ .. t hand .. located on the table to the left of the dealer. · . 

Amended by R.1995 d.309, effective June 19;'1995. 
•. See: 27 N.J.R. ll74(a), 27 N,J:R 2461(a), . J. . 

(~-..,. 19:47-6.2 . Opening. of. the table f~r gam(11g . 
\, (a) After receiving the one or more decks of cards atthe 

table, the dealer .shall sort anc\ inspect the c,ards ·and the 
floorperson assigned to1 the table shaH verify the -inspection 
in accordance with N;J;AC. l9:46-L18(f). · · 

(. - . . •... . 

(b) Followin'gthe inspection of .the card~ by the dealer 
and· the verificatioil by the floorperspn assigned to the table, 
the ,cards shall be spread out. face up. on the table for visual 
inspection by the firstplayer to arrive at the. table. The 
cards shall be spread out by deck according to . suit and in 
sequenc,e. The cards in each . suit shall be laid out m 
sequence withiq the suit. 

. .·_' . ',' . ~- . '. ' . '. ' 

. ' ' '. ' ·._ ' . ' - .. .'"- .. ':· /' '. -:._ '. . ·, ._.:: 

19:4T-,6.5 Procedures for eac~ round of play; wagers; 
. ·. payouts .. ·.· .. ' . . ... · 

(a). Except, as otherwise· pro~idedin.tllis .. sectiOn, all \Va-
sers shall be made priort/J tlleJirst.card being dealt for 
,ea'ch round o( play, . . . . 

(b} All ... wagers at. red · dog shall b~• rt1ade by placing 
) . gaming chips or plaques and, if applicable,. a match pin 

coupon on the appropriate area of tµe red dog layollt, 
except tha,t a verbal wager accompanied by . cash may J:ie 

. accepted 1provi,ded.that itjs confirmed.by the;dealer and. 
casino' supervisor at the table 'prior to the first S<tf~ .p.eing 
dealt and such cash is expeditiously ~onvetted irito gaming 
chips or plaques in accordance withi N,J.A.C 19:45-1.18. 

. (c). To. begin each round of play, . the dealer shali>place 
. · 0 • · • . •• · ·· · . the first card, face np; on the box farthest to the dt!aler's 

( c) After the player is afford,d a.11 opj:iortunify to visually ·. left. The dealer shall then place the second card, face up, 
,inspect the cards, the cards shall be turned face do"(n on the ort the box farthest to the dealer's right. •.• · 
table, mixed thoroughly by a ''washing" or "chemmy shuf- • 
fie" of the cards and stacked. (d) Once the first cardof each r'ound.has bee1rremoved 

from the shoe by the d.ealer, no participant in the game shall .. 
handle, remove or alter any wager. until a decision has beeJ 

· rendered and·implemented with respect to that wager, 
19:47...,.6.3 Shuffle and cut of the cards 

(a) Immediately prior to cominencement ofpla{·and 
l - , - • . ' ,. - -· : . -. l ·.: _, -· 

after each shoe of cards 1s dealt, the dealer shall s))uffle the 
cards so. that they are .randomly intermixed, .. A casino·. 
licensee may also shuffle the cards at the·completion of any . 
round bf play, · · 

. . . . . 

(b) After the cards have \,een shuffled; the ,dealer:, shall' . 
offer the stack of cards to be cut, with the. backs facing ~wlly 
from the dealer, tQ the player 'at the farthest point t9 the 

, right of the dealer; provided, however, if the game is just · 
beginning, the cards shall be offered to the first, player'at the · 

(e) IL the initial two c~rds d'ealt have yalues_Ahat are 
consecutive, ··the dealer sha!Lannounce "The cards are. con-
secutive--,t,ie. hand,'' all w:;iged shall be.. void and the . round 
of playcshall be concluded. . · ;.., · 

. . I 

(f) ff•··the :initial ·.two.card~ dealt ... are .of identicaL valµe, Jhd 
dealer shall announce "We have a pair'' and shall ill}medi-
ately. draw a third card. and place itface. up · in the middle 
box. · · · · 
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1. If the third card dealt is identical in value to the 
. initial two cards, the dealer shall announce "Three of a 
kind," the players shall win and all wagers shall be paid at 
odds of 11 to one. 

2. If the third card dealt is not identical in value to 
the initial two cards, the dealer· shall announce "No three 
of a ki~d-tie hand," all wagers shall be void and the 
round of play shall be concluded. 

(g) If the initial two cards dealt are neither consecutive 
nor a pair, the dealer shall announce the "spread" and place 
a i;riarker on the corresponding spread on the layout. The 
spread for each round of play shall be a number from one to 
11 inclusive and shall be determined by the number of cards 
whose value can fall between the values of the initial two 
cards dealt. . Examples of this rule are as follows: 

L If the initial two cards dealt are a 4 and a 7, then 
the spread shall be two (that is, two cards, the 5 and 6, 
have a valll;e that falls between 4 Jnd 7j; 

2. If the initial two cards dealt are a 9 and a king, 
then the spread shall be three (that is, three cards, the 10, 
jack and queen, have a value that falls between the 9 and 
king). . . 

(h) If there is a spread after the initial two cards are 
dealt, a player shall have the optfon to make .a raise wager 
in support of the player's original wager by placing on the 
designated raise) area of the layout an amount riot in excess 
of. the player's original wager. All raise wagers shall be 
made immediately after the initial two cards have been dealt 
and prior to the third card being dealt. 

(i) After all raisd wagers have been made and prior to 
dealing the third card, the dealer shall announce "Raises 
closed.'( The dealer shall· then draw a third card,/place it 
face up on the . box between the initial two cards and 
announce the value of the third card. Thereafter, the 
dealer s.hall first collect all losing wagers or pay all winning 
wagers as follows: , 

1. The player shall win· if the value of the third card 
dealt is. between the values of the initial two cards dealt 
and shall lose if the value of the third card dealt is. not 
between the values of the initial two cards dealt; 

2.; All winning wagers and raise wagers shall be paid 
at payout odds determined by the spread for that round 
of play, as listed below: ' · 

Spread , 
1 
2 
3 

4 through 11 

Payout Odds 
5 to 1 
4 to 1 
2 to 1 
1 to 1 

3. A casino licensee may, in its discretion, offer to all' 
patrons at a red dog table higher payout odds than those., 
listed in (i)2 above, provided that the casino licensee 
complies with the notice, requirerpents set forth in 
N.J.AC. 19:47-8.3 prior to any dectease in the payout 
odds. In no event may a casfr10 licensee decrease the 
payout odds below those required by (i)2 above. 

. · I , 

OTHER AGENCIES 

G) At the conclusion ~f each round of play, all cards on 
the layout shall be picked up by the dealer and placed in the 
discard rack in order and ( in such a way that they can be 
readily arranged. to reconstruct· the hand in case of a ques-
tion or dispute. 

(k) Whenever the cutting card i.s. reached in the de.al of 
the cards, the dealer shall continue dealing the .cards until 
that round of play is completed. The dealer shall then 
reshuffle the cards in accordance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-6.3. 

Amended by R.1994 d.137, effective March 21, 1994. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 5902(a), 26 N.J.R. 1373(b). 
Amended by R.1995 d.309, effective June 19, 1995. 
See: 27 N.J.R. 1174(a), 27 N.J.R. 2461(a). 

19:47-6.6 (Reserved) 
Repealed by R.1993 d.630, effective December 6, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 3953(a), 25 N.J.R. 5521(a). · 

19:47-f7 Irregularities 

(a) A card fovnd face up in the shoe sl).all not be used in 
the game and shall be placed in the discard rack. 

. (b) A ca~d ~rawn in error without its face being exposed 
shall be used as though it were the next card from the shoe. 

\ 
( c) If a third· card is drawn and exposed to the players 

' prior to the dealer announcing "Raises closed," the card 
shall be discarded and each player shall be given the option 
of playifg out the rou~d or voiding the round of play. Prior 
to deahng another th1rd c:ard, the dealer shall return the 
original wager and any raise wager to eaeh player who has 
chosen to void the round of play. . .1 

19:47-6.8 A player wagering on more than one betting 
area 

A casino licensee may permit a player to wager on more 
than one betting area at a red dog table. · 

19:47-6.9 Continuous shufflihg shoe or device 
, , ! 

In lieu of the dealing and shuffling requirements set forth 
in N.JAC. 19:47-6.3 and 6.4, a casino licynsee may utilize a 
dealing shoe or other . device designed to automatically 
reshuffle the cards, provided that such shoe or device and 
the procedm:.es for dealing and .shuffling the cards through 
the use of this device are approved by the Commission. 

SUBCHAPTER 7. MINIBACCARAT 

19:47-7.1 Cards: Niumber of decks; value; point count of 
hand 

(a) Minjbaccarat shall be played with at least six decks of 
cards and two additional solid yellow or green cutting cards . 
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} (b) The "Value" of. the cards in ea,ch deck shall be as, 
follows: \ · . ; . · .r-,_ -

(_ 1. Any card .from 2 ~o 9 shall have its face value; 

2. Any Tfin, Jack'. Que~n o/King shall have a v~lue of 
a°:d 

( 

zero; 

3. Any Ace shall have a value of one. 

(c) The ''Point Count" of a hand shall be a single digit 
_number from O to 9 -inclusive and shall be detey~ined by 
totaling the value of the cards in the hand. If the total of 
the cards in a hand is a two-digit number, tl].e l~ft digit of 
such number shall be discarded having no value and the 
right digit shall constitute. the Point Count of the hand. 
Examples of this mle are as follows:. '. 

1. A hand composed of an Ace, a 2 and a 4 has a 
Point Count of 7; and 

. 2. A hand composed of an Ace, a 2 and a 9 has a total 
of 12 but only a Po1nt Count of 2 since the digit 1 in the 
number 12 is discarded. --

19:47-7.2 Wagers 
(a) The following wagers shall be permitted to be made 

by a participant at the game of h1inibaccarat:_ 

1. A wager dn : the "Banker's , Hand" whic~ shall: 

i. Win if the "Banker's Ha_nd" has a Point Count 
higher than that of the "Player?s Band"; I ' , , 

ii. Lose if the -"Banker's Hand" has a Point Count 
lower than that of the "Player's Hand'.'; and 

iii. Either be void or, if the casino licensee charges •. 
vigorish in accordance witJ:i' the provisiqns of N.J.A.C. 
19:47-7.3(d), be charged a vigorish equal to 25 percent 
of the wager, if the Point Count of the "Banker's 

_,Hand" and the "Pl_ayels Hand" are equal. 

2. A wager on the "Pl.ayer's Hand'' which shall: 

i. Win if the "Player's Hand" has a Point Count 
higher than that of the "Banker's Hand"; 

, ii. Lose _if the, "Pl!iiyer's Rand" has a Point Count. 
' low:er than that of the "Banker's Hand"; and 

iii. Be. void if the Point Count of the "Banker's 
' Hand" and the "Player's Hand" are equal. , , 

' , ( ' 
\ 3. · A "Tie Bet" which shall win if the Poirit Counts of 
the "Banker's Hand" and the "Player's Hand" are equal 
and shall lose if such Point Counts are not equal. 

' , 

I -
(b) Unless otherwise approved by the Commission, no 

casino licensee, his employees ot agents -shall accept any 
wager at the game of mini6accarat other th~n those speci-· 
fied in (a) above. 

(- (c) All wagers at minibaccarat shall be made by placing 
gaming chips or phques and, if applicabie, a match play 

-19:47-7.3 

coupon on the appropriate ,areas of the minibaccarat ,layout 
except that verbal wagers accompanied by .cash may be 
accepted provided tl:rey are . confirmed by the dealer and 
casino supervisor at the table, and such cash is· expeditiously 
converted into gaming chips or plaques in accordance with 
N.J.A.C. 19:45-1.18. 

(d) No W/lger at minibaccanit shall be made, increased or 
withdrawn after· the dealer has announced "No More Bets". 

' \ ' 1 
( e) Once the first card 9f any hand has been rempved 

from the shoe by the dealer, no participant shall handle, 
remove or alter any wagers that have been made until a 
decision has been rendered and implemented with respect . 
to that wager. - . 

) ' 

Amended by R.1991 d.551, effective, November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 1784(b), 23 N.J.R. 3350(a) . 

. In (e): added reference- to N.J.A.e 19:47-8.3 regarding wager 
requirements. · 
Amended by R.1993 d:630, effective Decemb~r 6, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 3953(a), 25 N.J.R. 5521(a). · 
Amended py R.1993 d.655, effective December 20, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 4474(b), '25 N.J.R. 5944(a). . 
Amended by R1994 d.137, effective March 21, 1994. 
See: 25 N.J,R. 5902(a), _26 N.J.R. 1373(b). 

19:47-7.3 Payout odds; vigorish 
(a) A winning wager made on the "Player's Hand" shall 

be paid off by a casino licensee at odds _of 'l to 1. 

(b) A winning tie bet shall be paid off by a casino 
licensee' at odds of at least 8 to 1. · 

(c) A- winning wager made on the "Banker's Hand" shall 
be paid off by a casino licensee at odds of 1 to 1. Except as 
otherwise p~ovided .in ( d) below, the casino licensee,shall 
extract a commission known as ''.vigorish" from the wi:(lning 
player in an amount equal to, in the ca~ino'- licensee's , 
discretion, either four or five percent of the a.mount won; 
provided, however, that when' collecting the vigorish, the 
casino licensee may rouind off the vigotish to five cents or 
the next highest multiple· of five cents. ' A casino · licensee 
may collect the vig9rish from a player _at _ the time the 
winning payout is made or may defer it to a later time; 
,provided, however, that all outstanding vigorish shall be 
c9llected prior t~ · re~hu(fli_n_g the cards in a ~hoe. The 
amount of any v1gonsh not collected at the time of the 
winning payouts shall be 'evidenced by the placing of a coin 
or matker ,.button_ containing the amount. of the :vigorish 
owed in a rectangular space in front of the dealer on the 
layout imprinted with the number of the player dwing such 
vigorish. 1 · 

(d)cA casino licensee may, i_n its diicretion, chatge·every 
player at a minibaccarat table a vigori~h equal to 25 percent 
of the player's wager on the _"Banker's Hane\," if the Point 
Counts of the "Banker's Hand" and the "Player's Hand" are 
equal. The vigorish authorized by this subsection shall be 
collected at the -end of the round of pl*y and prior to any 
cards being dealt for the next round of p_lay. If a casinQ 
licensee . elect~ to charge the vigorish authorized by this 
subsection, the vigorish otherwise requi~ed by ( c) above 
shall not be collected. \ 

47-33 Supp. 10-16-95 
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.( e) Each casino licerisee shall provide notice 9f any ·. 
change in the type of vigorish be-ing1charged or increase -jn 
the~percentage of vigorish being charged at,each minibacca-
rat table, in accordance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-8.3; · The type 

.· and percentage ofvigorish charged at a minibaccarat table, 
sh11ll apply to all players at that table. · 

Amen9ed by R.1991 d.616, e_ffective December 16, 1991. 
See: ;23 N.J.R. 2926(a), 23. N.J'.R. 3824(a). · 

Adcled new (b); deleted (c); redesignated existing (b) to (c) with 
changes;·· .. added new ( d), codified practice ·of· collecting four or five 

. percent vigorish. . . . · · · 
Amended by R.1993 d.655, effective December 20, 1993. · 
See: 25 ]>T.J.R. 4474(b)r 25 N.J.R. 5944(a). 

19:47-7.4 Op~ning o~table for gaming \ 
. i. ' . / 

(a) After receiving the six or more decks of cards at the 
table, the dealer calling the game shall sort and inspect the 
cards and the floorperson assigned to th~ table shall verify 
the inspection, in accordance with N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.18(f). 

(b) Following the inspection of the card~ by the dealer 
and the verifi<;ation by the floorperson assigned to th_e table, 
the cards shall be spread out face upwards on the table for · 
visual inspection by the first par.dcipant or participants to 

, arrive at the , table. The cards 'spall be spread out in 
horizontal rows by deck according to suit and in sequence. 
_Tlie cards in each suit_ shall be laid out in sequence within 
the suit. 

(c) After the first participant or partici~ants are ~fforded 
an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards shall 

· be turned face downward ori the table, mixed thoroughly by 
a "washing" or "chemmy shuffle" of the cards and stacked. 

l 

19:47-7.5 Shuffle and cut of the cards 

(a) Immediately prior to the commencement of play ·and 
after each shoe of cards is completed, the dealer shall 
shuffle the cards so. that they ,are randomly intermixed. 

(b). After the cards have been shuffled, the dealer shall 
lace approximately one deck of cards so that 'they are evenly 
dispersed into the remaining stack. After lacing the cards, 
the dealer calling th~; game shall; if the casino licensee elects 
this option, shuffle some or all of the cards again~ . If 
elected, the option mtist be implemented at all tables within 
a pit. A casino licensee shall not initiate or terminate the 
use of this reshuffling option unless the casfoo , licensee 
provides its surveillance department and the Commission 
with at least 30 minutes prior written notice.·· After lacing· 
the cards and, where applicable, reshuffling them, the dealer 
calling · the game shall offer the stack of cards, with backs 
facing away from the dealer; to the participants to be cut. 
The dealer shall begin with the ,participant 'seated in the. 
highest number position at the table and, working clockwise 
around the table, shall offer the stack to each participant 
until a par_ticipant accepts the cut. If no participant accepts · 
the cut, the dealer shall cut the cards. 

( 

\ OTHER AGENCI~S 

(c) Jhe cards shall be ·cut, by placing the cutting card in 
the stack at least 10' cards in from either end, 

(d) Once the cutting card has been inserted into the '·--./1 

· stack, the dealer shall take all cards in front'of the cutting 
. card and place them to the back of the stack. The dealer 
:shall then insert one cutting"card in a position at least· 14 
·cards in from the blick of the stack, and the second cutting 
card at the end of t~e stack. The stack of cards: shall the,n . 
be inserted into the dealirig shoe for commencement of 
play .. Prior to commencement of play, the dealer shall. 
remove the first card from the shoe and place it, and an 
additional amourit o~ cards equal to the amount pn ,the fi;rst ' · 
card ·dr;:twn, in the discard rack after all cards have been 
shown to the participants'. Face cards and tens count· as 
tens. · Aces count as one. 

Petition for Rulemaking:. To eliminate the lacing of the cards from'. the 
shuffle_ and cut procedures required in baccarat, punto b~nco anc,i 
minibaccarat. . • 1 - , . 

See: 17 N.J.R. 1750(c). . 
Amended by R.1994 d.2$-3, effective June 6, 1994. 

: See: -26 N.J.R. 1210(a), 26 N.J.R. 2477(a). · , / 
Amended by R:1995 d.429, effective Augu~t 7, 1995. 
See: 27_ NLR. 1176(a), p N.J.R. 2974(a). s 

At (b) added notificati9n requirement for initiation or. terJ.l1ination of 
reshuffle option. 

19:47-7.6 Dealing shoe 

(a) All cards used to game at miniba~carat shall ·be· of 
backs of the s_ame color and design and shall be dea:h from a. ) 
dealing · shoe specifically designed for such . purpose and 
located on .the table to the left of dealer. · 

19:47-7.7 Hands of:player and'banker; procedure for 
j de~ling initial two cards to each hand · . 

(a) There shitll be 'two hands d~alt in the game of mini-
baccarat one of which shall be denominated \the '1·Player's 
Hand" and the other denominated the ''Ban'ker's Hand". I . , , 

(b) At the coi;nmencement of each round of play, the 
dealer calling the gatne shall announce "No More Bets". 

\ 
(c) The dealer sha}l deal an initial four cards from the 

shoe. · The first- and third cards dealt shall constitute the 
first and second cards of the "Player's Hand.'' The second_ 
and fourth cards deait shall constitute the first and Second 
cards of the "Banker's Hand.'' The casino licensee may 
deal the)nitial four cards ih accordance with one· of the 
following options: 

1. Each dealer shall remove cards from the shoe with 
his or · her left hano, tum them face up and tpen place 
them on the appropriate area of the layout with his or her · 
right hand. The .first and third cards dealt s)lalfoe placed 
on the area desigmhed for the "Player's Ha.pd" and the 
second and fout1h cards dealt shall be placec!._pn the area· 
. designated for the "Banker's Hand;'1 or .' · · · 

' . 

I 
./ 
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' 
2. Th~ first and third cards dealt shall be placed face 

down'in the _area designated for the "Playe~'s Hand" and 
the second and -fourth _cards dealt shall be placed face 
down underneath the right corner of the dealing shoe 
until the "Player's Hand" is called as provided for in · 
N.J.A.C. 19:47-7.S(a), _ at which time the second and 
fourth cards shall be turned face up and placed on the 
area designated for the "Banker's Hand." 

Amended by R.1987 d.395, effective October 5, 1987. 
See: 19 N.J.R. 54(b), 19 N.J.R. 1826(.!J). 

(c) substantially amended .. 
Amended by R.1992 d.59, effc;,ctive February 3, 1992. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 2927(a), 24 N.lR. 489(a). 

Provided (or two optional ways of dealing. 
_I 

19:47-7.8 Procedure for dealing of additional /cards 

(a) After the dealer positions the car_ds in accordance' 
with either N.J.A.C. 19:47-7,7(c)l or 2, the dealer shall· 
announce the point count of the "Player's Hand" and then 
the "Banker's Hand." ' 

(b) Following the announcement of the Poirtt Counts of 
each hand, the dealer shall d~termine whether to deal a 
third card to each hand iihich instructions shall be in 
conformity with the requirements of N.JAC. 19:47-7.9. 

' (c) Anythird card-required to be de1;1lt shall first be deait -
face upwards -- to the ''Player's ijan~~; - and then to the, 
"~anker's Hand~' by the deaJer. -

( d) In no event shall more than one additional card be_ 
dealt to either hand. 

'-19:47-7.10 
-. ,/ I 

( e) Whenever the cutting -card appears during play, the , 
cutting· card will be removed and placed to the I sicle and the 
hand will be completed. Upon completion of that hand, the 
dealer calling the· game shall announce "last h~nd". At the 
completion of one- more hand, no more cards will be dealt 
until the reshuffle occurs. 

·. I 
Amended by R.1992 d.59, effective February 3, 1992. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 2927(a), 24 N.J.R. 489(a). 

Pro;,ided for two optional ways ?f dealing. 

19:47-7.9 Rul_es for determiningwhether third card shall , 
be dealt 

' (a) If the Point Count of either the "Player's Hand'.' or 
the '~Banker's Hand" after the initial two cards are dealt to 
each is an 8 or 9 (which.shall be called a "natural") no more 
cards shall be dealt to either hand. '0 

(b} If the :Point Count -of the ''Banker's Hand" -on the 
, first .two cards is O to 7 inclusive, the '_'Player's Hand" shall 

draw (that is, take a third card) or stay (that is, not_ take· a 
third -card) in accordance -~ith the_ requirements of Table 1 
below. - -

Player. 
Having. 
o to s 
6 to 9 

Thir!ICard 
-. Determi11ation 

I;Draws 
Stays 

. - - - r·· - . - - • 
(c) The "Banker's Hand" shall draw (that rs, take a thrrd 

card) or §tay (that is, not take a third card) in accordance, 
with the req~irements of Table 2 below. 

T,\-BLE 2. -

_ Third Card Drawn by Player's Ha_nd 
_/ ,,- '. ' . . . . ..... 

H '•Third· 

( d) The first vertical column in Table 2 labeled "Point 
Count of -Banker's Hand" shall refer to the Point Count of 

- the "Banker's Hand" after the first two carqs have been · 
dealt to it. 

'· 

( e) The first -horizontal column at_ the top of Table -2 
labeled "Third Card Drawn by Player's Hatid" shall refer to 
the value of the third card drawll' by tlle "Playe~'s Hand"- as 
distinguished from the Point Count of the "Player's I-Jand". 

(f) The letter "D" usec} in Table 2 shall mean that the 
"Banker's Hari"d" must draw a third card and the letter ''S" 
used in Table 2 shall mean that the "Banker's Hand" must_ 

_ stay (that is, not draw a third card). _ , 

(g) The method of using Table 2 shall be to find the 
Point Count of the "Banker's. Hand" in -the first vertical ·. 

,, column 'and trace that horizo~tally across the table until h 
· intersects the third card drawn· by the ''Player's Hand". The 

box at which .such intersection takes place wilJ show w~ether 
the "~an~er's Han?" sh~U dmv a third card or stay. ):ior 
example, 1f the Pomt Count of the "Banker's Hand" after-
two cards· is 5 and the value· _of/the third card drawn by the 
"Player's Hand" is 4, the table shows that -the "Banker's 
Hand'.' shap draw a third card. 

19:47"."'7.10 Announceme~t of result of round; pa~ent 
and collection_ of wagers , 

(a) After each hand has received all the cards to which it 
is entitled pursuant to NJ.AC. 19:47-7.7, 7.8 and 7.9, the 

Supp. 10-16-95 
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1· . ' . 
dealer shall announce -the final Point Count of each htmd 
indicating which hand has won tpe round. · If two hands 
have ,equal Po~nt · Count.s, the dealer shall announce "Tie 
Hand". 

. I 

(b) After the result of the round is announced, the dealer 
responsible for the wagers oh the table shall (irst collect_ 

· each losing wager. . Thereafter, the dealer shall, in accor-
dance1 with one pf the· following procedures, pay dacp. win-
ning wager and collect or mark any vigorish or commission 
owed pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:47-7.3. · 

l. Starting at the hi~hest numb~red player pdsition at 
which a winning wager .is located anq proceeding i{l 
descending order to each next highest numbered · player 
position, the dealer ·shall first pay each winning wageF and 
then, returning to t.he highest numbered player position at. 
which a winning wager was located and proceec!ing in like 
order, mark or collect the vigorish owed by each playeh 

I . . / . 
2{ . Starting at the highest numbered player position at . 

I which a- winning wager is. located and prnceeding il)-
descending order _to each next highest numbered. player 
position, the dealer shall first, mark or collect )th¢ vigdrish 
owed. by each player and then, returning to the highest .. 
numbered player position at which a winning wager is 
located and proceeding in like order,, pay each v?i11-ning 
wager. 

3. ,Starting at the highest numbered player position at 
which a winning wage'r is located, the dealer shall pay that 
player's winning wager and immediately thereafter mark 
or ~ollect the· vigorish owed by that player and then, 
proceeding in descending order to the next highest num-
bered player position at which a winning<wager is located, 

. . I • 

. repeat this procedure until each winning wager -is paid 
and the vigorish owed by each player is either marked qr 
collected. · · 

i 
4. Starting at the highest numbered player position at', 

which a winning wagei: is located, the dealer shall mark ot 
collect the vigorish owed by that player and immediately 

. ' thereafter pay that player's winning wager anti then, 
proceeding in descending order to the next highest num-
bered player position at which a winning wageris located, 
repeat this procedure· until the vigorishv:owed 1by bch 
player is either marked or collected and ·each winning 
wager is paid. · · 

. (c) A casino licensee may, in its 'discretion, elect to use 
any · of the procedures authorized in (b) above at· any 
minibaccarat table in its est1blish~ent; provided, however, 
that: 

l. The same procedure shall be used for ail minibac0 

carat tables located within, the same gaming pit; · 

2, _ Any minibaccarat t-able located in a gaming pit that , 
also- contains ,a punto banco table ,shall l{se the .same· 
_proc'1,dure that is -to be used at the. pun to banco table 
pursuanf ,to N.J.A.C. 1?:47-3'.10(c);1 and 

. OTHER AGENCIES 

3. The Commission and the casino licensee's surveil-
; lance departrri;ent shall _lie ~otified, in writing, al least 30 
minµtes prior to the implementation of or a change ;in the 
particular procedure to _be used at a table' or gaming pit. 

I ', 

( d) At _the conclusion of a 'round of play, an cards on the · 
layout shall be picked up by the dealer &nd placed in the 
discard rack; in order · and· in such a way that they can be 

, readily ari-anged to indicate the "Player's Hand" and the 
"Banker's Hand" in cas~ of question or dispute. ,, ' 

; ., I . . 

(e) No participant or spectator shlJll handle,. remove or 
alter any cards used to game at minibaccarat and no dealer 

. or other . casino employee or casino key employee shall' · 
permit a ,participant or spectator to engage in such activity. 

Amended by R.1995 d.309, effective Junt:: 19, 1995. 
See: 27 N.J.R. 1174(a), 27 'N',.J.R. 2461(a)'. 

I , 

19;47-7.11 Irregularities 

(a) A third card de.alt to the "Player's Halnd", :when no 
third card is authorized b~ these regulations, shall 1become 
the third card of the "Banker's Hand" if the "Banker's. 
Handt' is_ obliged to draw by Table 2 of N.J.A.C. 19:47'--7.9 .. 
If, in such circumstances, the, "Banker's Hand'' is required 
to stay, 1the card dealt in error shall become the first card, of 
the n~xt hand unless it has ?~en disclose_d. In such case, the 
disclosed card and an: addif~onal number of cards equal to 
the amount on this ~ard shall be drawn face upwards from 
the shoe and placed in the di~~ard 'rack. 

, (b) A card drawn in'. error from the sh.be, if not disclosed, 
shall 6e'. used as the fitst card ,of the next hand of play. If 
the card has been -disclosed, a burn · card procedure as 
described in (a) above, shall ,be implemented. ( 

( c) All cards found (ace upwards· in the shoe shall not be 
used in the game I and. shall be placrd in the discard rack, _ 
along with an additional amount of cards drawn face up-, 
wards, which agrees with the number on the· cards found 
face upwards- in the shoi. 1 

(ct) If ttjere are insufficient cards ~emaining ~n the sho~ to 
complete a, round of play, that-round ~hall be void and a 
new rou'nd 'shall commence after the entire set' of cards a1ce 
reshuffled· anct1placed in _the shoe. · · 

. . I, ' 
1_9:47-7.12 Continuous shuffling shoe or device 

In lieu of the dealing' and shuffling requirements set foqh _ 
in N.J.A.C. 19:47-7:s' and 7.6, a casino licensee may utilize1 a, 
dealing shoe or other device designed . to autoipatically 
reshuffle the cards provided that Sl.l-Ch shoe or devk:e_ and 
the procedurf:!s .for dealing and ~huffling the cards through 
use of this device are approved by the Commission or its ·. 
authoiize_d designee. ' - . . ' · 
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SUBCHAPTER 8. REGULATIONS CONCERNING 
ALL GAMES 

19:47-8.1 Electronic, el~ctrical and mechanical devices 
prohibited 

Except as specifically permitted· by the Commission, no 
person shall possess with the intent to use, or actually use, 
at any table game, either by himself or in concert with 
others, any calculator, computer, or other electronic, electri-
cal or mechanical device to assist in projecting an outcome 
at any table game or in keeping track of or analyzing the 
cards having been dealt, the changing probabilities of any 
table game, or the playing strategies to be utilized. 

R.1983 d.551, effective December 5, 1983. 
See: 15 N.J.R. 1572(a), 15 N.J.R. 2047(a). 

r 

19:47-8.2 Minimum and maximum wagers 
(a) Except as otherwise specifically provided in this chap- . 

ter, the minimum and maximum wagers permitted at any 
authorized table game in a casino or casino simulcasting 
facility shall be established by the casino licensee; provided 
however, that any required minimum wager of $100.00 or 
less v,;hich has corresponding payout odds of five to one or 
less shall be required to have a• maximum wager which is at 
least 10 times the amount of the minimum wager. 

(b) A casino licensee may offer: 

l. Different maximum wagers at one gaming table for 
each permissible wager in an authorized game; and 

2. Different maximum wagers at different gaming ta-
bles for each permissible wager in an authorized game. 

( c) A casino licensee shall provide notice of the minimum 
and maximum wagers in effect at each gaming table, and 
any changes thereto, in accordance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-8.3. 

( d) Any wager accepted by a dealer which is in excess of 
the established maximum permitted . wager at that gaming 
table shall be paid or lost in its entirety in· accordance with 
the rules of the game, notwithstanding that the wager 
exceeded ·the current table maximum. 

Amended by R.1979 d.206, effective May 24, 1979. 
See: 10 N.J.R. 566(e), 11 N.J.R. 360(a). 
Above rule confirmed September 26, 1979 as R.1979 d.377. 
See: 11 N.J.R. 599(c). 
Amended by R.1980 d.133, effective March 31, 1980. 
See: 12 N.J.R. 57(b), 12 N.J.R. 294(d). 
Amended by R.1981 d.368, effective October 8, 1981. 
See: 13 N.J.R. 534(b), 13 N.J.R. 709(b). 

Section substantially ·amended. 
Amended by R.1982 d.255, effective August 2, 1982, operative Septem-

ber 15, 1982 .. · 
See: 14 N.J.R. 559(b), 14 N.J.R. 841(b). 

Decreased maximum wager from $500.00 to $100.00 where minimum 
wager is $5.00 or less: (b )1. · 
R.1983 d.551, effective December 5, 1983. 
See: 15 N.J.R. 1572(a), 15 N.J.R.,2047(a). 

Section recodified from 19:47-5.7. 
Amended by R.1985 d.110, effective March 18, 1985. 

See: 16 N.J.R. 3425(a), 17 N.J.R. 740(b). 
(b )Si repealed; ii changed to i. 

Public Notice: Petitio~ for Rulemaking. \ 
See: 18 N.J.R. 1206(a)l 
Amended by R.1986 d.308, effective August 4, 1986. 
See: 18 N.J.R. 1096(a), 18 N.J.R. 1614(b). · 

(b)6 added_. 
Amended by R.1987 d.433, effective November 2, 1987. 
See: 19 N.J.R. 858(b), 19 N.J.R. 2066(a), 
Administrative Correction: Deleted the Foreword. 

. See: 22 N.J.R. 2343(b ). 1 . 
Amended by R.1991 d.532, effective November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 223l(a), 23 N.J.R. 3348(a). 

Added (b)7 for "Red dog". 
Amended by R.1991 d.552, effective November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 2613(a), 23 N.J.R. 3354(a). 

19.:47-8.3 

Revised text to add reference to N.J.A.C. 19:47-8.3 on wager re-
quirements. , 
Amended by R.1991 d.616, effective December 16, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 2926(a), 23 N.J.R. 3824(a). · 

Added (b )8, provisions for sic bo. 
Amended by R.1992 d.411, effective October 19, 1992. 
See: 24. N.J.R. 558(a), 24 N.J.R. 3753(a). · 

Added pai gow wager provision at (b)9. 
Amended by R.1992 d.406, effective October .19, 1992. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 569(a), 24 N.J.R. 1517(a); 24 N.J.R. 3742(a). 

Pai gow poker provision added at (b)lO. 
Amended by R.1992 d.453, effective November 16, 1992. 
See_: 24 N.J.R. 2140(a), 24 N.J.R. 4279(b). · 

Added (b) 11. 
Amended by R.1993 d.37, effective January 19, 1993. · 
See: 24 N.J.R. 3695(a), 25 N.J.R. 348(b). 

Simulcasting added. · 
Rep1eal and New Rule, R.1993 d.630, effective December 6, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 3953(a), 25 N.J.R. 5521(a). 

19:47-8.3 Rules of the games; notice 

(a) Whenever a casino licensee is required by rule to 
provide notice of the rules pursuant to which a particular 
table game will be operated, the casino licensee shall post a 
sign at the· gaming table advising patrons of the rules in 
effect at that table. 

(b) Except as provided in ( c) below, no casino licensee 
shall change the rules pursuant to which a particular table 
game is bbng operated unless, at least one-half hour in 
advance ofsuch c,hange, the casino l~censee: 1 

1. Posts a sign at the gaming table advising patrons of 
the rnle change and the time that it will go into effect; 

2. An'nounces the rule change to patrons who are at 
the table; and 

. 3. Notifies the Commission of the rule change, the "-
gaming table where it will be implemented ai:id the time 
that it will become effective, provided however, that the 
Commission need not be notified of increases in mini-
mum wagers: 

( c) Notwithstanding (b) above, a casino licensee may at 
any t~me lower the permissible minimum wager or change 
the permissible maximum wager at a table game upon 
posting a sign at 1the gaming table advising patrons of the 
change in the permissible minimum or maximum w<!,ger and 
announcing the change to patrons who are at the table. , 

47-37 Supp. 10-16-95 
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( d) The location, size and language of each sign required 
'by this section shall be submitted to and approved by the 

Commission prior to its use. 

New Rule, R.1991 d.551, d.552, effective November 4, 1991. 
See: 23 N.J.R. 1784(b), 23 N.J.R. 2613(a), 23 N.J.R. 3350(a), 23 N.J.R. 

3354(c). 
Administrative correction to (b ). 
See: 25 N.J.R. 1230(c). 
Amended by R.1993 d.630, effective December 6, 1993. 
See: 25 N;J.R. 3953(a), 25 N.J.R. 552l(a). "-

Law Review and Journal Commentaries 

Casinos-Blackjack-Card Counters-Contracts-Discrimination-Juris-
diction". P.R. Chenoweth, 137 N.J.LJ. No. 6, 59 (1994). 

Case Notes 

Casino breached contract with patron when patron was allowed to 
place $350 bet on blackjack table after maximum bet was lowered. 
Campione v. Adamar of New Jersey, Inc., 274 NJ.Super. 63, 643 A.2d 
42 (L.1993). 

Casino's have discretion in interpretation of rules and regulations, 
Campione v. Adamar of New Jersey, Inc., 274 N.J.Super. 63, 643 A2cl 
42 (L.1993). 

19:47-8.4 . New games; requirements and procedures for 
applic1:1tion, declaratory ruling, test or 
experiment, and final approval. of new 
authorized game 

(a) Interested persons such as casino licensees, casino 
service industries, and owners, licensf:!eS, lessees or franchi, 
s~es of the rights to a proposed new game, may petition the 
Commission for approval of the game. 

(b) A petition for approval of a proposed new game must 
include as a petitioner at least one casino licensee who has 
agreed in writing to participate in a test or experiment of 
the game in its casino. All petitioners shall be jointly and 
severally liable for payment of all regulatory review costs 
and other related expenses incurred by the. Commissi9n and 
the Di~ision of Gaming Enforcement in the review, testing 
and approval of the game. 

( c) A proposed new game may be a variation of an 
authorized game, a composite of authorized games, or any 
other game compatible with the public interest ,~nd suitable 
for casino use,pur~uant to N.J.S.A. 5:12-5. 

. ' 
( d) A petition fot a proposed new game shall be in 

writing, signed by the petitioners, and shall include the· 
following information: 

1. The names and addresses of petitioners; 

2. Whether the game is a v&riation of an authorized 
game, a coni.posite or authorized games, or another game 
which is compatible with the public interest and is suitable 
for casino :use; 

OTHER AGENCIES 

3. A complete and detailed description of the game 
for which approval is sought, including: 

i. A summary of the game, including the objectives 
of the game, the method of play · and the wagers 
offered; 

ii. The draft of proposed rules describing the equip-
ment used to play the game,· and the proposed rules of 
the game, drafted in a format si,milar to that found in 
N.J.A.C. 19:47 and in ac9ordance with the Rules for 
Rulemaking at NJ.AC. 1:30, if approved; 

iii. The true odds, the payout odds, arid the house 
advantage for each wager; 

1v. A sketch or picture of the game la~out, if any; 
and 

v. Sketches or pictures of the equipment used to 
play the game; 

-4. Whether the game, its name, or any of the equip-
ment used to play it is covered by any copyrights, trade-
marks or patents, either issued or pending; 

5. · An assurance that the game has been offered ini-
tially to all casino licensees; 

6. An agreement, satisfactory in form and content to 
the Commission, releasing and indemnifying the Commis-
sion and the State of New Jersey from all copyright, 
trademark, patent or other claims of petitioners and any 
other persons; ;· 

7. A request for a declaratory ruling, pursuant to 
N.J.A.C. 19:42-9'.l, . that the proposed new game is a 
variation of an authorized game, a composite of autho-
rized/ games' or is compatible with the public interest, as 
required by N.J.S.A. 5:12-5; · · 

8. A reqliest for a test or experiment of the game, if 
approved, under se2tions 5 and 69( e) of the Act; and 

9., Any other pertinent information or material re-
queited of specific petitioners by the Commission .or the 
Division of Gaming Enforcement. 

( e) ', In making a determination whether a proposed· new 
game is an acceptable variation of an authorized game or a 
composite of authorized games, or is compatible with the 
public interest, the Commission may consider rules and 
method of play; true and payout odds; wagers offered; 
layout; equipment used to play the game; personnel re-
quirements; game security and integrity; similarity to other 
authorized games or other games of chance; other varia-
tions or composites of the game previously approved as 
authorized games; as ,well as any other relevant factors. 
Any such determination shall be subject to a condition that 
the game must undergo a successful test for suitability of 
casino use under sections 5 and 69( e) of the Act, as 
provided below. 
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(f) If the1 proposed new game is preliminarily approved by 
the Commission in accordance with section ( e) above, peti-
tioners shall submit the following in connection with any 
proposed test of the game pursuant to sections 5 and 69( e) 
of the Act: 

L For any petitioner that is not a casino licensee or a 
casino service industry (CSI) lic;ensee: 

i. A completed application for the appropriate type 
of CSI license, together with the applicable non-refund-
able license application fee; and 

ii. An application for a transactional waiver, pursu-
ant to the Act and rules of the Commission, if required; 
and 

2. A test submission, which shall include, at a mini-
mum: 

i.. The names of the casinos where the test of the 
proposed new game will take place; 

ii. The dates and times when the test will , take 
place, and the gaming tables or other gaming equip-
ment that will be involved;, 

iii. The proposed signage to be posted at the en~ 
trances to the casinos where the test is to be conducted; 

iv. The criteria proposed for use in determining the 
success of the test, and the methods proposed for 
documenting it, including any necessary forms; · and 

v. Any other materials or information requested of 
specific petitioners by the Commission or the Division 
of Gaming Enforcement. 

(g) A test of the new game pursuant to sections 5 and 
69( e) of the Act shall take place at such times and places, 
and under such conditions, as the Commission may require. , 
The rules of the game and the fest may be modified at any 
time during the test -period if the Commission deems -it 
necessary to do so. No final approval of a new game shall 
be granted until: 

1. The Commission has determined that the .game is 
suitable for casino use pursuant to sections 5 and 69( e) of 
the Act; 

2. Any necessary regulatory amehdments have been 
adopted pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, 
N.J.S.A. 52:14B-1 et seq. and have beconie effective. 

3. All necessary CSI license applications have been 
filed, and all necessary transactional waivers have been 
issued; and -

4. All regulatory review costs and other related ex-
penses incurred by the Commission and the Division of 
Gaming Enforcement in the review, testing and approval 
of the game, have been paid in full. 

19:47-9.1 

(h) Nothing in this section shall be construed to restrict 
or limit the Commission in any way from proposing new 
games or game variations on its pwn initiative, at any time. 

\ 
New Rule, R.1992 d.474, effective December 7, 1992. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 3223(a), 24 N.J.R. 4417(a). 

19:47-8.5 Patron access to the rules of the games; gaming 
guides 

(a) Each casino license~ shall maintain at its security 
podium a printed copy of the complete text of the rules cif 
all authorized. games and all other information required to 
be made. available to the public pursuant to N.J.S.A. 
5:12-lO0f. This information shall be made available to the 
public for inspection upon request. 

(b). Each casino licensee shall make available to patrons 
upon 1 request an abridged version of the information ·re-
quired' to be made available by N.J .. S.A. 5:12-lO0f. Each 
such version, to .be known as a "gaming guide," may be 
produced in a printed, video or other format approved by 1 

the Commission. · 

(c) No gaming guide shall be issued, displayed or distrib-
uted by a _casino licensee unless and until a sample thereof 
has been submitted to and appi,:oved by the Commission. 
No casino licensee shall issue, display or distribute any 
gaming guide that is materially different from the approved 
sample thereof. -

( d) Prior to issuing, distributing or displaying a gaming 
guide that is materially different from the approved·sampie •. 
thereof, each casino licensee shall submit and obtain Com-
mission approval for. a sample of the complete guide which 
contains the m.aterial changes. 

( e) Each casino licensee may display an approved gaming 
guide at any location in its establishment: Pursuant to 
NJ.AC. 19:43-14.1, each such display does not constitute 
advertising, nor does such display constitute the contract 
with or the use or employment of a barker for purposes of 
NJ.SA 5:12-100(/ ). 

New Rule, R.1994 d.265, effective June 6, 1994. 
See: 25 N.1.,R. 5893(a), 26 N._J.R. 2463(a). 

SUBCHAPTER 9. SIC :SO 

19:47-9.1 Dice; ,..number of dice; sic ho shaker 

Sic bo shall be played with three dice, which :shall be 
sealed inside a sic· bo shaker pursuant to. N.J.A.C. 

· 19:46-1.16. The sic bo shaker while at the table shall be the 
, .... responsibility of the dealer at all times. 
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. 19:47-9.2 Permissible wagers 
(a) The following shall constitute the definitions of per-

missible wagers at the game of sic bo: 
•• I \ 

1. :"Three of a kind" shall mean a wager which shall 
win if the same number is showing on all three dice and 
the player selected that number to appear on all three 
dice. 

2. "Two of a kind" shall mean a wager which shall win 
if the same number is showing on two of the three dice 
and the player selected that number to appear on two out 
of the three dice. · · 

3. "Any three of a ki~d" shall mean a wa~er which 
shall win if the numeric value on all three dice is the same 
and the player wagered that any of the numbers lthrough 
6 would appear o~/ all of;the three dice1 

4. ''Total V~lue Bet'' shall meai;i a wag~r which shall 
wip.. if the numeric total. of all three dice equals the total 
of the number wagered. · . , . ' 

5. "Two bice Combination" shall mean a wager ;hich 
shall win wheri the player wagered that · a combination of 
two specific but different numeric values would appear on .. 
at least two of the dic:e and th~ two numeric values 
chosen are showing. 

6'. "Small Bet" shall· mean a wager .which shall ~in if 
the numeric total of all three dice equals any one of the 
following totals: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8{\9, br 10 and .shall lose if any 
other. numeric total is shown br if three of a kind appears. 

7. ("Big Bet",shall mean a wager which shall win if the \ , , 
numeric total of aH three dice equals any one of the 
following totals: 11, 112, 13, 14, 15; 16 or 17 and shall lose 
if any other numeric total is shown or if three of a kind 

' I appealis. , . , 

8. "One of a kind;' shall) mean a wager which shall win 
· if one or more of the three dice shows a numeric value 
equal to the number. wagered. · 

19:47-9.3. Wagers 
. ~a) f-.11 wagers at sic bo shall be 'made by placing gaming 

chips or plaques on the appropriate areas of the sic bo. 
1 layout. ,No verbal wagers accompanied by cash may be 

accept()d at the gam(? of sic b.o. , · 

· (b) ~ach player shall be responsible for the corre~t ~bsi-
tioning of his or her wagers on-the sic bo layout regardless 
of whether the player is assisted by the dealer.. Each player 
must ensure that any instructions given to the dealer regard-
ing the placement of wagers are correctly' carried out. 

(c) Each wager shall be settled stricdyin accordance with 
, its position on the layout when the dice come to rest and the 

numeric vaiue showing on each die has been entered into 
the electrical device and illuminated at the table. (, 

Amended by R.1993 d.630,' effective December 6, 1993. 

\ ,, 
See: 25 N.J.R. 3953(a), 25 N'.J.R. 5521(a). · 

19:47-9.4 · Payout odds 

OTHER AGENCIES 

· (a) Payout odds on any layout or in any brochure or 
other publication distributed by ·a casio:'o licensee shall be 
stated through the use of the word "to" or ''win" and no ' \ . 
odds shall be stated through the use of the word "for.". 

(b) Each casi~o licensee shall pay off wir{ning wagers at 
the game of sic bo at no less than the odds listed below:· 

Wager 
Three of a kind 
Two of a kind 
Any tl;lree of a kind 
Total value of 4 
Total value of 5 
Total value of 6 
Total value of 7 
Total value of 8 
Total value of 9 
Total val,ue of 10 
Total value . of 11 
Total value of 12 
Total value of 13 
Total value of 14 
Total value of 15 
'Total value of 16 
Total value of 17 , 
Any two dice combination 
Small Bet ' · 
Big Bet 
One of a kin'd 

Payout Odds 
150 to 1· 

8 to 1 
24 to 1 

. 50 to 1 
18 to 1 
14 to 1 
12 to l 
8 to 1 
6 to 1 
6 to 1 
6 to 1 
,6 to 1 
std 1 

· 12 to 1 
14 toJ 

··. 18 to 1 
50 to 1 
5 to 1 
1 to 1 
1 to 1 
1 to 1 

(c) "One of a kind" shall be paid at 2 to 1, if two of the 
dice show the same numeric value, arid at 3 to 1, if all three 
dice show the same numeric value. · · 

· J9:47-9.5 Procedures for opening and dealing the game 
( 
(a) Priof to opening the sic bo table fqr 'gaming activity,, 

the floorperson assigned to the sic bp table shall inspect the 
elec.trical device in · order to ensure that the table is in 
proper working order. At a minimum, the inspection shall 
be completed by entering three numeric values into the · . 
electrica.l device and verifying that all winning combinations · 
are properly illuminated. 

(b) Prior to shaking the, sic bo shaker, the dealer shall 
announce "No more bets" 

I , •' 

(c) Once "No more b~ts" has been announced, the dealer 
· shall plac~ the cover on the sic bo shaker, and shake the sic 
bo shaker at least three times so as to cause. a random 
mixture of the dice. 

(d) The, dealer shall then remove the cover from· the sic · 
bo shaker, announce the, numeric ·value of each die and 
enter the numeric value ofeach die into the electrical device l 

on the· table. The electrical device shall then cause the 
winning combinations to be illuminated on the sic bo layout. 
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. (e) After the winning combinations have been .illuminat-
ed, the dealer· shall first collect all losing wagers and then 
pay off all winning wagers at the odds currently being 
offered in accordance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-9.4. The sic bo 
shaker/shall remain uncovered until iiH Winning wagers hav~ 
been paid. 

(f) After all losing wagers have been collected and all 
winning wagers paid, the dealer shall clear the previously 
illuminated winning combinations from the table .. 

19:47--9.6 Irregularities 
(a) If the dealer uncovers the sic bo shaker and all three 

dice do not land flat dn the·bottom of the shaker, the dealer 
shall call a "No Roll." 

, (b) If the electrical device malfunctions and the sic bo 
shaker has been uncovered, the dealer ·,shall, in the presence • 
of the casino supervisor, collect all losing wagers and pay all 
winning wagers. l Once the wagers on the layout have been 
settled, ali gaming at sic bo shall cease until the electricaf 
device has been fixed. 

SUBCHAPTER 10 .. PAI GOW 

19:47-10.1 Definitions 
The following words and terms, when used in this sub-

chapter, shall have the following meanings unless the con-
text clearly indicates otherwise. 

"Bank" shall me'an the player who el~cts to, have the 
other players and dealer pll,J'.y against him or her and accepts 
the responsibility to pay all .winning wagers. · ' 

"Co-banking" is defined in N.J.A.C 19:47-10.8. 

"Copy hand" shall mean either a high hand or low hand, 
of a player which is identical in pair rank or .. point value and 
contains the same highest ranking tile as the corresponding 
high hand or low hand of rthe dealer o~ bank; 

"Dea9 hand" is defined in N.J.A.C. 19:46-l.13C. 

"Gongs" is defined in N.J.A.C. 19:47-10.2. 

"High hand" shall mean the two tile hand formed with · 
two of the four tiles dealt at the game,.of pai_ gow so as ,to 
rank higher than the. hand formed from the remaining two 
tiles. · - ' 

, "Marker" shall mean an object- or objects used to desig-
nate the bank arid the co-bank, as approved by the Commis-
sion. 

I 

"Matched pairs" is\defined in .NJ.AC. 19:47-10.2. 

19:47--:10.2 

"Mixed or., unmatched pairs" is defined in N.J.A.C. 
19,:47-10.2. 

"Push" is a tie as defined in N.J.A.C. 19:47-10.7(h). 

' · "Ran~ . or ranking" shall mean the relativ,e position of a 
pai gow hand as. set rorth in N.J.A.C. 19:47'.-10.2. · · 

· "Second highest or low hand" shall mean the two tile 
hand formed with two of the four tiles dealt at the ganie of 
pai gow so as fo rank lower than the band formed from the 
remaini'ng two tiles: 

"Setti}lg the hands" shall mean the process of forming a 
high hand and a low hand from .the four dealt tiles. 

· ''Siirpreme pair" shail mean the. pair of tiles 'that form the 
highest ranking hand in the game of pai gow and/ shall be 
formed with the six (2-4) tile and the three (1-'.?) tile. 

' . ' \ 
"Value" shaft mean the numerical point value assigned to 

a pair of tiles in accordance with the provisions of N.J.AC. 
19:47-10.2. 

"Washing" is qefined in N.J.A.C. 19:47-10.4. 

"Wongs" is defined in N.J.A.C. 19:47--J0,'2. 

' 19:47--10.2 Pai gow tiles; ranking of hands';· pairs and 

I. 

tile,s; . value of, the hand , 
' ' \ 

(a) Pai gow shall be played with one set,of 32 tiles which 
shall nieet the requirements of N~J.AC. 19:46-l.19A. 

. \ , ) ' . ' 
(b) When comparing high hands or low hands to deter-

mine the higher ranking hand, the determination shall first : 
be based upon the rank of any permissible' pair of tiles 
which are contained 'in the hands. A hand with any permis-
sible pair of tiles shall rnnk higher than a hand which does· 
not contain any permissible pair. The permissible pairs of 
tiles in pai gow and their rank, 'with the "su~reme pair" 
being the highest or "first" ranking pair, are as: follows: 

Ranking 

First 

Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Fifth 
Sixth 

. Seventh· 
Eighth 
Ninth 
Tenth 
Eleventh 
Twelfth 

Thirteenth 
Fourteenth. 
Fifteenth 

Pairing 
Supreme Pair( 

• Six (2-4) arid Three (1::_2) 
Matched Pairs 
Twelve ( 6-6) and Twelve ( 6-6) 
Two (1-1) and Two (1-1) 

·. Eight (4--4) and Eight (4-4) 
Four (1-3) and Four (1-3) 
Ten (5-5) and Ten (5-5) 
Six (3-3) and Six (3-3) 
Four (2-2) and Four (2"-2) 
Eleven (5-6) and Eleven (5-6) 
Ten ( 4-6) and Ten ( 4-6) . 
Seven (1-6) and Seven (1-6) 
Six (1-5) and Scy (f-5), 

. Mixed or 1Unmatched Pairs 
Mixed Nines (3-6 and 4-5) 
Mixed Eights (3-5 and 2-6) 
Mixed Sevens (3-4 and 2-5) 
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. .Twentieth. 

. 1 . . Pairing . . 
Mixed·Fives (l"-4 and 2-;-3) 

Wongs ·· ... 
Twelve (6-:6) and .Nine· ( 4'--5) 
Twelve {6-:6}a11d Ni11e:(3-,6) 
Two (1-l}and Nirie(4-5) 
1'wo (kl)and Nine (3,6) 

Gongs , .. . . .. ·.·.· .. · .... , 
Twe.lve (6-,-6)and Eight (2-6) 
T'Ye\ye. (6--'6) · and Eigllt (3-'-5) 
T\Velve (6~6) and Eight. (4-4) 
T\Vo (1-D a11d Eight (2-6) · 
Two , ( 1-lY~nd Eight (3-5) 
Two {1-1) and Eight (4-4) 

._ . . ,'' '-. ,, ., 

( ~). When Compari;g highhands or fow hands which are · 
of identical permissible pair rank, the dealer or; if applicaa. 
ble, the bank sh_alLwin that hand (copy hand);/ ·· 

,. . ' ' . . -

. . ( d) ·. When comparingthe rank. of high hands or. to}V hands• 
which do not cQntain any of the pairs)isteqjn (b) above, the 
highelj ranking hand shaU be determined. o.n the basis;.of'the 

· "valµd" of the hands'. .The value,of a hand shall be a single 
digit number, froin.zero to ni~e inclusive and shall be 
determined by adding the total number) otspots. whiclJ are 

. coptai.nef on_the __ .two. tiles wh,ich form.·.t~e ·hand.·•· If •the 
numerictotal ofthe spots'isa two digit.number, the left 
digit of such. number shall be.·. discarded and the right digit· 

.. , ' ' .. , _·. ," .,, .s./· ·- ~,• _.,. • ' , .. ,• . " 

shall constitutfl the value of the hand .. Examples of this rule 
ate as follows:• J .1 

1 .. A hand composed ofa two (l-l}and a six.(3--3) 
.• ~as a Vahie of eight;" arn:I . .· . 

2. ii\ hal'l.d.composed of an eleyen{5-6)ancta_.~even 
·.• (1-6) has a numeric total of is,tiufayalue of611ly · eight, 
· sinc<t the left digit ("l ") in the number' }8;js di~carded; 

. . ·' _. . . . ' , ._ . ., ,',··:. '-· 
. . . ' :: . '\._ .. ' . . .... ', . ·. ' ' ·- ... ' : , -:._::. '>·· '_ : ' .. .,: 
'( e). Notwithstanding the provisions of (ct) above, if the 

tlles whichform'the supr,eme pair·aryusedseparately1 the 
tiilmerictotal ofthe three (1-2)may becoumect as a. sfi and 
the numeric tot.aLM the six (2-4 ), may be counted as. a three. 
When the three (1-2} .is. counted as si?(; 'itscindividuar 
ranking. pursuant to. (g) below. shall . be fift,eenth instead of 
sevehteenth a~d ~hen the six (2-4} is counted as three. its 
. individual rankirig shall be seventeenth instead of fifteenth. · .. ' "_ ' - . ' .- . . . . '-·. . .·, . : .... '- . ' . ' ' ' . ' ... ·---._<, 

(f) · When comparing high ha11ds o_r'low handfwhich are 
9fidenticalvalue, th€hand with. the ,highest ra11kingjndivid-
ual tile .shall be consitjeredthe higher)rankingha.nc:L 

(g). The individual rankingfor·ea.ch tile, with ''first" fep-
-- .-. . -·. - . - . . : -..... ·. . ,· - - _.. ·._r ,.. _· ·-

resenting the. highest rankipg, is as .foHows: ' 

Ranking 

First · 1 
Second 

.. · Third. 
Fourth 
Fifth 

-----...,-, 
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Tile 

Twelve (6,-6) 
Two (1~1) 
Eight ( +-4) . 

>Fout (l-,-3) 
•· Ten.(5~5) 

,·. I 

OTIIER AGENCIES 

Sixth 
Seventh 
Eighth 
Ninth . 
Tenth> 
Eleventh 
Twelfth 

. Twelfth 
Thirteenth 

·. Thirteenth 
·· Fourteenth · 

Fourteenth 
Fifteenth 
Sixteenth 
Sixteenth 

"Seventeenth. 

r Tile' 
i . 
! Six: (3--3) 
!Four (2-2) . 
i Eleven (5-6f 
i Ten ( 4-,-6) 
\Seven (1:,,.6} , 
;six"\(1~5) 

!Nine (3-6) 
1,Nirie ( 4.:..5) 
!Eight (2'"-6) 
!Eight{3-:=5) 
1Seven (2-:5) 

. fSeveri (3-4) 
1Six•(2A) .. 

. /Five Jl-4) 
Five {2~3) 
!Three (1f2) 

. ' ! 

· Number. ofTiles in 
·set · 
T 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
i' 
1 
r ... 

.1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 . 

I 
(h))fthe·llighest ranking tile in .each·.hand ·being .. com-

pared is of identicaLrank,'. afteftbe .application of(f) above, 
. tp.e hand shall be cons!jdered. a copy hand;' a~d the hand of 
the dealer .or bank; as applicable, ~hall be considered the 
highn;mking hand, . ! . •. . ...... . . , . I 

19:47•-J0.3 ·, I>i~e; 9.ti"ilber of dice; \'pai gow shaker 
,: . '··. -, ... ':·· .- ; .' -'.:-'. --:.·,: '. · t'·. . -.,-· .. :_ ,- :, .. · .,;.' •";i:- - ·.. . · .. :• .. ' 

·. ( a) Pai gow shallfbe 
1
piayed with thre~. dice Which· shall be 

maintained aralltim'es! inside apai gow. shakerwhik at the 
table. Th,/ dice use9 to play pai gmv sllall meet the, 
requirements· of N;J .A.f=. l 9:46~U5and the pai gow shaker 

. shallmeetthe re.quireipents ofN.J.f\..G 19:46-:L1313. · 1 

' · ... ,_. I '· :-•. J 

(b} Tlle pai gow :shiker·a~d the dice ;;ontainecl th~rein. 
• ' . . ... -- ',. '-... 1 . -.- .. ' ',•' ·,·",_ _- . .· ,- _' ·,,-- ''O: \ 

shaH be the. responsibilityof the .dealer and shalt never be 
left unattended while: f th.e table. . . . . . . . 

.•·. , · .. ··· .. • I ... ·. . .. ·. . ·. .·. · .. •.· ·. . ..; . . 
(c) N" q dtce that have been placed in a pat gow shaker for 

use in .~aming~shall rdimairi ·on: a table for wore than 24 
hours. · · : / 

I 

·, : _!• ·. ·. · .. · . • 
19:47~10 .. 4 tiible Jor gaming;· sbufllhlg 

· procedures[ · 
·. · · · .. I •·· . ( 1 

. · .. · ...• · ·• 

(a) After receiving one seiof tiles at the table in accor-
. dance w:ith NJ.AC; 1~:46"-L19B; the<dealershall.•sort and 
inspec:t . the tiles ancl :t~e flporperson ::m,signed to the table 
shall. verify Jhe inspec,ion .. Nothing }n· this section shall 
preclude· a c:asino licen;see frp111. cleaning die,. tiles prior t.o 
the jnspec:tion requiredj hei:efo .. • _ .. · . The· •. inspection of tiles .· at 
the g~111ing table shall tequire the following: 

· L. Each set'shalJlbe. sorted into pairs in order td 
assure that the, sµpr~me pair. and a11 15 matched anp 

. unmatched pairs as iilimtifie,d in N.J,AC)9:47~10.2(b). 
an; in the set I . · 

j ' .·.,. •.. ··· .•. · ·. •· I..·· . . . . . ' .· .. ·. ·. . .. 
2. Each Jil~ shall !be placed. side by side in order'frt 

·. /determipe .that all:tiles are the same size and.shading. 

3. The' back:iarid sides of each tile shall be examined 
. to assure thafitis•not flawed, scratched or marked·in.any .. • .· · ... · .. · .· + . .. ·.·.·· .. · ,. · ... ·.· .. 
way. · ·, 
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i... if, lifter checki~g. the. ;ile~;. the dealer if\rid~ thi. _.·. 
.certain tiles areurisuitable for• use, a casino Slipei;visor / 
sh~ll bring a substitute set of tiI~s to the, !able from, the -
reserve in the pit stand, -. · .. _• •. .. . 

. . . -_1·, .· .. ' ·(.;. ' . 

iL The urtsuitable . se( of tiles shall. be. placed in a.. -
sealed ,envelope or corltainet;jdentified _by tal:>le.n11m~ 
ber, date arid tinie arid :'shall be _ sign~d by th~ . d¢aJef 
and casinn supervi~or: - - . -- -.. 

-(b) Following the inspection oftl)e tiles and the;verifica- _ 
tfon by the pootperson itssigqec;l to':J}le table, . the• tile~ shall .• 

- . be turned facej,ip, then placed into 16• pairs and arra11ge9 
according to '.dmk .starting_ with. the ,supreme· pair.' .the tiles --

- shall be left fo pajrs for visual inspectjon . py the fiisfplayer 
to ·arrive, at the tabh · . - , . 

)_- -· 

'}-. ;· 

. . '.:· . . . . ' ~:. . . : :,.· .. · .. : ; .·· ·, \ .~· . . . .' ·. . ,; . ... . 

···(c}AJLwagers_ at{pai,gow·shallJ:ie',placed prior to the:·_ 
de1:1ler a_nnouncing/'~9 •JJ}ore b,et,s'\ ih aEcorqance ·_ )Vl!h the -
qealing procedure.S,Set,:fqrttj,ih N.J)\.C.19:.47:'"'10:6 .. NQ 
wager at pai gow · shall be made·, increased or -withdrawn _ 
after the dealer has announceQ "No moltr bets."' ·, 

~· 

. ' Aiiiendecf PY RJ994 d:ni/effectiv~ J\ilarc&/21, 1?94. ' 
;. Se#: 25,N.J.R. 5902(a); 2(i:N:J.Ri1373(b). , . : ._·-· _ ·· __ - - - -r. -_ )·.. -, -- -r· 

19:47-A0,6 Pfi)tedutes,' :for de~ling the tUe~' . ' 

-· '\~y O~ce th~F~e~let has ~oqiplet~d ~huffli~g the tii6( thd : •-· ·_ -
· d~afor shall arirtounce'""No: more bets;' pti~rJo shik:ing Jhe. 
··- par • &ow:: -shlikir .. · 'fhe d~aler ·shall t~en, shi¥e the: 'P11f gowc:-·, 
' ~~a!:r;:cl~~stthre_e ti,~es ~() as .to ¢f:~~e a ,~ando~ ~ixtre, ' 

-(c) After -the fitsf play~i: is ·afforded an- opportunity to • -
visually inspect· tbe tnes, tlg:• tiles shall ,.lJe turllef f$:ie 
downw_ard -on the fable, mixed thoroughly by a -"washiri:g'>qf _ 

_ _ . (b) ,The dealer shalt then remove the lid ,toveting, thepai _ 
_ . gow shake1'.; total _ the -dice ~ri4: anriop;rice: the · totaL · Th~-C 

· the tiles and stacked. · ._. · · · ·' · > ·_ -_ ' , : .: , _- -. _ total of thi dice slialkdeterm.ine which player•teceives the 
-- first staeit of tiles; ' . -- : ' ·• . . -··. -:- I ·, ; 

(d}.The "w1shirig'; of th6 tiles ~hail be perfbrm~d by. the: -- .. . ' K .·· - • -- -
dealer,and bfk110Wn~as"the sp.uffle arid shallbe:peHormM-· '' 0 (c}:To-det~riine-the staiifng'pbsi~iorf:for .. dealing-,th~ '',,' 
with the heels of the palms ()f the hands, ·. The dealer shall -tiles; the ·•aealer shall count, co11ntetclockwj~e arcrutid _-the 
shuffli -the tiles -in -a circular motion with~ c:me hand moving -" iahl~; With the positi6ri Of th~ dealer considered nmriber on,~.· 
clockwise arid the other·hancl counterclockWise: - Eacfr'hancl ' - · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · - - - -· · ,., :and continuing'arqund ;the' t11ble with each bettin,g positiort!1 -

shall coinpfett: -af · 1ea:'St, eight cin;ular . motion~ -tp: -or~er -tb -•- · ·-. regardless of whether theJt:¢ is a wager. ,at the, positi()n; and_ -
provide a random· shuffle: The dealer shall then .random]y · the dead hand dmn~ed in order \inti}. the fount matches• the , 
pick up four tiles with each hand and place' them. sidy: by - total of the three dice. Examples are as follows: 
side in stacks· in ,Jront of.the. table inventory ~ontainer;. . ,, · , , ! . 

·· forming eight stacks of four tiles; · · · · · 1 · If h · d' · l · · h · d I Id ' · · ·_,-: h. / ' · . _- -. . . _ _ > · . t e: ice tota nine, t e ea er,. wou receive t e 
·- · · · · · • · -· · - •- first ·~tack of.four tiles; pr , .. . . - ' ,, , . 

( e} If du'rtpg the sfaclqng proc_ess describe<l.ih ( d), above, . ' . . I 

.. a tile is turned over and exposed to the piayers, the entire . 2; : If the_ dice to,tal ts';' the ~ixth w~ger1ng . positio~ ·-_ 
, set of tiles shall 'be ireshuffled.--~ . . - would receive the first stack off our.tilei> ·.< -- ' .> 

- ·, '> _ : - ·,. -• v -~ . . · _ 1 . _ : _ .-. r: 
(f) After each round ·qf pJ:ay has been completed; the ·-••.· :,.-__ -.-_(d, )_ Th_-_· .• t;.·1dea __ 1,er ____ shal_r·:•_d_ ;_.a_l_-_::.··_t_h_ e_ i>f_ir_'_s_,-.t_· ,_·._s_t_a __ ~k_"'-of,,, fcm,•_·_r_·· tile,s,,- .. 

dealer shall turn ·all of the tiles face ,:down and shuffle the -
tiles in-_ accordance ·w_jth ( d) above. · · - - · · · -starting from the , righi side c;f thi; r eight, sta~{cs/ to the· -

. - -_·,. starting poiitio11 a~· determined in (iJ above and; :moving' > 
counterclockwi_se :aro11ti9 the , tapl_e; geaJ ·. au ,othe\ positiqrt~. ----. _ - ,. -.• 

;Including the dead •_harid _and • the ·dealer a stack of tile~·, , •· -
regi:i:tdless of whethe~ there is a wager at 'the posjtfon. -1lie _ · .. 

.. . . (g) If ther;-is rio gaming activity. aT the pai gow t~ble,'. the . . . . . ._, . ,. ,... . .... I - • 

. tiles shall be turned -fa,ce , tip" and placed int() .i6 pairs ·· 
according to rank starting with the supreme pafr, Orice a 
player-arrives ·at .the •table;··theprocedures•·fo,(~) and (q) · c geaJeqp.aU place a puirker on tqp•.Qf llis or .her !ifack of tiles · 

irrp~ediately aff~r they.are de~_h. . ' . ' . . . ' ., ' ' above shall be followed, · · · · ·· · · 
__.,. I. ·, 

19:47..:.10.5 Wagers : f 

(a) All wagers' at pai gqw- shall be made by piadng 
gaming chips orj:,la.ques and, it applicable, a II1;atch. play ·. 
coupon on. the appropriate ,betting area of:the · pai gow' 
layout. -:-:A verbal wager accompanied by di:sh shan·not):,e --

./ ,' (e}Aftei all Jhe stack~ oHUes have been d~alt, the d~ai~r 
-_ .• §fiall, without exp~singth&.tiles, collect jiiy _stacks-tf~alt to a 
, posftio11 wli~te)h:re~is no wi:tger an~place the s,facks wit!] 
, the dea~ hand on the layoutto t.he left of the dealer in front -
of the. t,able,_ foventbry container; . • . ' ·- . ·-

accepted ~t the game of Rai gow. - . - , ,, 
\. 

(b)Onlyplay~rs wh~ are s~atecl'i_the pai go\\! table may . 
place ·a wager at the 'g'amd. _Once a player ,has;placedi;a 
wager ~rid_ !eceived tile~, that player must rerna.in 'seate4 
unti[the com,pletion of th~,roui;id of play._ 

. "-. . . .,.__ ·- . ' 

i, >(f) Qnce all tiles h~ve been dealt and any,.tiles dealL to 
positio'11s-wit~ no' wagers -have.;_,b~in:' ~?Uebteq{ .. the, Mai~r ,' 
shall pYace the cover9n•t~~ p.a.1 gqw shak~f;'and s~ake, t~e,. 

/ r shaker once. , T1'e p~F gow shalce,r ~ha:11 then be placed to •--. 
;the right of th~ .dealer,. - . - -- . - ' 
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19:47-10.7 Proceduresf~r completion of each round of 
play; setting of hands; payment and collection 
of wagers; payout odds; vigorish 

(a) After the dealing of the tiles has been completed, 
each player shall set his or her hands by arranging the tiles 
into a high hanq and low hand. After setting the hands the 
tiles shall be placed face. down on the layout immediately 
behind that player's betting area and separated into two 
distinct hands. 

(b) Each player at . the table shall be responsible for · 
setting his or her own hands and no other person except the 
dealer may touch the tiles of that player. Each player shall 
be required to keep the four tiles in full view of the dealer 
at all times, Once each player has set a high hand and low 
hand and placed the nyo hands face down on the layout, the 
player shall not touch the tiles again. 

( c) · After aH players have set their hands and placed the 
tiles on the table, the four tiles of the dealer shall be turned 
~ver and the dealer shall set his or her hands by arranging 
the tiles into a high aqd low hand. The high hand shall be 
placed on the.layout face up to his or her right and the low 
hand shall be placed on the ~yout face up to his or her left. 

( d) Except as provided in ( e) · below, the dealer. shall be 
required, to co;mply with the followinK rules when setting the 
hands of the dealer: · 

J 
1. If the dealer has the supreme pair, ·it shall be 

played as such; 

2. If possible, the dealer shall always play a pair, wong 
.or gong as set forth in NJ.AC. 19:47-10.2; 

3. . If the! dealer does not have any combinations de- ; 
scribed in ( d) 1 or ( d)2 above, the dealer shall play any 
two tiles together which have a value equal to nine, eight 
or seven; and 

4. J If the dealer does not have a combination listed in 
( d)l through (d)3 above, the dealer shall play the highest · 
ranking tile with the, lowest ranking tile. · 
I . 

( e) Each casino licensee shall submit, to the Commission 
in its Rules of the Games Suqrnission the manner in which it 
proposes to require the hands of the dealer to be set, and 
shall specifically note any exceptions it proposes to the rules 

• listed in ( d) above. 

(f) A player may surrender his or her wager after the 
hands ot the dealer have been set. . The player must an-

. nounce his or her intention to surrender prior to the dealer 
eli,'.posing either of the two hands of that player pursuant to 
(g) below. .. Once the player has announced his or her 
intention to surrender, the dealer shall: 

) 

( . 

1. Immediately collect the wager from that player; 
and 

.OTHER AGENCIES 

2. Collect the four tiles dealt to that player and stack 
them face down on the right side of the table in. front of 
the table inventory .container without exposing the tiles to 
anyone at the table_. · 

(g) Once the dealer has set. a high and low harid, the 
dealer shall expose both hands of each player, starting with 
t,he player farthest to the right of the dealer and proceeding 
counterclockwise around the table. The dealer shall always 
compare the high hand' of the player to the high hand of the 
dealer and the low hand of the player to the low hand of the 
dealer and shall announce if. the wager of that player shall . 
win, lose or b_e' considered a tie (''.push''.). ( 

(h) All losing wagers shall be collected immediately by 
the dealer and pllt in the table inventory container. All 
losing hands sh;:iH also be collected. A wager made by a · 
player shall lose if the high hand of the player is identical in 
rank or lower in rank than the high hand of the dealer, and 
the low hand of) the player is identical in rank o? lower in 
.rank than the low hand of the dealer qr has a value of zero. 

· (i) If a wager is a push, the dealer shall not collect 6r pay 
the wager, but shall immediately collect the tiles of that 
player. A· wager made by a player shall be a push if: 

1. The high hand of the player 1is higher in rank than 
the high hand of the dealer, but the low hand of the 
player, is idehtical iri rank to the) low hand of the deal~~ 
( copy hand), lower. in, rank than the low hand of the 
dealer or has a value of zero; or 

'2. The high hand of the player is identical in rank to 
the high hand of the dealer ( copy hand) or lower in rank 
than the high hand of the dealer, but;the low hand of the 
player is higher in rank th.an. the low hanµ of the dealer. 

. i 
(j) . All winning hands ~hall ·remain face up on the layout. 

Winning wagers shall be paid after all hands have been 
exposed. The dealer shall pay winning wagers beginning 
with the player farthest to the right of the dealer and 
continuing counterclockwise around the table. A wager 
made by a play~r. shall win if the high hand of the player is 
higher in rank than the high hand of the dealer and the low 
hand of.the pla~er is higher in rank than the low hand of the 

/ 
dealer. · 

1 (k) A winning pai gow wager shall be paid off by a casino 
licensee at odds of 1 to 1, except that the 
shall extract a .commission known as "vigorish" from the 
winning player in an amount equal to five percent of the 
amount won; provided, however, that when collecting the 
vig9rf sh, the casino licensee may round off the vigorish to 25 
cents or the next highest multiple of 25 cents. A casino 1 

licensee shall collect the vigorish from a player at the time 
the winning payout is made. After a winning wager has 
been paid and the vigorish collected, the dealer shall then 
collect the tiles from that player. 
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(l ) All tiles collected by the dealer sqall be picked up in 
order and in such a way that they can be readily arranged to ) 
reconstruct each hand in case of a question or dispute and 
shall be placed face up to the right of the dealer in front of 
the table inventory· container. 

19:47-10.8 Player bank; co-banking; selection of bank; 
procedures for dealing 

(a) A casino licensee may, in its discretion, offer to all -
players at a pai gow table the opportunity to bank the game. 
If the-casino licensee Jelects thi~ option, all the other provi-
sions of this subchapter shall apply except to the extent that 
they conflict with the provisions of this section, in which 
case the provistons of this section shall control for any 
round of play· in which a player is the bank. ; 

·• I • 

(b) A player may not be the bank at the start of the 
game. For the purposes of this section, the start of. the 
game shall mean th~ first round of play after the dealer is 
required to restack and shuffle the -tiles in accordance with . 

. • I . .. -
the procedures set forth m N.J.A.C. 19:47-lOA(b) or (g). 

( c) After the first round of play pursuant to (b) above, 
each player at the table shall have the, ogt:ion to either be 
the bank or pass the· bank to the next player. The dealer 
shall, starting with the player fa:r.thest to the ri'ght . of the 
dealer, offer the bank to each player in a counterclockwise 
rotation around the table until a pl'ayer accepts the bank. 
The dealer shall place . a matkei designating the bank in 
front of the player who accepts~the bank. . If the· first player 
offered the bank accepts, the player. seated I to the right of 
that player shall first be offered the bank' on the next round 
of, play. The initial offer to be the bank shall rotate 
counterclockwise around the table until it returns to the ' . . 

dealer. In no event may any player bank two consecutive 
rounds of play. If no player_ wishes to be the bank, the 
round of play shall proceed iil accordance with the rules of · 
play provided in this .~ubchapter .. · 

i 
( d) Before a player may be permitted to bank a round of 

play, the dealer shall determine that: ' 

1. The player placed a wager agai~st the dealer during . 
the last round of play in which there was µo player 
banking the game; and 

2. The player has sufficient gaming chips on the table 
to cover all of the wagers placed by other players at the 
table for that round of play. 

( e) A casino licensee may, in its discretion, offer the bank 
the option of having the casino cover 50 perc,eri.t of the 
wagers made during a round of play. If the casino licensee 
offers this option, it shall make it available· to all players at 
the table. · If the bank wishes to use this option, the bank 
must specifically request the dealer to accept responsibility 

( 

for the payment of one-half of all winning wagers. When 
the bank covers 50 percent -and the casino covers 50 percent 
of. the winning wagers, it shall be known as )"co-banking" 
and the dealer shall place a marker designating the co-bank 
in front of that player .. When the dealer is co-banking, the 
dealer shali be responsible for setting the hand of the bank 

. in the ma,nner submi~te~ to the Commission pursuant to 
NJ.AC 19:47-10.7._j When co-banking is in effect, the 
dealer may not place a -wager against the bank. 

(f) If a player is the bank, the player may only wager on 
one betting area. · ' · · 

· . (g) Once the tiles have been shufflecl, the banki Sha,ll have 
the option to cut the t1les. The bank shall point . to th'1 
location of tiles that he or she would like moved. Upon 
dire.ction from thebank, the tiles may bemoved to the right 

· or left of the stack. If the . bank dbes not wish to cut the . . 
tiles, there shall be no cut. 

· (h) · Once the dealer. has determined that a ,player may be 
the bank pursuant to (d) above and after the tiles have been 
snuffled, . the· dealer shall rembve gaming chips from the 

l table inventory container in . an amount equal to the last 
· wager mad~ by that . player against the dealer or in an 
amount, the calciilation of which has been approvec;l by the 
Commission. This amount shall ,be the amount the dealer 
wagers against the bank. The bank may direct that the ~um 
wagered by the dealer be a- lesseF amount or that the dealer 

, 'place no wager daring that round ~f play. Any amount 
wagered by the dealer shall be placed in front of the table 
inventory container. Immediately upon receipt of the four 
tiles dealt to the dealer, the dealJr shall place his or her 
~ag~r on top of these tiles before dealing .the remaining . . \ 

tiles, instead of the marker required _by N.J.A.C. 19:47-10.6. 

· (i) Once the dealer has announced "No more bets," the 
bank shall shake the pai gow shaker, It shall b~ the 
responsibility of the dealer to ensure that the bank shakes 
the pai gow shaker at least three times so as tb cause a 
random mixture 'of the dice. Once the bank has completed 
shaking the pai gow shaker, the dealer shall ·~em~ve theHd 
covering· the pai gow shaker, total the dice and announce _ 
the total. The· dealer shall always remove the lid from the 
pai gow shaker 1and if the bank inadvertently removes the 
lid, the dealer• shall require the pai ' gow shaker to . be 
covered and rei,haken by the ban,k. 

G) To ct'etermine the starting position for dealing the 1 

tiles, the _dealer shali count countercloc~ise around ·the 
table,, with the position of the bank considered number one · 
and continuing around the table with each betting position 
counted in order, including the dealer, rega~dles~ of whether 
there is a wager at the position, until the count matches the · 
total of the three dice. 1 
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(k) The , dealer shall deal the first stack of four tiles, 
starting from the right side of the eight stacks, to the . 
starting position as determined i~ (j) above and, moving 
counterc\ockwise around the table, deal all other positions 
including the. dead hand and. the dealer a stack of tiles, 
regardless of whether there is a wager at tlie position. The 
dealer shall place his or her wager, if any, on top of his or 
her. stack of tiles immediately after they are dealt. 

(l) After all the stacks of tiles have .. been dealt, the dealer 
shall, without exposing the tiles, collect any stacks dealt .to' a 
position where there is no wager and place. the stacks with 
the dead hand on the layout to the left of the dealer'fa front 
of the table inventory container. 

(m) Once all tiles have been dealt and any tiles dealt to 
positions with. no wagers have been collected, the dealer 
shall place the cover on the· pai gow shaker and shake the -
shaker once. The pai gow shaker shall then be placed to 
the right of the dealer. 

(n) If the tiles dealt to the dealer have not been previous-
ly collected, after each player has set his or her two hands 
and placed them on the layout, the two hands of the dealer 
shall then- be set. Once the dealer has formed a high and 
l_ow hand, the dealer shall expose the hands of the bank and 
determine if the hands of the dealer are higher in rank than 
the hands of the bank. If the dealer wins, the tiles of the 
dealer shall be stacked face up to the · right of the table 
inventory container with the amount wagered by the dealer · 
against the bank placed on top. If the dealer pushes,' the 
d~aler shall return the amount wagered by the dealer 
against the bank to the table inventory container. If the 
dealer loses, the amount wagered by the dealer against the 
bank shall be moved to the center of the layout. 

(o) If banking is in effect, once the dealer has determined · 
the outcome of the wager of the dealer against the bank, if 
any, the dealer shal.l expose the· hands of each player 
starting with the player farthest to th.e right of the dealer 
and proceeding counterclockwise around the table. The 
dealer shall compare the high and low hand of each player 
to the high and low hand of the bank and shall announce if 
the wager shall win, lose or be considered a pl).sh against the 
bank. All losing wagers shall be immediately collected and 
placed in the center of the table. After aU hands have been 
exposed, all winning wagers, including the dealer's. wager, 
shall be paid by the dealer with the gaming chips located in 
the center of th.e table. If this amount becomes exhausted 
before all winning wagers have been paid, the dealer shall 
collect from the bank an amount equal to the remaining 
winning wagers and place that amount in the center of the 
layout. The remaining winning wagers shall be paid from 
the amount in the center of the layout. lf, after collecting 

, ali losing wagers and paying all winning wagers, there is a 
surplus in the center of the table, this amount shall be 
charged .a five percent vigorish in accordance with NJ.AC. 
19:47-10.7. Once the vigorish has been paid, the remaining 
amount shall be given· to the bank. 

( 

OTHER AGENCIES 

(p) If co-banking is in effect,. once the dealer has set the 
co-bank hand pursuJnt to ( e) above, the dealer shall expose 
the hands of each player starting with the player farthest to 
the right of the dealer and proceeding counterclockwise 
around the I table. The dealer shall compa.r;e ,the high and 
low hand of each player to the high and low hand of the 

· bank and shall announce if the wager shall. win, lose or Qe 
considered a push against the bank. All losing wagers shall 
be immediately collected and placed in the center of the 
table. After all hands have been exposed, all winning 
wagers, including the dealer's wager, shall be paid by the 
dealer with the gaming chips located in the center of · the 
table. If this amount becomes exhausted1before all winning 
wagers have been paid, the dealer shall collect from the co-
bank, an amount equal to one-half of the remaining winning 
wagers and place that amount in the center of the layout. 
The dealer shall rem6ve an amount equal to one-half of the 
remaining winning wagers from the tab]einventory contain-

, er and place that 'amount in the center of the layout. The 
remaining winning , wagers shall be paid from the total 
amount in the center of the layout. If, after collecting all 
losing wagers and paying all winning wagers, there is a 
surplus in the center of the table, this amount will be 
counted and the dealer shall place half or this amount into 
the table inventory cohtainer. The dealer shall collect a five 
percent vigorish in a~cordance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-10.7 on 
the remaining api.ount and place the vigorish amount iri the 
table inventory container. The remaining amount shall then 
be given· to the co-bank. . 

( q) Immediately after a winning wager of the dealer is 
paid, this amount and the original wager shall be returned 
to the table inventory container. 

. i 

(r) Each player who has a winning wager against the bank 
shall pay a five percent vigorish on the· amount won t() the 
dealer, in accordance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-j-10.7. · 

19:47-10:9 Irregularities; invalid roll of the dice 
(a) If the dealer uncovers the pai gow shaker and all 

three dice do"not'land, flat on the bottom 6f the shaker, the 
dealer shall call a ''No roll" and. reshake the dice. 

(b) If the dealer unqovers the pai gow shaker and a die or 
dice fall out of. the shaker, the dealer shall call a "no roll" 
and reshake the die¥. , 

(c) If the dealer incorrectly totals the dice and deals the 
tiles to the wrong positions, all hands shall be void and the · 
dealer shall reshuffle .t~e tiles. 

' 
( d) If the dealer exposes any of the tiles dealt to a player, 

the pfayer has the option of voiding the hand. Without 
looking at the unexposed tiles, the player shall mak~ the 
decision either to play out the hand or to void the hand. 

(e) If a tile dealt tol the dealer, bank, the dead hand or 
any position where the're is no wager is, exposed, all hands 
shall be void and the tiles shall be reshuffled. 
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19:47-10.10 A player w~gering or- more than one betting 
area 

(a) Except as provided in N.J.A.C: 19:47~10.S(f), a casino 
licensee may, in its discretion, permit a player to wager on 
no more than two betting areas at a pai gow table, which 
areas must be adjacent fo each other. 

(b) If a casino licensee permits a player to wager on two 
adjacent betting areas, the tiles dealt to each betting. area 
shall be played separately. If the two wagers are not equal, 
the player shall be required to rank and set the~hand with 
the larger wager before ranking and setting the other hand. 
If the amounts wagered are equal, each hand shall be played 
separately in a counterclockwise rotation with the first hand 
being ranked and set before the player proceeds to rank and 
set the second hand. Once a hand has been ranked anq set 
and placed face down on the layout, the hand may not be 
changed. 

Repealed by R.1993 d.630, effective December 6, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 3953(a), 25 N.J.R. 5521(a). , 

Section ·was "Minimum and maximum wagers". Rec'odified from 
19:47-10.11. . 

SUBCHAPTER 11. PAI GOW POKER 

(\···'; \_ . . 19:47-11.l Definitions 
The following words and terms, when used in this sub-

chapter, shall have the following meanings unless the con-
text clearly. indica,tes otherwise. 

"Bank" shall mean the player who elects to have the , 
othe; players and dealer play against him or her and accepts 
the responsibility to pay all winning wagers. 

"Co-banking" is defined in N.J.A.C., 19:47-11.10. 

"Copy hand" shall mean either a two card hand .or a five 
card hand of a player which is identical in rank to the 

· corresponding two card hand ot five card hand of the dealer 
or bank. 

"High hand" shall mean the five card hand which is 
formed from the seven cards dealt at the game ·of pai gow ' 
poker so as to rank equal to or higher than the two card low 
hand. 

"Low hand" shall mean the two card hand which is 
formed from the seven cards dealt .at the game of pai gow · 
pbker · so as· to rank .. lower than the five .card high hand. 

"Marker" shaU mean an object or objects used to desig-
nate the .bank and the co-bank, as. approved by the Commis-
sion. 

"Push" is a tie as defined in N.J.A.C. 19:47-11.9(h). 

19:47-11,3 

"Rank or ranking" shall mean the relative position of a 
card or group of cards as set forth in N.J.A.C. 19:47-1L3: 

"Second highest or low hand" shall m_ean the two card 
hand which is formed from the seven cards dealt at the 
game of pai gow poker so as to ra11k equaFto or lower than 
the five card high hand. 

. . . 

"S~t or setting the hands" shall mean the process of 
forming a high hand and low hand from the seven cards 
dealt. 

"Suit" shall mean one•of the four categories of cards, that 
is, diamond, spade, club or heart. 

19:47-11.2 Cards; number of decks 
! 

(a) Except as provided in (b) below, pai gow poker shall 
be played with· one deck of cards with backs of the same 
color and design, one additional solid yellow or green 
cutting card and one additional solid yellow or green cover 
card to be used in accordance with the procedures set forth 
in N.J.A.C. 19:47-11.6. The deck of cards used to play pai 

'gow poker shall meet the requirements of N.J.A.C. 
19:46-1.17 and shall include one joker. Nothing in this 
section shall prohibit a casino licensee from using decks 

.which are manufactured with two jokers provided that only 
one joker is used for gaming at pai gow poker. 

(b) If an automated card shuffling device is used for pai 
gow poker, a casino licensee shall be permitted to use a 
second deck of cards to play the game, provided that: 

) 

1. Each deck of cards complies with the requirements 
of (a) above; 

2. The backs of the c~rds in the two decks are of a 
different color; 

3. One deck is being shuffled by the automated card 
shuffling device while the other deck is being dealt or 
used to play the game; 

4. Both decks are continuously alternated in and out 
of play, with each deck being used for every other round 
of play; and 

5. The cards from one deck only shall be placed in the 
discard rack at any given time. 

Amended by R.1993 d.192, effective May 3, 1993, 
See: 24 N.J.R. 4247(a), 25 N.J.R. 1887(b). 

In (a), added "and one additional solid yellow or green cover card 
... set forth in N.J.A:;C. 19:47-11.6. In (b), added provision for 
dealing from dealer's hand. 
Amended by R.1994 d.224, effective May 2,)994. 
See: ~6 N.J.R 344(a);26 N.J.R. 1853(b). 1 

19:47-11.3 Pai gow poker rankings; cards; poker hands 
(a) The rank of the cards used in pai gow poker, in order 

bf highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 
10, nine, eight, seven, six,· five, four, three, and two. Not-
withstanding the foregoing, an ace may be ~sed to complete 
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a "straight flush" or a "straight" formed with a two, three, 
four and five. Except as ot,herwise providedin (c) below, 
the joker shall be used and ranked as an ace. . 

(b) rfhe permissible poker hands at the game of pai gow 
poker/ in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

1. -"Five aces" is a high· hand consisting ·of four aces 
and ajoker; 

2. "Royal flush" is a high hand consisting of an ace, 
kin.p, queen, jack and ten of the same suit; 

3. "Straight flush" is a high hand consisting of five · 
cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with ace, 
two, three,. four, and five being the highest ran.kihg 
straight flush; king, queen, jack, 10, an_d nine being the 
second highest ranking straight flush, and six, five, four, 
three and· 2 being the lowest ranking straight ,flush; 

4. "Four-of-a-kind" is a high hand consisting of four 
cards of the same .rank ~egardless of- suit; with four aces 
being the highest ranking four-of-a-kind and four twos 
being the lowest' ranking four~of-f1/kin_d; ' 

5. ''Full house" is a high hand consisting of a "three-
of-a-kind" and a "pair," with three aces and two kings 

_ 'being the highest ranking full house and three •. twos an¢!. 
two threes being the lowest ranking full house; · 

6.. "Flush" is a high hand consisting of five cards of 
the 'same suit. When comparing two flushes the provi-
sions of ( e) below shall be applied; 

. -

7. "Straight" is a high hand consisting of five cards of 
· consecutive rank, regardless of suit, with an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 being the highest ranking straight; an 
ace, two, three, four and five being the second highest 
ranking straight, and a six, five, four, three and two being 
the lowest ranking straight; 

8. "Three-of-a-kind" js a high hand containing three 
( cards of the sai:ne ran_k regardless of suit, with tljiree aces 
being the highest ranking three~of-a-kind and three twos 
being the lowest ranking three-of-a-kind; 

. 9. "Two pairs" is a high hand containing two "pairs," 
with two aces and two kings being the highest rankirig two 
pair hand and two threes and two twos being the lowest 

'ranking two ·pair hand; and 

10. "Pair" is either a ·high hand or a low hand consist-
ing of two cards of the same rank, regardless of suit, with ·. 
two -· aces be1ng the highest ranking. pair and two twos 
being the lowest ranking pair. 

(c) For purposes of setting the hands, a joker may be 
used as. any card to complete a "straight,'' a "flush,'' a 
"straight flush''. or a "royal flush." 

OTHER AGENCIES 

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of (b) above, a casino 
licensee may, inits discretion, determine that a straight flush 
formed with an ace, two, three, four and five of the same 
suit shall be the .lowest ranking straight flush and that a 
straight formed with an ace, two, three, four and five, 
regardless of suit, shall be the lowest ranking straight. If a 
casino lieense€; chooses to eiercise this option, it shall so 
· indicate in its Rules of the Games Submfasion. 

( e) When comparing two high hands or' two low hands 
which are of identical poker and hand rank pursuant to the 
provisions of this section, _or which contain none of the 
poker hands authorized herein, the hand which-contain~ the 
highest ranking carct' as provided in (a) above,which is not 
contaii;ie~ in the other hand shall be considered the higher 
ranking hand. If the two hands are of identical rank_,after 
the application of this subsection,· the •hands shall be consid-
ered a copy harid. 

19:47-(11.4 Pai gow poker shaker and ~ice; · computerized 
. . random number generator 
(a) Pai' gow poker shall be played with three dice which 

shall be maintained . at all times inside a pai gow poker 
shaker. The dice us~d to play pai gow poker shall meet' the 
requirements of N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.15 and the pai gow poker 
shak,,er shall meet the requirements of N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.13B. 

L. The pai gow poker shaker.-and the· dice contained 
thereiri shall be the responsibility of the dealer arid shall 
never be left unattended while at the table. I . 

2. <No dice that have been placed in a pai gow· poker 
shaker for use in gaming shall remain on a table for more 
than 24 hours: -

. (b) As an , alternative to the par'. gow poker ·~baker and 
dice described in (a) above, a casino licensee may, pursuant. 
to N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.13B and 19:47-11.8C, play the game of 
pai gow poker with .a computerized random number g·enera-
tor that automatically selects and displays a num1:>er from 1 
~hrough 7 inclusive. · 

...... , \ ' . .....~ 
Amended by R.1994 d.224, effective May 2, 1994. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 344(a), 26.N.J.R. 1853(b). 

19:47-11.5 Opening :0f the t~ble for gaming 
(a) After rec;eiving a deck of cards at the table in accor-

dance with N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.18, the dealer shall sort and . . . . . I 
inspect the cards a.nd · the floorperson assigned to the table 
shall .. verify the inspection, as required by · N.J.A.C. 
19:46:._1.18. If the deck of cards used by the casino li~ensee 
contains two jokers, the, deale_r an~ _a casino supervisor shrll 
ensure that only one· Joker 1s utihzed and that the other . 
joker is torn in half arid· discarded. 

(b) Following the insp6ction of the. cards by the dealer 
ai;id the·verification by the floorperson assigned to the table,' 
the cards shall be spread out face up on the table for visual 
inspection by the first player to arrive at the table. The 
cards shall be spread out according to suit andin sequence 
an_d shall include one joker. 
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( c) After the first player is afforded an opportunity to 
visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be . turned face 
down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a "washing" or 
"chemmy shuffle" of the cards and stacked. Once the cards 
have been stacked, they shall be shuffled in accordance wtth I 
NJ.AC. 19:47-11.6. 

( d) If a casino licensee uses an automated card shuffling 
device to play the game of pai gow poker and two decks of 
cards are received at the · table pursuant to N.J:A.C. 
19:46-1.18 and 19:47-11.2, each deck of cards shall be 
separately sorted, inspected, verified, spread, inspected, 
mixed, stacked and shuffled in accordance with the provi-
sions 9f (a) through (c) above immediately prior to the 
commencement of play. 

(e).All cards opened for use on a pai go~ poker table 
and dealt from a manual or an automated dealing shoe shall 
be changed at least every eight hours. All cards opened for 
use pn a pai gow poker table and dealt from the hand shall 
be changed at least every four hours. Procedures for 
compliance with this subsection must be submitted to the 
Commission for approval. 

Amended by R.1993 d.192, effective May 3, 1993. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 4247(a), 25 N.J.R. 1887(b). 

Iri ( d), specified changing cards when dealing from a shoe and 
dealing ;from the hand. 
Amended by R.1994 d.224, effective May 2, 1994. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 344(a), 26 N.J.R. 1853(b). 

19:47.:..11.6 Shuffle and cut ?f the cards 

(a) Immediately prior to the commencement of play and 
after each round of play has been completed, the dealer 
shall shuffle 1the cards either manually or by use of an 
automated card shuffling device so that the cards,<are ra.n-
domly • intermixed. Upon completion of the shuffle, the 
dealer or device shall place the deck of cards in a single 
stack; provided, however, that nothing in this section shall 
be deemed to prohibit an automated card shuffling device 
which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 
the cards directly into an. automated or pianual dealing 
shoe. 

(b) After the cards have been shu'ffled and stacked, the 
dealer shall: · 

1. If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 
shuffling device, deal or deliver the cards in accordance 
with the procedures set forth in N.J.A.C. 19:47-11.8, 
11.8A or 11.8B; or 

2. If the cards were shuffled manually, cut the cards in 
accordance with the procedures set forth in ( c) through 
( e) below. . · 

(c) Upon completion of a manual shuffle, the dealer shall 
place the stack of cards on top of the cover card. Thereaf-
ter, the dealer shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with . 

· the backs facing up and ·faces facing the layout, to the playbr 

19:47-11.7 

determined pursuant to ( d) below. If no player accepts the 
cut, the dealer shall cut 'the cards. 

( d) The cut of the cards shall be 6ffered 'to players in the , 
following order: · · 

1. · The first player to the table, if the game is just 
beginning; 

2. The player who accepts the bank, pursuant to 
N.J.A.C. 19:47-11.10; prov,ided, however, if the bank 
refuses the cut, the cards shall be offered .to each playe{ 
moving counterclockwise around the table from the bank 
until a player accepts the cut; or · 

3. The player at the farthest position to the right' of 
the dealer, if there is no bank during a round of play; 
provided, however, if there ··are two or more· consecutive 
rounds of play where there is no bank, the offer to cut the 
cards shall rotate in a counterclockwise manner after the 
player to the far right of the dealer has been offered the 
cut. 

( e) The player or. dealer making the ctit shall pl'ace the 
cutting card in the stack at le1ast 10 cards from either end. 
Once the cutti~g card has been in~erted, the dealer shall 
take the cutting card and all the cards on top of the cutting 1 

card and, place them on the · bottom of the • stack. The · 
dealer shall then remove the cover card and place it on the 
bottom of the stack. Thereafter, tlre dealer shall remove 
the cutting card and, at.the discretion of the casino licensee, 
either place'it in the discard rack or use it as an additional 
cutting card to be inserted four cards from the bottom of 
the deck. The dealer shall then deal or deliver the cards in 
acco,rdance with the procedures set forth in N.J.A.C. 
19:47-11.8, 1L8A or 11.8B. 

(f) Whenever there is no gaming activity at a pai gow 
poker table which is open for' gaming, the cards shall be 
spread out on the table either face up or face down. If the 
cards are spread face down, they_ shall be turned face up 
once a player arrives ~t tbe table. After the first player is 
afforded an opportunity to visually inspect •the cards, the . 
procedures outlined in N.J.A.C. 19:147-11.S(c) shall be com-
pleted .. 
I 

Amended by R.1993 d.192, effective May 3, 1993. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 4247(a), 25 N.J.R. 1887(b). ' 

Revised (b ), ( d), and ( e ). 
Amended by R.1994 d.224, effective May 2, 1994. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 344(a), 26 N.J.R. 1851(b}. 

19:47-11.7 Wagers 
(a) All wagers at pai gow poker shall be made by placing 

gaming chips or plaques and, if applicable, a match play 
coupon · on the appropriate betting area of· the pai gow 

'.. poker layout. A verbal wager accompanied by cash shall 
not be accepted at the game of pai gow poker. 

(b) Only players who are seated at the pai gow poker 
table may place a wager at the garrte. ; Once a player has 
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placed a wager and received cards_,,,,that player must remain 
, seated until the completion of the found of play; 

( c) All wagers at pai gow poker. shall be placed prior fo 
the dealer announcing '1'No more bets" in· at'<ord~nce with 
the dealing procedures set forth in NJ.AC. 19:47-11,8, 
11.8A or 11.8B. No wager at pai gow poker shalfbe made, 
hicreasedor withdrawn after the dealer has a.nnouncetf"No · 
more bets." 

Amended by R.1993 d.192, effective May 3~ 1993. 
' See·: 24 N.J.R. "4247(a),· 25 N.J.R. 1887(b), . 

In ( c ), added reference to 11.81\. , 
Amended by R.1994 d.137, effective March 21, 1994. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 5902(a), 26 N.J.R. 1373(b). 
Amended by R.1994 d.224, effective May 2, 1994. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 344(a), 26 N.J.R. 1853(b). 

1~:47-11.8 Procedures for dealing the cards from a 
' manual dealing shoe · 

( a) If a casino li~ensee chooses t~ have the cards dealt 
from a manual dealing shoe, the deahng shoe shall meet the 
requirerrients of N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.19 and shall b'1 located .on 
the t~ble to the left of the dealer. Once the procedures 
reqtijred by N.J.A.C. 19:47-11.6 have been completed, the 
.cards, shall be. placed in the manual dealing 'shoe and the 
,d·ealer shall an~ounce "No more bets". 

I . 
(b) The dealer sl}all then, using one of the proeedures 

· authorized by N.J.A.C. 19:47-11.BC, determine the starting 
position• for deafing the cards. If the casino licensee offers 

11 the additional wag~r authorize_d by N.J.A.C. 19:47--J.L.13, all 
such additional wagers shall be determined·and paid and the 
procedures in N.J.A.C. 19:47.:..H.13 shall ·be completed, be-
fore any card is dealt to ~ny player at the table. 

~ / 
( c) After the start~ng Rosition for deal~ng the cards has 

been <:letermined, each card shall be removed from the 
dealing shoe· with the left han.d of the dealer and placed face 
down, on the appropriate area of the layout withthe right 
hand of the dealer. · The dealer shall deal the first card to -
· the 1s,tarting position as 4etermined in (b) above arn:l, moving 
· ~lockwise around the table, deal a card to all other posi-
tions, including the dealer, regardless of whether .there is a 

, wager at the position. The dealer shall then return to the 
starting position and deal a second. card in a clockwise . 
rotation and shall continue dealing until each position, 
including the dealer, has seven carcjs. 

( d) After seven cards have been. dealt to each position, 
including the dealer, the dealer shall remove the remaining 
cards from the shoe and d'etermine whether exactly four 
cards are left. · · 

1. If four cards remain, the f6ur cards shall not' be-' 
exposed .. to anyone and shall be placed in the discar;d rack, 
l;he dealer shall then collect any cards dealt to a position 
where there ts no wager and place them in the discard 
rack with_out exposing the cards.· · 

OTHER AGENCIES 

2. If more or less than four cards remain, the dealer 
shall· determine if Jhe cards were misdealt. If the cards 
were misdeaJt and :a player or the pealer has more or less 

· · . than ~even cards, 1 all hands shall be void pilrsuant to· 
N.J.A.C. 19:47-lLll. If the ,cards have 1not been mis-
dealt, all hands shall be· considered void and the entire· 
deck of cards shall be removed from the table pursuant to 
N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.1$. 

Amen'°ded by R.1993 d.192, effective May 3, 1993. 
,see: 24 N.J.R. 4247(a), 25 N.J.R. 1887(b).. , 

In (a); add<,d proviso· iegarding dealing Jrom the hand. 
Amei;ided by R.1994 d.224, effective May 2, 1994. ( . 
See: 26 N.J.R. 344(a); 215 N.J.R. 1853(b). . 
Amended by R.1995 d.78'; effective February 6, 1995. 
See: 26. N.J.R .. 4343(a), 27 N.J.R. 549(c). · 

: . / 

19:47-11.SA Procedqres for dealing the cards from the 
hand · 

\ I , • 'J 
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of N.J.AC. 19:46 

or this chapter, a casino licensee may, in its' discretion, 
permit a dealer to deal the 'cards used to play par' gow pokerr 
from his or her hand, ·· 

(b) If a_.1casino licehsee chooses to have the cards dealt 
from the dealer's hantl, the following requirements shall be 
observed. 

1. Once tl}.e procedures required by N.J.A.C. 
19:47-11.6 have been completed, the de.aler shall place 
the deck of cards in either hand.. ·, "~ / · ·· 

i. Once the dealer has chosen the hand in which he 
or she will hold the'cards, the dealer shall use that hand. 
whenever. holding: the cards during that round of play. 

ii. The cards held by the dealer shall at all times be 
kept in front of the <:lealer and over the table inventory 
container. · · 

s,, 

2. The dealer shall then announce "No more_,,bets" 
prior to dealing seven stacks of seven cards each to the 
'area in front of the t,able inventory container. The 'dealer 

. shall deal each c::ird: by holding the deck of cards in the· i 
chosen hand and usi;rig the other hand to remove the top 
card of the deck anq place it face down on the appropri-
ate area of the layout. 

( c) The dealer shall deal the first seven cards mbving . 
from left to right and the second seven cards moving from 
right to left and sh,all continue alternating in this manner 
until there are seven stacks of seven cards. 

(d) After seven stacks of seven cards have been dealt, the 
dealer shall determine whether exactly four cards are left by . 
spreading them face down on the layout. 

. ' . . 
1. If four cards r~main, the cards shall not be exposed 

to anyone a~ the tab~e ,and shall be placed in theFdiscard 
rack. ·. · ' · 
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2. If more or less than four cards rerriain, the dealer 
shall determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards 
were . misdealt and a . stack has more or less than seven 
cards, ·· the round of play shall· be . void and, the cards 
reshuffled. If the cards have not been misdealt, the · 
round of play shall be considered void and the entire deck 
of cards shall be removed from the table pursuant to 
N.J.A.C. 19:46-Ll8.· 

( e) Once the 'dealer has completed dealing the seven 
stacks and placed the four re~aining cards in the I dis~_ard 
rack, the dealer shall then,. using one. of the ·procedures 
authorized by N.J.A.C. 19:47_:ll.8C, determine the starting 
position for delivering the stacks of cards. If the casino 
licensee offers the additional wager authoriied by N.J.A.C. 
19:47-11.13, all such additional wagers shall be determined 

' ' ' ' 

and paid and the procedures in N.J.A.C. 19:47-11.13 shall 
be \completed; before any stack of cards is dealt to any 
player at the table. " 

(f) After the starting position for delivering the stacks of 
cards has been determined, the dealer shall 'deliver the first 
stack to the starting position as determined in (e p above 
and, moving clockwise around the table, deliver the remain-
ing stacks in order to all positions, including the dealer, 
regardless of whether there is a wager at the position. In 
delivering the stacks, the stack farthest to the left of the 
dealer shall be considered the . first stack, and the stack 
farthest to the right of the dealer shall be considered the 
seventh stack. The dealer shall deliver each stack face 
down. 

.(g) After the seven stacks have beeµ delivered to each 
position, including the dealer; the dealer shall collect any 
stacks dealt to a player position where there is no wager and 
place them in 'the discard rack without exp9sing the. cards. · 

New Rule, R.1993 d.192, effective,May 3, 1993. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 4247(a), 24 N.J.R 4283(a)~ 25 N:J.R. 1887(b). 
Amended by R.1994 d.224, effective May 2, 1994. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 344(a), 26 N.J.R. 1853(b). 
Amended by R.1995 d.78, effective February 6, 1995: 
See: 26 N.J.R. 4343(a), 27 N.J.R. 549(c). 

19:47-11.SB Procedures for dealing the cards from an · 
automated dealing shoe 

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision ofN.J.A.c:·19:46 
or this chaptet · a casino licensee may, . in its discretion, 
choose to have the cards used to play pai gow poker dealt 
from an automated dealing shoe whi~h dispenses cards in 
stacks of seven, cards, provided that the shoe, its location 
and the procedures for its use are approv~d by the Commis-
sion. 1 

(b) If a casino licensee chooses to have the. cards dealt 
from an automated dealing shoe, the followit:1g requirements . I , 
shall be observed. · 

19:47.,,.11.SC 

. . 1. Once the pr~cedures required by N.J.A.C. ·· 
19:47-11.6 have been cqmpleted, the cards s.hall be placed 
in the automated dealing ~hoe. . 

2. The dealer shall then announce "No more bets'' 
prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards. 

( c) T~e dealer shall then, using one of the prqcedures 
authorized by N.J.AC. 19:47-ll.8C, determine the' starting 
position for delivering the stacks of cards. If the casino • 
licensee offers the additional wager authorized by N.J.A.C. 
19:47-11.13, all· such ~dditional wagers shall be determined 
anc:I paid and the procedures in• N.J.A.C. 1.9:47-11.13 shall 
be. completed, before any stack cif cards is, dealt to any 
player at the table. 

) ',.) 
( d)'Once the starting position has been deterrnined in 

accordance with ( c) above; the. pealer .shall· deliver~the first 
stack of cards d1spensed by the 'autornated dealing shoe to 
that position.. As the; remaining stacks are dispensed to the 
dealer by . the automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall 
dellver a stack in turn · to . each of the other positions, 
including the dealer, · rnoving • clockwise around · the .table, 
whether or not there is a wager at the position. The dealer 
,shall deliver each stack face down. . ·- . I 

\ 
( e) After the seven stacks of severi cards have been 

dispense~ and delivered to each position, including the 
dealer, the dealer shall remove the remaining cards from the 
shoe and determine whether exactly four cards are left by 
spreading them face down ,011 the layout. 

. . . . . . 
1. if four cards remain1 the cards shall not be exposed 

to anyone at the table and· shall be placed in the discard 
rack. 

2. If more or 1 less than four :cards remain, the dealer 
shall . determine if ·£he cards -were misdealt. _If the ·cirds 
were m·isdealt and a stack has more or. less than seven 
carc:ls, the round of play shall be void . and the cards 
resh\iffled. If the cards have not' been misdealt, the 
round of play shall be considered void and the entire deck 
of cards sh_all be:\_removed from the table pursuant to 
N.J.A.C. 19.46-lJ~. . 

(f) If the dea!et determines the cards were dealt properly, 
the dealer shall then collect any stacks dealt to a position . 
where there is no wager and place them in the discard rack 
without exposing the card~. 1 

, • 

New Rule, R:1994 d.224, effective -~.fay 2, 1994. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 344(a), 26 N.J.R. 1853(b). 
Amended by R.1995 d.78, effective February 6, 1995. 
See: 26 N.~.R. 4343(a), 27 N.J.R. 549(c). 

19:47-11.SC Procedur~ for determining \he starting 
position. for dealing cards or delivering stacks 
of cards 

. (a) In order to determine the starting position for the 
dealing of cards or the delivery of stacks of card~ for the 
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' } ' ' <19:47-11.SC 
.·· )'. ' ' '· • .· .. , I I 

game. of pai gow poker, a casino licensee rriay, in its . 
· discretion, use the procedure authorized in (b) or ( c) below. 

) ' ,~ 

(b );The dealer shall shake. the p<ti gow poker shaker and 
.dice described in N.J.A.C. 19:4'.7-11.4 at least three times so 
as to cause ~lraridom mixture of the.dice. 

f .,, , ••.•·. _•.•, , •, ' ',• •: . I, __ ; 

· L The dealer shallthen remove the lid covering the 
\_ ' ' ·, ' ' ' ' ' ' ' J ' ' ' ' ' ' ., ' ; ' ·, ' ' 

pai gow pok~r shaker,,-total the dice' and announce the 
total. · · 

OTHER AGENCIES 

i (b) E~c:li player 'la,t the table shall be, responsible for 
setting his Or her 'mVrt hands and. no Other person except the. 

i ' ' ' ', '· .'' ,' ' ·' ' l I 

/I 

,dealermay touch the cards· of that player. Each player shall 
be required to keep the, ~even c~rds 1in full view. of the. · 
dealer at all times; bnce each player h~s Seta high andlO\V·-
hand arid placed thd two! hands face down on the appropri, 
' ,- . . ., '' '· ''. ',.:j. '·:,.! ''_ ' . . :_., , .. : ·-
ate. area of. the layoµt, ·. the player shall not touch the cards 

. again. 
- ' • - 1 -

· 2. To deterrriinethe starting position,the dealetshalf . 1 

· count counterclockwise around the table, wi\h the posi-
(c) A(ter alLpfaydrs have set their hands and placed the 

cards. on· the table, the seven cards of the dealer shall be 
1·\ _ \ _ . , :. I_ r_ . ,_ . _· ___ • 

forned over aqd the I dealer shall set his' or her hands by · . 'tion of the dealer considered number one, and continuing 
.,~ . - . . ., - -· ' . . - ... - . . I 

around r the . table with each betting position. counted in 
order, including the dealer, regardless of whether there is 
a wager at the positi?n; uritil the count matche.s' the total 
of· the threy dice. ' · · · · · ·· 

I 

3. Examples are as follows: . . 
· i. · · If th~ dice total 8, the, dealer would r~c~ive\\he 

first card or stack of cards; Of ' ' ' ) ' ' ' l ' ' 

ii~ /:u· the dice _toJal'·14,·t1ie ;sixth betting position 
would receive the first card or stack of cards. 
4. After :the dealing or delivery. of the· cards has been 

.. completed in ,accordance ·with the proi;ed(tres set. forth in 
N.J.A.C. 19:47-11.8, ILSA or' 11.813, the dealer shall 
place1 the covJr on the P,~i W~w poker shakyr and ,shake 
the ~haker once .. The ,pm gow poker s}laker shall tlien be 
placed to the rightof the dealer; . . · I 

•. (c) The dealer may us~a ctlmputeriz~ct' random number 
generatqr approved by theCommission t\;i select and display 

•· a number from 1 through ?inclusive, and verbaUy announce 
the number, To determine. the starting posHion, the dealer , 
shall co'unt counfen;:lockwise around the table, with the 
position of the dekler considered number one, and c6ntinu-
-ing around the tabll with each betting position cbuhted in 
order; iricludingtlle dealer, regardless of whether there isa 

· wager <tt the. position, until the count matches. the number 
. displayed by the,randbm number generator. . 

f '• • < 'e •_,: 

( d) After the Starting 'ptjsition for a round of play has 
been determined, a casino licensee ma~, in its discretion, 
mark that pqsition by the use of a~adaitional cut card or 
.similar object ' . . . . 

. ' ' ·.· ) ', ' . : 
· New, Rule, R.1994 d224, effective .May· 2, 1994. , 
See:· 26 ~.J.R.344(a), 26 N.J.R. J85~(b). 

I. . . 

19:47--U.9 Proced~tesfor COlllplefion of each round of 
play; ' setting of hands; , payment and collection 
of wagers; payout odd); vigQrish · 

(a) After the 1dealing of the' cards ha~ been completed, 
each player shall set his or her hanµs byarranging the cards 

' intd a high hand, and low hanq.. · When setting th,e. two 
· 1 hands,. the five card high hand must be equal to or. higber in 

11 rank than, the two s;ard' low' hand; For example,' if tlie two 
' 1 card eapd contains a ~air( of sevens, the fi~e card hand _m~st 

contam at least a pair of sevens and. the three rema:mmg 
cards. · · · · · 

I 

. arranging the cards into a high and iow hand. ,The dealer 
,' shall then place the i two hands face up on the appropriate ' 
, area of the layout. ! · · ( · 

:/ -_. ' , . '•;"; .. i,: , ' ,... _, ••_( I 

(d) 1Eachcasino licensee. shall submit to the Commission 
in. its ;Rules of the Garnes Submissionthe manner in which it 
will :r:equire the. hands of the 1 dea'Jer'to be set. 

, , . , .. I . . . < , 
( e) A player i.vay; anrlounce that he or ~be wishes to 

/surrend~r,his 'or het ,. wager prior to the. dealer exposing 
· .··either. of the two hands of that. player pursuant to ( f) below. 

Qnce Jhe player hak announced .h:fs.or ,~er intention tQ 
surrehder, the dealefshall: '· 

' 1. Jinmediately; 1 collect the wager from that, player; . and. . ·.·.• . . 1 . . . . . .· . ' ,·. 

. I .. • . •. / 
.2. Cpllect the s~ven cards dealt tothat player without 

. exposing the carqs! 1to anyone' at the table. Th.e, qealer 
shall verify that seven cards were fOllected b~ counting 

' \hem face down m;ii the la,yout prior to placing them in the 
discard rack. / ' · · ' · 

I 

' (f) 0nce the deal~r has set a high and low hand, the 
dealershall expose b0th hands of each player, starting from 
the r~ght a,a Pt?~eeding counterclockwise around th(tab\e'. 
The dealer shall. compare the high and low hand of each 

'. ' ' ', J .· ',' ' ' ' ·, ' ' ' ' ' player to ,the high aµd low hand of the dea.l.er and shall 
announce if the wa,ger of that player shall win, lose or be 
consider.ea a ti~ (''push"). · . ·. J. _ ·.. Y; 

· .. ' / ' \ ' !. ' :· : ' ' ,' ' ' ,· '' ' 
(g) All losing·. wag¢rs shall be immediately collected by~J 

the clealer. and pu:t ip )he table invep.tory container. All' 
losing hands s!Ja,H also be coHected. . A wager made by a 
player shall Jose if: ·. ' \. ·.• · · 

! . l ; . , : L The high ha.rid of the player is lower irirank than' 
1 the nigh 1hand of the dealer and, the1 low hand(of the 
playeri~ l9wef in rfnk than the low hand pf the dealer; 

2. The high han;d of the player is identjcal jn rank to 
the high hand of thy dealer or thelow hand of the player 
is identical in rank ~o the low haf!d of the dealer(a"copy 

hand") and the other hand of the player is identical in 
rank or _lower in i-a1,1k than the other; hand of\ the dealer; 

3. ' The high hatiol of the player was not set I so as to ''1 

ran~ equal to or higher •than the low hand of that player; 
or c. i · · · 

) 
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4. The two hands of the player were not otherwise set 
correctly in accordance with the rules of the game (for 
example, a player forms a three card low hand and a four 
card high hand). 1 

(h) If a wager is a push, the dealer shall not collector pay 
the wager, but shall immediately collect the cards of that 
player. A wager made by a player shall be a push if: 

1. The high hand of the player is higher in rank than 
the high hand of the dealer, but the low, hand of the 
player is identical in rank to the low hand of the dealer 
(copy hand) or lower in rank than the low .hand of .the 
dealer; or ) · 

2. The high hand of the player is identical in rank to 
the high hand of the dea_ler ( copy hand) or lower in rank 
than the high hand of the dealer, but the low hand of the 
player is higher in rank than the low hand of the dealer. 

(i) All winning hands shall remain.face up on the layout. 
Winning wagers shall be paid after all hands have been 
exposed. The dealer shall pay winning wagers beginning 
with the player farthest to the right of the dealer and · 
continuing counterclockwise around the table. A wager • 
made by a player shall win if the high hand of the player is 
higher in rank than the high hand of the dealer and the low 
hand of the player is higher in rank than the low hand of the 
dealer. 

(j) A winning pai gow poker wager shall be paid off by a 
casino licensee at odds of 1 to 1, except that the casino 
licensee shall extract a commission known as "vigorish" 
from the winning player in an amount equal to five percent 
of the amount won; provided, however, that when collecting 
the vigorish, the casino licensee may round off the vigorish 
to 25 cents or the next highest multiple of 25 cents. A 
casino licensee shall collect the vigorish from a player at the 
time the winning payout is made. After a winning wager 
has been paid and the vigorish collected, the dealer shall 
then collect the cards from that player. 

(k) All cards collected by the dealer shall be picked up in 
order and placed in the discard rack in such a way that they 
can be readily arranged to reconstruct each hand in case of 
a question or dispute. 

19:47-11.10 Player bank; co-banking; selection of bank; 
procedures for dealing 

(a) A casino licensee may, in its discretion, bffer Jo all 
players at a pai gow poker table the opportunity to bank the 
game. If the casino licensee elects this option, all the other 
provisions of this subchapter shall apply except to the extent 
that they conflict with the provisions of this section, in which 
case the provisions of this section shall control for any 
round of play in which a player is the bank. ' 

(b) A player may not be the bank at the start of the 
game. For the purposes of this section, the start of the 
game shall mean the first round of play after the dealer is 

19:47-11.10 
\ 

required to shuffle the cards in accordance with the proce-
dures set forth in N.J.A.C. 19:47-11.5(c). 

( c) After the first round of play pursuant to (b) above, 
each player at the table shall have the option to either be 
the bank or pass the bank to the next player. The dealer 
shall, starting with the player farthest to the right of the 
dealer, offer the bank to each player in a counterclockwise 
rotation around the table until a player accepts the bank. 
The dealer shall place a marker_ designating. the bank in 
front of the player who accepts the-bank. If the first player 
offered the bank accepts, the player seated to the right of 
that player shall first be offered the bank on the next round 
of . play. The initial offer to be the bank shall rotate 
counterclockwise around the table until it returns to the 
dealer. In no event may any player bank two consecutive 
rounds . of play. If no player wishes to be the bank, the 
round of play shall proceed in accordance with thy rules of 
IJlay provided in this subchapter. 

( d) Before a player may be permitted to bank a round of 
play, the dealer shall determine that,: 

1. The player placed a wager against the dealer during 
the last round of play in which there was no player 
banking· the game; and 

2. The player has sufficient gaming chips on the table 
to cover all of the wagers placed by other players at the 
table for that round of play. 

( e) A casino licensee may, in its discretion, offer the bank 
the option of having the casino cover 50 percent of the 
wagers made during a round of play. If the casino licensee 
offers this,opti6n, it shall make it available to all players at 
the table. If the bank wishes to use this option, the bank 
must specifically request the dealer to accept responsibility 
for the payment of one-half ·of all winning wagers. When 
the bank covers 50 percent and the casino covers 50 percent 
of the winning wagers, it shall be known as "co-banking" 
and the dealer shall place a marker designating the co~bank 
in front of that player. When the dealer is co-banking, the 

,dealer shall be responsible for setting the hand of the bank 
in the manner submitted to the Commission pursuant to 
N.J.A.C. 19:47-p.9. When co-banking is in effect, the 
dealer may not place a wager against the bank. 

(f) If a player is the bank, the player may only wager on 
one Betting area. 

(g) Once the dealer has determined that a player may be 
the bank pursuant to ( d) above and after the cards have 
been shuffled, the dealer shall remove gaming chips from 
the table inventory container 'in an amount equal to the last 
wager made by that pla'yer against the .dealer or in an 
amount, the calculation of which has been approved by the .. 
Commission. This amount shall be the amount the dealer 
wagers against the bank. The bank may direct that the sum 
wagered by the dealer be a lesser amount or that the dealer 
place no wager during that round of play. Any amount 
wagered by the dealer shall be placed in front of the table 
inventory container. 

47-53 Supp. 10'-16-95 



0: (h) Jf tbe:cardi~r}:to~b~ d-~alt from: a' ;ari1.rnld~~ling:: .•• 5,· Tlie :dealetshall deii~er. the first stack as. deter:-,.::· . 
·•· : · "stjoe, ,tlw proc,edure$ · set forth ;in'.. N;lA,C. 1~;4i-:1 l,8 and · .. · ·- -~ii1ep iri{i)J ahof'i·: t? fhe '.stitrting pcisif(o~ ·as deterriliried _ -~ 

11.~c, s~a;!fapply,:e~~~Pt}lS followr. ) -, ) :, .:i ) (Ill. N.J.A.,Gf 19=1?~11.8C ·-and (i)2 through ,4 aboye. '·J ·. 
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three. times. ptirsuant·fo N:J.A.G.19AJ,:,cH,8C(b). instead •tp Jlie tight .. pf the first ~fack have been dea,lt•·and·.·then .. · .. -" · 
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. gow poker.shaker, the-dealer sliaILremov.e the· lid covers ,sh~ll deliver ea'c~ stac~.Jace dO)Vn to' e#l1 positiort,Jn~ . 

·_ 'ing)he. pa:{ go:w poker shaker; total th~ dic.e anti announce: . ~!uding the. de~Jeri; regardless . bf whether there [s a.wager .. 
:th¢~tq~a!:) '.fhe cfealer ~hall ?l':~ys remove fhe, lid -froµi I~' at,the positioJ. r: . ' >. .· . : ··•-· . . : • i ; ' :.v 
t.he,pa1 gow pokervshak:er and 1f the .bank maqyf!rtently- ·· . . . : , . ' · . . · J 
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(/ ) If banking is in effect, once the dealer has determined 
the outcome of the wager of ~he dealer against the oank, i£ 
any, the dealer shall expose the hands of each player 
starting with the player farthest to the right of the dealer 
and proceeding counterclocb\)ise around the table. The 
dealer shall compare the high and low hand of each player 
to the high and low hand of the bank and shall announce if 
the wager shall win,· 1ose or be considered a push against the 
bank.. All losing wagers shall be immediately collected and · 
placed in the center of the table. After all hands have been 
exposed, all winning wagers, including the dealer's wager, 
shall be paid by the dealer with th~ gaming chips located in 
the center of the table. If this amount becomes exhausted 
before all winning wagers have been paid, the dealer shall 
collect from the bank, an amount equal to the remaining 
winning wagers and place that amount in the center of the 
layout. The remaining winning wagers shall be paid from 
the amount in the center of the layout. If, after collecting 
all losing, wagers and paying all winning wagers, there is a 
surplus in the center of the table, this amount __ shall be 
charged a five percent vigorish in accordance with N.J.A.C. 
19:47-11.9. Once the vigorish has been paid, the remaining 
amount shall be given to the bank. ' · 

· (m) If co-banking is in effect, once the dealer has set the . ,,, 
co-bank hand pursuant to ( e) above, the dealer shall expose 
the hands of each player starting with the player farthest to 
_the right of the dealer and proceeding counterclockwise 
around the table.- The dealer shall compare the high and 
low hand-of each player to the high and low hand of the 
bank and shall announce if the wager shall win; lose or be 
considered a push against the bank. · All losing wagers shall 
be immediately collected and placed in the center of the 
table. After all hands have been exposed, all winning 
wagers shall be paid by the dealer with the gaming chips 
located in the· center of the table. If this amount becomes 
exhausted before all winning wagers have been paid, the 
dealer shall collect from tlie co-bank, an amount equal to 
one-half of the remaining winning wagers and ,place that 
amount in the center of the layout. The dealer shall 
remove a:n amount_ equal to one-half of the remaining 
winning 'wagers from the table inventory container and place 
that amount in the center of the layout. The remaining 
winning wagers shall be paid from the .total amount in the 
center of the layout. If, after collecting all losing wager1, 
and payillg all winning wagers, there is a surplus irt the 
center of the table, this amount will be counted and the 
dealer shall place half of this amount into the table invento-
ry container. The dealer shall collect a five percent vigorish 
in accordance with N.J.A.C.. 19:47-11.9 on the remaining 
amount and place the vigorish amount in the table inventory 
container. The remaining amount shall then be given to the 
co-bank. 

(n) Immediately after a winning wager of the dealer is 
paid, this amount and_ the original wager shall be returned 
to the table inventory container. 

19:47-11.11 

(o) Each player who has a winning wager against the 
bank shall pay a five percent- vigorish on the amount won 'to 
the dealer, in acqbrdance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-11_.9. 

. . :· . . . .., 

Amended by R.i993 .d.192, effective May 3, 1993. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 4247(a), '.?5 N.J.R. 1887(b). ' . · : 

Added new (hnmd redesignated existing (h) through (l) as (h)l 
through 5. Added riew (i) and redesignated existing (m) through (q) as 
G) through (n). 
Amended by R.1994 d.224, effective May 2, 1994. ) 
See: 26 N.J.R. 344(a), 26 N.J.R. 1853(b). 

-•- 19:~7-11.11 Irregularities;- invalid roII'of tbe dice 

(a) If the dealer uncovers the pai gow poker shaker and 
all three dice do not land flat on the .bottom of the shaker, , 
the dealer shall call a ""No roll" and reshake the dice. 

_, (b) If the dealer uncovers the pai gow poker shaker and a 
die or dice fall out of the shaker, the dealer shall call a '.'No. 

-- roll" and reshake the dice. 
. . . . 

( c) If the dealer in~~rrectly -totals the -dice -and deals the 
first card or delivers the first stack to the wrong position, all 
hands shall be called dead and the dealer shall reshuffle the 
cards. 

( d) If the dealer exposes any of the cards dealt to a 
player, the player has the option of voiding the hand. 
Without looking at the unexposed cards, the player shall 
make the decision either to play out the hand or to void the · 
hand. ' 

I i 

( e) If a card or cards in the hand of the dealer or bank is 
exposed, all hands shall be void and the cards shall be 
reshuffled. 

(f) A card found turned face UR in the' s_hoe sh_all not be 
used in the game and shall be placed in the discard rack. If 
more_ than one card is found turned face up in the shoe, all 
hands shall be void and . the cards shall be· reshuffled. 

. (g) , A card drawn in error without its face bein~ exposed 
shall be used as though_ it was the nexf card from the shoe; 

.... 

(h) If any player or the dealer is dealt . an incor.re~t ; 
number of cards, all hands sha,H be void and •~he cards 
reshuffled. 

(i) If the dealer does not set his or her hands in the 
manner submitted to the Commission pursuant to N.J.A.C. 
19:47-11.9, the hands must be reset in accordance with this 
submission and the round of play completed.-. -• -- . 

G) If the bank does not-set his or }:!er own hal).ds correct-. 
ly, the wager shall not be· lost pursuant to N.J.A.C. 
19:47-11,9, and _the dealerfshall be requir~d to reset the 
bank's hands in the manner· submitted to the Commission 
pursuant to NJ.AC. 19:47-11.9 so that· the round of play 
may be completed. 
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19:47-11.11 : 

(k) If a card is exposed while the dealer is dealing the 
seven stacks in a,ccordance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-11:8A, the 
cards shall be reshuffled. 

. . l 
(/ ) If cards are being dealt from the hand and the dealer 

fails to deal the seven stacks in accordance with N.J.A.C. 
19:47-11.BA(,F), the cards ~hall be reshuffled. 

(m) If an automated card shuffling device is being used 
· and the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle, or fails 
to complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall· be reshuffled in 
accordance with. procedures aIJproved by the Commission. 

(n) If an .automated dealing shoe is being used and the 
device jams, stops dealing cards, or fails to deal all cards 
during a round of play, the round ,of play shall be void, . and 
the cards shall be removed from the device and reshuffled 
with any cards already dealt, in accordance with procedures 
approved by}he Commission. ; ) 

(o) Any automated card shuffling device or automated 
dealing shoe shall be removed from a gaming table before 
any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized· at 
that table. 

Amended by R.1993 d.192, effective May 3, 1993. 
See: 24 N.J.R. 4247(a), 25 N.J.R. 1887(b). 

In (c), added "or delivers the .first stack". Added (k) and (l ). 
Amended by R.1994 d.224, effective May f, 1994. ' 
See: 26 N.J.R. 344(a),.26 N.J.R. 1853(b). 

. ' 

19:47-11.12 JA player wagering on more than qne betting 
l area . 

(a) Except as provided in N.J.A.c: 19:47-11.lO(f), a casi-
no licensee may, in its discretion, permit a player to' wager 
on no more than two betting areas at a pai gow poker table, 
which. areas must be adjacent to each other. · 

' ' 

. (b) .If a casino licensee permits a player lO wager on two 
adjacent betting areas, the cards dealt to each betting atea 
shall be played separately. If the two wagyrs are not equal, 
the player shall be required to rank and set the hand w'ith 
the larger wager bef9re ranking and setting the other hand. 
If the amounts wagered are equal, eac_h hand shall be played 
separately in a, counterclockwise rotation with the first hand 
being ranked and set before the player pr9ceeds to rank and 
set the second hari.d. Once a hand has been ranked and set 
and placed face do'117n on the appropriaty area of the layout, .1 

the hand may not be changed. 

Repealed by R.1993 d.630, effective December 6, 1993. 
See: 25 N.J.R. 3953(a), 25 N.J.R. 5521(a). 

Section was "Minimum and maximum wagers". Recodified from 
19:47-11.13. . J 

19:47-11.13 Permissible additional wager 
(a) If a casino licensee, pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:47-ll.8C, 

uses a random number generator to determin.e the startin'g 
position for the dealing of cards or the delivery of stacks of 
cards, the casino licensee may in its discretion offer to every 
player at the pai gow poker table the option to make an 
additional wager 'as to which one of the µumbers 1 · through 
7 will be selected and displayed by the · random number 
generator at the beginning of a round of play. · 

I ; 

OTHER AGENCIES 

(b) The following procedures shall be observed by any· 
casino licensee offering the additional wager authorized by 
this section: · 

1. . Prior to the activation of the random number gen-
erator at the beginning of a round of play, any player who 
has made a pai gow poker wager pursuant to N.J.A.C. 
19:47-1L7 may, at the same time, make the additional 
wager authorized by this section. · A player may make an 
additional wager on more than one number during. each 
round of play. · 

:. 1. 

2. A player shall make an additionai wager by placing 
gaming chips, and if permitted by the casino licensee, a 
match play coupon, on the number selected by the player 
in the area designated for additional wagers on the pai 
gow poker table layout. No verbal additiomil wagers or 
cash additional wagers shalr be permitted. 

, l 
3. An.additional wager shall win if the number select-

, ed by the· player in (b)2 . above is the same number . 
selected and displayed by the random number generator 
as the first 'player position to .receive cards during that 
round of pai gow poker. All other. additional wagers shall 
los.e. · 

' ) ' ' . 

I 
./ 

4. After the de11ler announces _"No more bets" and 
the random riumber generator selects and displays the 
position number for that found of play, any losing addi-
tional wagers shall be immediately collected by the dealer. 

., ( ' ' · .. _j 

5. Any winning a,dditionaf wagers shall be p;:tid imme,, 
diately after co~ection · of any l'osii;ig additional wagers, 
and prior· to· aiiy card 9eing ~ealt to any player at thei, 
table. , · 

' . . \ 
) ) 

6. · .A casino licensee shall pay off winning additional 
.wagers at odds of no less than 5¼ to 1 ahd no in~re than 6 
to 1, and in accordance. with ,the payout odds imprinted 

. on i the pai gow pok:er table tiiyout; provided however, 
that payouts for any additional winning wagers shall be 
rounded down to the nearest wl).ole dollar. 

( c) Any additional wager made pursuant to this se_ction 
shall have . no bearing upon any other wager made by a 
player at the game of pai gow poker. 

New Rule, R.1995 d.78, effective 'February 6, 1995. 
·see: 26 N.J.R. 4343(a), 27 N.J.R. 549(c). 

SUBCHAf>J'ER /2·: POKETIE 
. _l 

19:47-12.1 Definitions i 
'\ 

The following words and terms, when used in this sub~ 
chapter; shall · have the following meanings unless the con~ ' 
text clearly indicates otherwise. 

Supp. 10-16-95 47-56 
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"Rank" shall mean the four cards of identical value within 
a single deck of cards. For example, the 5 rank consists or 
the 5 of diamonds, 5 of spades, 5 of clubs and 5 of hearts. 

"Suit" shall mean one of the four categories of cards, that 
is, diamond, spade, club or heart. 

"Pair" shall mean two cards of identical value, regardless 
of suit. 

"Non°poker hand wager" shall mean any of the wagers 
listed in NJ.AC. 19:47-12.5(a). 

"Poker hand wager" shall mean any of the wagers listed 
in N.J.A.C. 19:47-J2.5(b). 

"Winning card" shall mean the card which is depicted in 
the section of the pokette wheel where the clapper comes to 
rest after 1.a valid spin of the pokette wheel. 

I 
I / . 

19:47-12.2 Cards; number of decks; value of cards 
depicted on the pokette wheel 

(a) Three decks of cards shall be used in the game of 
pokette. The cards shall be used to indicate, through 
placement on the card stand, the winning card determined 
by each spin of the pokette wheel. Cards used at pokette 
shall meet the requirements of N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.17. Not-
withstanding these requirements, a device approved by the 
Commission may be used 1to indicate the . winning card 
determined by each spin of the pokette wheel, in lieu of 
cards and a card stand. 

(b) For purposesjof settling a poker hand wager, the 
relative value of the cards depicted on the pokette wheel, in 
order of highest to lowe,st value, shall be: ac;e, king, queen, 
jack, 10, nine, eight, seven, six, five,' four, three, and twb. 
Neither of th_e jokers shall have any value for purposes of 
forming a poker hand. For purposes of completing a 
"straight" or a "straight flush" poker ,hand, an ace may be 
combined with a king and a ,queen or a 2 and a 3 but may 
not be combined with a king! and a 2. 

I 

19:47-12.3 : Opening of the table for gaming 
(a) After receiving three decks of cards at the table in 

accordance with N.J.A.C. 19:46.,..1.18, the dealer or the 
floorperson assigned fo the table · shall inspect the three 
decks by sorting each deck into sequence and into suit to 
ensure that all cards are in each deck. 

(b) Follbwing the inspection of the cards·by the dealer or 
floorperson assigned to the table, each deck shall be placed 
in the . container used to house the cards pursuant to 
N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.13D. 

19:47-12.4 Wagers; supervision 
(a) All w,agers at pokette shall be made by placing gam-

ing chips or plaques on the appropriate areas of the pokette 
layout except that verbal wagers accompanied by cash may 

19:47::-12.5 

be accepted provided that they are confirmed by the dealer 
and that such cash is expeditiously converted into gaming 
chips or plaques in accordance with the regulations govern-
ing the acceptance 'and conversion ~f such instruments. 

! 

(b) No person at a pokette table shall be issued or 
permitted to game with non-value chips that are identical in 
color and design to value chips or to non°value chips being 
used by another person at the same table. 

( c) Each player shall be responsible for the correct posi-
tioning pf his or her wager on the ·pokette layout regardless 
of whether he or she is assisted by the dealer. Each player 
must ensure that any instructions given to the dealer regard-
ing the placement of his or her wager· is ccmectly carried 
out. 

(d) The wagers identified in N.J.A.C. 19:47-12.S(a) (non-
poker hand wagers) may be made by a player on each spin 
of the pokette wheel. The wagers identified in N.J.A.C. 
19:47-12.5(6) (poker hand wagers) may only be made on a 
subsequent spin of the pokette wheel when, in accordance 
with NJ.AC. 19:41-12.8, one or two winning cards are 
posted on the card stand. 

( e) For purpdses of complying with the organization and 
supervision requirements contained in N.J.A.C. 19:45-1.11 
and 1.12, each pokette table shall be considered the same AS 
one roulette table. . ·. ·· 

19:47-12.5 Permissible wagers 

(a) The following shall constitute the permissible non° 
poker hand wagen; at the. game of pokette: 

1. "Single card straight up" is a wager that the win-
ning card shall be the same card · as the single card 
selected by the player. · 

I 
\ . 
2~ "Two cards or split" is a wager that the winning 

card shall be the same card as either of thei two adj?i,ning 
cards selected by the player. , 1 

3. "Four cards or corner" is a wager that the winning 
catd shall be the sa:rile card as any of the four adjoining 
c~rds selected by the player. I I 

: 
4. "Single rank" is a wager that the winning card shall 

be one of the four cards contained in the single rank 
selected by the player. 

· 5. "Double rank" is a wager that the winning card 
shall be .one of, the eight cards contained in the two ! 
adjacent ranks selected by the player. 

6 .. "Ace-king-queen rank" is a wager that the winning 
card shall be one of the 12 cards conJained in the ace; 
king and queen ranks or the two of spades. 

7. ''Jack-10-9 rank" is a wager that the winning card 
shall be one of th'e 12 cards contained in the jack, 10 and 
9 ranks or the ·two of clubs. 

47-57 Supp. 10-16-95 
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· 8. ''8-7-'-6.tan. k.'.' is·a.w.ag.erthat th.e winnrn·g.' · .c. ard··· .. sh.'a. J1.;.: · Wager i . JTwo cards or split bet be one of the 12 cards contained in the 8, 7 and 6 ranks Four cards or cbrner bet 
or the~two of diamonds, ., ·· · ·· · · · Single rank , . 'I· .. , 

9. ''5-4-3 .. ra.n. k'' isawag.· er that the win. ning card shall Double rank \ 
0 be one of the U c;ards contained fa the,~,4 and 3 ranks A<::e-king-queen! rank 

°' ,:• ~:.:~ ;;:";~ger that ti)~ wioµfug c'aif ;nan bi a · ~'!':f ~k j 
diamond ora heart. . . '1 Red .. · ·. . . ·••. . , ma~k : i I 

lL "Black''is a wager 1that'the winllihg card shallbea .. Suit oricolumn 
spade or a club. · ,- · - .• Jacer 

Pair in two , 
12: ''S11it or Golumn'' l~ a wagerJhat the winning card . Pair in three' l 

shall he one 6f the 13 cards contained in the suit selected Three of a kind; . . Flush'(.· I by the pla¥er. . . . . ,·. . , - . . . .. . , • • Straight,: . in . "Jacer'' isa wager·tfaatJhe_winning card shall be Open 
the face of clubs, ,the .'ace of diamonds op either of tlie two Inside 
jol,<¢r. s.. · · · Straight flush: · ·yope'n ·· 

OTHER·· AGENCIES 

· Payout Cldc!S 
24 to 1 

· 12 to 1 
12 to 1 
5to 1 
3.to'l 
3 t6.1< ·. 
3·to,1 
3 to 1 ". 

.~i toJ 
J, to f 
3 to 1 

· 12, t~ 1 
,Bio 1 
• '5· to.1 
it.tor . ttt1 1 

! 

(b) The following shalfconstitute. th¢;permisSible po}(er · · lnside 
hand wagers at the game qf p6kette: · Amended by ~.1993 d.105, effei:1,;'e~Aug~st 16,1993, 

· :i, · ... ·· •.· · • · · . · · •· ·. ·.· · See: 25 N.J.R. l~062(a),, 25 N.J.R. 384J(a) .. L .'•'Pairjn two" is awager th~t tl:I1c:'~winning canis on , · · · ·· i · 
two ~onsecutive spins of the pbkette wheel shall be of 19:47~12. 7 Procedures for dealing, the; game 
identical .. value, xe.gardless of suit , \ · · · · · '· I .. . ·· .... ·.·· •·· .. ·· .. •··• ... ··, · .·· ... · 

(a)' Prior, to .spinning .the 1pokette wheel, the dealer shall 
2; "Pai[in thnfe'' is,a ~agerthafrafleasttwoofthe announce "NO mordbets.'~ ·. . · .•. · 

three winni11g cards on three consecutive spins of the < .·.··. \ ·... j > .• ..... • . . , .• \\ ···'· ··.· . 1 
·.' .. •.· • 

· pokette wheel shall be1 of· identical value, regardless . of (b) The pokette wheel shall be spun by the;dealer in 
suit. either. directiorrand ~hall complete at least three revolutions 

· . to constjtµte. a valid i spin. l0c. 
3. )'Three of a kind'' is awageqhatrthewinning ca:td~ · · .. , ... · .·· · . : ] · ... · ,·. . . . . . . . . · · · . . 

on three consecutive. spins. of the pokette wheyl shall· be · ( c) Each wager sh,all be settled strictly in accordance with 
· of· identical .value, regardless of .suit. · · its. position. on the J~ymit 

4 .. " ... st:a·i·g·h· t''. 1 is.a w.··· .. ag;~r. t.h· a.t, .. ·· .. the ... <w .. ·iq.ning ... ci!rds o.n.. .:· · · · • '· '. J· · .... · ... ·· . . · . · · ' . . . . . . ·. (d) -B'po. ·.·~· com. pletion.. of' e.a.ch. spin, the dea.leJ:' shall, a.n-.· 
',Jhree consecutive spins>of the p9kette w~eel shallbe of .. nounce the winnirig ~ard, ipcluding its suit,.and shalLplaG'e a 

· co.ns'ecutiv,evalu¢,regardless oLs.uit 01: the order in which . k h . , · •, ct·· · · d h k . · 1 ··· 
the winning cards are determined. . , mar er on te correspon mg car on t e po ette . ayout. 

. . .'fhe dealer shalfthen ,select t,he win11i.11g card from th.e decks ,, · 
.· 5. . "~traight flush'' is ·a wager thaf the wihhing cards . of c;ardsimainta:inel at the pokette table I and placy. the( 

911 three wnsecutive spins of the po~ette wheelsha:ll be winning 'card in a, c~rd stand located at the, pokeftt tab1e. 
of consecutive yalue an~ ·of.the same,suit, .regardless of After placing the. m~rker onthe)ayout and the card intlle 

. the order in which lthe winning canils· are·. determined: .. card stand, the dealer' shallfirsfcoHectall losingwagers a~d 
•·.6. ''Flu.sh" i.s a .wage.r· that· thtS wintling card{orr ,th····. 're···e then pay off all wirirling"W.agers at the odds .currently. being 

consecutive spins;of the pqkette. wheel shall be .of the offeiedJ,mrSt1ant to r;J.A:<=< 19:47":'12·6· 
sam~·suit.····. ( e). \\Then the po~ette wheel.clapper .co.mes to/rest qn a .· .. 

19:47:,.12.6 Payout odds 
.·•. (a} The payo]Jt odds for p9kette'printe<lon ariY.layout or 
in any broch4re ()J other publim\tiondistributed by· a,casino 
licensee shall be statei;l through the use c,f the. word "to'; or 
"win'.' and no odds shall. be stated throµgh the . use~~f th,e. 
word''for." ·· ' 

. .). 

(b) .·· EAch c:Jsirto lifensee shall pay . offt\inning wagers at 
the game: of pokette at no less tha11 the odds listed below: 

' , .. _,_.·.. ' . ' ', 

. ,, .. · Wager 
Sirigle. card straight up 

joker: < .••· .. · . . . . 
·, · ... · I •. • I i:'.· ., . . . . ·. . . . ·,.•', . ·· .. L .. · All non-po~rr hand wagers, exceptwagers 011that 

,. single joker straight up, a two card ·oLsplit wager that 
. includesthatjoke~, or ajacerwager, .shalLbe lost;./ 

2 ... · .. •Th~ dealer,shall .coUectaH1osing a~d paroffall···· 
winning ·non;.pqket hand wagers :at the odds et1~re11dy ··. 
...... • I,' ... ' ' .. · .. bemg offered purs~.ant to N.J:AC. 19:49-,.12.6; and 

· 3i That spin<ofl the pokette wheelsha~t have no bear-
ing Qn th~ settli:ng i of any poker ha,nd wlgers which. have 
n.ot been compl~ted in accordance with·• NO.Ac.,\.__,/' ' 
11:47-,12.R I ' . . 
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19:47-12.8 Procedures for placing and determining the 
_outcome of poker hand wagers 

(a) After the first winning card" that is not a joker has 
been placed in the first space of the card stand and all non-
poker hand wagers. relevant to that winning card have been 
settled, the dealer shall announce that wagers may also be 
placed for a "pair in 2." 

(b) Once all wagers haye been placed by the players, the 
dealer shall spin the pokette wheel in accordance with 
N.J.A.C. \19:47-12.7(a) and (b). l]pon completion of the 
spin, the dealer shall announce the winning card, including 
its suit, place a marker on. the corresponding card on the 
pokette layout, select the winning card from the dycks of 
cards maintained at the pokette table and place it in the 
second space of tµe card. stand. The· dealer shall first settle 
all non-poker hand wagers relevant to that winning card. If 
the second winning card does not form a pair wTth the first 
winning card, all wagers on a "pair in 2" shall lose and shall 
be immediately .collected by the dealer. If the second 
winning card forms a pair with the first winning card, all 
wagers on a "paidn 2" shall win and shall be paid at the 

· odds currently being offered pursuant to N.J.A.C. 
19:47-12.6. 

(c) If the second winning card does not form a pair, once 
all wagers relevant to the second winning card have been 
settled, the dealer shall announce, in accordance with ( d) 
below, that wagers may also be placed for a "pair in 3" and 
on the other possible poker hand wagers. 

( d) Additional poker hand wagers ;hich may be made 
once all wagers relevant to the second winning card have 
been settled are as follows: 

1. If the first and second winning cards in the card 
stand are of the same suit, the dealer shall announce that 
wagers may be placed for a "flush." 

2. If the, third winning card c9uld complete a 
"straight" with the first and second winning cards pursu-
ant to N.J.A.C. 19:47-12.2 and 12.5, the dealer shall: 

i. If the values of the first and second winning cards 
in the card stand are consecutive, announce that wagers 
may be placed on an "open straight"; or 

ii. If there is only one winning card that could' 
/ complete a "straight" with the first and second winning 

cards in the card stand, announce that wagers may be 
placed on an "inside straight." 

3. If the third winning card could complete a "_straight 
flush" with the first and second winning cards in the card 
stand pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:47-12.2 and 12.5, the dealer 
shall: 

i. If the values of the first and second winning car¢1s 
in the card stand are consecutiv~, announce that wagers 
may be placed on an "open straight flush"; or 

19:47-12.9 

ii. If there is only one . winning card that could 
complete a "straight flush". with the first and second 
winning cards in the card stand, announce that wagers 
may be placed on an "inside straight flush." 

4. If the first and second winning cards in the card 
stand are a pair, the dealer shall announce that wagers 
may be made on "thr~e of a kind." ' 

( e) After the third winning card is placed in the card 
stand, all poker hand wagers shall be settled as follows: 

1. A wager on a "pair in _three" shall only win if the 
, third winning card forms a pair with either the first or 
sepond winning,card;' 

2. A wager on a "flush" shall only win_ if the third 
winning card is of the same suit as the first and second 
winning cards; 

3. A wager on an "open straight" or "inside straight" 
shall only win ifthe third winning card is consecutive in 
value with the first and second winning cards; 

4. A wager on an "open straight. flush" or "inside 
straight flush" shall only win if the third winning card is 
consecutive in value with and of the same suit as the first 
and second winning cards; and 

5. A wager ori a "three of a kind" shall only win if the 
third winning card is of identical value with the first and 
second winning cards. 

(f) All losing poker hand wagers shall be collected imme-
diately by .the dealer. The dealer shall then pay off all 
winning poker hand wagers in accordance with the odds 
currently being offered pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:47-12.6. 

(g) After al~ poker hand wagers are settled, the dealer 
shall remove the three cards from the card stand. The next 
spin of thi( pokette _wheel which results in a winning card 
other than a joker shall determine the first winning card for 
the formation of new poker hand wagers. 

19:47-12.9 Irregularities 

(a) If the clapper comes to rest betwe~n two depictions of 
cards upon completion of the spin of the pokette wheel, the 
casino licensee has the option to do one of the following: 

1. Declare the winning card to be the depiction of the 
card previously passed; or 

2. Declare the spin void and re-spin the wheel. 

(b) Upon a casino licensee choosing one of the options as_, 
outlined in (a) above, it shall ccinspisuously post a sign ai 
each table stating which option is in effect. 

(c) If the pokette wheel does not complete at least three 
revolutions, the dealer shall announce "No spin" and re~spin 
the pokette wheel. · 
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Repealed by .R.199:td.630, effective December 6; 1993. 
See: 25 NJ.R. 3953(a), 2~ N.J.R 552l(a). . ' -', .• _.· ,' . ,i·--
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SU:BCHAPTER 14, :POKER 

Authority 

· N.J.~.f\.S:12~5, 6~(a)) 70(:0 and (j); 99 arid l00(e). 

Source and Effective Date 

'R,1994 cl.141,·effective March.21, 1994. 
See: ,25 N.J.R. 5906(a), 26NJ,R. f380(a)'. 

,- .. 
19:47-14;1 Definitions . ( ( 

' . . - C .· . ·1 .. . 
The follo\ving words and terms, when used in this sub-

chapter, ~hali. have the following meanings i.mless the con-
te~t dearly ;indicates otherwise; · · ' , 

, ' ' 

_, ·.i' _,._,.-.': ' ' . . . -c_· . . ': . ' ,'-' '-' ' 

' "All-in" means a player who has no funds remaining oh' 
the poker table to contiJi].ue betting in a round oLplay but 
who still retains the righqo cpntend for that portion of the 

. pot in whichthe player has ~lrea~y placed a bet · 
. ' ' 

A_,: ·. -' - - ... . ' 1_ :·, . . . .. :-. . --_1 . . . _\ 
I "Ante" means a predetermined wager which· each player 

is req~iryd t<> 111ake in sorn~ poker gaIJ:1es prior to any c~rds1 

bf;ing 'qealt in order to. participate in the round of ~lay. 

''Bet''. me~ns an actfon by which a player 'places gaming 
. c_hips or !gamif).g plaques in(o the pot on any betting round, . 

'', ,. . ,, 

. ''B~tting round''. means a complete wagering cycle iq. a· 
hand of poker after all players have called, folded or gone 
all-in. 

: .. . ·. . ,. ·. ·/ - l ! 
· "Blind bet" means a n1a11datory wager in . some poker 

games which only players sitting in specific betting positions 
aphepoker table shall be requ~red.to pla<::e ptibr to l()oking 
at any· cards. . . · ' 

\ > •, . ' ' ·. \' . .·. .• 
"!Burn card" means a card taken from the top. ofa deck 

, which IS · discarded face down; .which is· not in play and the. 
identity 1of which renfains1 unknown; 
•. ', . - I -, 

"Button'' 'II1earis an. objed, which is . moved' doc~ise · 
around the table to denote an imagin~ryslealer and thereby 

.. determine the·betting and dealing sequence. ' · 
! ! 

' "Call'.' me;~s a wager maqe in an arnount equal to the ' 
. immediat¢ly PJecedin:g, wager. . . . .. 

,-) 

' 
OTHER .AGENCIES ·. 

' ' . . _, ' . - , 

·... "Oheck'' .. means that· a/player waives therigllt to initiate 
-the betting in. a betting roundbut retains Jhe righLto _act if 

another player initia:tes the betting; · · · 

"Common qrd" n\.eans, jn any game of stud poker;' a c'ard .· 
which 'is dealt face upward if there ate insuffitient cards left·• 

, in the aeck to deal each player a card indiyidually and which · 
can be )11sed by al(players at the showdown. 

' . ' 

''Community C<ird'.' means any card' Which is dealt·. face 
upward andwhich can b~.usedby a]t players toform their 
best hand. · · 

'7 < ·-1 

'.'Cover card'' m~a!ns a. yeUow on green plastic card used 
.. during the cut process and then to conceal the bottom card 
• of the de¢k. . 

"Diaw" meanstin!.any game \of drawJ>oker, an-exchange ',·; 
by a player ofcardsheldin his.or her hand, after the' initial ' 

. round of betting, for an equaLnumber of new cards froro · the 
. deck.··'·• 

. . r . · .. • , . . .. 
''Fold" mearis th~ withdrawal of a player from a round of 

play by discardi11ghi~Cfr her hand of cards. during a,tiettirig 
· round and refusing to equal a wager. ··· · .·· • . . I . . ... . . . 

''Forc.ed bet'' mearis'a wager which is iequired io start the 
wagering on the. first; betting round. 

1: _, . 

"Fo~led ha~d" me~ns a hand that efthet has aff•impropet ' 
number of cards othas Jome info contact with other cards 
in such. :i way as }d render it impossible' to determine 
accur1tely _which cards are'·contained in the hand. · 

"High'' means a game oi"p°oker in which· the highest 
ranking hand .in accordance with N.J.A.C. ,19:47-14.3 wins 

.the; pot i . i 1 
' "High-low split" means ,a fotm of poker in which there .is •· 

a win?r for both tf e highe.st and .lowest ranking, hands. 

"High-lotv split eight ,or• better''· means a version of higlJ;-
low split pokeriri which a winning low hand must satisfy an 
eligibility req\lfreme11t. · . . · . \ . ' . 

' ., . ,' ,- ,· . ' . 

'''.Hok1car,d'' .means tny ~ard dealt to a play~r face d9wn. 
' . ,'\ ' 

"Low'.' means a . game of poker in . which the highest 
rankingJow hand in 1 a~cordance with !fJ.A.C. 19.:47~14.3 

· wins .the pot. . · 

"Opening bet'; me
1
ans · the first bet in a round o.f play: 

' . j . • ... \, ' . ' .. 
"Pot" means the amount which is awarded to. the winning 

l player or players at tl}e conciusion of a rounct' of play and is 
equal to the total afuount anted and bet by the players ' 
during·the' round of play, Jess ahy rake extracted pursuant· 
N.J.A.C. 19:47,-J4.14. · 1 '- ·. - . I ~ . · 
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"Protected hand" means a hand of cards which the player 
is physically holding or has placed under one or more 
gaming chips. 

"Raise" means a bet in an amount greater than the 
immediately preceding bet. in that betting round. 

"Rake" means the amount of gaming chips, gaming 
plaques or coin collected by the dealer as poker revenue in 
accordance with 19:47-14.14. 

I '-. 

"Round of play" means, Jor any game of poker, the . · 
process by which cards are dealt, bets are placed and the 
winner of the pot is determined and paid in accordance with 
the rules of this subchapter. · 

"Showdown" means the action of revealing the hands of 
each phi.yer in order to determine who, shall win the pot. 

"Side pot" means a separate· pot formed when one or , 
more players are all-in. ' 

"Stub" means the remaining portion of the deck after all 
cards in a round of play have been dealt. 

"Suit" means one of th.e four categories of cards, that is, 
diamond, spade, club or heart. 

"Table stakes" means the rurrency, gaming chips and · 
gaming plaques on the table is in play and a player may no( 
subtract from his or her currency, gaming chips or_ gaming 

_ plaques at a~y time during ongoing play, 

"Up-card" means, in a game of stud poker, any card dealt 
to a player face up. 

19:47-14.2 Cards; number of decks 
(a) Poker shall be played with one deck of cards with 

backs of the same color and design and one additional solid 
yellow or green cover card. Two decks of/ cards shall be 
maintained for use at each poker table at all times. Each 
deck maintained at the poker table shall be visually distin-
guishable in some manner from the other· deck. While one 
deck is in use, the other deck shall be stored in a designated 
area pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:46-l.13E. 

(b) Each deck of cards maint.ained at the poker tab!'e may , 
be rotated in and out of play; provided, however, that no 
deck of cards shall be used at the' table for more than two 
hours without the deaJer or floorperson placing the 52 cards 
into suit and sequence. All decks opened for use on a 
poker table shall be changed at least every four hours. , ' 

(c) Each gaming day, decks of cards with distinguishable 
card backings as required by N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.17(j) shall l;>e 
distributed among all open poker tables in a manner deter-
mined by the poker shift supervisor or supervisor .thereof. 
The distribution of decks among tables shall consider, at a 
minimum, the table limits, the location of the table and the 

) 

19:47-14.3 

· type of poker available at e11ch table and shall be intended 
to ensure the integrity of gaming at poker. r 

19:47-14.3 Poker rankings 
. (a) The rank of the cards used in all types of poker other 

than low poker, for the determination of winning hands, in 
order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, 
jack, 10, nine, eight, sev~n, six, five, four, three' and two. 
All suits shall be considered equal in rank. Notwithstanding 
the foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a "straight 
flush" or a "straight" formed with a two, three, four and 
five. 

(b)· The permissible high poker hands as determined by 
the holding, of a full five card hand, in order of highest to 
lowest rank, shall be: ' 

1. "Royal flush" is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 
queen, jack and ten of the same suit; 

2. "Straight flush" is a hand consisting of five cards of 
the same suit in consecutive ranking1 with kipg, queen, 

r' jack; 10 and nine being the highest ranking straight. flush 
-and ace, two, three, four and five being the lowest ranking 
straight flush; - · · ' · 

3. ''Four-of-a-kind" is a hand consisting of four cards 
of the same rank regardless of suit, with four aces being 
the highest 'ranking four-of-a-kind and four twos being the 
lowest ranking four-of-a-kind; 

4. 'i'Full house" is a hand consisting of "three-of-a-
kind" and a "pair," with three aces and two kings being 
the highe)St ranking full house and three twos and two 
thrdes being the lowest ranking full house; · ' 

5. "Flush" is a hand consisting of five cards of the 
same suit; 

' 1. 
~- "Straight" is a hand consisting of five , cards of 

co~secutive rank, regardless of. suit, with · an ace, king, 
queen, jack and 10 being the highest ranking straight and 
an ace, two, three, four and five being the lowest ranking 
straight; provided, however, that an. ace may not be 
combined with any other sequence of cards for purposes 
of determining a winning hand ( e.g.L queen, king, ace, 
two, three); . .· 1 ' · ) 

. . \ 
7. "Th.ree-of-a-kind" is a hand consisting of three 

·cards of the same rank regardless of suit, with three aces 
being the highest ranking three-of-a-kind and three twos 
being the lowest ranking three-of-a-kind; 

8. "Two, pairs" is a hand consisting of two "pairs," · 
1 with two aces and two kings being the highest ranking two 

pair imd-two threes and two twos being the lowest ranking 
two pair; and 

9. "One pair" is a h.and consisting o,f two/cards of the 
same rank, regardless of suit,' with tw'o aces being the 
highest ranking pair and two twos being the lowest rank-
ing pair. 
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·• (c). When comparing two, hands which are of identical 
poker hand rank pursuant tci the provisions of this section, 
or which contain none of the poker hands authorized here~ 
in, the hap.d which contains the highest: ranking card as 
provided in (a) above or (d) below, whichevefis-applicable,' 
which.is not contained in the other hand shall be considered 
thehigher ranking hand. If the hands are of identical r~nk 
after the fpplication of this subsection, the -hands · shall be 
c_onsidered tied' and the pot shall be equally divided among 
the players with the tied hanqs. · ·-

. ( d) The rank of the cards used in low poker, for the 
determination of winning· hands, in order .of hig~est to1 
lo:west rank, shall be: C ace, two, three, four, five, six, seven, 
eight, nine, 10, jack, queen and king. All suits shall be 

. con~idered equal in rank. 1 · 
I ··~ 

(e) The ranking of a low poker hand as determined by 
· the holding of a full five card hand shall he the opposite of 
the rankings for a high poke( hand as set forth in (b) above; 
provided, however, _that straights and flushes shall not be 
considered-for purposes of determining winning ,hand at 
low poke;r. · j · 

(f) In all games of poker, a·five card hand shall be ranked 
.according tot.he qJ.rds actui:illy contained therein and nofby 
the player's opinion or statement of jts value. - • . 

19:47.;.;14.4 Openlng 'the table for gamin,g . . . . . . 
(a) After receiving two, decks of cards at the table, in 

acc0rdance. with N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.18 and . ~.J.A.C. 
19:47-14.2, the dealer shall sort and inspect the .cards and 
the floo:rperson or supervisor thereof'shall verify the0inspec-
tion as,required by .N.J.A.C 19:46--1.18. 

' ' (b) Following the inspection of the cards )Y the dealer 
and the verification by the floorperson or supervisor !hereof, 
the cards shall be spread out face up on the table for Visual 
inspection by the first two· players to be seated· at• the table. 
The cards shall be spread out according to suit and in 
sequence. 
. . . . ' i 
(c) Immediately prior to the-commencement of play and 

not before . a minimum of two players are afforded an 
opportunity· to visually inspect the cards from-each deck at 
the table, each deck shall be separately turned face ctown on 
the' table; mixed thoroughly .by a ·"washing" •or "chemmy 
shuffle" of th~ cards . and stacked. Each ,,~eek of c~rds shall 
bcfshuffled iti accordance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-14.5.· One of 
the decks shall be cut· in accordance with N.J.A.C. 
19:47-14.5 and the other deck 1,hal11 be maintained pursuant 
to N.J.A.C. · i9:46-1.13E · for subsequent use pursuant to 
N:J.AC. 19:47-14.2. In the alternative, a casino licensee 
may wash, shuffle and cut only the deck iptended for 
immediate use and maintain ,the other deck pursuant to 
N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.13E.· Upop, rotation pursuant to N.J.A.C. · 
19.:47-14.2, the other deck shall be washed, shuffled and cut 
in accon;lance with the requirements herein and N.J.A.C.· 

- 19:47-14.5. . 

'I 

! OTHER AGENCIES 

19:47-14.5 Shuffle and cut of'the cards 
(a) Immediately prior to commencement, of, play·' and 

, after the c:'ompletion of each round of play, the, dealer shall 
shuffle. all_ cards so that they are randomly intenp,ixe,l 

·_ ' : -"·· 

(b) After the cards have been shuffledm;id placed on the , 
table in front of the qealer, tl,ie dealer shall, using orie hand, 
cut the deck by. takirtg a stack of at least 10 cards from the 
top of the deck and:'place them on tpp ofthe cover card. 
, The dealer· shaHthen place the cards remaining in the deck 
0h top of the stack of cards which were cut. . The cover card 
shall always be plac:ed in_ front of the .deck of cards prior to 
.the cut of the cargs by the dealer. 

(c) If there is no ~amin9 activity_ at the poker table, each 
deck of cards at the table~ siJ.all be spread out on the table 
either face up or fac~ down: If the cards are spread face 
down, they shall b,e turned face up e,nce .at least two players 
have arrived at the ta9le. After the first two players are . 
afforded · an opportunity to visually inspect both of , the 
decks, the procedures required by N.J.A.C. 19:47;-:14.4(c) 
slJ.all be completed for one deck and the remain1ng deck 
shall be maintained pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.13E. 

19:47~14.6 Poker overvi~w; general dealing procedures for 
all types of poker · . . 

, ·· (~) Poker .. shall . be,· conducted in ·a separate and -clistinct 
area of the casino floor or the. casino simulcasting facility 
approved by the Cort;tmission. · · 

(b) Poker shall be played by a minimum of two players 
and a maximum of 11 players. Poker shall be dealt by a 
dea_ler at ·a poker table. For all ~es of'p<;>k~r _set fo_rth in 
N.J.A.C. 19:47-14.8, the dealer sh'all not participate m the 
playing or outcome of the game in any Way except as 
otherwise a~thorized in this subchapter; 1 

(c) A player shall wager on the cards that the player 
1,1.olds in his or her hand. All bets by a player shall be 
placed by· the dealer in the designated area of the table. 
known -~s the pot. A player may be required to ante or 
place a bl.ind bet prior to I t~e receipt of any cards. After 
each round of cards is dealt, a betting round:, shall be 
conducted: Each player shall decide whether to continue 
contending for the pot by calling or raising the bet of the 
other players. · 

(d)<The object of the game shall be for a player to-.win 
the pot either by making a bet that no ot}:ier player elects to 
call, or by having the hand of highest raIJk at the showdown 
in ac_cordance with the provisions of N,.J.A.C. 19:47-14.3. If 
two or more players are still in contention for a pot after)ill 
cards have 'been dealt and the final betting round has been 
completed, there shall be a' showdown among the players 
still ip. contention to determine which player has the hand of 
highest rank, Based on _the type of poker being played, the . 
wjnning player may be the player. who holds· tl,1.e highest ·.· 
ranking·· high poker p.and, ;the highest ranking low poker 
hand or both the highest ranking. high, and low poker hands. 

• • . . 1 
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( e) The following procedures shall , be utilized . by the 
dealer when dealing the game of poker: 

1. The dealer shall choose the hand in which he or 
she will hold the cards. Once the dealer has chosen a 
hand, the dealer must use that hand whenever holding the 
cards: The cards held by the deaJer shall, at all times, be 
held in front of the dealer,- as level as possible and over 
the poker table. If during a round of play, the deck must 

; be set down to handle a transaction, tlie dealershall place 
a marker button· on top of the deck .until the transaction 
has been completed. ' 

2. The dealer shall verbalize or physically indicate the 
action which is occurring at the poker table wi_th regard to 
the conduct of the game and instruct each player as to his · 
or her various turns to act and options. :-

3. All burn cards required by this subthapter shall be 
k_ept separate from the pile of discarded cards .. 

4. The dealer shall be required to count the stub, at 
least once ~every 15 minutes, in order to determine that 
the correct number of cards are present; If this count 
revea{s an incorrect number of cards~ the deck shall be 
removed from the table. in accordance with N.J.A.C. 
19:46_:_1.18(n). 

\ 
5. At the completion of a round of play, the dealer 

shall award the p~lt to the winning player m: players after 
a showdown or to the last remaining player if all other 
players have folded. -. Prior to pushing the. pot to the 
winner and /collecting the winning harid; the dealer shall 
first collect the card~ from all losing players. · 

6. All side pots shall be awarded before- the dealer 
awards the pot in the center· of the poker table. 

7. All discarded hands shail be counted by the .dealer 
to determine that the proper number of c_ar~s~have been 
returned. · 

8. The dealer shall collect the rake in accordance with 
N.J.A.C. 19:47-14.14. 

19:47-14.7 Wagers 
(a) Only players who are seated at the poker table may, 

be permitted to receive cardtarid participate in each betting 
round. · 

(b) Depending upon the particular type of poker game 
being dealt; a player may be required to: 

1. Place an €1_nte prior. to receiving any cards; 

2. Place a predetermined blind. b~t prior to receiving 
any cards; or · 

3. Place a forced bet to initiate a betting round based 
on that player's up-card. · -- · 

/,.' 
i (c) A player may only participate in the wagering during 

· a rol!nd of play- with the gaming chips, gaming plaques or 

\) 19:47-14.7 . 

· currency which were. already on the poker table in front of 
the player when the round of play commenced. 

1. A player may only add to his or her gaming chips, 
gaming plaques or currency between 'rounds of play and 
may not remove -any of his or her gaming chips, gaming 
plaques or currency from. the poker table at any, time · 
during ongoing play ijiirsua11t to tpe definition of table 
stakes as set fotth in1N.J.A.C. 19:47-14.1. -

2. :, Currency which is available for use by a player 
pursuant to the requirements of this section · may be 
utilized to initiate, call or raise a bet if such currency is 
expeditiously coriverted into • gaming chips. · .or gaming 
plaques by the' dealer in accordance with the regulations 
goverriing the ·acceptance and conversion of. such instru-

.·- . I ments. · · 

-_3. -In order to participate in a round of play, a player 
shall be· required to have an amount of gaII).ing chips, 
gaming plaques or currency available on the poker table 
prior to the start of the round of play which is sufficient 
to- make any bet required_ by (ll) above and at least one 
bet at the posted table minimum. _ 

4. A player who satisfies the req\lirement~ of (c)3 
above but• who depletes his or her funds on the ppker 
table prior to the completion of a round of play shall be 
deemed, to be "all-in." ( 

i. An "aJI-irr" player shall retain financial interest in 
· the outcome of the round of play, but shall only be 

eligible to win the amount of the pot to which he1or she 
contributed; , · · 

ii. An "all-in" player shap continue to receive any 
cards to which he or she woµld normally be entitled; 
and 

lll. Bettipg shall continue unimpeded among the 
other· playei:s by generating a • separate second~ry pot 
which only those _players shall be eligible to win~ ,, 

· ( d) A verbal' stat~ment of "fold/-"check," "call," "raise," 
or an annou_ncenient of a specific size wager by a player, 
ass1.:1ming it is within the mies of the poker game being _ 
played and_tlie minimum and maximum wager limits for the 
poker table, shall be binding ,on the player if it is that - '--, 
player's turn to -act. . - -

( e) A player who announces a bet or raise of I a certain 
amount but places a differ~nt amount of gaming chips or 
gaming plaques-ii; the pot shalLbe requfred to correct his or 
her bet or raise to the announced amount in accordance 
with the instructions df the dealer. 

(f) A player shall 9e considered to have placed a bet if 
the player: - · · 

, . . ----L Pushes gaming chips or gaming plaques forward to 
indicate the intent of.placing a bet; 
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2. Releases gaming 'chips or gaming plaques into the 
pot; or 

3. Releases '·gariiing chips or gaming plaques at a 
sufficient distance from the player and towards the pot to 

· make it obvious that it' is intended as a bet. 

(g) A player shall not be permitted to make a bet and 
thereafter attempt to increase the amount of that bet. 

L If the player wishes to add additional gaming chips 
or gaming plaques to the bet, the player mi.mt indicate at 
the. time the bet is being made that the bet is not yet 
complete. 

2. A player who puts the proper amount /of gm.ping 
chips or gaµiing plaques into the pot to call a bet, without 
indicating his or her intention to raise, may not thereafter 
raise the previ9us bet. 

3. Subject to the posted table wagering limits, a player 
who announces "raise" may continue to bet gaming chips 
or gaming plaques unt.il both of qis or her hands. come to 
rest in front of the pot. 

(h) It shall be the dealer's responsibility to ensure that no 
player touches any of the gaming chips or gaming plaques 
once placed into the pot. 

(i) Unless a raise has been verbally announced by that 
player; a player who puts into the pot a single gaming chip 
that is larger than required· is assumed to have only called 
the. preceding bet and to be awaiting change from the 
dealer;, 

G) Unless specifi<;:ally posted to the contrary, a player 
shall be permitted to raise after he or she has prefiously 
checked in .a betting round. 

19:47:-14.8 Types of permissible poker games 

\ (a) A casino' licensee may offer the following types of 
poKer games: 

1. Seven-card stud (high, high-low split and high-low 
split eight or better); · 

2. Hold 'Em (high); 

3. Omaha (high, high-low split eight or better); 

4. Five-card draw (high and low); and 

5. Five-card stud (high). 

(b) No casino licensee shall offer or permit the playing of 
any poker game in. its casino room or casino simulcasting 
facility which is not authorized by this .subchapter. . 

OTHER AGENCIES 

19:47-14.9 Seven-card stud poker; procedures for dealing 
of cards; completion of each round of ,play 

( a) Each casino licensee shall be required to observe the 
procedures set forth in this section for each game ©f seven-
card stud high, seven-card stud high~low split or seven-card 
stud high-low split eight or bettir poker offered in its casino 
room or casino simulcasting fadlity; 

' . 
(b) Each poker table shall be restricted to a maximum of 

eight players as determined by the casino hcensee. Ea~h 
player who e\ects to participate in a round of play: may be 
required to place ar1 ante. The rule governing the place-
ment of an ant~ and the amount of the ante, if any, shall be 
posted on a sign at. each poker table in accordance with 
NJ.AC. 19:47-8.3. \ 

(c) Starting with the first player to the left of the dealer 
and continuing in a clockwise rotation around the poker 
table, the c\ealer shall deal two rounds of cards face down 
and one round of catds face up to each player. 

( d) Once each pla;er has received three cards in accor-
dance with ( c) above, the first betting round shall commence . 
by comparing the up-card of each player. For ,the purposes 
of this subsection only, in the event that t\\'.O or more up-
cards are of tlie same rank, the up-cards shall then be 
ranked by suit, with· the highest • to lowest ranked suits in 
order as follows: spades; hearts, diamonds) clubs. Betting 
shall be commenced by: 

· 1. For high poker, the player with the lowest ranked 
up-card; 

2. · For high-low split poker, the player ~ith the highest 
ranked up-card. For this purpose, an ace shaH be consid-
ered ranked below a two; and 

3. · For high-low split eight or better poker, the player 
with the lowest ranked up-card. For this purpose, an ace 
shall be considered the highest ranking card. 

' 
( e) Following the placement of the forced bet required by 

( d) above, each subsequent player niay, proceeding in a 
clockwise rotation from the player who placed the forced 
bet, fold, call or rais~ the bet. After the last player has 
responded to the most recent bet, the betting round shall be 
considered complete. 

J 

(f) Upon completion bf the first betting round, the dealer 
shall burn the top carcj of. the deck and then, starting with 
the .first remaining player to his or her left, deal a fourth 
card face up to each player who has not folded. The next 
betting 1round shall commence as follows: 

1. The player with the highest ranking poker hand 
showing shall be required to bet or check; or 

) ' . 
2. If the highest ranking poker hand showing is held 

by two or, more players, the player closest to the left of 
the dealer shall be required to bet or check. · · 
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(g) ~ollowing the initial bet or check required by (f) 
above, eachrsubsequent player/ proceeding in a clockwise 
rotation, '·m~y fold, call, raise or, if. the precedtrig players 
have not made a bet, check. Each player \,.may check untH a 
bet has been made. Once a bet has beerli made, the next 
player in a clockwise rotation' rriay fold, call or raise. After 
the last player has responded to the most recent bet, the 
betting round shall be considered complete. 

(h) The dealer shall then deal two additional rounds of 
cards face up and one round of cards face down to_ each 
p!ayer who has not folded, with each such round followed by, 
a betting round conducted in accordance with the provisions 
of (f) and (g) · above. Prior to each round of cards being. 
dealt, the dealer shall bµrn the top card of the deck. If 
insufficient cards remain in the deck to give each remaining L 

player a seventh and final carf the· top card of the deck 
shall be burned and a corhmon card shall be dealt face up in 
the center of , the table. If there is one or less cards 
remaining in the deck, the dealer shall shuffle the burn 
cards,. burn a card and_ then deal the common card._ \ 

(i) . If more th"a~ one player remains in the round of play 
after the final betting round has· been· completed, a show- · 
down shall J:ie used to determine the winner of the po( 
Each player remaining in the game shall form a five . card 
poker hand from the seven cards which 1he or she was dealt. 
This five ~card hand shall constitute the poker hand of that n player at the showdown. The winner or the p_ot shall be: 

. .. 1. In hi-gh pokJr, the player with the highest ranking 

0 

five card high ha~d; ' · · 

2. In high-lo~ split poker or high-low split eight· or 
better poker, the player with ,the highest ranking .five card 
high hand and the player with the highest ranking five 
card low poker hand, ; subject to the provisions of G) 
below, who shall divide the pot equally. 

i. If a .pot cannot be divided .. equally, the . ~xcess 
amount, which shall not exceed $1:oo, shall be given to 
the player with the highest ranking high hand. 

ii. If a tie exists between two or more players for 
the highest ranJcing high hand, the high hand· share of .. 

. the pot shall be divided equally among the tied players. 
If the high h~nd share · of the pot cannot b_e_ divided 
equally among the tied players, the- excess, which shall 
not ,exceed $1.00;1 shall be given to the player with the 1 

highest ranking high poker card by suit. · 

iii. If a tie exists between two or more players for 
the highest rankinglow ·hand, the low hand share of the 

/pot shall be divided equally among the tied players. If 
the low hand share of the pot cannot be divided equally 
among the tied playtrs, , the excess, which sh,all not 
exceed $1.00, shall be given to the player with the 
lowest ranking. low poker card ·by suit. · 

19:47-14.10 

iv. For purposes of. this subsection, the cards shall 
be ranked by suit with the highest to lowest ranked suit 
in order as folJows: spades, hearts; diamonds and clubs. 

I 'i 
G) In seven-'card stiid high-low split eight or better poker, 

a winning low hand may not 'Contain any pairs or a riine, 10, 
jack, queen or king. This defines the qualifying clause 
known as "_eight or better.",, In the event that. none of the 
hands of the remaining player~ satisfies this . requirement, 
the entire pot shall be awarded to the player with the 
highest ranking hi_gh hand. 

' . I 
'(k) In·1seven-card stud .pigh0 low split poker ap<i seven 

card stud high-low split eight or better poker, the 'player 
; may form two different\ hands of five cards each. out of the' 

player's s~ven available cards, enabling that player to con-
t~nd for both the high hand and low hand share of the pot. 
A player: may use the same five card gro·uping· to make a 
high poker hand and a low poker hand: For example: 

-1. A hand consisting of a two, three, four,:Jive and six 
would qualify) as a straight for purposes of the high hand · 
and as a high ranking low hand; or _ 

2. ,A pand consi&ting of five cards of ·the I same suit, 
none higher than eight, would qualify as a flush for 
purposes of the high · hand and as ·_a · high ranking low 
hand. 

(/ ) In se~enacard st119 high-low split poker and seven-
card stud high-low split eight or better poker; an ace may be 
use_d conturi.-ently as_ a low card to satisfy a low hand rand as 
a high 'card to satisfy a high hand. · ; 

I 

19:47..,.14.10 ,_Hold 'em poker; proc~dures for dealing of 
cards; completion of each round of pb(y I 

(a) E~ch ~asino licerisee shall be required to' observe the 
procedures set foi:th in this section· for each game of 
:hold 'em high poket om<red _in its casino room or casino 
simulcasting facility. Hold 'em poker shall be played, to 
determine a w!nning high, hand only. 

(b) Each poker table ~hall be 'restricted to a maximum of 
eleven players. Each player who elects to participate in a 
round of play may be.required to place an ante. The rule 
governing the placement of an ante and the amount of the . 
apte, if any,:-&hall be posted on a sign at each poker table in 
accordance with N.J.AC. 19:47£8.3. · · 

(c) The order in vJhich tpe cards shall be dealt and the 
order in which players shall_ be required or have the option 
to bet shall be determined, as follows: I . 

1. A flat disk called the ,;button" shall be used to 
indicate an imaiginacy d~aler; 

. . 

2. AL the commencement of play, the button shall be 
placed in front) of the first player to the . right of the 
dealer; and 
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,ti f;:~~:~;::~~:;~ ;~~:f :;~~ table . · · .. j;.4ic1fu · f .:.t!u.~«i.~!::!~eaJ(!k \i .. 
· ·. (dl The .plii}~r to ,the. iiiimediate left ~( the bµtton · shail. ·. · · ,'·:(a) Each ;~.asino li~6hsee: s~all be reqdfr~q ;to' tih~~rite Ji~· , r . 

. be ,requiref to,·initiate' the _first hetti~~ ~ound·.by placing;a ; · .. pr6ce.q:uresset.:~9r~h;h1.thiss~cti?,nforea.c:h,game o'f on1ftia: . y 
·blind'l,etin•accordanqe-with the posted t,abletequirerlients.·.•· high anct omaha •higb,:low !iPl~t eight or betterpol<er ()ffe.n;~l'. · 

I ·'; .A casino lisenseeniay reqµire. a(!ditioi;ial plind ,bets, to be in its cashio room ot casino simulcasting facility . .• , . · ' 
. < .. · made iriimeciiat~ly s11bsequenft9>the'iriitiarblind, bet. 'The . . .:(•_·b·)··• E .. a:c•.·h·.·••·p,ro:·_k·.·e._._.r..-.·_t'.a\p,_•1·•e•.·.· .• .. s ... h ... a;.·· .. 11····• .. b.' e ·r .. ·e· ..... s·•t:r· .1··c• t·e·. d·i•t•.i .. ·a· .... m·.•·· ~v,. ;m·.· .u··· •m::\.,''.t.• ·.· .· C .. 

< .· .•... anicmnt:and)i;uniber:o(all'blil\<! bits tequi,ted,by\'the'casii;io . ,V <UU o~. 
, ... 'licens¢e shall ;be postecf 011. a sigri in., acc0rd}1nc<;: with 1tef players., ;Ea,ch ;pl11yer, who elects to .particiP1J:te 'i9, a 

. N.J.A;C; 19":47-,8•.3.. .. ·. . . . . . . . . \J:Ound ~f play rii~y ~e,, requir_e'1 to place art,.ante .. Tile rql~ 
· · . \. · · · . ..···. . . . .· , ' · · . . . · . · goverµmg tl:le placeqie.n.t prap 11nte ~nd ,.th.e amount of the 
: · . (e) .&tarting with.the .Player·.to,.the immediate kft,of the: .. ari{e, if;~ny, sp.all b,e ;posteddri'a sign at'each po~eftable ip 

'butt6ri1and CQntimiing· in-.a:dockWiSe,rotatioii)arduntl the I .• d . '·" C 19 4)'.,.-8 . . . . ' · · . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . aci;:or anc~ with N;J;A. . > : H. '.J;. , , , .··.·. · , . .· . : 
· '.pokertable, the dealer shall deal two rounds of cards face , 

downJo,ead1player,:,with th~ plf}y{r with;the buttqn beinf ·. ·. (c) The order in (hich th_e cards shall be oeah and the 
, ·•. · • the last pla,yet to 'i'e.ceive a·card eai;:J;itime. ·.· .: ,:., otderiirwhicli pl~yers s4all be required or'have Jp.e ,optiqn:' 

~:, ,·Cf) 'FoU~~iJ~.;·~e pl~c,em¢l1t, ~i the blin:a ;bj{cit -~Jqh : t~· bet ~ha~f b(:d~tepn,ined in ~ccordance :wi.th:Jhe proee- •·· .. 
. . ·. . player s.J:1.al.ti.-n· turn; in.'. a clock:w.·· ise rotation ~round. ithe poke('.' d11res gpvernin~~e:pse,of a button: as set forth in N~J.:t\C.., . 

. · .. 'table, either fofd, call or raise the.A,ef. The optionJo raise . 19:47-14, .. ~0(c).· r .· · ·-· 
. .. . , 'ihaiL '1l,lso a,pply to the r pliryer who 'm&d~ the: blii;ict. :be;t(s). . . ·'.°'.. ' ' .· : .· • . ·. . . ' ··. .. ' ... . .. ·.·. 

··. : After.the fastplayet has respcmde<I, td the mpst r,ep1µt bet1 . '. (.d);, St~i:ting ~ith ~he pfaye\: to:tiie imlil~;diate_ left of the, . :.· .. 
'.:the betting·ro..u,nd shallblc6nsidi~¢d ctj:rnplete.' .. ··•· ::· "c._ •. ·i but{ori and co,ntinuigg•in a clock\1/ise, r~tati~ri_arourtd trye,• 

. . . . " . · .... · · .. ·. . . , .• . > S., ., . poker table, the deafor shallde·a1 foµr round~ of,cards face 

. · . ·· ... · · (g} The dealer sha:ll. then: burn the J9P: ca,rd of the Aec:ki . ·. ,dowri to eacb player: witli the player '.with th~ button pefog . 
;- 11nc:I proc;:eecl to :deal' three· community· cards · f~<;e up. in the .: · · the: last pfayet tq redeive 11 ca,rd'.7~acq. · #nie.:· , .· .. 
:cehterofthetable .. The nextbettirtgroundshaUcommerice, ';_. •.·· c ·.· ,· •. < ''} r'. . ; : : (. :, , ":- : ,: ) · 
with the option. to bet'.pr chec~ bel9ngi~iJtithe _firsf pl~~ei:; :' .· . .( e) After ea:ph· :Plarer )s dealt folit card~ f~ce qowp, •~n 
to.the left of the -button who ,has not folded. Each subse0 1 · · .· iriitial' lJlipd . pet a,plL aU sµbsequehf dea.Hng flll,d betting 

, querit,pl~yei mayi in dockwis¢ rOtatioiI,cfold, c#f raise<the - ionnds,~half: bt(conipJeted :ih1t~cordanctfwith thf provisions ;~----,\. 
, . '·bet.or, if. freteding ptayersihave notrnade·a bet;imake' an .· ·•·•·,P ... ·._f.··•· N.J.•,A···.,. : .. c. · • ...• 19:4_.,7-.·.•.U·i;•} .. _·.o., < .. 'd· )','.'.a·n.9 .(f) .• t. hto•u.gl\ .. < __ i._).,.-_• ..• -.· ,·... . ' .. 1 ·;1 •.• · :·• 9pening;,.bet or check .. The bettihg round,;shai(bec.onsid-•. . ,.__..,,., 

.. ered complete when }eac,h player· has either foided 0( calie1 ' / (fl If!more than :phe pl;1yei re,riiain~. in·t~e 'rou11.d of.pi~Y,. 
in response to the_ lllost recent bet, . • ., - · , · after the fi11al -6¢ttihg,round hasb~en completed, a sho\y" 

. . . . " • ' . ' I , • ' . . .. ' . • .· .-- ', . : . • :. ' . . . ' dowri'' ,shall ~e\usedl to. determine the winner o( the pcit: ·. 
ab~~. ~-,:.~.r:~.: :.·~.t.ef.1~!fln.· a~. ~r:. b_ ·~.-.·.:!.,tt.~r.~' ,.n··.·•··~. a.:~.,.4_•·.~.·.·.t~~.;, ... eJ~~-·~~.:.l ·. ·. $ac;h player teinai'ni"g in tpe 'game slmll form a ·fi\re, Cai~ I 1 

d h d I f h d S.:: pqker Mnd by ;usiqg:.,two' of tb:e_ f9ur cards ·:dealf .to the \. ·.. an '( .en ea a .ourt comn;iumty cii.r faceJ,:Lp mthe,ceµter· . • . . . . · · . . •· · · . · • · • _ . 
' e>ftlietilble,/1:'he nextJ,etting ibund :~ll:~U:be cornineiicec;l . , player and'' three of !the five :commuqity cards._ This five 
and aompleted in accordance with the _requirements .,..o:i' (g) 'card ha'nct. shall :ce:institute the poker hand pf the pfayer . at 

-'above. i . • . . · '. · . the ~howd6wn: , Jhei-Win,net: pf th_e pot 1shall be: , .... 
\ •· ·. '·. ··,. -· i ·. ··,.-.-· · · .. ,_.-, ·,_ .,..,-· · .. · -~ · .. '.·~l>'. ·_·: . .\:> .· _·::--- ·· · .. ·. · .. : .. '· .-. · '·-,· .. •;_.· : .1 ' .·. :w 0p6n copi~l~tion of th~ betii~g rourid' r,eqtiir~ct,by'(hf · ... · . . L ' Ji(higµ: p9\~r, . the player with t?e highe~t nt11king'. 

· ~bove/the dealer shall again.burn- '.the: top card of·the de_c:l( .. ··· five care!. high" poker hand;, or . · ·· : ... ' - .. ··. ·. · · . ·. 
and then··4eaf' a:fifth. ~rid_ fin~l community card face tlp 1Il. . . . . 2. 'I~' hrgh~low .;piit Jighi o; :b~~tterpok~r,' the' p~~yer . . 

· .. · the center: ofAhe :tal,le: The:' fin.at b~tting: n:ni'nd sh~U :6f · · · with th.~ ·. highest ranking· fiye· card' high-poker: ,harid arid .. < ·. / · · 
com111enced .and•con;tpfoted:.in:~ccordan:ce.witb, th~ require~·. /,'Jhe player wi.th the. hjghest'ranking five card 'low poker· .. 

· .. ·, ....•. ments,qf (g) .above./ i . . ,har'id; ·. s_ubject to 1the provisions ,af (g) below, whb shall . r .. , 

·. ·.·•····:~ftii.·::i?rt:l?t~rti~~er~~xirh:i:~~~/fo:;1lt!;~t~i~frc·.·· ·a·)'va·.i····md_to~ ..•. •.··ut·h·n· .. ;;t'.·J·.,·.·,-.p.·.~w•··~h:.',:.· ... 1·.·.co_eh{:;•··USc,·.:.i •.. ··1an·l·yl,n.·.•.1·.:·.·.·.•··~n'.·,·.·o·.· •. ·•.·.t~ .... ·.·.'~e.• .. •.·x·.~···cde .••. i.•evdi·d.~.•.•·.e$,_d.·1•• .. ·,'.·oeo.q.·,· ... ·.u.·:·•s···.ah;.•·.lal.~l·· ..•• :_•··.•.•·.•b·.•.:1.l.·.·eh.<.····e.·g:.:.··.1·ve.··e·.x .. :nc~.·t.~.'o:_; ... · ..... ·. · down ~~~il"b~ NS~O,. to' .;detehni11e )~#)~Hi11er of. th~ /ot'. .· · . M • 

Ea~h player remam1ng m: the. game :sqall form l_us or· _het · ,the player w1th.-tpe h!gli~st ·rankmg high ·.h~Qdh ... ·. . 
' highest rartki11g five' c;ard high :pbkei ~and• Bf'usi11g, tn any . : .·• ·,.1-"1·,."·,1·f. ,·.·.'·a··. ·t··1·e·. . 'e .. ·.J,1.-S ... 't .. ·s· .. b··.·e<tw···. 'e' .. e· .. n·: •tw··o..'.:.O· r ·.m ..... ·o· ·r· e·.· ..... p· .·1··a· .Y'ie:r· •. S:·-i'o. · ... r' ...... -.··. :., ( combination, liis' ,oi; her o:wn t\VO car,ik~nqih~ five comm~~ , . "' . L' • 

pity cards av~ilab}e '.on the·1table, The \viiirter;'(Qf'the. pot ... the qigliestrank{ng,Jigh hand/the h1gifhana:'share;9f. ,, .· •. · ''-
. sh~U 1'~, t~e 1pl~y~f with the liighesf r:an~frig'fiveca{d ~igh , .. the.pot sliiltbe divided equally among°the tied pfaye1:ri···.,.• 
'poker )iind; · If the highest: Jankingf,iv~; card. Mgh pok~r: . If )h~. hig~ hand)share ofthe'. pot tailnot oe 'divid¢d-{ ... 
M11d .. t}ia~ JaQh 00f (hf r~n1air1fog pl~ye'rs'!;~aµ:formis'ctjm: . eq11@y aniotig~tn.e tied:-piayers,the excess, \Vhkh sha11····· 

:prised of'tlie five toJjJ:mliri{ty .cards; alfpl~yets temah}ing :in. . .. no(exceecf; $LOO; shalt.be' gfven:,to the player with the 
,: .. ·. . the roun_d of play<shalf S~at~ .equallyjn 'lhe pbt . '. ' . · .. ) , ;highest,ranking 'igli pbk~!~card by suiti . < : : .. ; ' ·.·· .... 
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iii. If a tie exists between twq or more players for 
the highest rankfo.g low hand, the low hand share of the 
pot shall be divided equally among the tied players. If 
the low hand share of the potcannot.be divided equally 
among the tied players, the excess, whkh shall riot 
exceed $1.00, shall be given to the player with the 
lowest ranking low poker card by suit. (_ 

iv. For purposes of this subsection, the cards shall 
be ranked by suit with the highest to lowest rank suit in 
qrder as follows: spades, hearts, diamonds and clubs. 

(g) In omaha high-low. split eight or · better poker, the 
eligibility requirements of N.J.A.C. 19:47-14.90) must be 
satisfied. In the event _ that none of the hands 'of the 
remaining players satisfie·s this requiiemen(1 the entire pot 
shall be awarded to the )player with the highest ranking high 
poker hand. . · . . . 

. (h) The followingrules shall only apply in o'maha high-
low split eight or better poker: 

1. A player may form two. different hancls- of five cards 
each, enabling that player to c:on!end foe b9th the high 
hand and low hand share of the pot; provided,, however, 
that the distribution of cards contained in each hand shall 
comply with (f) above; 

2. A player may use the same five card grouping to-
make a high hand and a low hand; and · 

3. An ace may be used conc;urrently as a low card to 
satisfy a low hand and as a high card t9 satisfy a high 
hand, - . 

19:47-14.12 Five--,card draw poker; procedures for dealing , 
of fards; completion of each round of play ' 

· (a) Each casino_ licensee shall be required to ob~erve the · 
procedures set fortit in this section for each gan:1e of five-
card draw high and five-card draw low poker offered in its 
casino room or casino simulcasting facility .. 

(b) Each poker table shall be restricted to a maximum of 
eight players. Each· player who elects to participate'\i~ a 
round of play may be required to place an ante. ·The· rule 
governing the placement of an ante and the. amount of the . 
_ ante, if any, shall be posted on a sign at each poker table in 
accordance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-8.3. ' · 

( c) The order in which the cards shall be dealt and the 
order in which'players shall be required or hii.ve the option 
to bet shall .be · determined in accordance with the proce-
dures governing the use of a button as set forth in N.l.A.C. 

' ) 

19:47-'14.lO(c). . . I ' 

( d) Starting with the player tp the immediate left of the 
button and. continuing in a clockwise rotation around th.e 
poker table, the dealer shall deal five rounds of. 6ards face 
down to each player with the player with the button being 
the last pll:!yer to receive a_ card eacli time. 

_19:47-14.13 

(e) After each player has been dealt five cards face down, 
an initial betting round shall be completed in accordance . 
with the provisions of N.J.A.C. 19:47-14.lO_(d) and (f). 

(f) After completion of the initial betting round, each 
. player remaining iq the round of play, starting with the 
· player to t.he immediate left of the button and continuing ih 

a. clockwise rotation around the poker table, shan,have an 
· opportunity to draw new cards. This process shall be ( 

accomplished. one pJayer at a time. Each player may keep· 
his or her original hand or discard as many cards as he or 
she chooses. Each discar'ded card shall ,be replaced by the 
dealer with a I new card dealt from the deck as follows: 

1. . P~tor to the first player receiving any new cards, the 
dealerrshall burn the, top card. of the deck;- and 

2. If ihsufficient cards\ n;main in the deck for each 
playdr remaining in the round 'of play to· draw ·new cards, 
the discard pile shall . be reshuffled and used for this 

· purpos~; provided, however, that the cards to be discard-
e.d by a player who has not yet requested new cards shall 
not be included as part of the reshuffled cards. 

/ 

(g) Th~ final betting rouµd shall commence· with the \. 
I option to bet or check belonging to the first player to the 
left of the button who ~as not folded, 'Each subsequent 
player may, in clockwise rotation, fold, call; raise the bet or, 
if preceding players have 'not made a bet, ma~e an Opening 
bet or check; The final betting round shall be considered 
complete when the last player has responded to the most 
rec-ent bet. . · 

(b) If mpre than one-player·remains in the round of play 
after the final betting round has been completed, · a show-
down shallbe used to determine the winner of the pot. The 
winner of the pot shall be: · 

• • J ', 

L In high poker, the player with the highest ranking 
.five card high h,and;-- and · 

2. Iri low pok_@r, the player with the highest ranking 
five card low hand. , 

19:47-14.13' Five-card stud poker; p_rocedures for dealing· 
· ~f cards; completion hf each round of play' 
(a) Eacg casino licensee shaH be required to observe.'the 

procedures set {orth in th1s section•for rach game of five-
card stud ,high poker offered in its casino room or casino. 
simulcasting · facility. Five-card - stud shall be played ·. to 
determine -a winning high hand onJy. 
' . 

(b) Each poker table shall be restricted to a maximum of 
eight players. Each player who elects to participate in a 
round of play may be required to place an ante. The rule 
governing the p,l1lcement of an ante and the amount .of th~ 
ante, if any, shall be posted on a sign at eaj::h poker table in 
a9cordance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-8.3. - ' 
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, ( c) Starting with the first player to the left of the dealer 
and continuing in a clock\Vise rotation around the poker 
table, the qealer shall deal one round of .cards face .do~n 
and one round of cards face up to e·ach pfayer: 

(d) O!1ce each· player has received two cards in acc;or"'l 
dance with ( c) above, the first betting round shall commence 
by comparing the up-card of each P,layer. The; player with 
the lowest ranked up-card; which shall be determined by suit ·· 
in accordanci:; with the provisions ofN.J.A.C. 19:4i-14.9(d) 
if two or more players have an up-Card of the same rank, 
shall be required to make a forced bet 

' - ' 
(e) Following the forced bet, each subsequent player may, 

' proceeding in ,a clockwise rotation from the player who 
placed the forced bet, fold, caJl or raise the bet. After the 
last ,player has responded to the most recent bet, the betting 
round s_!iall be consid¥red complete, . 

I,. 
I , 

(f) Vpon completion of the first betting round, the dealer , 
shall burn the top car~ of'the deck and '.then deal another 
round of cards face up, to each pl'ayer who has not folded. 
The next betting round shall be commenced by the player 

1' ~ith the highest ranking high poker hand showing. If two 
or more hands are · of equal ,rank, the player closest to the 
left of the dealer shall' be required to bet · The ··betting 
round shall be completed in accordance with the procedures 
in ( e) above. 

. ' 

(g) The dealer shall then deal two additional-rounds of 
cards face up to each player who has not folded, with each 
such round followed by a betting round conducted in accor- ' -
dance with the provisions of (f) above. Prio~ to each round 
of cards being dealt, the dealer shall burn the top card of 
the deck. , 

(h) If more than 'one player rem~ins in the round of play 
after •the final betting round has been completed, a show-
down' shall be used to determine the winner1of the pot. The 

· winner of the ·pot shall be the player' with the hi~hest 
ranking five card high po~er hand. · 

19:47'-14.14 Poker revenue 

(a) ,'.}'h'e casino licensee shall derive its poker revenue~. at 
all poker· table~ by extracting a commission known as the 
"rake." Each casino licensee shall submit to the Commis-
sion in its Rules of the.,, Games Subpiission: · 

1. The· types of rake utilized; 

2. The methodology used for calculating the rake; 
and 

3. The amount of maximum permissible rake. 

'(b) Each casino licensee sh/all u~e one or mote of the 
following procedures in determining and extra,cting the rake: 

. ' \. ( 

1. .· A straight percentage rake,'pur~uan_t to which: 

OTHER AGENCIES 

i. A fee, not \o exceed 10 percent of all sums bet'i~ 
the betting round, shall be extracted from a pot and any 
side pots; ) 

J ' • 

· · ii. The amount to be· raked shall be calculated and 
extracted from the pot and any side pots after the 
conclusion of a betting round and placed into the 
designated rake area pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.13E 

•. as play progresse~; and ·. 

iii. Upon completion of a round of play;, the rake I 

shall be immediately placed by the dealer into the table 
inventory container. 

2. A rake which shall be taken in , incremental 
arµounts, pursuant fo which: 

i. Assessments of predetermined amounts shall be 
extracted from the pot and any side pots as certain . 
predetermined do~ar levels have beib achieved; , ·•· 

1 ii. Upon collection, the amount tQ be raked .shall be 
pJaced into the designated rake area pursuant to 
N.J.A.C. 19:46-L13E; and 

iii. Upon complrtion of a round. of play, thy rake 
shall be immediately placed by tpe dealer int9 the table 
inventory container. · 1 · ' 

3. A rake rbased on time charge~, pursuant to which: 

i. As~ess~ents may be imp~sed on a "per-play~r" 
basis or Zan a "per-taBle" basis. I If taken on a "per-
player" basis, inactive players se~ted at the table shall 
also be assessed; , ' 

ii,. Time charges shall be expressed as an houdy fee 
based on the particular minimum and .maximum· w~ger-
ing limits at a game; 

iii. Time charges m'ay be assessed fractionally every 
20 dr 30 minutes as determined b¥ the casino licensee; _ 

iv. Time charges' once assessed shall be placed by · 
the dealer into the designated rake area pursuant to 
N.J.A.C. 19:46-:,1-.13E; and 

v. Upon verification by a Jloorperson ot supervisor 
thereof of the time charges collected, the rake shall be 
immediately placed by the dealer .into the table inverito-. 
ry container. : 

(c) A sign describing the type and amount of rake to be · 
collected pursuant .to (b) above_ shall be posted at each 
poker table in accordance with the requirements 0f N.J.A.C. 
19:47-8.3. ' 

(d) An uncalled final bet shall not be considered part of 
the pot. for purposes of calculating the amount of rake 
pursuant to methods (b )1 and 2 above. 

·. ,r 
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( e) Once the dealer has extracted the rake and the pot 
and any side pots have been collected by:the winning player 
or players; no additional rake shall be taken by the casino 
licensee. 

19:47-14.15 General operating rules for all types of poker;· 
I. handling of irregularities 

(a) It shall be the responsibility of ea:ch player to ensure. 
that his or her hand has lost to the other hands at the table 
before. discarding the hand. 

(b) In all disputes in which a ruling, interpretation, clarifi-
cation or intervention is required, the I decision of the ,poker 
shift supervisor shall be fiiwl. 

( c) Each player shall be required to keep all cards dealt 
to the player in full view of the dealer at all times. The 
dealer shall ensure compliance with this requirement. 

( ct) At the showdown, a winning hand must be clearly 
displayed in its entirety and properly identified. The player 
initiating the final wager shall be the first player to show his 
or her hand at the showdown; all other players who have 
not folded shall then. reveal their hands in a clockwise 
rotation. Any player holding a losing hand may concede his · 
or her rights to the pot and discard the hand; provided, 
however, that theicasino licensee may require the disclosure 
of any discarded hands. 

( e) If any player folds after making a forced bet or blind 
bet or on a r~und of checking, that player's position shall 
continue to receive a card until there is a subsequent rager 
at the table. · 

. / 
(f) Misdeals shall cause all the cards to be returned to the 

dealer Jor a reshuffle. The following errors shall be cause 
for a mispeal: ,, 

1. Failure to shuffle and cut the cards in accordance 
with N.J.A.C. 19:47-14.5; 

2. Dealing, to an incorrect starting position if the error 
has been detected prior to two players voluntarily placing 
wagers into the pot; ·' 

3. If mbrt:: than one car,d is found face-up in the deck; 
and 

4. Failure to deal to an eligible seated player, if the 
error has been detected prior to two or more players 
voluntarily placing wagers into the pot. 

(g) If one or more cards are mis~akenly de~lt to an 
ineligible player, only those cards dealt to that player shai 
be. discarded and the round , of play shall be continued. 

,(h) If at any time during a round of play,.missing cards 
are discovered or additional cards are found, the round of I • . • 

play shall be caped dead, all gaming chips and gaming• 
plaques in the pot shall be returned to the appropriate 

19:47-14.15 . 

player anq the deck shall be placed pu~suant to the proce-
dures outlined in N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.18. · 

(i) A card found face upwards in the deck shall not be 
used in the game and. shall be placed with the. pile of 
discarded cards. 

' 
(j) A player who fails to take reasonable .means to protect 

hi~ or her hand shall have no redress if his or her hand 
becomes a fouled hand or the dealer accidentally collects 
the hand. ' 

1. Hole cards in a game of stud poker shall be consid-
ered protected for purposes of fouling a hand. 

2. If a protected hand comes into contact with • dis~ 
carded cards, every effort .shall be made to reconstruct the 
hand and complete the round of play. 

3. A player who has a protected hand collected by the 
rdealer or fouled by discarded cards shall b,e entitled to a 
refund. from the pot of all monies that he or she put in 

, the pot if the player has been a victim of and not a 
~onfributor to the error. · 

4. A player who leaves the table without comment and 
has an unprotected harid shall be assumed to have no 
interest jn the pot, and his or her cards shall be collected 
and discarded. 

(k) Verbal statements which are clearly audible by and 
directed to the dealer shall always have precedence over· 
actions and gestures arid are considered binding on the 

·player whose turn it is to act. 

L A player shall be deemed to have folded if, when 
faced with making or calling a wager, he or she: 

. . , 

i. Discards his or her hand face-down towJrcts the 
pile of discarded cards or the pot; or 

ii. Turns face-down his or her up-cards in a game of . 
stud poker. \ 

· 2. If a player is obligated to place a: wager by virtue of· 
a verbal statement or forced · betting situation,· throwing 
a~ay his or her cards does not relieve the player of that. 
obligation. · · 

I. . . 
(l ) If. a player's first dr sefond hole card is accidentally 

turned face-up in the dealing process, the third card shall be 
dealt. face-down. If both hole cards are accidentally turned 
face-up, the dealer shall collect the two cards, call the 
player's hand dead and ret~rn the player's ante; if applica-
ble. ·. - .. 

(m) If a card is actidentally dealt off t'he table, it shall not 
be used in that round qf play and shall be placed with theJ 
pile of discarded cards after a thorough examination by the 
dealer. 

( 

. , (n) If any 16f the face-down cards in the games of 
Hold 'em or omaha are accidentally turned face-up in the 

. ' 
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dealing process; the dealer shall exchange the exposed card 
with a card from the top of the deck and place the exposed 
card with the pile of discarded cards. · 

(o) Nothing herein shall preclude a casino licensee from 
clarifying and supplementing the above irregularities 
through its internal controLprocedures, as submitted to the 
Commission for review and approval. 

19:47-14.16 Conduct of players 
(a) Each player in a poker game shall play the game 

solely to improve his or her chance of winning and shall take 
no action to improve an_other player's chance of winnjng. 
No player may communicate any information to another 
player which could assist the other player in any manher 
respecting the. outcome of a poker game. 

(b) A casino licensee which has reasonable cause to 
believe that a player has acted or is acting in violation of (a) 
above shall require the_ player to leave_ the game and shall 
notify the Commission and Division as expeditiously as 
possible. 

,( c) Any casino licensee which takes action under (b) 
above in good faith shall not be liable civilly to such person. 

19:47..:.14.17 Minimum and maximum wagers 
Each casino licensee shall provide notice in accordance · 

with NJ.AC. 19:47-B,3 1of- the _minimum and maximum 
wagers in effect at each poker table, except that, if all 
patrons at a poker table agree to increase. the minimum 
wager at the tal;ile, the provisions of NJ.AC. 19:47-8.3(b) 

-need not be followed. Such sign shall also include any 
restrictions with regard to the maximum number of raises 
that may be permitted for any round of betting. 

19:47-14.18 Waiting _list 
A casino licensee may maintain a list of players who have 

requested to be seated at a particular type of poker table. 
All vacant seats shall be filled on a first come first served 
basis, The casino licensee shall be permitted to announce, 

\ . I 

only those seating vacancies for which an individual has 
been placed on a .waiting list. 

19:47-14.19 Prhjected poker revenue 
Each casino licensee offering the game· of poker shall 

maintain a manuai l°r computerized record of projected 
poker revenue for each table by gaming day. A5opy of the 
daily projections shall be forwarded to the casino accounting 
department, on a daily basis·, for comparisonwith the figures 
recorded on the Master Game Report. Any significant 
variances between the projec:tion and the figures on the 
Master Game Report shall be immediately reported to a 
supervisor of the poker unit, the casino controller 1and the 
Commission. 

OTHER AGENCIES , 

SUBCHAPTEE 15. KENO 

'Authority 

N.J.S.A. 5:12-5, 69(e), 70(f) and (j), 99 and lOO(e). 

Source_ and Effective Date 

R.1995 d.285, .effective June 5, 1995. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 2218(a), 27 N.J.R. 2254(a). 

'Subchaptt:!r HistQrical Note 

Keno: Temporary adoption of gaming rules, effective March 13, 
1995. See: 27 N.J.R. 937(a). 

19:47-15.1- Definitions 

The following words and terms, when used in this sub-
chapter, shall have the follo:-ving meanings unless the con-
text clearly indicates otherwise. 

"Conditioning" means the coding whic:_h the player and 
computer mark on the keno request and keno ticket, respec-
tively, to indicate the type of keno ticket being wagered and 
the rate at which the keno ticket is to be played. 

"Bouse advantage": means the difference between true 
odds (the statistical, probability of a selected event occur-
ring) and the established payoff odds (the payoff rate at 
which a winner will be paid if the selected event occurs), 

. "Keno request" means a one-part form used by a patron 
to select the desired number or numbers (spots) for one or · 
more keno games. 

"Ke.no ticket" means a one-part computer-generated form 
which is issued by a keno writer to a patron based on the · · 
information recorded on the keno request. 

"Quick-pick" means a straight or basic keno ticket in 
which the computer system randomly_ selects the marked 
number or numbers \Spots) for the patron. -

''Rate card" means the document issued by a casino 
licensee listing the·· available types of wagers, payoff rates, 
wagering format and such other information as required by 
this chapter. · 

"Spots" means th~ · number or number selected by a 
player for a keno game. For example, a keno ticket based 

• . . - I 
on a keno request on .. wh1ch a player selected three numbers 
is referred to as a "three-spot" keno ticket. 

19:47-15.2 Permissible wagers 

(a) Keno shall be . played with 80 co"nsecutive numbers 
starting with the number one. 

(b) The maximum number of.spots that may be selected 
by a player for any keno game shall be determined by the 
casino licensee and set forth in its approved rate card. 
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(c) The following shall constitut~ the permissible wagers 
at the game of keno: , 

1. "Straight or basic ticket" is a keno ti~ket on which 
a player selects from _one spot to the maximum number of · 
spots that may be selected as permitted by . th~ casino 
licensee without any type of groupjngs. The ~pe of 
straight or basic ticket shall be determined QY the number 
of spots the player selects. 

2. "Split ticket''. is a keno ticket on which the equiva-
lent of tw_o or more straight or basic tickets are written, 
Each group of spots shaH be separated from each other by 
either cirding each group or by· drawing a line between 
them. The wager shall be limited in that the numbers in 
one group of spots shall not be duPlicated in any other 
group of spots. For pm;poses of determining a winning 
keno ticket, each grq_µp of spots oq a split ti~ket shall be· 
evaluated s_eparately. 

i. When all of the groups on a split ticket contain. 
. an equal number of spots, .the' split ticket must be 

• wagered at the same rate for each group. .· 

ii. When at least two groups on a split ticket con-
tain an unequal number of spots, the split ticket may'be 
wagered at the same or a different rate for each group, 
notwithstanding ( c )2i above. 

3. "Way ticket" i~ a kerto tic:ket on which a player 
selects at least two groµps containing an.equal number of 
spots which are then combined to form several straight or 
basic ticket_ combinations within _one ticket.· Each group 
played must oe wagered at the same rate. 

4. "Combination ticket" is a keno ticket on which a 
player selects at least two groups containing any number 
of spots and also selects how the groups shall be com-
bined to form multiple tickets· within oneJticket. -. · 

5. "King ticket" is a keno ticket on which a player 
selects a single spot which is referred to-'as the "king" artd 
then combines the king with other groups'ofspots to form 
multiple tickets. within one ticket. A king tic:ket may 
contain more than one ~ing. · 

6. "Multi-race ticket" is a keno ticket which is wa-
gered for more tfi~n one game. All- of the .games covered 
by the ticket must be consecutive_and must be wagered at 
the same rate. 

\ 

19:47-15.3 .Placement of wagers; payoff requirements 
(a) All wagering at the game of keno shallbe conducted 

at a keno work station in a keno booth or satellite keno 
booth. 

(b) All wager~ at ken9 shall be\made with curren~y, coin, 
gaming chips, coupons or slot tokens. Except for a quick-
pick, each player shall be required to use a keno request in 
order td place a wager and no verbal wagers may be 
accepted at the game of keno. · Nothing herein shall pre-

19:47-15.4 · 

elude acceptance of a losing or winning keno tisket as the 
patron's keno request for the next game. -< 

(c) Each player shall be responsible for ensuring ~hat the 
spots recorded .on the keno t_icket agree wit_h the spots 
marked on the player's keno request. The casino licensee 
shall not be responsible for any error by a keno writer Which 
the player does not detect prior to the start of the first ga~e 
for which the ticket.has been generat'ed. All winp.ings shall 
be paid in accordance with the computer-generated keno 

)ticket and not the keno request. A kenp ticket may not be 
voided or changed once _the keno'computer system has been , 
locked out for the staJt of the game. 

. ' 
(d) Each casino licensee shall provide notice of the mini-

mum wagering requirements and the maximum . wagers in 
effect ~t the game of keno in i~s approved rate card. 

( e) Each casino licensee sha..11 set payoff amounts which 
shall .increase arithmetically in proportion to the amount of 
the wager until any maximum payoff is reached. _A.casino 
licensee may establish a mal(:ifuum aggregate payoff of 11-0t 
less than $100,000 per game, which amount shall be equal to 
any maximum payoff amount which may be established for 
an individual wager,... Notwithstanding any maximum payoff 
amount, the house !ldvantage shall not exceed 30_ percent for 
the minimum w'ager which is offered. 

) ) .·. 
19:47-15.4 Issuance of keno tickets 

(a) Unless a player -uses a previously generated keno 
ticket as a keno request or requests a quick-pick, a player 
shaU request the jssuan~e or' a keno ticket by completing a 
keno request and submittiµg the. request to a keno writer. 
The player shall complete a keno request by placing _some 
type of distinguishing mark over the number or numb.ers he 
or she wishes to play. Prior to submitting the keno request 
to a keno writei;, the player shall properly condition arid 
price the keno reque~t in accordance with the information. 
set forth. irt the rate card of the casino licensee. 

ri· 

i (b) Keno requests shall contain; at a minimum, the fol-
lowing: 

1. A grid listing the numbers 1 through 80; 

2. An area to record the number of games to be 
played; 

3. An. area to record the dollar value of each wager; 

4. An area. to rec9rdJhe conditioning; and 

5. An area for 'the total price of the ticket: 

(c) The keno writer shall input the information on the 
player's keno request · or previously issued keno ticket int9 
the keno computer system in a manner approved by the 
Commission. This action shall cause a' one-part seqµentially 
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numbered keno ticket to be printed. Upon receipt of 
currency, coin, gaming chips, coupons or slot tokens in an 
amount equal to the total price of the keno ticket from the 
player, the keno writer shall issue the keno ticket to the 
player. The keno ticket shall contain, at a minimum, the 
following: · 

, 1. The date and time, of issuance; 

2. The keno work station number where the ticket was 
issued; 

3. The numbers selected by the ps_\tron listed in a 
clearly identifiable manner; 

4. The number of games to be played; 
I 

5. Jhe first and last game number; f 
,6. The conditioning; 

7. The ra;e of each wager; 

8. ' The number of ways played; 

9. The total price of the keno ticket; , 

10. The identification code of the keno writer; 

11. A representation as to the maximum keno limit 
for each game and an indication as to how that limit will 
be distributed to winners; 

12. A statement that winning patrons must present a 
computer generated keno ticket in order to col,lect win-
nings; and · ' 

13. A-statement as to the amount of time available to 
present a claim for the collection of keno winnings. 

( ' ( d) If a casino licensee permits multi-race keno tickets, 
one keno request shall be l\Sed for aU of the games to be 
wagered by the player. The player shall be required to pay ' 
for the wager prior to the start of the first game and shall 
not be paid for any winning games until the complbion of 
the last game for which the multi-race keno ticket was 
issued· unless tli:e remaining races on the multi-race keno 
ticket are cancelled. A casino licensee may permit a player 
to receive a refund on a multi-race keno ticket for those 
games not drawn; provided, however, that the keno com-
puter system is capable of generating adequate documenta-
tion, for the. refund and the internal control procedures 
governing the refund transaction pre approved by the Com-
mission. 

( e) A. keno writer may void a keno ticket prior to the 
start of the game for which the keno ticket was is~ued. A 
multi-race keno ticket may pnly be voided, in its entirety, 
prior to the start of the first game for which the keno ticket 
was generated. The method for voiding keno tickets shall 
be approved by the Commission. Each keno computer 
system shall be capable of maintaining, on a daily basis, a 
listing of voided keno tickets for each keno work station. 1 

OTHER AGENCIES 

19:47-15.5 Keno games; selection of numbers 
i 

(a) 1Each casino li~ense~ which elects to offer the game of 
keno shall conduct the game with an independent computer 
system which selects the winning numbers for the game in a 
random fashion. The program used to operate the random 
number generator shall be unique, to the State of New 
Jersey and may not be used by any other jurisdiction with 
gaming. All keno computer systems shall. be approved by 
the Commission in consulta'tion with the Division. The 
random number generator for the keno system shall have a. 
printer or other independent method which records the 
game numbers and selected winning numbers and shall be 
maintained under dual key control with the Commission 
inspector maintaining and controlling one key and the kerio 
supervisor or supervisor thereof or anoth~r department 
member as approved by the Commission maintaining a9d 

' controlling the second key. 

(b) The ¢,asino lice9see, at its discretion, shall determine 
the number of keno games to be conducted during the 

, gaming day. Nothing in this subchapter shall preclude a 
casino licensee from conducting keno games at different 
intervals at separate locations. Each keno ga'me c~nducted 
during the garriing day shall be assigned a unique sequential 
game number by the keno computer system. 

(c) A keno supervi•sor or a keno writer shall provide 
verbal notice that the current keno garµe wil! be closing at 
least ope minute prior to closing that 'gaine or the casino 
licensee shall display the remaining time between keno 
games at each keno booth or satellite keno booth. r 

I 

(d) If the keno computer system does not have an auto-
matic lock-out feature, a keno supervisor or a keno writer 
with verbal approval from a keno supervisor shall cause the 

\, , keno computer system to start a keno game by: 

, 1. Locking out all keno work stat/on terminals so that no additional keno tickets may be voided or issued for the 
game being conducted; a.nd 

· 2. Randomly selecting 20 of the 80 available numbers. 

( e) If the keno computer system does have an automatic 
lock-out feature, each casino licensee shall be required to 
submit override procedures which document who performed 
the override of the lock-out system and the reason for the 
override. The ability to override the lock-out featl!re shall 
be. available only to a keno supervisor or supervisor thereof. 

(f) A,s the 20 numbers are selected by the computer, the 
keno supervisor or a keno writer may announce the winning 
numbers for the patrons in the area of the keno booth or 
satellite .keno booth. 
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(g) The 20 numbers which are randomly selected by the 
keno computer system and the game number shall be 
displayed or illuminated on· a keno board or video monitor 
visible to patrons in the area of the· keno booth and in such 
other areas of the casino and .casino simulcasting facility as 
are approved by the Commission. Nothing in this subsec-
tion shall preclude the placement of keno boards or video 
monitor~ in the hotel facility so long as the Commissi1on 
receives. prior notification of such installation. · 

(h) Each casino licensee shall be required to maintain a 
record of the winning numbers for each keno game for a 
period of at least one year. 

19:47-15.6 Payment of winning wagers 

(a) After the 20 numbers 4,ave been selected by the keno 
computer, player may take a winning keno ticket to a keno 
booth or satellite keno booth for redemption. All winning 
wagers shall be paid in accordance 'with the information 
recorded· on the computer-generated keno ticket. The 
method' used by the casin0 licensee to evaluate the kenq 
ticket for correct payment and cancellation shall be ap-
proved by the Commission. The keno writer shall pay the 
player from the cash in the keno drawer or· issue a casino 
check and shall retain the keno ticket in the keno drawer 
until the end of the' keno writer's shift.. 

. 
(b) Winning payouts of $1,500 or more shall be autho-

rized by a keno supervisor or a supervisor thereof. The 
keno supervisor or supervisor thereof shall sign the back of 
tlie winning l<:eno ticket as evidence of such authorization. 

( c) All winning keno tickets shall be valid for ,a maximum 
of one year unless a casino licensee establishes a lesser time 
limit for th_e validity of its winning keno tickets. In no case, 
however, may a CFlSin6 licensee establish a time limit which 
is less than five minutes from the start of the game for 
which the winning ticket· was sold. The time limits for 
which winning keno tickets shall be valid shall be set forth in 
the casino licensee's Rules of the Games Submission, its 
rate card and on all keno tickets. In the case of a multi-
race keno ticket, any time limit set by a casino licensee shall: 

1. Begin on the date of the last game for which the 
ticket was sold; and 

2. Be at least five minutes from the start of the last 
game for whic_h the ticket was sold. 

( d) On a yearly basis, the dollar amount of all expired 
and unclaimed winning keno tickets shall I be added to 
existing keno jackpot or jackpots by the casino licensee or 
paid to the Casino Revenue Fund in a manner approved by 
the Commission .. 

19:47-16.1 '---

19:47'.-}S.7 Irregularities 
, r, 

, (a) A keho request which is marked in such a way, that it 
is not clear which number or type of wager is to be played 
shall be returned to the player for preparation of. another 
keno request. . 

(b) A winning keno ticlq:t which is not accepted or read 
by the keno computer system shall be manually input by the 
keno writer in a mannbr approved by the Commission. 

(c) If the keno computer system is not operational, in 
accordance with approved internal control procedures, a 
winning keno ticket: 

1. For $10.00 orJess may be manually paid by a keno 
writer; 

2. For more than $10.00 but less than or equal to 
$1,000 may be manually paid by the ker10 writer with 
authorization from the keno supervisor ·or a supervisor 
thereof; and 

3. For over $1,000 may not be_ paid until the keno 
ticket ca1;1 be verified by the keno computer system. 

SUBCHAPTER 16. CARIBBEAN STUD POKER 
Authority 

N.J.S.A. 5:12-5, 63(c), 69(e), 70(f), 99(a) and 100. 

\ 
·, Source and Effective Date 

R.1995 d.430, effective August 7, 1995. 
See: 27 N.J.R. 1767(b), 27 N.J.R. 2967(a). 

.Subchapter Historical Note 
A former Subchapter 16, Caribbean Stud Poker, was adopted as a 

temporary adoption of gaming rules, 'effective August 22; 1994, or after. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 3464(f ). 

19:47-16.1 Definitions 
The following words and terms, when used in this sub-

chapter, shall have the following meanings unless the con-
text clearly- indicated otherwise: 

"Ante wager" means the initial wager placed prior to any 
cards being dealt in order. to participate in the round of 
play. , 

"Bet wager" means an additional wager made by a player, 
in an amount double the player's ante wager, after all cards 
for the round of play have been dealt but before the· dealer's 
hole cards are · exposed; 

"Fold" means the withdrawa,l of a player from a round of 
play by discarding his or her hand of cards after all I cards 
have been dealt and prior to placing a bet wager. 

"Hand" means the five card hand dealt to each player 
and/the dealer. 
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•:t1ole card','. means.any of tile four cards which are dei:ilt 
face do'Yn toJh-e dealer. · • . . '••' . . ' . 

. . ·· ''J>rogressive payduthand''rneans iflusli, full Wouse, fout-
. of-a-kind, straight flush or royal flush, as defir1ed in. N.J.A.C:. 
l9:47,-J6.5. and 16.11. · · 

' \'I>ush'' means a tie, as defined in·N.J.A.C:, 19:47-'-lq)o: 

"Qµalifying hand'' . means the .dealer's hand as defined fo 
· N.J.A."C.19:47-l6.10, ,,with a rank of ace, king, four, three · 

and Jwo or better, · · · 

.. ··.••Rapk'' or •. ''ranking''. ·niean~ lhe~elatI~e_posiH6n ()ff carg 
of group of cards' as set forth iii N.J.A.C 19:47,21605. 

... - • •, •• '· < ,, -· ' ,,._-- i_. ,_-.-> '. '.·. ,,·-.-.. _.,·.:_ .. ;. -· ·_. : ' 

· ,;Roilnd of·play"or"round'?means one.coinplety2ycle qf 
play during. which all !)layers then playing at the table have . 
been dealt a hang,. have folded qrwageredUpon it, .and_ have 
had:their:wagers p.aid off or c6Uected .. in a.ccordan¢ewiththe 
rules of this subchapter. · · · · 

"Stub" means'th_e remain°i\'lg p()rtiQn ofth,e d~c:kafter all 
ca.rds in the round oLplay have beend¢alt. · 

. ''Suif' means one of the. four C!ltegories of cards: club, 
diamond,. heart or· spade, with no suit being. higher . in rank 
. ·. / . · ... ·, > ·. ,. . . : J . than another. · · •. . · · 

' . ' ,. - ' _.,_._ •,,·.- ' ' .. ' . '.' ' . -•.• ,·.' ·_1 

19:47..,:.16.2. Cards;· ·number pf decks ... . . .. 
"': .·.• ... ·.· • ... · . ' .. · .. · .. . . . ... · .. • ... 

(a) E:J1:cept as provided in (b j below, carj?bean stc1d poker 
shall, be' played with one .deck of cctrds with. bac:ks of the 
same color and design, ope additionaf ~olid yeUmv ?r green. 
9utting card and. one addition~l solid yeHow or green catd to 

. be. · used . in_ accordance .. with • · tiJe. pmcedµres · set forth•·• in 
N.J:AC. 19:47,-16.4. rhe deck of cards used shall meet the 
requirements of N:J.AC l9:46-'-Ll7, 

1_, ,,'.: ' ... ,·-'. ' ·_ -

(b} If an. automated·carcj shuffling cjevice is used, a casino 
ficensee shall be ,permitted to use. a second deck of cards to 
play the game, .. provided that: · . 

. ··.··. L Each deck bf cards complies:with the ryqUirenients 
of (a)ab()ve; . -.., , . 

2. The· b~cks of the carcls m the two decks ar~ · of 

. different color; . . ·• . •··. .> < i .. · , ·.· .••. ·· ... · . .. . . . 3. ·.· Qn,e desk i~being shuffled byJhe11ut9mated card 
shuffling device.· whHe the other deck is . being dealt 9r' 
used to ,play)he game; · · · · · · 

4. ·. B~th decks. are•· continuol.isly.••altern~ted·. in and ·out 
of play,witheach ;dec:k/being used for.every ~ther round. ·.~ . . 

·. s.··.···The cardsfrorri'orilyone·dec~·shalfbepla2ed in th~; 
discard ra.c:k at any 'giyen time. · ·· · 

:, -. ,.-, . , 

19:47-16.:f Opening ofthe tablt\fof gaitliQg 
(a). After receiying a decJ ofca.rds at. the ta.ble ill clCCdr< 

dance w.ith N.J.A.C. J9,:46,...Ll8, the dealer shiH sort and 
ipsJJe2tth~ cards, arid the floorpersoriassigne<;l to;thetable 

·. shall Verify that inspection. · · · · · 

OTHER AGENCIES 

.(b) Fo1f0wir1gthe ·ir1spectiPp.of'the cards by thectealer 
and the verification by th.e flporperson assigned to .th,e. tal;rle, 

\. the cards shall be spr¢ad outface UIJ on the table for visual .. 
.. inspectionby the first playectbarrive at the table,· The . 

c~rds shall be sprt!ad pµtaccordir1g to suit and in seq~ence. ·. 

( c > After the first 1piayer is ;~fforcled. all. ?pportunity t9 
. visuallyJ i~spect. · the Cards; the _cards.· shall be ·. turned · .. { ace 

down on the table, mixed . thoro~ghly. by a '\vashing? c or' 
·. "chemmy shu.ffle''oftheicards a.pd stacked ... Once,tfrecards·· 

haye 'been stacked, th~y shall be shufflt!d)n ac~orcla11ce wi,th 
N.J.A..C. l9:A7d6A. ' . · >·' • • .. ·· · ·· .•. · .· 

·.·· (clJ Iia'casino ·1iceusee uses ·an'auto.matedcard shuffling . 
device to play the garrle and twodeck:s of cards are received . 
attbe table pursuant t'o N.J,AC. 19:4(>-l. lSand 19:47-16.2; 
each de9k_ oL carqs. s~al) be. separately sorted_, inspected, 
verified_, spi:-eaq,jnspe'.cted, :mixed,.stacked .and shuffled:iri 

.. accordance with· .the provisions of {a) through, (c). above. ' 
1._ - . ·• _• .• ·:-.-.-.• :.~~-_-·'·_:·i···.· -_ .·:>:·_·:_,. _,· - , :~,-~. ·: .. ·: _ _..>.·-·.:_i:\~··· .. f:_ :<-·_ '·;·._, 

. (e) AJI cards qpened.for µseat the caribbt!an stµ(i pok:et 
table shall be 9µangtjd ,at · Jeast once every eight J1ours, 
Proce~h.\:res for compliance with ·this section sh~ll be submit" 
ted to the Commis~ion for approval. 

.. . .. :: . e:· .. ·,:.··,·· ·.··._ ',_ _.. ·,, t'. __ ,· / · .. _--, 
19:47~16,4 ShtdUe a~dcut or the cards 

( a) Immediately prfor to the· C()l'llrtiertce111ertt of play a~d · 
aft.er each TOU11d o.f. ~lcty has•· bet!n• completed, · the • dealer 
sh.alt shuffle.the ,cardi, either ,manually or by use of an 
automated card shuffl1ng deyic~, so that- the ca.rds .are 
randomlfinterrriixed. !lJpon cbmpletionofthe shuffle, the 
deale.r or dc:yic~.fSh~Il '.place·. tpe c:leck .. of cards )n. a' single 
stack; provided, 1howe'(er, that· nothing in.this section . .shall . 

, be deemed to prohibitithe use ofan automated card shuf-
fling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of tpe 
cards; in~erts the stack1of cards directly into a cdealing shoe. 

'; __ ,_. ;·• __ ,..-:' ... _. ·~:_:.<<> :1(_--- .. .;--_, ,·_ ·,: _ ... >: ___ ,. '.·.' ·- "-.r: __ · ··:--·.· __ •·.:· 

.. ·· (~) After ,the: cards tc1ve been shuffled and. stacked, the 
dealer shall: 1 . · ·· . . · ·'· · .• . 

. ' \ 
- .. ' -.... · . '', ·1··.· _., , _-_.,·,' .,-_._._, ' . ·_ '', ·-.-. -'. .-· L ff the cards w~re shuffled u~ing an automated •card .. 

shuffling device,deal dr deliver the cards i.n·acc:ordance 
withthe procedures Set forth in N.J:A.C. _ 19:47.,-16,7, · 16.8 , 

.orJ6.9; or ,· . L /. ···· · . · . ··•·. · 
I ;. .· .· . ·. ,· I . .i 

. •·· 2. If t?eCards were shuffled manually, cut the carclsin · 
a~cqrd~nce ·with·· the/procedutes;,~et JCJrth. i11 ,(c) · below·. 

, _·. _c"' -., : '. , : _.- .. ,'· _. __ 

·--:.".. ' .. •. . .-! . ' ·', , . ,' ,_ .-:._ ,_ :, , ' 

(c) '. Ifa. cutofthe qnJls isrequired,Jhe dealershall,using 
one hand, cut the. deck/py taking a stack ,at. feast 10 .cards/ 
from the top of the deck and place them oniop ofthc: cpvev. 
card; .. · The dealer shall ... place the cards · remaining in the 
decko11top of the .stack of cards which were cut Thereaf- .. · 
.ter, the de,aler shall/ reJiloyethe ,cswer>catd and place it in .. 

.·the discarc!· rack·· The dealer. shaiJthen deal .the cards in 
accordance with /tl.1e procedures set forth in N.J .AC. . 
l9:47--16.7,J6;8 pr t'6.~. The•· cover,ca~d shall alwayJ be 
placed in. frnnt of the, d.eclc of cards prior to the cut of the 
cards by the dealer.•· ·.. , · · · · 

, \ -_- ': :··-:·,,· 
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(d) Whenev;r.there is nogami~g activity at adaribbean 
stud pokir table which is open for gam,.ing, the cards shall be 
spread out on the table either face up or face down. If the 
cards . are spread face• down, they shaH be turned ·face up 
once a player arrives at the table. After the first player is' 
afforded an opportunity to visually inspecLthe cards," the 
procedures qut!Lned in N.J.A.C. 19:47-16,3(c) shall be com 0 

pleted. · · 

19:47-16.S Garibbeanstnd pok~r ni.nkings 
/ . . . ' ' . _· - __ ,·_ ,:·, -, ·. : _.-. '. ' -: ,. ·-, 

(a) The rank of the cards used in caribbean stud pok:er, 
for · the determinatio~ of winning. hands, in · order o(highesf .·· 
to lowest rank, shall be:, ace, king; queen,jack, 10, ni11e, 
eight, seven, six, five, four, three a11dtwo, ,Notwitb,standing 
the foregoing, an ac!e may be useci to co1Uplete a "straight · 
f)ush" or "straight" form~d \.vith a twp, th.ree, four.and five, 

' . . ' 

(b) The permissible poker hands atthe game of caribbe-
an stud poker, in order of highest to lo\\:'estrank, shall be; 

, . C ,.: • , • : , 

1. · "Royal fluslf' is. a hand co1nsisting of an ace, king, -
queen, jac~ and 10 cif the sa~e suit;, · · 

2, "Straight 'flush" is a hand'consisting.of fivecards of 
the same sqit in consecutive ranking, with king, queen, 
jack, 10 and nine being the highest ranking straight flush 
ind ace, two, three, four and five being the lowesf ra11kirig 
straight flush; · 

. '\ 

3 ..... '.'Four-of-:~kh1d'.'.is. a hand consis6ngof fomcards 
of the same rank; with four aces being the highest ranking 
four 0of+kind and Jour twos being the. lowest ranking 
four-of-a-kind; · · · 

. . . . 

4.. 1'Full house" is ,a hand consisting of(,_"tlltee-of-a-
kind'', and a "pair,''··withthree· aces and two kings l:leing 
the highest ranking full house and three; twos .. and two 
threes being the lowest. ranking full house; 

. . . 

5. ''Flush" is a ha.nc:l consisting .gf five cards of the · 
same suit; . . 

6. "Straight" is a · hand consisting of five cards. of 
consecutive rank, regardless of suit; with an ace, kirig, 
queen, jack and 10 being the highest ninking straight and 
an ac1e., two, three, four and five being the lowest.ranking 
straight; provided,\ however, that an: ac;e · may not be 
combinedwithany sequence of.cards forpmposes 
of determining a winning•hand (for example, ,queen, king; 
ace, two, three); · ' ' · 

7; "Three..:..of..-a-•-kind" is a hand cons1stmg of .three 
cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 
ranking ·three-of-askind and ,three twos l:leing the lowest 
ranking three~of-a0kind; ·· · · · 

8. "Two pairs" is a hand containing·twO "pairs," with 
two aces and two kings being the highest rnpking two pair 
and two threes and two twos being Jhe lowest ranking two 
pair; and 

, 19:47-16.7 

9. "Dne pair" i,s a hantlcontaining two cards of the 
· same rank, with two aces qei11g the .µighesr ranking pair 
and two twos being the lowest ranking pair. ~· .. , 

(c)• Whep•.COmparing two hands which are. of identical 
poker ha,nd. rnnkpursuant to the provisJons·'of this,section, 
or···which cbntain. none of the .hands authorized.jn ... this 

. section,. the hand 'Nhich contains the. highest. ranking card as 
provided in (a) abo.v~ which is not cont11inedjn Jhe pther 
hand. shaH be considen~d the higher\ ranking µand. 1, .· if the 
hands are of .identicaLrank after the application. of this 
subsection, the hands shall be considered a push. 

19:4T:-16.6 Wagers 
.. 1 •·. . .. . . '. . . •••. • . . '.. .·. 

(a) All wagersat caribbean stud pok~r shall be nl:ade by 
placing gaming chips or plagues and,· if ·applirable, a. matc:h 
play cqupon on. the .appropriate•. betting. areas of the" table 
layout A verbal wager ~ccompa,nied by cash shall not be ~ 

·· ~ccepted. · · 

<(b) AU anti/wagers shall be placed prior to the dealer 
announcing "No more bets" in accordance \Vith thedealirig '. 

,procedure 'in N.J.AC l9:47-16;7, 16.8 or 16.9 .. Exc~pt as 
provided. in N.J.AC. 19:47--16.7, no wager shall be m,.ade, 
increased, orwithdra,wirafter the dealer has announced "No 

, more bet's.'' 

(c) Upon pla.cing an:anteWager, a player may; at.his Or 
her discretion, pJacea progressiv~ ·pa,yout wager by deposit-
ing a $1.00 gamfng chip into the acceptor d,evice desigrurted '· 
for that pl aye:. Each player shall be responsible for verify-

. ing Jhat his or lier respective acceptor light,has been proper-
ly illumidated. · · · 

'. 

( d) A "bet" wager shall be made in accordance with 
N.JiA.c J9.:47-16.10, 
. - . 

. / (e) 'A player 'shall ~ot bepermitte~ to play more than ohe/. 
h,md per round of play, .. · · . , . . . · 

(f) Only players who ar.e seated aCthe 1 Caribbean, stud 
poker ta?le may placea wager at the game. Onee a player 
has placed a wager and received cards, that player must, 
remai11 seated utltil the competition of the round of play. ; 

19:47~ 16.7 Procedure for Aealing the c;atM from a manual 
dealing· shoe . . .· .. 

' . -- , , • . •• ,_ I 

,· (a) If a casino licensee choose·s to have tbe cards dealt · 
from a ma,nual dealing shoe, the dealing shoe shalFmeetthe 
requirements ofN.J.A.C. 19:46-1,19 an,d shall be lqcated 011 
the. table in a location as approyed by the Cornmission. 
Once the procedures i;equired by r-r.J.Af- 19:47_:_lpA have 
been completed; the Sta.eked dec.k of 9ards shall be placed in 
the dealing shoe ~ither by the• dealer or. by an automatic 
shuffling device. · 

(b) Prior to dea11ng the cards .and once all ante and 
. progres~ive payout wagers have been placed, .the dealer shaU 
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then annoµnce "No more bets" and press the "lock-out" 
button on the table controller panel. · Once the "lock-out" 

. . . \ .. 
. button has been pressed, if any wagers have been placed on 
the progressive wager, the ,qealer shall remove these wagers 
from the) table inventory return device, and on' the layout in 

'front of the table inventory· container, verify. that t~e num-
ber of gaming chips wagered equals the number of lights 
illuminated on the acceptor devices, and place the gaming 
chips into the /able inventory container in accordance with 
N.J.A.C.. 19:45-1.20. . 

·. (c) Each card . shall be removed from . the deal~ng shoe 
with the hand of the dealer that is closest to I the dealing 
shoe and placed on the· appropriate area of the layout with 
the opposite hand .. 

( d) The dealer shall deal the first card, face down, to the 
player farthest to the left of the dealer and then, moving 
clockwise. around the table, deal each remaining player a 
card, face down. The dealer shall then deal one card face 
down to an area di1ectlY, in. front of the table inventory 
container designated ~or the dealer's hand. ~his p~ocedure\ 
shall, be repeated· until all players have received five, cards 
face down; provided, however, the dealer's fifth card sha/1 
be dealt face up. The card~ shall be dealt to each player 
directly on top of that player's preceding card. 

· ( e) After five cards have been dealt to each player and 
J the area designated for the hand of the dealer, the. dealer 

shall remove the stub from the mariual dealing shoe and, 
. ex¢ept as provid,ed in (f) below, place the stub in the discard 
rack without exposing the cards. ' , . 

. . . 
• . :,i . 

(f) The dealer shall be reqmred to 1count the stub atleast 
· once every five rounds of play· in order to. determine that the 
· corrett number of cards are stpl present in the deck. · The 

dealer shall deten;nine the number of cards in the stub by 
counting the cards face down on the layout. . 

( 

1. If the count of the stub· indicates that 52 cards are 
in the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard · 
rack without. exposing the cards. I 

' 2. If the count of the stub indicates that the number 
.of cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall deter-
mine if the cards were misdealt., If the cards have' been 
mis~ealt ( a player or the area designed forthe placement 
of the dealer's hand has more or less tha11. five cards) but 
52 cards remain · in the deck, all hands shall be void 
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:47-16.13. If the cards have not 
been misdealt, all hands shall be consjdered void and the 
entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table 

· pursuant to N;~.A.C. 19:46;-l.18. 

19:47-16.8 Procedures for dealing tbe:cards from the hand 
(a) Notwithstanding any other provisions of NJ.AC. 

19:46 or this chapter, a casino licensee may, in its discretion, 
permit a dealer to deal the cards used fo play c,aribbean stud 
poker from his or, her hand. · 

OTHER AGENCIES 

(b) lf a casino licensee chooses to have the cards dealt 
from the dealer's hand, the following requirements shall be · 
observed: 

). The casino licensee shall use anr automated shuf-
fling device to shuffle the cards. ; 

. 2. Once the . procedures required by N.J.A.C. 
19:47-16.4 have been completed, the dealer shall place 
the stacked deck of cards in either hand. · . 

i. . Once the dealer has chosen the h'and in which he 
or she will hold the cards, the dealer shall use that hand 
whenever holding the C¥ds .during that rounq of play. 

ii. The cards held by the dealer shall at all times be 
kept in frorit of the dealer and ·over the 1taWe inventory 
container. · · · · 

\ 
I 

, 3. The dealer shall then announce "No more bets" 
and press' the lock':.out button in accordance with N.J.A.C. 
19:47-16.7 prior to dealing any cards. The dealer shall 
deal each card by hoJding the deck of cards· in the chosen 
hand and using the other hand to remove the top card of 
t.he deck and place it face down on the approp'riate area 

, of the layout. 

(c) The dealer shall.deal the first card, face down, to the,_, .. 
player farthest to the left of the dealer and then, moving" 
clockwise around the table, deal each remaining player a 
card, face won. The dealer shall then d~al · one card face 
down to an area directly in front of .the table inventory 
container de~ignated for the dealer's hand. This procedure·· 
shall be repeated until all players have received five cards· 
face down; prnvided, however, the dealer's fifth card shall 
be dealt face ·up. The cards shall -be dealt to each player 
directly on top of that. player's preceding card. 

(d) After _five cards have been dealt 1to each player and 
the area designated for ,the placement of the dealer's harid, · 
the dealer shall, except as provided in (e) below, place the 
. . \ 

stub in the disc1;trd rack without:exposing the cards. · 

( e) The dealer shall be required to count the stub· 3it least 
once every five rounds of play in order to determine thatrthe 
correct number of cards are still present in tJ:ie deck. The 
dealer shall count the stub in accordance with the provisions 
of N.J.A.C. 19:47-16.7. 

19:47-16~9 Procedtlres for dealing the cards .from an 
automated dealing shoe 

. . ' . 

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of N.J.A.C. 19:46 
or' this chapter, a casino licensee may, in its discretion, . . . 
choose to ,have the card.s 1'sed to play caribbean stud poker 
· dealt from an automated dealing shoe which dispenses cards 
in stacks of· five cards, provided that the shoe, its location 
and the procedures for its use are approved by the Cammi~--

. sion. 
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(b) If a casino licensee chooses to have the cai;ds dealt 
from an automated dealing shoe, the following requirements ; 
shall be observed: 

l. Once the procedures required by N.J.AC. 
19:4 7-16.4 have been completed, the cards shall be placed 
in the automated dealing shoe. 

2. The dealer shall then announce "No more bets" 
and press the lock-out button in accordance with NJ.AC. 
19:47-16.7. 

( c) The dealer shall deliver the first stack of cards dis-
pensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the 
player farthest to his or her left who has placed a wager in/ 
accordance with N.J.AC. 19:47-16.6. As the remaining 
stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated dealing 
shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the table, 
deliver a stack face down to each of the other players who 
has placed a wager in accordance with NJ.AC. 19:47-16.6. 
The dealer shall then deliver a stack of five cards face down 
to the area designated for the dealer's hand. 

( d) After each stack of five cards has been dispensed and 
.delivered in accordance witq this subsection, the dealer shall 
remove the stub from the automated dealing shoe and, 
except as provided in ( e) below, place the cards in the 
discard rack without exposing the cards. 

( e) The dealer shall be required to count the stub at least 
once every five rounds of play in order to determine that the 
correc~ number of cards are still present in the deck. The · 
dealer shall count the stub in accordance with the provisions 
of NJ.AC. 19:47-16.7. \ . 

(f) Notwithstanding the provisions · of ( e) above, the 
counting of the stub shall not .be required if an automated 
card shuffling device is used that counts the number of cards 
in the deck after the completion of each shuffle and indi-

. cates whether 52 cards are sWl present. If the automated 
card shuffling device reveals that an incorrect number' of 
cards are present, the deck shall be removed from the table 
in accordance with the provisions of NJ.AC. 19:46-1.18. 

(g) The dealer shall then expose the top card of the 
dealer's hand, and the round of play shall proceed. in 
accordance with NJ.AC. 19:47-16.10. 

19:47-16.10 Bet wagers; procedure for completion of each 
round of play; collection and payment of 
wagers 

(a) After the dealing procedures required by NJ.AC. 
19:47-16.7, 16.8 or 16.9 have been completed but before the 
dealer exposes the hole cards, each player spall, after exam-
ining his or her cards, either place a b~t wager in the 
designated betting area or fold and forfeit the ante wager. 
If a player folds, .the entire ante wager shall be collected by 
the dealer and placed in the table inventory container. A . 

19:47-16.10 

folded hand shall then be immediately collected by the 
dealer and placed in the discard rack. 

(b) Each player who makes a bet wager shall be responsi-
ble for his or her own hand and no other person other than 1 • 

the dealer may touch the cards of that player .. Each player 
.shall be required to keep the. five cards in full view of the 
dealer at all times. Once each player has examined his or 
her cards · and placed the five cards face down on · the· 
appropriate area of the layout, the playe~ shall not touch the 
cards again. 

(c) No player may exchange ~r communicate information 
regarding his or her hand prior to the dealer· revealing the ' 
hole cards. Any violation shall result in a forfeiture of all 
wagers on that round by the players communicating. 

( d) After all players have ei'ther placed a bet wager or , 
folded, the dealer shall turn over and reveal the dealer's 
hole cards and set the highest ranking poker hand. 

( e) Except as otherwise provided in (g) below after the 
hole cards are revealed, the dealer shall, starting with the 
player farthest to his or her right, turn over the player's 
cards and if the dealer has. a qualifying hand: 

1. All losing wagers shall immediately be collected by 
the dealer and pllced in the table inventory container. · \ 
All losing hands shall then be immediately collected by 
the dealer and placed in the discard rack. An!e and bet 
wagers made by a player shall lose if the qualifying hand 
of the dealer has a hand rank which is higher than the 
hand of that player. 

2. If the hand of the player ties with that of the 
dealer's qualifying hand, the hand of the player sha11 be a 
push. The dealer shall not collect or pay the wagers, but 
shall immediately collect the cards of that player after all 
losing wagers and hands have been collected. 

3. After all losing wagers and pushes have been set-
tled, all winning wagers shall ~e paid. All winning hands 
shall remain face up on the layout until all winning ante, 
bet wagers and, if applicable, progressive payout wagers 
are paid, Winning wagers shall be paid in accordance 
with the payout odds listed in N.J.AC. '19:47...,.16.12. The 
dealer shall pay all winning wagers beginning with the 
player farthest to the right of the dealer and continuing 
counterclockwise around the ta.ble. Any wager made by a 
player shall win if the hand of the player has a hand rank 
higher than that of the dealer's qualifying hand. After 
paying all winning ante and bet wagers, the dealer shall 
immediately collect the cards of all winning players and 
place them in the discard rack, together with the remain-
ing cards in the deck used for that round of play; prnvid-
ed, however, if a player has won a progressive payout 
which is not being paid from the table inventory contain-
er, the cards of that player shall remain on the table until 
the necessary documentation .has been completed pursu-
ant to NJ.AC. 19:45-1.52. 

', 
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(f) 'Except as p~ovided .in (g) below, after the hole cards 
are revealed, if the dealer does not have a .qualifying hand: 

1. It shall be the 1 option of the casino licensee whether 
or not the dealer shall turn over the player's cards. If the 
.casino elects not to turn over all the player's cards, the 
· dealer shall be required to turn over the cards of any 
player who has made a progressive wage pursuant, to 
N.J.A.C. 19:<47-16.1,1; 

_2. The dealer shall immediately announce "No hand'\ 
and shall pay all ante wagers at payouts odds of 1 to 1. 
The dealer shall pay all ante wagers beginning with the 
player farthest to the right of the dealer and continuing 
counterclockwise around the table; 

I 

3. All bet wagers shall be considered void and the 
dealer·· shall neither collect nor pay said wagers; and 

4. After paying all ante wagers, the dealer shall imme-
diately collect the cards of all players and place them in 
the discard i;ack, together with the remaining cards in the 
deck used for the round of play; provided, however, if a 
player ·has won a progressive payout which is not being 
paid from the table inventory container, the cards of that 
player shall not be collected until the necessary documen-
tation has been completed pursuant to N.J.AC. 
19:45-1.52. 

(g) All cards collected by the dealer shall be picked up in 
order and placed in the discard ra.ck in such· a way that they 
can be readily arranged to reconstruct each hand in the 
event of a question or dispute. 

\ 

19:47-16.11 Progressive payout 
(a) A wogressive payout wager shall be p~id pursuant to 

the payout table listed in NJ.AC. 19:47-16.12, the proce-
dures approved pursuant to NJ.AC. 19:45-1.52 and prior to 
the collection of the cards by the dealer. 

(b) Prior to paying a progressive payout hand, the dealer 
shall: ) 

l. Verify that the hand is a winning hand; 

2. Verify that the appropriate light on the 
device has been illuminated;· and · 

acceptor 

3. Have a casino supervisor va_lidate the progressive 
payout pursuant to approved internal control procedures. 

.(c) Any winning progressive payout wager shall be paid 
irrespective of the rank of the hand of the dealer or even if 
the dealer does not have a qualifying hand or has a higher 
ranking hand. · 

19:47-16;12 Payout odds; rate of progression; payout 
limitation 

(a) The payout odds for winning wagers at caribbean stud 
poker printe9 Qn any layout or· in any brochure or other 
publication distributed by a casino licensee shall be. stated 
through the use of the word "to" or "win," and no odds 
shall be stated through the use of the word "for." 

OTHER AGENCIES 

(b) A casino licensee shall pay out winning ante wagers at 
payout odds of 1 to 1. 

(c) Subject to the payout limitation in (d) below,~ casino 
licensee shall pay off each winning wager at the game of _ 
caribbean. stud ·poker at no less than the odds listed below:. 

Wager 
Royal Flush 
Straight Flush 
Four-of-a-kind 
Full House 
Flush 
Straight 
Three-of-a-kind · 
Two Pair 
One Pair or less ( 

Payout Odds 
100 to 1 
50 to 1 
20 to 1 
7 to 1 
5 to 1 
4 to 1 
3 to 1 
2 to 1 
1 to 1 

(d) Notwithstanding the payout odds in (c) above, the pay 
out limit on each bet wager for any hand shall be $5,000. 

(e) A casino licensee shall payout winning progressive 
payouts at no less than the amounts listed below: 

Hand 
Royal Flush 
Straight Flush 

Four-of-a-kind 
Full House 
Flush 

Payout 
100 percent of progressive jackpot 
Either 10 percent of progressive jackpot or 
$5,000, as designated in the casino licen-
see's approved system, of internal controls 
$500.00 
$100.00 
$ 50.06 

(f) The rate of progression for the progressive meter used 
for the progressive payouts in ( e) above shall be no less than 
70 percent. The initial and reset amount shall be estab-
lished by each casino licensee and approved pursuant to 
NJ.AC. 19:45-l.39B. . 

(g) Winning progressive payout hands shall be paid in 
accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the 
player's turn to be paid in accordance with· N.J.AC. 
19:47-16.U; provided, however, if more than one player at 
a table has a royal flush progressive payout hand, each 
player shall share equally in the amount on the progressive 
meter when the first player with a royal flush is to be paid. 

19:47-16.13 Irregularities 

(a) If a hole card is exposed prior to the dealer announc-
ing "No more bets" pursuant to NJ.AC. 19:47-16.7, all 
hands shall be void. 

(b) A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck 
while the cards are ,being dealt shall not be used in the game 
and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one 
card is found/ face up in the shoe or the deck during the 
dealing of the cards, an· hands shall be void and the cards 
shall be reshuffled. 

(c) A card drawn in error without its face being exposed 
spall be ·used as though it was the next card from the shoe 
or the deck. ' 
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( d) If any player is dealt an incorrect number of cards, 
that player's hand shall be void. If the dealer is dealt four 
cards of the five card hand, the dealer shall deal an addi-
tional card to complete ·the hand. Any other misdeal to the 
dealer shall result in aH hands being void and the cards shall 
be reshuffled. 

( e) If an automated card shuffling device is being used 
and the device jams, stops shuffling durjng a shuffle, or fails 
to complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled in 
accordance with procedures approved by the Commission. 

(f) If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the 
device jams, stops dealing cards, or fails to deal all cards \ 
during a round of play, the round of play shall be void and 
the card_s shall be removed from the device and reshuffled 
with any cards already dealt, in accordance with procedures 
approved by the Commission. 

(g) Any automated card shuffling device or au_tomated 
dealing shoe shall be removed from a gaming table before 
any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized at 
that table. 

SUBCHAPTER 17. DOUBLE DOWN STUD 
) 

Authority 

~.J.S.A. 5:12-5, 69(e), 70(f), 99(a), and lOOi 

Source and Effective Date 

R.1994 d.593, effective December 5, 1994. 
See: 26 N.J.R. 1323(a), 26 N.J.R. 4445(b), 26 N.J.R. 4790(a). 

19:47-17.{ Definitions 

The following words and terms, when used in this S)lb-
chapter, shall have the following meanings unless the con-
text clearly indicates otherwise: 

"Double down wager" means an additional wager made . 
by a player, in an amount not to exceed the amount of the 
player's original wager, after all cards for the found of play 
have been dealt but before the dealer exposes the hole card. 

"Hand'' means the five card stud hand formed for each 
player by combining the single card dealt to. the player and 
the four cards dealt in front of the dealer. 

"Hole card" means the card which has been dealt face 
down to the dealer. 

"Push" means a tie, as defined in NJ.AC. 19:47-17.10. 

"Rank" or "ranking" means the relative position of a card 
or group of cards as set forth in NJ.AC. 19:47-17.5. 

19:47-17.3 

"Round of play" or "round" means one complete cycle of 
play during all players then playing at the table have been 
dealt a hand; have wagered upon it, and have had their 
wagers paid off OF collected in accordance with the rules of 
this Stibchapter. 

\ 
"Suit" means one of the four categpries of cards: dia-

mond, spade, club or heart. 

19:47-17.2 Cards; number of decks 
(a) Except as provided in (b) below, double down stud 

shall be played with one deck of cards with backs of the 
same color and· design, one additional solid yellow or1 green 
cutting card and one additional solid yellow or green cover 
card to be used in accordance with the procedures set forth 
in NJ.AC. 19:47-17.4. The deck of cards used shall meet 
the requirements of N.J.AC. 19:46-1.17. 

(b) If an automated cardshuffling device is used, a casino 
licensee shall be permitted to use a second _deck of cards to 
play the game, provided that: 

1. Each deck of cards complies with th~·requirements 
of (a) above;. 

2. The backs of the cards in the two decks are of a 
.• different color; · 

3. One deck is being shuffled by the automated card 
shuffling device while the . other deck is being dealt or 

.. ' 
used to play the game; 

\ 

4. · Both decks are continuously alternated in and out 
of play, with each deck being used for every other round 
of play; and 

5. The cards from only one dee!<: shall be placed in the 
discard rack at any given time. 

\ ( ,' ,I 

19:47-17.3 Opening of the table for gaming 
(a) Aftenedeiving a deck of cards at the table in accor-

dance with NJ.AC. 19:46-1.18, the dealer shall sort and 
inspect the cards, and the floorperson assigned to the taJ:,le 
shall verify that inspection. 

(b) Following the inspection of the cards by the, dealer 
and the verification by the floorperson assigned to the table, 
the cards shall be spread out face up on the table for visual 
inspection by the first player· to arrive at the table. The 
cards shall be spread out according to suit and in sequence. 

( c) After the first player js afforded an opportunity to 
visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be turned face 
down on the table, mixed thorougltly by a "washing" or 
"chemmy shuffle': of the cards and stacked. Once the cards 
have been stacked, they shall be shuffled in accordance with 
NJ.AC. 19:47-17.4. 

( d) If a casino licensee uses an automated card shuffling 
device to play the game and two decks of cards are received 
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at the table pursuant to NJ.AC. 19:46-1.18 and 19:47-17.2, 
each deck of cards shall be separately sorted, .inspected, 
verifi'ed, spread, inspectec;I, mixed, st<1cked and shuffled in 
accordance with the provisions of (a) through (c) above 
immediately prior to the commencement of play. 

( e) All cards opened for use o.n the table and dealt from 
a manual dealing shoe shall be changed at least once every 
24 hours. All cards opened for use on the table and dealt 
fro~ tqe hand shall be changed at least once every eight 
hours. Procedures for compliance with this section must be 
submitte1d to the Commission for approval. 

19:47-17.4 Shuffle and cut of the cards 
(a) Immediately prior to the commencement of play and 

after each round of play has· been completed, the· dealer 
shall shuffle the cards, either manually or by use of an 
automated card shuffling device, so that the cards are 
randomly intermixed. Upon completion ~f the shuffle, the 
dealer or device shall place the deck of cards in a single 
stack; provided, however, that nothing herein shall be 
deemed to prohibit 'the us~ of an automated card shuffling 
device which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, 
inserts the stack of ,,cards directly into a· manual dealing 
shoe. 

(b) After the cards h;we been shuffled and stacked, the·· 
dealer shall: 

L If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 
shuffling device which insert~ them directly into a dealing 
shoe, deal the cards in accordance with. the pro·cedures set 
forth in NJ.AC. 19:47-17.8; or · ' 

2. If the cards were shuffled manually, or were shuf-
fled using an automated card shuffling device which \ 
places the deck of cards in a single stack after the shuffle 
is completed, cut the cards in accordance. with the proce-
dures set forth in (c) through (e) below. · 

1( c) Ha cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place " 
the stack of cards on top of the cover card. Thereafter, the 
dealer shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with the backs 
facing up and' 'the faces facing the layout, to the player 
determinect'pursuant to (d) below. If no' player accepts the 
cut, the dealer shall cut_ the cards. 

( d) The cut of the cards shall be offered to players in the 
following order: 

1. The first player to the table, 'if the game 'is just 
beginning; or 

2. The pfayer at the farthest position to the right of 
the dealer; provided, however, that if there are two or 
more consecutive rounds df play, the of\er to ~ut t\1.e . 
cards shall rotate in a counterclockwise manner after- the 
player to the far right of the dealer has been offered the 
cut. 

OTHER .. AGENCIES 

( e) The player or dealer making the cut shall place the 
cutting card in the stack at least 10 cards from either end. 
Once the cutting card has been inserted, the dealer shall 
take the cutting ,card and all the cards on top of the cutting 
card and place them on the bottom of the stack. Thereaf-
ter, the dealer shall r.emove the cover card and place it in 
the discard rack. The dealer shall then deal the cards in 
a'ccordance with the procedures set forth in N.J.A.C. 
19:47-17.8. I 

(f) Whenever there is no gaming activity at a double 
down stud table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be 
spread out on the table either face up or face down. If the 
cards are spread face down, they shall be turned face up 
once a player arrives at the tf1ble, After the first player is , 
afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 
procedures outlined in N.J.A.C. 19:47-17.3 shall be complet-
ed. . 

19:47-17.5 Double down stud rankings 

(a) The rank of the cards used in double down stud, in 
order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, 
jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
an ace may be used to corilplete a "straight flush" or a 
"straight" formed wit,h a two, three, four and five. ( -, 

I 

' (b) The permissible poker hands at the game of double 
down stud, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

1. "Royal flush" .is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 
queen, jack and 10, all of the same suit; 

) 

2. "Straight flush"• is a hand consisting of five cards of 
the same ·suit in consecutive ranking; 

3. "Four-of-a-kind" is a hand consisting of four cards 
of the same t:Ank, regardless'of suit;' , J 

4. "Full house" is a hand consisting of a "three-of-a-
kind" and a "pair"; 

5. "Flush" is a hand consisting of five cards of the 
same. suit; 

6. "Straight" is a hand consisting of five cards of -
consecutive rank, regardless of suit; 

7. "Three-of-a-kind" is a p.<1nd to~taining three cards 
· of the same rank regardless of suit; 

8. "Two pairs" is a hand_ containing two "pairs"; and· 

9. "Pair" is a hand containing two cards of the same 
rank, regardless of suit, with .two aces being the highest 
r;mking pair and two _twos being the lowest ranking pair. 

19:47-17.6 Wagers 
(a) Ali wagers at double down stud shall be made by 

placing gaming chips, plaques or coupons on the approph-
ate betting areas of the .table layout. A verbal wager 
raccompanied by cash shall not be accepted. 
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(b) All wagers shall be placed prior to the dealer an-
nouncing "No more bets''. in accordance with the dealing 
procedure in N.J.A.C. 19:47-17.8. · Except· as provided in 
N.J.A.C. 19:47-17.S(c) and (d) below, no wager shall be 
made, increased, or withdrawn after the dealer has an-
nounced "No more bets." 

(c) A casino licensee niay, in its discretion, Pfrmit a 
player to wager on rio more than two betting areas at a 
double down stud table during a round of play, which areas 
must be adjacent to each ~ther_ 

i9:47-17.7 ,Supervision requirements; required ,training 
and license endorsements 

For purposes of complying with the organizational and 
supervision re9.uirements of N.J.A.C. 19:45-1.11 and 1.12, 
the number of personnel required for each double d{)wn 
stutj table shall be the same as that requfred for a blackjack 
table.' · 

\._ 

Amended by R.1995 d.306, effective June 19, 1995: · 
See: 27 N.J.R. 1162(a), 27 N.J.R. 2455(a). 

19:47-17.8 Procedure for- dealing the cards 
\ 

(a) All cards used in double down stud shall be dealt 
from a -dealing shoe or dealt from the dealer's hand; in 
accordance with the following procedures: 

1. . If a casino. licensee chooses to have the· cards dealt 
from a map.uaJ dealing shoe, the dealing shoe shall meet 
the requirements of N.J.A.C. 19:46-1.19 and shall be 
located on the table to the left o( the dealer. Once the 
procedures required by N.J.A.C. 19:47-17.4 have been 
completed, the deck shall be plaeed in the manual dealing 
shoe and· th.e dealer shall announ'ce "No more bets." · 
Each card. shall be removed ,from the dealing shoe with 
the dealer's left hand and placed on the appropriate area 
of the layout with the dealer's. right hand. 

'. 

2. If the casino licensee chooses . to have the cards 
dealt by hand, the following requirements shall be ob-
served:· ·· 

. ( 

i. Once the. procedures required by · N.J.A.C. 
~9:47-17.4 have been completed, the dealer shall place 
the deck of cards. in either hand, and once the .dealer 
has chosen the hand in which the·cards will-be held, the 
dealer shall use that hand whenever· hoiding the cards ' 
during that .round of play. · 

ii. . The cards held by the dealer shall at all times be 
kept in front of the dealer .arid over ,the table inventory 
container. 

m: The dealer shall announce "No more bets" pdor 
to dealing any cards. The dealer shall deal each card 
by holding the deck of cards in the chosen hand and 
using the other hand to remove the top card of the 
deck and place it on the appropriate area of the layout. 

19:47-17.10) 
/ 

(b) The dealer shall deal the first card, face up, to the 
player farthest to the left pf the dealer and then, moving 
clockwise• around the table, deal ea<rh remaining player a 
. card, face up: The dealer shall then deal one · card face . 
down and three cards face up to the designated area directly 
in front of the table, inventory container. These last four 
cards, together with the single card previously dealt to .each 
player, shall be used to form the five card stud poker hand 
of each player for that round of play,. 

( C) After all cards for the, round of play have been dealt 
; but before the dealer exposes the hole card, a.· player may 

place a double down wager in the designated betting area. _ 
\ ' 

( ~) After ~11 double down wagers have beeri: placed, the 
dealer. shall again anriounce "No more bets," and shall then 
turn over and reveal the hole card. 

(e) No player shall touch any of the cards during a round 
of play. · · · 

19:47-17.9 Procedure for completion of each round of 
play; , collection and payment of w~gers 

. (a) After the. hole card is revealed, all losing wagers shall 
irhmediately be collected by the dealer and placed in the 
table inventory container. All losing hands. shall then be 

. I 
immediately ccillect.ed by · the dealer and placed· in the 
discard rack. A: wager made by a player shall lose if the 
hand of the player has a: poker hand rahk which is lower 
than or equal to a pair of fives. 

(b) Ifthe wager made by a player is a push, the dealer 
shall not: collect or pay the wager, but 1shall immediately 
collect the cards of that player after all losing wagers and 
harids have been collected. A wager made by a player shall 
be a push .if the hand of the player has a, poker hand rank 
equal to or higher than a pair of sixes but lower than a pair 
of jacks. 

( c) After all. losing wagers 'and pushes ha~e been settled, 
.all winning . wagers' shali be paid. All winning hands. shall 
re:µiain face up on the layout' until all wiryning wagers have · · 
been paid bY. the dealer. Winning wagers shall be paid in 
accordance with the payout odds listed in N.J.AC. 
19:4?.:-17.10. The dealer shall pay an win~ing wagers b~gin-
ning with the player farthest to the right of the dealer and 
continuing counterclockwise around the table. 1\. wager by 
a player shall win if the hand of the player has a poker hand 
ra.nk equal to or higher than a pair of jacks. After paying 
all winning wagers, the dealeF-shall immediately collect the 
cards of all winning players and place them in the dis~ard 
rack, together With the remainilig cards in the deck used for 
that round of play. . 

, ' 

19:47-17.10 Payout odds; payout limitation 
I . 
(a) The payout odds for winI1;ing wagers at double down 

stud printed on any layout or in any brochure or other 
publication distributed by a casino licensee shall be stated 

', \ 
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/,- through the use of the word "to'' or ''win," and no odds 
shall be. stated through the use .of the word. "for."--

. (b) A casino licensee shall pay off winning wagers at no 
less than the odds listed below, subject to the payout 
limitation in ( c) below: 

Wager 
Royal Flush 
Straight Flush 
Four-of-a-Kind 
Full House 
Flush 

'.Straight 
Three-of-a-Kind 
Two Pair 
Pair of,Jacks, Queens, Kings or Aces 
Pair of Sixes, Sevens, Eights, Nines or 

Tens 
Pair of Fives or less 

Payout Odds 
1,000 to 1 

100 to 1 
25 to 1 
10 to 1 
8 to 1 
5 to 1 
3 to 1 
2,10 1 
1 to 1 

· Push 

Lose 

, (c) Notwithstandin:g the payout odds in (b) above, the 
payout l.imit 'for any hand shall be $1Q0,000. 

19:47-17.11 Irregularities 
· (a) If a ho!~ card is exposed prior to the deale; announc-
ing "No more bets" pursuant to N.J.A.C. 19:47-17.S(d), all 
hands shall be void. 

(b) A card found face up in the shoe or the d.eckshall not 
i be used in the game and. shall be· placed in the discard rack. 
If more than one card is found face up in the shoe or the 
deck, all hands shall be void and the cards shall be reshuf-

. fled. 

(c) A card drawn in error without its face being exposed 
shall be used as though it was the next card from the shoe 
or the deck. 

(d)--If any player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect 
nu'mber of cards, -all hands shaU be void and the cards . 
reshuffled. 

(e) · If an automated card shuffling device is being used 
and the device jarns, stops shuffling during a shuffle, or fails 
to complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be · reshuffled in 
accordance with procedures approved by the Commission. 

(f) Any automated c1;1rd shuffling device shall be removed 
from a gaming table l:>efore any other method of shuffling 
may be utilized at th~t table. 

SUBCHAPTER18. LET IT RIDE POKER 
Authority 

N.J.S.A. 5:12,--5, 63(c), 69(e), 70(f), 99(a) arid 100. 

Source and Effective Date 
R.1995 d.534, effective October 2, 1995. 

See: 27 N.J.R. 2119(a), 27 N.J.R. 3795(b). 

OTHER AGENCIES 

Subchapter Historical. Note 
Subchapter 18, Let lt .Ride Poker, was adopted as temporary gaming 

rules, effective January 24, 1995,. or after, See: 27 N.J.R. 386(a). 
Subchapter 18 was adopted as R.1995 d.534, effective October 2, 19.95 . 
See: Source and Effective Date. 1 , -" • 

19:47-18.1 Definitions • .. 
. The following words and tei-1)1s, when used in this sub-

chapter, shall have the following meanings unless tlre con-
text ,clearly indicates. otMrwise: 

"Comm.unity card" means any card which is initially dealt 
face down to a designated area in front of thy table invento0 

ry container and which is used by all players -to form a five 
card poker hand. · · 

"Hand" means the five card poker hand formed for each 
player by combining the three cards dealt to the player and 
the two community cards. 

"Let it ride" means that a player chooses not to take back 
a wager that may be withdrawn in accordance. with the 
provisions ofN.J.A.O. 19:47-18.10. 

"Itound of play" meilnS one complete cycle of play during 
which all wagers have ~een placed, all ca'.rds have been dealt 
and all remaining wagers have been paid off or collected in 
accordance with the tujes of this subchapter. 

"Stub" means the remaining portion of the deck after all 
cards in the round of play have been dealt or delivered. 

) 

"Suit" means one of the four categories of cards: club, 
diam9nd, .. heart or spade. 

19:47-18.2 Cards; number of decks 
(a) Except as provided in(b) below, let it ride poker shall 

be played with one deck of cards with backs of the same 
color and design and one additional solid yellow or green 
card to be used in accordance with the procedure set forth 
in N.J.A.C. 19:47l18.5. The deck of cards used shall meet 

· the requirements o_f NJ.AC. 19:46-Ll 7. 

(b) lfan automated card shuffling device is used, a casino 
. licensee .shall be permitted to use a second deck of cards to 
play the game, provided that: 

1. Each deck of cards complies with the requirements 
of (a) above; · ,,. 

2. The backs of the cards in the two decks are of 
different color; 

3, One deck is being shuffled by the automated card 
shuffling devic_e while the other deck is. being dealt or 
used to play the game; 

4. Both decks are continuously alternated in and out 
of play, with each dec.k being used for every other round.• 
of play; . and · · 

5. The cards fr9m only one deck sha!J be placed in the 
•discaid rack at any given ,Jime. · 
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· 19:47-'-18.~ 1,et it ride poker ~ankings ··. 
(a) The rank of the catds 11sed inl~titride po~er,for the 

determination of winning hands, in order Of highest to 
lowest:rnnk,shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, nine, eight1

, 

seven, six, five, four, three and two.. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, an· ace may be used to complete a.'.'straight flush" 
or "straight'' formed with a two, three, four and Jive. All 
suits shall be consi1ered ecprnl in rank. 

(b) Thc:: permissible poker hands atthe garpe ofletitride 
poker, in order. of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

). "Royal flush" fa a hand consisting of an ace; kfng, 
queen, jack and 10 of the same suit; · 

2. "Straight flush" .is a hand consisting of five cards bf 
the same suit in .consdcutive ranking; 

13. ''Four-of~a-kind" is a hand consisting of four cards 
of the same rank; · 

l . . . 
4. "Full house" is a hand consisting of. "three-of+ 

kind" and a !'pair''; 

. 5, ''FlJ.!.sh" isa ll:andconsisting of five cardsbfthe 
same suit; < 1 

6. "Straight" . is a . hand.· con~is~ing ·of· five cards of 
cortsecutiverank, with an ace, killg, queen, jatk and 10: 
being the highestranking straight and ali ace, two, three,, 
four and five being the lowest rnnkirig ,stra,ight; provided, 
however, that an ace may .n~t be colllbined with any 0th.et 
sequence of cards for purposes of determining a. winning 
hand (for example, queen: king, ace; two, three); 

'7, ''.1'hree...,of-a-kind" 'isa. hand consisting ,of 'three 
cards of the same rank; · 

8. . "Two pairs" is a Blrtd consisting of two ''pairs"; 
and 

9. "One pair" is •.<\·. hand containing two cards of the 
same rank. · · · · · 

19:47-18.4 Opening of the tal)lefor gaming .. 
. . ·.. . I • .. 

(a) After receiving,a deck of cards at thetable in accor-
--dance with N.JA.g. 19:46-1.18,the dealer. shall sorf. and 
inspect the. cards, and .the floorperson assigned to. the table 
shall verify that inspection. . 

(b) Following the inspection of tµe cards by the. dfaler · 
and the verificatJcmbythe floorperson assignedtothe table,. 
the cards shaB)e spreacl out face, up on the table. for visual 
inspection by the . first player to arrive at the table. The 
cards shall be spread out according hsuitand in sequence. 

' . . : .-· 

-: ( c) After the' first player has beenafforded. ari opportµni~ 
ty tq visually inspect the cards, tl~e carps shall be turned face ·. 
down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a "washing" or ·. 

\ .: . . . ' ' .:--·. ' . \ . ' . . '-'• 
"chemmy shuffle" of the cards and stacked. Once thecards 
have been. stacked, they shaU be shuffled in accordance with . 
N.J.A.C. 19:47-18.5. 

19:47--18.5 
. ' -- .. '' ··.·.· ,••· .· , ... '.'.' " . . . . 

.. . -~ ~~/-- .. 
( d} ff a casinb licensee uses an ·autbmated card shuffii~g 

device tb play the game and twodecks of.cards are'receiyed ·· 
at the table pursuanttoN.J.A.C. 19:46-1.18 andJ9:4748.2, 
.each .deck of cards shall be sep~rntely sorted,' inspectM, 
verified, spread,, ipspected, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

· accord~nce with the provisiolls of (a) through (c) 'above. · 

(e) All cards openedforuse'()n a table a.rid deal~ from a 
Illanualor automated dealing shoe· shall be changed at least 
pnce every eight hour,s, All cards openedJor use on .a table 
and dealt from the hand,,shall'be changed atleast everyJpur 
hours, . 

. _, .. 

. (f) Ptocedures. for co~pliarice :Wi;h this section·. shall be 
submitted to the .Comlllission for approhi. · 

19:47-18.S Shuffle. and cut of the cards 
(a) ImmediatelY.priottothe coillmencement of play and· 

after each. ro.und , of play has been completed, Jhe• .·· dealer 
shaU shuffle .. the carcis., . ~ither manually oi; . by ~se oL an 
atitohiated card shuffling d~vice; so that the cards are 
randomly.intermixed .•.. Hpon completion oftheslmffle, the 
dealer or device. shall'placejhe deck of cards'in a single . 
stt1ck; provided, however; that nothing in, this section shi'lll 
be deemedto wohibit the use of anautorii.ate,d, c:ard shufc 
fling device which, upon coillpletion Qf the!shuffling of the 

· cards, inserts the stack of cards.direct1y·into a dealing shqe . 
. - • -·_,_ • '•,c:-- \',' ' . . ,· . . . • 

(b )After the cards, have been shuffled" and stacked, the 
dealefshall: . ' . . 

1. · .. If the cards·,were. shuffledusingan,automated card 
shuffling. deyice, deal .· o; 'deHver, the cards•· in 'accordance 
With the procedµres set forth in N.J:AC l9:47-1S3; 18.8 
or 18.9; or · · · · 

. 2. .lf the cards were shuffled manually, Cutthe cards in 
accordance 'Yith the prncedur(!s set forth in'(c) beldw. 

( c) If a cut of the cards is required, the de<1ler shall, using 
one hand, cut the'.deckby taking a stack at least 10 cards 
frolll the top ofthe de.ck and place thym on top of the cover· 
card. . The dealer shallplace the cards remaining jn the 
deck on'top of the stack of cards which were cut 1 Thereaf-
tei-, the dealer shall removeJhe cover cardand Place\t in 
the discard rack Th.e dealer shail then' deal the cards in 
accord.ance with the procedures set forth in NJ.AC. 
19:47--:,18.7, 18.~ or 18.9 ... Th.e · coyer card shall always be 
placetl infrontof the deck of card~priot to the cut bf the 
cards by the d~aleL , , ' . . . . , 

(d), Whenever thete is nb gaming activity at a let;it ride 
poker table which is open Jor gaming,\ the cards sha.H be 
spread opt on the tabl.e either face up. or fa~e down'. Jf the 
cards are spread face down, they shall be turnei:i face up 
once a pla.yer arrives at the table. After the Jirst player is 
afforded an .opportunity to/visually .inspectthl:! cards, the 
procedures outlined in NJ.AC. 19:47d8A(c) shall be com- . 
pleted.. ·· 
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-19:47;.·-18,6 Wagers 
.. (a)Ail'wagers iat let it ride poker .shall be rilade by 
placiIJ.g gaming chips or plaqu~s ahd, if applicable, a match 
play coupon. on the appropriate beUing areas of .the table 

. ; layout •· A verbal wager acc9mpanied by .cash shall not be 
accepted. 

(b) Only players whq are seated at a letYit ride poker 
table. may wager at the. game .. Dnce a play~r has placed his 
or he[ wagers and received cards, that player .must remain 
seated until the completion of the roµnd of play. 

( c) All wagers, sha11 be pl::g:ed prior ; t~ the dealer ap- ., 
tnoun£ing"l'No n1ore bets" in accordance with. the dealing· 
procedmesinN.J.A.Q: 19:47-18.7,._1R8 or 18;9. Except as 
prnvided in ( d) below,no wager shall be made, increased, or 
withdrawn after the dealer has announced "No rrtoi.;e bets." 

/ : .. ·• . \ . ·.·· . . . . . . ; . 
(d) At the beginning of each rou11d of.play, each player 

. shall ·be. requir,ed to place three equal•. but sep~rate o/agers ... 
· The wagers shall be ideritifiel,l .as bet numl:>er · one; bet 
number two a~d bet number three. Bet number one and 

I. l_. _·· . :~. > ' ' : ., ' : ' ..... ' . i _· ' _-.: -· --.__ ! ' 

bet nurµber two may· s119sequently be,renroved by the player 
in accordance with the provisions of N;J.AC. 19:47~18.W. . . \ , . . . \ . . . . .\ 

. -· ' . . 

, (~) A ca~ino licensee may, in. it~ discretion, permif a 
'player to place· wagers at two betting positions during a 
round of play provided that the two betting positions are 

· . adjacent to each other. · · 
·-· ·/, .\ ' . 

19:47-18.7 Proqidures·for dealing the cari:}s from a 
manual dealing shoe l 

(a) If a casino licensee ch6oses to have the card~ deidt 
from a manual dealing sh6e, ,the dealing shoe shall '!Ileet the 
requirements· df N.iA.C 19:46-1.19iand shall b~ located· on 
the. table iri · a .Ideation as approved. by the. Commissiol}, 
Once the procedures required by N.J.A;C 19:p-18.5 have, 
bee.n completed, the stacked dee~ of cards shall be placed in. 
the dealing shoe either by the dealer or by al). automated 

. .: .. '·_ ' ' .· . - ' \ 
card shufflin~ dt;vice. , , 

. . . \ . . . .. 
(b) The. dealer shall announce "No, more bets" prior to 

', • \ .,: \- r' ,- , , I-. - · :· , ,- - , / 

dealing any cards. Each card shall be renioved from the 
dealing shoe with the hand <'if the qeaier that is closesttd 
the dealing shoe.'li-nd placed 6n the appropriate area of the 
layout with the. opposite• hand. 

(c) Th.e 'dealer shall; starting with the 1player farthest to 
his or her left and cqntinuihg around the tc1ble in a dock-
wise ~anner,de~l the cards as fqllows: . . . . ' 

.1. 'Qne card face<cl!Jwn to each player who h~s placed ! 
three tagers in accorldance with 1N.J.A.C. 19:47~18:6;)' 

I .\ •• / • • . .·. .; .·· \ I•; ·i • .. 

\ . 2. One\,card face clown to the area designated for the 
' placement.:bf 'the community\ cards; • . · i 

, 3. ; A second' card face do\1/n to each player who h~s 
. placed . ,three wagers. in accordance with N.J.A.C. 
19:47,---18.6; 

. Supp. 10-16-95 
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4. A second cardface down to the area,desigriatedtor 
the placement of the comniunity · cards, which Tard shall 

. be placed qr1 top .of .the first card dealt to this area; 

5. A third\cilrd;face down, to. each player who has 
placed · three wagers · jn accordance with N.J.A.C. 
19:47-18.6; agd . . .• 

; ·)·,.. ·,·•. '1 ', I 

6 .. A third card face db\Yri to the area designated for 
the placementofthe community cards, which ¢ard shall 
be: placed on tPP o{ the first twp cards dealt to.this· area, 

. : (~) AfTer t~ree cards have ~een dealt t~. each player and 
the area designated (or ·the placement . of the community 

· cards, the•· dealer . shall remove · the stub· from the manual 
dealing shoe and; excep~ as provided in ( ~),below, place the 
stub in the discard rack1 without exposing the cards. · , . I ' , 

.. ... ' \ ) 
. (e) The dealer shall be required to count the stub at, least 

01,1ce every five rnunds of.play in order to detf rmine that the 
correct numbe_rof carcls are still present in the ,deck . The 
dealer shall determine ,the number of cards in the stub by 
cpuntirig the cards face down on the, layout. 

,·--· ; ' - I- . • I ' ' ,·, \• 

. • . , / I .. I . . : . I . · 

l.1 Iqhe count of the stub indicates that 152cards ar~,-
in the. deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard 
,rack without .,exposinfthe cards .. • 

. :· - ·::. - - r .·. . . . , ,. 

2. • If the count bf the stub indicates that the number 
of ca~ds in the cleck.isincorrect, the dealer shaH deter-
mine if. the cards wire misdealt. If the cards have b~en 

·· · misdealt( a player ot the area desigµated for the place-
ment of the con1munity cards has more _or less than three 
'cards) but 52cards r;eµrninin the deck, aHhands shall be I • 

void pmsuant to N.J'.A.C.19:4T-18.12. If the cards have 
n6t been misdealt, all ha1.1ds shall beconsidered void and 

· the entire deck of cards shall~be removed from the table 
pursuant to N.J.A.c.: 19:46:.CL18. · 

(f) Notwithstanding ithe prov1sioits of (e) above, ,Jhe 
counting of the stub shall not be required if an. automated 
card shuffling devi9eis used that counts the number of cards 
in the deck after the d9rnpletion of each shuffle "and indi• 
cates whether 52 cards are still present. If the automated , , \_ .- ! ' '. . , . • I - .-, , ' 

carq sh.uffling defice reveaJs, that an incorrect number of 
pards are pfesent,the d'eck shall be :rembved from. the table 
i.n accordance with. the provisions of N;.J.A.C. 19:46-1_.18. 

' . . ' ' ,' -... ·. ,,, .-. ·> !-, ' ,,' ' _: ' . . . _,. _· ._·, 

19:47---18.8 .Procedureffor dealing the cards from the bani:} 
1_\·. \ ,,·· . ' { 

(a) Notwithstanding . any other pto~isions cif N.J,A.C. 
19:46 or this chapter, abasinp lic:ensee may,in its discretion, 
permit a 1dealer to,dea:i the cards useq to play let it tide 
poker from ,his ot her hand. \; · •. . · 

! .·· .:·•. . • .·: .· .. , ·. · .. 
(b) If <!' casinc, licen~ee c~ooses to have th~ cards dealt . 

from the dealer's han9, the following requirerritnts shall be 
observed. ' .· . . / . . . . . 

·i' 
· 1. · The casino licens~e shall use an autorriated shuf-

fling devicerto.shu,ffl~ the'cards. 
' /;'-· I ( 
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2, Once ·the procedures required by N.J.AC. 
19:47-18.5 have been completed, the dealer shall' place 
the stacked deck of cards in either hand. 

i. Once the dealer has chosen the hand in which he 
. \ . . 

or she will hold the cards, the dealer shall use t_hat hand 
whenever holding .the cards duriµg that round of play. 

ii. The cards held by the dealer shall at all times be 
kept in ,front of the dealer and over the_ table inv~ntory 
container. .' \ 

3. The dealer shall then announce ''No more bets" 
prior to dealing any cards. The dealer shall deal each 
card b~ holding the deck o( cards in the chosen ,hand and , 
using the other hand to remove. the top card of the deck 
and place it face down on the appropriate area of the 
layout. 

(c) The dei;tler .,shall, starting with the player farthest to . 
his or her left anB continuing around the table in a clock-
wise manner, deal the cards as follows: · 

i 

1. One card face down to each player who has placed 
three wagers in accor,dance with NJ.AC. 19:47-18.6; 

I 

2. One card face down to the area designated for the 
placement of the co~munity cards; · 

. . . ,. ( 

·- 3. A second card face down· to each player who has 
placed three wagers in accordance· with N.J.AC. 
19:47;-18.6; 

4. A second card face down to the area, designated for 
the placement of the_ community cards, which card shall 
be placed on top of the first card dealt to . this . area; 

. 5. A third card face _down to each player who has 
placed -three ~agers in accordance with NJ.AC. 
19:47:-18.6; and 

6. A third card face down to the area designated for 
the placement of the community cards, which card shall . 
be placed on top of the first two cards dealt to this area. 

) . 

( d) After three ca_rds havebeen deaJt,to each player and 
the area designated for the placement of the community 
·cards, the dealer sha)l, except as provided in (e) below, 
place the stub in the qiscard rack without exposing the 
cards. 

• I 

( e) The dealer shall be required to count the stub at least 
once every five rounds of play in order to determine'that the . 
correct number of cards are still present in the deck. The 
dealer shall count the stub in accordance with -the provisions 
of NJ.AC. 19:47-18.7(e) and (f). 

19:47-18.9 Procedures for dealing the cards from an 
automated dealing shoe 

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of NJ.AC. 19:46 
or this chapter, a casino licensee may, in its d_i,scretion,'-
choose to have the cards used to play let it ride poker dealt 
froni an automated dealing shoe which dispenses cards in 

i l 
19:47-18.10 

stacl_<.s of three cards, provided that the shoe, its location and . 
the procedures for its use are approved by the Commission. 

i 

(b) If a casino licensee chooses to have the cards dealt 
from an automated dealing1shoe, t~e following requirements 
shall be observed. ' 

1. Once the procedures required by NJ.AC. 
19:47-18.5 have been completed, the cards shall be placed 
in the' automated dealing shoe. · 

2: The dealer shall then announce "N(]) more bets'; 
• l ) • • 

prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards. , 
I. 
., ( c) The dealer shall deliver the first stack of cards dis-
pensed· by the automated dealing shoe face dowrt to the 
player farthest to his or her left who has placed ,three wagers 
in accordance with NJ.AC. 19,:47-8.6. As the remaining 
'stacks are dispensed,:to the dealer by the automated dealing 
shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the ta!Jl'e, 
deliver a stack face down (o each of the other players who 
has (_placed three wagers in accordance with NJ.AC. 
19:47-8.6. The dealer shall then deliver a stack of three · 
cards face down to the area designated for the placement of 
the com~unitf cards. ' ' · 1 

-- ,. ... 
, ( d) After each stack of three cards has been dispensed 

and delivered in accordance with this section, the dealer 
shaH remove the stub from the. automated dealing shoe and, 

· except as provided in (e) below, place the, cards in the 
· discard rack 'fithout exposing the cards. 

I 

. , · ·, ·• . 
(e) The dealer shall be required to count the stub at least 

once ev~ry five rounds of play in order to dete,rmine that the 1 

correct number of cards are still present in the deck. The 
dealer shall count the stub in accordance with the proyisions 
ofN.JAC. 19:47-18.7:(e) and (f). · · 

19:4748.10 Procedures for ··completion of each round of 
play . . . 

(a) After the dealing procedures 'required by _N.J.A.C. 
19:47...'..18.7, 18.8 or 18:9 have been completed, each player 
shall examine his or her cards. 

1. , Each player who wagers at let it ride poker shall be 
responsible for his or her· own ha.rid and. no person other 
•_than_ the dealer may tou~h the card_s of that player. 

2, Each player shall be required, to keep his or her 
three cards [n full view of the_ dealer at all times. 

I • . . . 

3. 'After each player has made a decision regarding , 
bet number two pursuant to ( e) below each player's cards 
shall 9e placed face down on the appropriate area of the 
layout, the player shall not t~mch the cards again. 

(b) After each player has examined his or-her cards, the. 
dealer shall, beginning with·the player farthest to the deal-
er's'-left and moving clockwise around the table, ask each 
player if he or she wishes to withddw bet nu~ber one or let 
it ride. · ' 
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1. If a player ch-ooses to let bet number one ride, that 
bet shall remain on the appropriate betting area of the 
layout until the end of the round of play. 

2. If a player cho0ses 'towithdraw bet number one, 
the dealer shall move the gaming chips on the betting· 
area designated for bet number one toward the player 
who shall then immediately remove the gaming chips 
from the bettiµg · area. 

(c) After each player has made a;decision regarding bet 
number one, the dealer shall burn the top card in the stack 
of three cards dealt to the area designated for. the place-
ment of the community cards. The burned card shall be 
placed in the discard rack face down. 

( d) The dealer shall then turn the top card of the two . 
cards remaining in the community card area face up and 
place it on top of the remaining card. The exposed ccird 
shall become the first community. card. 

( e) After the first community card is exposed, the dealer 
shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer's left 
and moving clockwise around the table, as.k each player if he 
or she wishes to withdraw bet number two or let' it ride. 
This decision shall be made by each player regardless of the 
decision made c6ncerning bet number one. 

1. If a player chooses to let bet 11umber two ride, that 
bet shall remain on the appropriate betting area of the 
layout until the end of the round of play. 

2. If a player chooses t~'withdraw bet number two, 
the dealer shall move the gaming chips on the betting 

·area designated for bet number two toward the player 
who shall then immediately remove the gaming chips 
from the betting area. . 

(f) The dealer shall then move the first community card 
to. the right of the card that remains face down in . the 
community card area. The face down card shall be turned 
face up by the dealer and become the second community 
card. 

(g) After the-second community card is turned face up, 
the dealer shall, beginning with the player farthest to his or 
her right and continuing around the table in a counterclock-

, wise direction, turn the three .cards of each player face up. 
1. The two community cards and .the three cards dealt 

to each player shall form th~ five card p'oker hand of each 
player. 

~\ 

2. The dealer shall examine the cards of each player 
to determine if the player's hand qualifies for a payout 
pursuant to NJ.AC. 19:47-18.11. 

. \ . \ 
(h) Any wager on a hand which has a rank that is lower 

than a pair of tens shall be a losing wager. All losing 
wagers shall be immediately collected by the dealer and 
plac~d in the table inventory container. The three c;1n;ls of 
any player that has made a losing wager .shall be collected 
andplaced in the discard rack. 

QTHER AGENCIES 

(i) After all losing wagers have been collected, all winning 
wagers shall be. paid. All winning hands shall remain face. 
up on the layout until all winning wagers have been paid by 
the dealer. · Each winning wager that remains on the table 
shall be paid in accordance with the payout odds listed in 

. NJ.AC 19:47-18.11 dr as otherwise approved by the Com-• 
tnission. 

' . 

1. The dealer shall pay all winning wagers beginning 
with the player farthest to the right of the. dealer and 
continuing counterc)o'ckwise around the. table. 

2. After paying all winning~wagers, .the. dealer ·shall 
immediately collect. the cards of all. winning players and 
the community cards -and place them in the discard rack. _ 

U) All cards collected by the dealer shall be picked up in 
order and pla~ed in the discard rack in such a way that they 
can be, readily arranged to reconstruct each hand in the. 
event of a question or dispute. 

19:47-18;11 Payout odds 

(a) The payout odds for winning wagers at let it ride 
poker printed o·n any layout or in any brochure or other 
publication distributed by a casino licensee shall be stated · 
through the use of the word "to" or "win," and no odds 
shall be stated through the use of the word "for." 

(b) Subject to the payout limitation in (c)below, a casino 
licensee shall pay off each winning wager at the game of let 
it ride poker at no !es~ than the following odds: · 

. Wager 
- Royal Flush 

Straight Flush 
Fo~r-of-a-kind 
Full House 
Flush 
Straight 
Three-of-a-kind 
Too Pair 
Pair of Tens, Jacks, Queens, Kings or Aces 

Payout Odds 
1,000 to 1 

200 to 1 
50 .to 1 
11 to 1 
8 to 1 
5 to 1 

.· 3 to 1 
2 to 1 
1 to 1 

(c) Notwithstanding the minimum payout odds required 
in (b) above, a casino licensee may establish a maximum 
amount of$50,000 or such greater amount as approved by 
the Commission that is payable to a player on a single hand. 
If the established payout limit is not included on the layout, 

, each casino licensee shall provide notice of any .decrease in 
the payout limit in accordance with N.J.A.C. 19:47-8.3. 

19:47-18.12 Irregularities 

(a) A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck 
while the cards are being dealt shall not be used in the game 
and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one 
card is found face up in the shoe or . the deck during t,he 
dealing of the' cards, all hands shall be void and the cards 
shall be reshuffled. · 
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(b) A card drawn ih error without its face being exposed 
shall be used as though)t was the next card from the shoe 
or the deck. 

( c) If any player or the area designated for the placement 
of the community cards is dealt an. incorrect number of 
cards, all hands shall be void and the· cards shall be reshuf-

1 

fled. 

( d) If an automated card shuffling device is being used 
and the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle, or fails 
to complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled in 
accordance with procedures approved by the Commission. 

( e) If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the 
device jams, stops dealing cards, or fails to deal all cards 

\ 

19:47-:--18.12 

during a-round of play, the round of play· shall be void· and 
the cards shall be removed from the device and reshuffled 
with any cards already dealt, in accordance with procedures 
approved by the Commission. 

(f) Any automated 1card shuffling device or automated 
dealing shoe shall be remo".ed from a gaming table before 
any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized at 
that table. · 

SUBCHAPTER 19. (RESERVED) 
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